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1 As the Springer Research Scholar, University of Bombay* I have

collecting material for a critical survey of Prakrit literature. This essay,

dealing with Paisaci language and literature, covers only a part of it. -Por-

tions of this Essay formed the basis of a paper which I read before a learned

audience in the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Poona, on the latf

Feb, 1940.
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1. Pai^acI is an important Prakrit dialect and deserves a

thorough study for various reasons '

it is one of the earlier

Prakrit dialects to be grouped wifch Pali, ArdhamagadhI and

Inscriptional Prakrits ; its phonology also is much archaic

showing closer relation with Sanskrit and Pali than with later

dramatic Prakrits ; it has attracted the attention of the earliest

Prakrit grammarian, and even the later grammarians have

devoted a good deal of space to it j the language has almost dis-

appeared at an earlier age, though tradition tells us that Brhat-

katha of Gunadhya was written in this language; the name
of the language

1 has gathered a mythical hallo about it ; and

lastly some of the eminent orientalists like Konow and Grierson

have discussed different problems connected with Pai&acl.

In the absence of any PaisJacI text prior to the grammarians,
we are forced to see what the grammarians have to say about

PaisacI and its linguistic traits. If we take an exhaustive

snrroy of the description of PaisacI given in the various Prakrit

grammars, we would be in a position to see what the grammarians
meant by Pais&cl.

2, VararucI, the earliest Prakrit grammarian known to us,

describes Pai&acl in his Prakrta-prdkasa,* chap. 10. He calls it

the language of the Pissacae, and then he describes its devia-

tions from SaurasenI : that is how the first two sutras might be

understood. The second sutra may also mean that SaurasenI is

the basis of PaisacI ( a ) The intervocalic ( or non-initial and

non-conjunct ) third and fourth letters of each class ar substitut-

ed by the first and second respectively ( sufera 3 ) ; thus we get
gakanam = gaganam, mekho = meghati, raca 2= raja, nischaro =
mrjharah, vatimm=zba$isam, Dasai>atano^=I>asavadanah, Mathavo=
Hadhamh* Gopifnto = Govindah, Kesapo = KasavaJi, saraphasam=*
9 irabhamm, salapho = salabhah, sarhgamo = safygramah, vaggho
= njaghrah, gamanam ~

gamanam. It must be remembered
i There is a Sanskrit commentary on

by name ( Government collection No. 57 of 1872-73 now in the Bhandarkar
Oriental B. Institute)

;^and
secondly Mr. D. B. Biskalkar draws my atten-

tion to a phrase &r$~pi&aca-caturvedasya in a copper seal found in dutch and
ta letters look like those of the 7th century A, D. Apparently beyond the
similarity of name, they have no bearing on the study of PaisacI language.1 Edited by E. B. Cowell. Second Issue, Trtlbner and Co., London 1868.
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that these illustrations are supplied by BhSmaha who lias

written a commentary on the sntras of Vararuci. Then we have

only n : lalunl = taruni ( Su. 5 ). ( b ) The conjuncis sta, sna and

rya are simplified by anaptyxls as sata, sana and ria : kasatam

mama vattai ( v. L 'jvattadi )
= kastam mama *vartate, sananam

snanam, saneho = snehah, bharia=bharya ( Sutras 6-8 ). Further

jna, &ya and nya are changed to flja
T

-* vinjato =^ wjnafah*

savvanjo = sarvajnah, Itanja = Icanya ( Su. 9-10 ). The Saurasenl

jj i is changed cca : kaccam = karyam ( Su. 11 ). ( c ) In declension

rajan gives some double forms : racma, ranja == rajna, racino,

ranjo = rajnah, racing ranji = rajfii, also roca, racanam and

ranjo ( Su. 12). (d)The absolutive termination is tunam*

datunarti *= dattva, Mtunam = krlua, ghettunam = grhitva ( Su. 13 ),

( e ) And lastly iva is represented by piva and hrdaya by hitadka :

kamtfam piva mukham = karnalamiva mukfiam, Jiitaakxfn hara&i me

taluni = hrdayam harasi mama taruni ( Sutras 4 & 14 X This is

all that we get from Vararuci as interpreted by Bhatnaha.

There are some variants noted by Cowell, but they do not

improve the position in any way ; nor do they contribute any

significant information, Sanjivani of Vagantaraja and Subodhinl

of Sadananda,a two other commentaries on the Prakrta-prakasa

of Vararuoi, stop at the olose of the 8th chapter, i. e., chap. 9

according to Cowell's edition ; naturally we do not get any

information from them about Pai&acl.

3. Canda, in his Prnkrta-laksaria,
* tells us that in PaisacI

(a) r and n are changed to I and n, and these are illustrated by a

line : ale ale duttha-lakkhasa panamata panayitthi tasa ( III. 38 ).

The text of Canda's grammar is far from being satisfactory,

(6) The Sutra, numbered III lla by Hoernle and printed in the

Appendix on p. 49, I think, should be put better after III. 38 ;

and it refers to PaisacI or some variety of it, if we understand

Canda in the light of what Vararuci and Hemacandra have to

i In the light of the rules given by later granmarlans, one wishes that

this should have been nna.
fc Prakrta-prakft&a of Vararuoi with the Saftjlvam of VasantarSja and

tae Subodhinl of SadSnanda, ed. with Intro*, etc* by B. N. Sharma and B.

Upadbyaya* Benares 1927.

3 Ed. by A. F. B. Hoernle, Calcutta 1880, published by the Asiatic Society-.
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say. The Sutra states that the third and fourth letters of a class

should be changed to the first and second respectively ; and we

get the following illustrations in the commentary : riakaram =
nagwam, makkano = marganah, Idntatam = giritatam, mekho =

meghah, vakkho = vyaghrdh, khammo = gharmah, raca = raja,

caccaram = jarjaran, cimudo =* jimutah, niccharo = nirjharah,

ehaccharo = jharjhzrah, tadakam or tatakafii = tadagam^ wa^talam
= mantfalam, tamaruko = tfamarukah, kathaih = gatfham, satiitho

$a?i$hah, thakka = dhakka, matano = madanah, kamtappo ==

kandarpah, tamctaro = damodarah, mathuram = ntadhuram,

paththaw = foandhavah.

4* Namisadhu, in his commentary on Rudiata's Kavyalarti-

Kara II. 12,
! describes the various Prakrits. The specialities of

Paissacikam noted by him are given below with some minor
corrections s

s (a) In PaisacikI there is only dental w : agamtuna
ya namati == agamya ca namati ; d is changed to 2 contrary to what
is usual in Prakrit : vatanam = vadanam ; jj is not changed d :

P&taUputtam = Pataliputram ; p is not changed to v : padipo =
pradipaih, anekapo = anekapah 5 intervocalic Aa, ^a, ca, ^a, /a, da,

pa, |/a and t?a are not elided leaving behind the vowel : akasaih-

(-saih ?) = aka^am, migamka = mrgankah, vacanam, rajatam,

madano, supurisz, dayatu, latawam, similarly suko,

, suet, gajo> bhavati, nadl \ the aspirates kha, gha, tha, dha,

pha and 6Aa are not changed to h : mukham, megho, ratho, Vidya-
dharo ( ? ), viphalam, sabha ^Aa and #7?a are not changed to c?Aa :

pa/Aama*, puthuvi, matho, kamatho* ( b ) The conjunct jn is

changed to n : mrtakcsalaw, fana lapitam ; ya in hrdaya is changed
to pa: hitapalcam = hrdayam ; ia is never subjected to any
change : eti bimbam. Various consonantal changes prescribed
in PrSkrit are not applicable to PaisfadI ; and the illustrations for
these might be gathered from texts like Brhat-katha.

5. For the sake of convenience the sections on PaisacI in the
grammars of Hemacandra, Trivikrama, Laksmldhara

Kavyamala Ed.. Bombay 1886, pp. 13-4 {
jxavyauiaia &a.. 5omoay lSt), pp. 13-4,

NamisSdhu composed his commentary in A, p. 1068 ; so he is earlier
Hemaeandra who was born in A.. D. 1088.
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and SimharSja
! can lie studied together. Simhar&ja and

Laksmldhara use the sutras of Trivikrama who has plainly ex-

pressed Ms indebtedness to Hemacandra. In fact Hemaeandra's

grammar has proved the main source to Trivikrama, so I have

mainly followed Heina. Additional illustrations, by way of

detached words or complete sentences, given by others are noted

after referring to their names Tn S. and L. Illustrations which

are repeated are avoided,

Taking the simple consonants, in PaisacI t and d are changed
to , L e., t is retained and d is changed to t

*

bhagavati, T. bha-

aavafi = bliagavati,- Pavvati = Parvati> satam satam, T. satatam ;

matana-paravaso= madana-paravasah, satanaih=sadanam 9 Tamotaro

Lamodarah, uatanakam^=vadanakam9 hotu = bhavatu> ramatit, T.

nialato and malalu, sirtto and siritu (? ), tarlto and taritu, tartito

and tarutu, vadhuto and vadhutu> pataka, vetiso,~L* mato= madah

( H. 307 T. 46, S. 3 )- Secondly there is only dental ni guna-gana
-yufto = giin3,ganayuklaht gwnana = gutyena, T, reads guna~
gana-jutto and adds: panamata panayappaJcumtam == pra&amata

prariayaprakupitam L. adds ramena (H. 306, T. 43, S. 2 ).

Thirdly I is changed to I
*

silatfi, kulamt galam9 saUlafii,

Icamalam, T. phalam, L, Itamalo, kamalo* mukulo (H. 308, T. 48, S. 10)

Lastly s and s are changed to s : sobliati~sobhat&, sobhanam~sob

hanim9 sa*$=*sasin, mkko~sakrah, samkho^samkfiah, T. sarhka^

= sanfca9 vlsamo= msamah^ kisanokrsanah (v. L dsano = visaqdh ),

T. kisano = krsyah* viseso = viiesah, S. sasia, L. seso = iesdh,

veso = vesdh, sadho=sathah, poso~posah.

Coming to the conjuncte, rya, sna and sta axe sometime ch-

anged to ria ( riya in H ), sina and sita ( sata in H. ) ; bfaariya,

bharia = bharya, sinatam = snatam, kasatam, kasitam = kastam,

T. sinanani^=snanam t L.

* Hemacandra's Prakrit Grammar, Appendix to the No. LX, Bombay
Sk. and Pk. Series, Poona 1936, IV. 303-328, pp. 589-94 ; Prakrfa-Vyakarana
of Trivikrama, Benares. ( still in the Press, brit 1 hare received advance

forms without Intro, etc. ), III, ii, 43-67, pp. 154r-3 ; The Sadbh$acandrikS
of Laksmldhara, Bombay Sk. and Pk. Series, No. LXXI, Bombay 191&, pp*

257-63; PrnkriarUpnvatara by Simharaja, ed. by E. Hukzs oh, Prize Publi-

cation Fund I, London 1909, published by the Royal Asiatic Society. For

some remarks on the relative chronology of these authors see * Trivikrama

Ips followers
*
by Bhattanatha Svamin, IA. 1911, pp. 219-223.
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The following forms would be allowed : sujjo, sunusa, tittho,

ayyo, sum, bhatto eta ( H. 314, T. 50, S. 13 ). Secondly jna, nya

and nya are changed to nna - paflna=prajna, sauna = samjna,

sawanno ** sarvajnah, nanam = jnanam, vinnanam = vijflanam;

kannaka=kanyak3t abhimannu=^abhimanyuh 9 punnakammo=
karma, punfiafiam=pgnyaham T. vinno*=vijnah9 samnariam (-

z=z$ayhjnanam, 3. mannu^mani/uh, punnam = puriyam, panno~pra~

juah, Lu dhafino=dhanyah, ganfio ganyah ; but the word rajan

shows optional forms In some cases racina lapitam, ranna lapi-

tam^rajna lapitam, racino or ranno dhanamrajno dfianam^S. racino

bhajasu.

The Inst. sing, form of tad and idam is nena in the Mas. and
nae in the Fern : tattha ca nena kata-sinanena~tatra ca tena krla-

^manena^ pujito ca nae patagga~kusu?na-ppatanena= pujitah ca taya

padagra-kusuma-pradanena, evam dntayanto goto so tae samtpam
=evaih cintayan gatah sa tasyUh samipam* T., L. and S* do not

give any sentences but simply add the forms *

nena, tena, anena,
naye(nae? ), taya, anaya ( H. 322, T. 53-4, S. 7-8 ). In the Abl.

sing, ato and afu are the terminations : tava ca tie turato yy&va
tittko~tavacca taya duradeva drstah

t turatu, tumato, tumatu, maniato
mamatu, T. tuvato* tuvatu, S. panipatanato, panipatanatu, L, Rarnato
( H. 321, T. 55, S, 5 ).

Turning to the verbal formations the 3rd p. sing, termination
of the present Is ti or te for roots ending in a, and for other roots

only : vasuffli^udvati, bhoti=bhavati, neti~nayati, leti~dadati,
lapate+lapati, aceJiate, acchati, gacchate, gacchati, ramati, ramate,
hoU, L. bhavati, bhavate ( H. 318-9, T. 56, S. 14 ). The third p. sing,
termination of the future is eyya * tarn taddhuna ( v. 1. tatthuna,
T. tatthuna ) cimtitam ranna ka esa huveyya ( T. Jiueyya }=tam drstva
cintitam rajno, kai$a bhzvisyati, S. ha$eyya=hasisyati, bhaveyya=
bhavisyati, L. bhoeyya, bliaveyya, bkos&imti, bhossimi ( H. 320, T. 57,
S. 17 X In PaisacI the Passive augment is iyya and the root kr
has its own forms : giyyale^glyate, diyyate dlyate, ramiyyate
ramyate, pathiyyate (v. 1. pa$hiyyate) =pathyate> , T. nnyyate, giiyyate,
ramiyyate, padiyyte, S. hasiyyate, L. bhviyijati, bktiyyate, blamyijati,
bhamyyate. About the forms of kr H. gives an illustrative sent-
ence pudhnma-tamsane sawazsa yyeva sammanam klrate which is

differently read by T ; pa$hama-damsanena sqvvasseva
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ktrale * prathama-darsan&na sarvasyaiva sammanoh kriyate, L.

kirati ( H. 315-6, T. 58-9, S. 15-16 ), The Absolutive termination

is tuna, and those roots which show stva in Sanskrit have special

forms : gafatuna=gatva 9 ramtuna^rantva? hasituna*&hasifva,pathi-

tuna=pathitva9 kadhitana (T. kathituna) = kathayitva, T, mamtuna
matva; naddhuna, v. 1. natthuna, natthv.na==nastra, tadd/iuna 9

v. 1. tatthuna* talfhuna. S.^ datthuna, dafthuna~drstva, L. katthuna^
katthuna^krstva ( H. 312-3, T. 60-1, S. 18-9 ).

Lastly certain peculiar words are noted as special to PalsacI:

kutuinbakamt kutumbakam kutumbakam, L, vafukobatukdh, patw-

deho=patudehah> hitapakam^hrdayam, kim pi kimpi hitapake attham

dihtayamam = kim apt Mm api hrdaye artham cintayantt^ L. Mtapar-

samtoso = hrdaya-samtosah ; yattio = yadrsah, tatiso = tadrsah,

ketiso kidrsah, etiso, Uiso = tdriah, bhavatiso = bJiavadrsdh, aftftfi-

tiso = anyadrsak, yumhatiso = yusmadrsah, amhatiso ^ asmadrSah,
T. ^^tso = etadriah ( H. 317, T, 49, S. 10 ).

But fot the above deviations, PaifiSel agrees with Sauraseni ;

and the dropping of intervocalic consonants and their special

changes prescribed by Hema. i. 177-265 are not practised in

Pai^acl. That means that Pai&acl generally favours the reten-

tion of intervocalic consonants subject to the special rules noted

above* In this context Hemacandra quotes certain sentences

and words by way of illustration adha ( T. atha ) sasariro bha-

gavani makara-dhajo ( T. ddhajo ) ettha paribbhamanto huvsyya *

evam-vidhae bhagavatie kadham ( katham in T. ) tapasa-vesa-ffaha-
nam katam ; etisam atitthapuravam mafiadhanam taddhuna ( v. 1.

tattJiuna, T. tatthuna ) S bhagavam yati mam varam payacchasi rajam
ca dava loke ( v. 1. loka ) \ tava ca tie turato yyeva tittho so agacc-

hamano raja \ makaraketu, sagara-putta-( T, Magadha-putta )-vac-

anam, vijayasenena lapitam, matanam ( v. L patancrfn, T. matam )

papam, ayudham, tevaro ( T. devaro ) ( H. 323-24. T. 62-3 ).

6. Hemacandra and his followers have recognised another

dialect CulikS-paisacI or-paisScika, a variety of PaisacI as signi-

fied by its name.
In this dialect the third and fourth letters of a class are

changed to the first and second respectively : nakaram=*nagaram
makkano=marganah9 kiritatam givitatam, mekho=m&ghah, vakkho

vyfighrah, khammo gharmdh, rac&~raja 9 cacearamt=z}arjaram,

mceharo^nirjharah, chaccharojharjhdrali, tata-
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kat-

ham= gatfham, sanitho= saridhah, thakka=dhakka, matano= madanah^
kainfappo kandarpah, Tamotaro= Damodarah, mdthuram= marf/z-

uram 9 pamthavo=bandhavah, thult=dhult, palako^balakah, raphaso

rabhasfah, Ramplia = Rarnbha, pJiakavatt^bhagavati, niyocitam^

niyojitam, patima = pratima, fatha = dar'nstra T. adds nakalam^
nigarzm, khano ghandh> caccalafii^jarjaram* nicchalo nirjharah,

thara=dhara, patapo= badaiwih, pale= balah, laphaso= rabhasah,

fawphBrambh&t phavo bhavah. In the opinion of others the above
rule is not applicable to initial ( and conjuct )

1

consonants
and to roots like yuj / gati~gatih. ghammo=z gharmah, j

jimutah, jhaccharo^jharajharah, d>imaruko~damarukah>
Damofara^Uamodarah. balakobalakah, bhakavati = bhagavatl,

myojitam, T. jano = janah, jhallarl, danam, dhult, balo, L, gatt,

ghano, ( H. 325, T. 65-66, S. 3 ). In Culika-paisiacI r is optionally
changed to /; and Hemacandra quotes a couple x>f verses

1

H

T. adds nalo> naro = narah, salo, $a>'o = sarah, L. adds Ramo,
La wo.

7, So far
as^PaiSacI,

PaWaciklbhasa or Paisacikam is con^
earned, Prakrtanuiamna 6 of Purusottama, Prakrfa-kalpataru
of Rima&arman and Prakrla-sarvaswm of Markandeya deserve to
be studied together. The number of Prakrit dialects given by
Ramasarman is eleven ; but however three dialects are common
to all of them : Kaikeya or Kekaya. Paisiacika, Saurasena

> Hemacandra takes l

a-yuji
*

not in the root yuja\ but :aa we aee
from Yaxamci ( X. 2 > th conjunct groups are excluded thereby.

Thi rerse is found quoted in the Saraavatlkanthabharana of Bhoja, Oha-
2, Tt looks like the opening Mangala of some work.
Le Prmkrtnnn^mna de Pura^ottama par Luigia tfitti-Dolci, Paris 1938,XIZ-XX ; for the section on Faiteoi from Prakrta-kalpataru. see Sir Asutoah

Mookerjee Silver Jubilee Volumes, Orientally Part 2 ; The;Eastern School of
Prakrit Grammarians and PaifocI Prttkrit, by A. Grierson, pp. 119^141
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Paisacika and Pancala Paisacika, Of these three works the text

of Prakrta-sarvasvam *
Is better preserved ; so I have presented

the details mainly following Harkandeya, and the differences

and specialities of others are noted casually by giving references

to their names,

Dealing with the first, 1 e. Kekaya PalsacikI, Markandeya
proposes to note its deviations from what is already there in

Sanskrit and Saurasenl. In this dialect^ the 3rd and 4th letters

of the five "Vargas are changed to the 1st and 2nd of the same

class kawka= ganga, m&kho=m8ghah9 cafathjalam, chatiichanilo

jhanjhanila~h, timttmo= diridiniah, kathat'n=gadham^ tctihi dadhi%

piphavarivibhavart, also tvo*=devdh(? ). According to Peru-

sofctama this rule holds good only in the case of non-conjunct

consonants and it is optional ( M. 1-2, P. 1-5, B. 2 ). There is

only dental n and only one sibilant s : pi8#so=*wsesah 9 J$araano~

Narayartali ( M. 3-4, P. 8, but he is silent about the sibilant,

B. 3 ).

Conjuncts are simplified by anaptyxis sometimes regularly

sometimes optionally rya = ria bhSriat also bharitZ=bharya>

karitM; kariath, also kacca?h=kari/am ; sta=sata: kasoiam = has**

tarn ; snn^sana : $2nanarh==snanam ; other illustrations given
in this respect are : tharama-paianlt thamma-pattl=dJiarmQr-$a!ni :

dhamako, cimhaka^jihmagah ; pakhama for paksman : pakltamala-

riaaiia (-naana )=paksmala-^nai/anai sukhama for suksma " 'sukhama

varisi (~tartst) :=siiksmadarsin ; pisumaa for vismaya : kuruko me

pisu,mao=gurukah me vi maijah ( M. 5-6, 12-13, P. 9, 11-12, R. 4-5).

The conjuncts nya^ nya and jna are often changed to nfla :

kannaka, kannaka = kanyaka; saraflnam, sarannam^sarari^am;

pinnata, pinnata~vtjnafa. The word rajan shows optional forms

in some cases ranna> ranna, racina ; ranno, ranno, radno ; ranni,

ranni, racini ( M. lb-19, P. 10, 22, R. 6 ).

Then there are certain net equivalents :piva~iw, cctfntop%va~
candra iva," kiham, kharam = grliam; kupad^kvadt, as we get in

BrTialkatha, kupad pisalam = kvadd walam$* P. gives tiriam ca

for tirasea ; putkmn* for prlhim : pt&lhum-^natha, P. reads puthumi

i PrUkrlasarvasvam, edited by S. P. V. Bhattanathaswami Vizagapatam.

1927, pp. 123-27,

& Grierson gives kvacit pi&acam as tke Sanskrit equivalent ; but seeing

that M3rkan4eya has changed v to p, I have taken it as vi&Ztom,

$ I Annals, B. O 1, J
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but the Ms. pathuml , prthuma for prathama : Prthuma~sineho=
prathama-snehah; hitapakam for hrdayam - hitapakam kampati=
hrtfayafn kampate, P, reads hiraakam,

The forms of asmad and yusjnad are the same as in MagadhI
and bh is not changed to ph according to the phonetic rules'
noted above : hakke, anibhe, tumam, tumbhe ; but according to
Purusottama tuppjte and apphe ( M. 21, P. 23 ).

The
gerundj;ermination

is tunam :

hasitunam=hysitva, phani-
tunam=bhanitva. According to P. the root bhu assumes the form
ho and huva. ( M. 17, P. 21, 24, R. 6 ). The rest of the details
are the same as in Saurasenl.

Then these grammarians state in what respects Saurasena-
Paisaoikl or Saurasena Paisacaka deviates from Kekaya Paisacl.
This dialect has got only palatal sibilant s : martuie ( manuse )

'

hasati=manusah hasati, pisune =pisundh ; aad s develops in some
of the conjuncts : mastte=maltah, itthl=stri, ydstadi ( M. 1, 7-8,
P. 27, etc. B. 7 ). r is changed to I : luhilam = rudhiram ( M. 3,
P. 26. E. 7). tie changed to d : kade=krtah, made= mrtah, gade
=gatah ( M. 5, P. 35, B. 8 ). The grammarians are not in com-
plete agreement with regard to the changes of some conjunct
groups, and in some places sufcras are not properly preserved.
* is changed (y)cch ( but according to P. to ska ), and sometime
Atta to Hha > laycchane=laksanfth> paycche = paJfsah, atthasanam =
ardfuxanam, pattati=vardhate (?) According to' P. cch= sc tha=
ita, rt=^ or th ( M. 6-7, 9. P. 30-33 ).

In declensions, the Norn. sing, termination for a-endingnouns is e : manuse = manu^ah,' vane = vanam, R. pale manusse =
parabmanusyab; and the same termination is theTe optionallyin the Ace. aLo : manuse, manusam = manusam, vane, vanam*= vanam. ( M. 10-11, P. 37-38, R. 10 ).

-=tvam ; and then there are a few
cal peculiarities ychale^lam. According to P.

OQ the ' pronunoifttlon of
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other details are like those of Prakrit, while In the opinion of

others like Magadhl.
In the third dialect, namely Pancall PaiSacI, Pancala P., or

Pancala-Paisacikam r and / are interchanged, 1 e. r=/ and /= r :

8. Regarding: the various varieties of Paiao! BamaSarman
has something of his own to say.

l Paisaoika may be Stiddha or
Samfclrna : the former is of seven kinds :

( 1 ) that born in

Kekaya, ( 2 ) that born in Surasena, ( 3 ) that born in Paneala,
( 4 ) that born in Gauda, ( 5 ) Magadha, ( 6 ) Vxaoada and Snk-
smabheda ; and the latter is of four kinds *

( 1 ) Bhasa-visaddha,
and ( 2 ) Ardha^addha, ( 3 ) Catuspada-visiuddha and ( 4 ) ASuddha.
The first three are identical with those discussed by Markandeya;
and whatever Markandeya says practically covers the rules vf

his predecessors, Purusottama and Ramasarman. As to the pec-
uliarities of the remaining varieties, Raoiassarman adds very
scanty information. In Gauda Pai&cacika either r or I may be
used for r or for 19 as distinguished from Pancala Paisacika where
the rule is obligatory, Magadha Paiiacika is the language
originating in the country of Magadhas. Vracada Paisacika
shows an admixture of Sanskrit words* Owing to the subtle

differentiation in regard to the letter , Suksmabheda Pai&acika
is recognised.

Now turning to Samblrna Paisacika it may be Suddha or

pure and Asmddha or impure. Further Suddha may be Bhasa-
Suddha or that in which the language is pure and Padasuddha
in which the different quarters of a verse are each pure. Pada-
suddha may be Ardha&uddha, i. e. f one half of the verse is in
one language and the other half in another language, or Oatus-

padasuddha when the four quarters of a verse are in four differ*

ent languages. In the A&uddha-samklrna variety languages
enter into a verse ( mixed together) like sesame and rice*

Rama&arman gives some illustrations. They are not directly
connected with our study of Pai&aci, so they are not reproduced
here. Grierson has given them in his paper with the English
translation. We may note casually here that the term Pai&acika
is used for an admixture of Padas in Sanskrit and SaurasenI,

Sae Griarson's article * Eastern School of PrSkrit grammarians," noted,
for further details.
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9; This eclectic survey of the Pai6acl language
!

described

in different Prakrit grammars shows one thing that some of the

grammarians have differently understood the term PaisacI asso-

ciating it with different linguistic tendencies. It is not unlikely
if the section on PaisacI is a later addition in the Prakrta-*

prakasa of Vararuci ; but we have no evidence to assert the per-

iod when it was added. My impression is that the PaisacI sec-

tion of Vararuci cannot be later than Canda, Namisadhu or

Hemacandra. PaissacI tendencies such as the hardening of the

mutes, preference to dental nasal n and sibilant s, simplification
of the conjuncts like sn9 st etc. by anaptyxis, assimilating jn, ny
and wy in one and the same way f using tuna as the Abso. termina-
tion and recording special words like hitapaka, noted by Vararuci,
are so to say the bed-rock of PaisacI dialect. These points are al-

most common with all the later grammarians that have descri-
bed PaiSael, though some of them have handled the details in
their own way. No doubt that the Prakrit dialects were spoken
languages once, but by the time the Prakrit grammars came to
be composed they were literary languages and the grammarians
had to analyse the existing literature and record the forms com-
paring and contrasting them with Sanskrit or some standard
Prakrit Ws do not know what PaisacI literature was used by
Vararuci for his Pralcrita-prakasa. And further it is more than
probable that the later grammarians were guided *by the earlier

grammars, and in the absence of easily available PaisacI liter-
attire they added second-hand details that they had got from
their teachers. So we should not be surprised, if they restricted
or widened the scope of certain Sutras. Canda's information is

scrappy : he accepts Vararuofs rule about f but he would change
r to /. The stitra III, lla

, not put in its right place by the Editor,
is only a revised form of Vararuci's rule about the change of the
soft to the bard consonants of a class. Vararuci has the restric-

that they should be non-initial and non-conjunct, but
i Some points about PaisacI were discussed by earlier scholars, and

their articles, besides those that are already referred to elsewhere, may be
noted hare: PaisacI PrSkrfca by S. P. V. BanganathMvaaii, IA . 1919, pp
231*213; Pai&Sci of the PrSkrfcakalpataru by Grierson, IA., 1920 p 114*Hwaoudift and

Pai^prakrta by P. V. Eamanujaswami, IA., 1922, pp'.
51-54; Paifctei and Otllika Pai^SoI by Grierson, IA,, 1923 pp 16-17
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CaBda lias no such restriction. Namlsadhu ?
s description is inter-

esting : with regard to the preference to the dental n f the change
of jn to n ( nj in Vararuci*s grammar, I think is a mistake of the

copyist ), the change of d to , the retention of t and the equation
of hitapaka with hrdaya, he agrees with Vararuoi. Then he has
certain prohibitive rules which indicate that PaisacI stands more
for the retention of Sanskrit consonants that are subjected to
various changes In different Prakrits. Namlsadhu is quite con-
scious and almost implies that It was In the PaisacI dialect des-

cribed by him that the Brfaatkatha was written and further illus-
trations might be gathered from that book. 3$Tamisadhu ?

s descri-

ption may be casual, but it is as good as a section of any Prakrit
grammar, If we remember the space devoted to PaisacI by Var-
aruci and Canda, JSTamisadhu's PalsacikI has nothing In common
with Canda's Pai&acikl excepting the rule about dental n. The
change of r to I noted by Canda and the wholesale change of soft

consonants to the bard ones noted by both Vararuci and Canda
do not figure in the description given by Namisadhu who would
change only d to t. The points which he has common with
Vararuci I have already noted above.

10, As I see the situation, I feel convinced that the descrip-
tion of PaisacI recorded by Vararuci, Canda and Namlsadhu
must have been there before Hemacandra when he wrote his

grammar. Though Namlsadhu has something In common with

Vararuci, the change of r to I and the wholesale hardening of the
soft consonants are absent in his PaisacikL It is these conflict-

Ing characteristics that might have led Hemacandra to add a
Culika PaisacI in which r is optionally changed to I and the soft

consonants of a class are hardened. Hemacandra is aware of

a difference of opinion that according to some the initial con-

sonants are not affected ; and this, I think, refers to the opinion
of Vararuci. Thus in his treatment* of Culika PaisacI, which is

merely a subdialect of PaisacI, Hemacandra Is guided by Canda
and restrained by Vararuci. The PaiSacI of Hemacandra is mod-
elled on that of Namieadhu or on the pattern of that source which
was before Namisadhu i and the details like the simplification
of the conjuncts sn, $ etc., the absolutive in tuna etc. are taken
from Vararuci?

s grammar. It is interesting to note how the

various prohibitive rules of Nami$adhu are prescribed by Hema-
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oandra in a single sutra, VIIL iv. 324. Of the three sutras de*

yofced to Culika Pai^acI, 327 modifies 325 and the sutra 326 is

optional. It is in this manner that Heniacandra has toned down
the restrictions of Culika Pai&acl, and thus has been able to

bridge some of the gulf between Canda and Vararuci and Vara-
ruoi and Namisadhu. Trivikrama, Laksmldhara and Siihharaja
have mechanically followed Hemacandra adding a few illustra-

tive words here and there. Simharaja's performance is the poorest
of the lot. Hemacandra's specific details about the Passive and
the Future augments are not noted by Purusottama and others,

Ihey ar special to Hemacandra and his followes. They are

important, because these elements are the better distinguishing
characteristics of a dialect than stray words which can be easily
borrowed from one literary dialect fco the other.

11. Now we turn to the next group of grammarians * Pur*
usottama, Ramasiarman and Markandeya. They start with three
varieties of PaiiacI : Kekaya, Saurasena and Paficala, but such
a division is unknown to Vararuci, Canda, Namisadhu or Hema-
candra. If we ignore a few special words noted by them, we
can safely say that their Kekaya PaisacikI is identical with the
Pai&acl of Vararuci, and if we omit the change" of r to / ( which
is optional), with the PaisacI ( including Culika PaisacI ) of Hema-
candra. Undoubtedly these three follow Vararuci. The rule
about the hardening of soft consonants shows an interesting
history with different grammarians. Vararuci wants that only
the intervocalic consonants should be affected. Canda applies
the rule to both initial and conjunct as well. With Namisadhu
the trace of this rule is partially seen that d is changed to t, and
in this respect he is followed by Hemacandra. Hemacandra
relegates that rule to Culika PaisacI. Purusottama adopts this
rule optionally and for only simple consonants ; and lastly Rama-
sarman and Markandeya apply this rule everywhere without
any reservation. That Hemacandra relegates that rule to a sub.
variety of Paisao! and that Purusottama makes it optional are sure
indications of the fact that different traditions must have been
current about the rigorous application of this rule, The change

i We find the various details about PaT^aci, given in different places, ia
Grammainens Prakrit by Luigia Nitti-Dolci, Paris 1938,
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of I to I in Pais&ci is noted onlj by Hemacandra and his

followers.

12, Leaving aside the stray words special to PaisacI, we find

tbat there are many common points between all the grammarians
in the description of basic PaisacI which Is called Paisacika, Pai-

sacikl, Kaikeya, Kaikaya or Kekaya PaisacI and PaiiacI ( with a

subvariety Culika PaisacI ). Those common traits may be noted

here. ( 1 ) Hard consonants take the place of soft ones ( with
some the rule Is universal, with others optional and with some
confined to intervocalic consonants only). (2) There is

only dental ** ( 3 ) There is only dental n. ( 4 ) The conjuncts
jn9 ny, ny are reduced to nn9 and rajan gives alternative forma
( 5 ) Conducts like $n, st are simplified by anaptyxis. ( 6 ) The
Absolutive termination Is tuna. ( 7 ) A word hitapaka Is used for

hrdaya. These may be accepted as the chief characteristics of

the basic or standard Pai&acl which in the opinion of Nami-
sadhu, Hemaoandra and Purusottama shows the tendency of

retaining the Sanskrit consonants that usually suffer a change
in Prakrits. Both Hemacandra and Markandeya add special

words, but they cannot help us to generalise linguistic tendencies
of Pai&acl. Along with the Absolutive termination tuna, Hema-
candra gives us the Passive and Future augments ; they appear
to be important, but we cannot judge their authenticity in the

absence of PaisacI literature from which Hemacandra might
have taken these forms.

13. The Saurasena PaisacikI described by Purusottama and
others is Interesting. Its change of r to / its preference to s the

appearance of s In some conjunct groups, the Nom. sing, termi-
nation e, the use of hake for aham and the remark of MErkandeya
that it Is partly like MagadhI indicate that this dialect is more
akin to the MagadhI of the grammarians, though it is called

Saurasena Pai&acikl. The Pancala PaisacI is not fully descri-

bed by any one, and Purusottama says that Its characteristics

are to be gathered from people * perhaps it possessed certain

popular traits not handed down by Prakrit grammarians. The
other varieties, Magadha etc., noted by Rama&arman are more
theoretical than actual * first, he does not give any dialectal

traits ; secondly, the classification itself Is not purely linguistic ;

and lastly they Indicate types of verses composed in different
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languages.
1

Further, the facts that Purusottama shows no such
dialects and that Markandeya omitted them are enough to justi-

fy the position that for understanding the traits of Pai^acI the last

eight varieties of Ramasarman have no value at all. To say
that they are Paisacl is to use the term Paisacl in altogether a

different sense.

14. Though Pai&acl shows a strong tendency to retain the

intervocalic consonants as In Sanskrit, still it falls into the

Prakrit group due to its some salient characteristics : the dis-

tinction of the three sibilants is not maintained ; conjunct groups
are simplified by assimilation or by anaptyxis ; the Absolutive
termination is tuna ; and there are special augments for the

passive and future. In the group of Prakritic languages, the
standard or the basic PaisiacI bears close relation with
Pall because many consonants are retained unlike in

Maharastrl, the sonant mutes are hardened, preference is often
shown to anaptyxis, the conjuncts jn f ny and ^y are changed to a
palatal nasal duplicate, preference is shown to y in stead of j 9

and lastly the termination of the Norn* for a-ending nouns is
a Grammarians usually associate Paisacl with SaurasenI but
thereby, I do mot think, they imply any linguistic connection ;

it means that it was convenient for them to describe Paisacl by
noting its deviations from SaurasenI, Saurasena Paisacikl shows
many characteristics (already noted .above ) which are quite
common with the MagadhI of the grammarians. Why it is quali-
fied by the term Saurasena is difficult; to understand

5 but it im-
plies one thing that we are dealing with literary dialects that
had lost the significance of territorial association long before the
time of our grammarians.

15 Very often attempts are made to trace isolated characteri-
stics of PaiMcI in one language or the other, but such paralle*
lisms do not lead to any definite conclusion about the family
kinship of languages. The term Paisacl stands for a group of
characteristics already noted above; we must see how many
of these characteristics are fcund en bloc and consistently in any
other Prakrit dialect. The ASokan Insciptions do retain inter-

R v ~ ( **^fcana chap. 5 ) which is both im
Sanskrit and PaisSci. See also Budrata's Kavyalamkara, chap, 4, 13.
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vocalic consonants now and then, and as shown by Konow l the

Interchange of Uh and tth is found in old Bhilsa Inscriptions*

Stray cases of the change of soft to hard consonants are seen in
the Dhauli separate edict (tupJie etc.) ; but by themselves they
do not prove ranch. The palatal nasal conjunct Is seen in some
of the records, bufc that being common to Pali and Magadhl we
cannot press the point that it is an exclusively Pai&acl trail?.

The Kharosthl documents from Chinese Turkestan 2 are written
in a variety of Prakrit which contains a large number of non-
Indian words. The dialect agrees in many respects with that of

Prakrit Dharnmapada, and it contains certain tendencies which
are later known to us in Apabhram&a. Due to the absence of

voiced stops, we get words like Mane = glana> cctfhnina = janma*
taihtadan^a which remind us of an important phonetic rule in

PaisacL But the common points do not'go further, n is sometimes
seen but does not appear to be obligatory* Let us not assert that

the dialect is Pais&cl, till we are able to trace many more traits

of PaisacI,

16. Serious attempts are made to detect Dravidian affinities3

in the so called Pisaca languages of the N. W. on the ground
that PaisacI was connected with the Dravidian group of langu-

ages, a position which still requires proof. That Pai&acl prefers

, has I and changes sonants into surds are called the peculiari-

ties of the Dravidian affinity of PaisacL Remembering that

Vedic Sanskrit has already I and the Niya Prakrit of the Khar-
osthl documents changes some sonants into surds, we cannot

press these points too much. That Dravidian characteristics are

found in PaisacI must still remain an open question ; and it has
to be solved by taking into account the relation of PaisacI with
other Prakrits on the one hand and with non-Sanskritic laiv-

guages on the other.

17. The name of this dialect is spelt with slight variations.

Vararuci calls it Pai&acl and closes the chapter with the phrase

i ZDMG. 1910, p. 116.
* The Language of the 'K.harosfM Documents from Chinese Turkestan by

T. Burrow, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge 1937 ; see also * The
Dialectal position of the Niya PrSkrit by Burrow in the Bulletin of the S, O.

S. for 1936, pp. 419 etc.

3 Sir Asutosh Mookerjee Silver Jubilee Volumes, III, Orientalia Part 2,

The Dravidian affinities of the Pisaca Languages
'

by K. A. Bow, pp. 427-33.

$ [ Annals. B. O. If. I. ]
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PcdiaaTto riama daiamo parischeddh ; Oanda writes Paisacikl
JNamisadhu uses both Paisacikam and Paisacikl ; Hemacandra
uses PaisacI, Paisacika and Culika Pai&acika ; Trivikrama, Lak-
smldhara, and Simharaja use Paiacl, Culika-PaisacI and
Trivikrama has used Paisacika as well. Purusottama uses Pai-
sSoikam and closes the section with the phrase Paiiacikam sutram
samaptam ; Ramasarman uses Paisacikam or Paisacam ; and Mar-
kandeya uses PaisacI and Paisacikl. Looking at the facts noted
above, it is clear that the various forms PaisacI, Paisacikl, Pai-
sacika and Paisaca are being promiscuously used by different
authors. The difference in the spelling does not necessarily
imply -the difference in the significance attached to it, i. e. the
spelling and the significance are not logically connected. Grierson
remarks that the two terms Paisacika and PaisacI are not exactly
convertible, and that the Paisacika of Ramasarman ' '

includes
not only the PaisSoI of other grammarians, which he calls
Suddha-paisacika, but also those polyglot tours de force loved by
old Indian writers, in which PaisacI or some other Prakrit form
of

speeches
mired, or combined, in the same poetical work, with

Sanskrit.
'

It is true that the term Paisacika is used rather in a
loose sense by Ramasarman but to insist that he really meant all
this by using the term Paisaoika is not warranted by facts. The
terms Paisacika and PaisacI are synonyms with earlier authors ;

and many others before Ramasarman have used the term PaisS-
oikam but they never included the last eight varieties under that
name. Grierson's suggestion loses all force on account of the
terms used by Purusotfeama and Markandeya.

18. The Prakrit grammarians are not at all agreed on the
number of the sub-dialects of Paisacl. Vararuci, Canda and
Namisftdhu have not noted any. Hemacandra adds Culika Pai-
SSOI ; and as the section stands, this dialect looks like a subdialect
of PaisacI : in many details it agrees with PaisacI ; the changeof r to/ is only optional ; the wholesale change of soft consonants

to -*sPonding hard ones is much

n ^0C0
.'? PaMWj ^d lastly Hemacandrahas not admitted it as an independent dialect in his enumeration
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follow Hemacandra. Parusottama has three dialects Kaikeya,
Saurasena and Panoala. Rainasarman admits these three, but

in addition he gives eight names more ** Gauda, Magadha,
Vracada, Suksma-bheda, Bhasa-Vi&uddha, Ardha-suddha, Cat-

uspada-visuddha and A^uddha, As we have seen above,

he gives some details about Kaikeya and Saurasena Paiacl,

but the rest he disposes off with a few remarks only.

Markandeya agrees with Rama&arman about the PaisScI dialects ?

but he quotes some lines, in the introductory portion of his gram-
mar ( p, 2 ), which indicate that PaisSc! had eleven regional
dialects.

ss

In excluding others and describing only three varieties, Kai-

keya, Saurasena and Pancala, his explanation is that these three
are Nagara ( i. e., belonging to the town, cultured ) and hence

important ; while others are to be known form the people ( apare
lokatah). Though Laksmldhara follows Hemacandra and Tri-

vikrama in describing Pai^acI and C.-PaisacI, he gives a couple
of traditional verses (p. 4 )

Between Ramasiarraan's and the quotation of Markandeya,
some six names are common ; but if we take the three lists noted

by Rama&arman, Laksmldhara and Markandeya only Kaikeya
is common. It is a significant residue, because it is this dialect

that is preeminently discussed by Purusottama and his followers $

and it is this dialect that fairly agrees with the description of

Pai&acl given by Vararuci and Hemacandra* Thus, therefore, we
can accept Kaikeya Pai6acl as the basic or standard Pai&acL

These statements w ith regard to the number of PaisacI diale-

cts will have to be treated with an amount of discount, or possi*

1 T.I.
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bly their statements are based on perverted notions that Paisacl
was the language of goblins ( Pisacaa or Bhutas ) that lived in
different places. If these statements represent actual state of

things, then, in view of the distant provinces included, one has
to admit that Paisacl was the language current almost all over
India and even outside 5 but for such a view there is no evid-
ence at all. Kaikeya is the only name common to all the lists
which along with Gandhara will have to be located in the North
West of India.

19. The sub-dialect Culika Paisacl is first mentioned by
Hemacanrira ? and it is not much different from the Paisacl of
Vararuci, if the rules of Hemacandra are soberly interpreted
taking into account their optional meaning. It was usual to
trace the word Culika from ksudra and thus understand Culika
Paisacl as a minor Paisacl, a sub-variety of Paisaol. In the
absence of any explanation from Hemacandra himself, a
conjecture like the above was justified to a certain extent
Lately Dr. P. C. Bagchi has shed much light on the
possible antecedents of this Csiika Paisacl in a brilliant paper
published in the Journal of the Department of Letters ' Most
of the names of the Paisacl subdialects mentioned by gramma-
rians and noted above are of geographical import; so we can
expect the same in the case of Culika Paisacl as well. Pargiter *

tried to connect it with a people called Culika. Taking a survey
of the different Puranic sources Dr. Bagchi finds that the name
appears with different spellings : Culika, Culika, Cudika Sulika
Sulik and Jhillika, and of these Culika and SQlika are the most
frequent; 'both of them appear as the variants of the same
name and both are located in the same region, either the North
or the North-West '

Sulifcas, like the Culikas, are mentioned
along with Tukhara, Yavana, Pahlava, Clna etc., and in the Fan-
-yu-tsa-nnng of Li-yen, a Sanskrit Chinese vocabulary of the
8th century A. D S ri(,y ) is explained as Han 'barbarians'

SftS ? ?
6
^r'T

6 nly fc *h9 S Sdian* that period. Thuswith the help, of Indian and non-Indian sources and in the lightof the phonetic changes available in the middle IDdo-Aryan, fhe

1 Volume XXI, Calcutta 1931, pp. l-io
* JBA8. for 1912, pp. 711-2, CmiikE~Pai*cika Prakrit by F. E . Eargiter.
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identity of Culika-Sulika and Sogdian may be taken as establi-

shed ; and
*

Culika Paisacf may be considered to have been a

variety of North-Western Prakrit spoken by the Sogdians,
'

These Sogdians appear to have come to India along with con-

quering hordes even before the beginning of the Christian era*

They had a large part of the trade between China and Western
countries in their hands. They did not play any political idle, but

they were good agriculturists and excellent merchants. Certain

family names in Punjab remind us of Sogdians, and it is not

improbable if one is tempted to trace Caulukya and Solaki back
to Sogdians.

* Thus assuming that the Sogdians had come up to

India along with the Saka-Yavana-Pahlava about the Christian

era, it is quite natural to expect that they had formed settle-

ments of their own in the Punjab. In their intercourse with the

Indians they probably had to adopt the Prakrit spoken in North-

Western India like their companions. The phonetic peculiarities

of their own language were sure to influence the Prakrit adopted

by them and ultimately the Prakrit as spoken by them might
have been recorded by the grammarians as Culika Pai&acf, It was

probably current and understood everywhere from the Punjab upto

the valley of Oxus.
* There are strong reasons to believe that the

Sogdians were in close touch with India and their monks knew
some original language of the Buddhist texts either Sanskrit or

North-Western Prakrit in which the Prakrit Dhammapada was
written,

*

This Prakrit as we know from other sources was cur-

rent in the entire region from the Punjab to Khotan. '

Lastly

Dr. BagcM shows some common points between the Sogdian and

Culika Pai&acl phonetic system. Dr. Bagchi's theory is full of

suggestions
*

it explains well the close similarity between PEli

and PaiacI-Culik PaisacI ; it confirms the view of the gramm-
arians that the standard PaisacI was associated with Kaikeya

country ; and lastly it shows that the home of PaisJ&c! lay orgin-

ally in the North-West of India.

20, Prakrit grammarians have treated Pai&acl as a purely

literary language ; there are indications, however, that in the

beginning it must have been the spoken language of some country

or clan. Terms like MagadhI, SaurasenI do indicate territorial

associations ; and the line quoted by Laksmldhara ( pisaca-desa-

Paisaci-dvitayam bhavet ) mentions a Pis3ca-de6a with
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which Pai&acl and CnlikS Paiacl are associated. Bhamaha says

that it is the language of the Pisacas. Dandin and Vagbhata call

it Bhufca~bhs 9 the word pisaca being taken as bhuta, a goblin.

That only shows how the language was getting a mythical hallo

about it. Some of the dialectal names ( Vracada etc. ) used by

RamaSarman show that Paisael was being confounded with Apa-

bhrarhsa also*

21. Various problems connected with PaisacI have engrossed

the attention of modern scholars. Pischel T holds the view that

the name of the dialect was originally derived from a people or a

country, and *

this name was similar in sound to
*

Pisaca *

; the

language too was later referred to the demons called Pi&aca.
'

In

the opinion of Orooke, noted by Pischel, this dialect was called

Bhuta-bhasa because of its nasalising tendency which popularly

characterises the demons. Qrierson 3 has touched this point

more elaborately. With various references from Mahabharata

and Puranas he shows how Pi&acas, 'human beings obnoxious to

the authors of the passages in which their names occur ' were a

clan of people associated with Sakas, Yavanas etc,, and therefore

possibly belonging to the North-West of India, Possibly they
were of Aryan origin whom Indians called Pisacas or

*

eaters of

raw flesh,
f

They once lived in the deserts of Central Asia and
later on in Kafirstan, The traditional canabalism attributed to

theto still survives in the monutain country to the

Worth-West of India. That Pisacas or Bhutas were possibly a

Himalayan tribe is generally accepted. S, P. L Narasimhaswami2

in his paper on Bhutas indicates from a comparative study of

Puranas that Bhutas formed an independent Himalayan clan

with distinct racial characteristics. Their chiefs were Rudrae,
and they fought against Asuras.

22. Different opinions are expressed about the significance of

Pai&acl language ; and both Konow and Grierson 4 have taken a
review of these opinions. Lassen thought that PaisScI was a

5 Pischel: Grammatik der Prakrit-sprachen, Strassburg 1900,$ 27. etc.
2 Grierson: '

PaisacI, Pisacas and 'Modern Pi&Sca * iu ZDM#., 1912,
pp, 49-86.

3 Belvalkar : KavyaddrSa, part first, Poona 1919, Notes p. 32,
* ZDMG 1910, pp. 95-108 ' Tho Home of Paisaci '

by Sten Konow ; Ibidem,
pp, 49-86, PaisSoi, Pisacas and * Modern Pisaca,

'

by Grierson,
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dialect spoken by hill people and derived, not from SaurasenI,
but from Sanskrit. According to Hoernle, PaisacI was *

the low
Prakrit spoken by Dravidian aborigines who fell under the domi-

nation and influence of the Aryan immigrants and in whos
mouths the Aryan vernacular was distorted into PaiSacI. Gra-

dually, as the aboriginal population was amalgamated by the

Aryan immigrants, the peculiarities of its Paisiaci speech would
naturally die out, and the Aryan vernacular, incorporating what-
ever in the Dravidian speech was capable of assimilation, would
remain the sole occupant of the field. This Aryan Venacular
Hoernle identified with Apabhramsa, Senart suggested that

PaisacI was merely a name of the popular language of India,
and that at the time of Vararuci it was probably the same as

Apabhramsa, or closely resembled it, the two being subsequently
differentiated by later grammarians/ Pischel took it to be an in-

dependent Prakrit dialect whose home must be looked for in the

North-West of India. Grierson followed Pischel, but he would
admit the position that in later times there may have been Pai&acl-

speaking colonies in other parts of India, According to Lacote
the Pai&Sci of Gunadhya was based upon an Aryan language of

the North-West or West, but it was spoken by non-Aryan peo-

ples. Konow practically agrees with Hoernle, and considers
PaisiacI to be an Aryan language as spoken by Dravidians of

Central India.

23- The original home of PaisacI is closly related with the

significance of the language and with the people that spoke this

language originally ? and it has become a matter of controversy*
When the evidences are meagre, there is always a crop of sch-

olarly conjectures of conflicting nature. Hoernle, who consi-

dered PaisacI to be the low Prakrit spoken by Dravidians, located

its home to the South of Vindhyas. He had in view the PaisacI

features, viz., preservation of I, its preference for the dental nasal

and its change of medie into tenues. KonowV position may be

stated in his own words 5

** we have seen that Indian tradition,

which considers Gunadhya as the author who first introduced the

use of PaisacI into literature, holds that he learned Pai&acl in the

i ZDM&., 1910, p. 118.
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Vindhyas, where lie had retired from UjjayinI ; further, that the
characteristic features of PaisacI assign to it a position inter-
mediate between SaurasenI, Maharastrl and Magadhi; and finally
that two of the most prominent characteristics of PaisacI can be
traced at the present day in MSlvI while the most prominent can
be explained as the result of Dravidian influence. I am unable
to resist the accumulative evidence of all these facts, and I think
that the only conclusion is that the PaisacI described by Prakrit
grammarians was based on a dialect spoken in and about Vin-
dhyas, and perhaps further to the south and east.

"
Taking into

account the common points between Pali and PaisacI, already
noted above, Konow remarks thus.

"
If this theory about the

home of PaisacI proves to be the right one, it follows that also
Pali, the language of the Buddhist Canon in Ceylon, Burma and
Siam, is based on an Aryan dialect spoken in the same neigh-
bourhood as maintained by Westergard, Kuhn, and others."
Later on Konow J has pointed a passage from Rajasekhara's
Kavyamtmaihsa which confirms his view.

Grierson's view that PaisScI was the language of the Pisacasa North-Western clan, is already noted above. He admits that
there is a close similarity between Pali and PaisacI. He would
however, put both of them in the North-West of India.2 PaisacI
was the vernacular language of the country round Taksasila and
Pali was the medium of literary instruction in the Taksasila
University. Though originally North-West was the home of
Paisaef Grieram would admit that in later days there may havebeen PaisacI speaking colonies in other parts of India. Furthlrhe points out that PaisacI agrees in many details with the lan-
guages of the Kafir and Dard groups of the North-West.

Bf
to Portions of it but hisstructure of arguments has many loop-holes in it. When once
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prove that Pali was the medium of instruction in Taxila, so that
Paissacf and Pali can come together and their mutual agreements
can ba explained. The so-called points of agreements such as
the retention of intervocalic consonants and the retention of r
and y are not the special features of these Prakrits only ; but
they are points of common inheritance from Sanskrit ; and so it

is necessary that the original homes of Pali and PaisacI should
be considered independently. Pai&acl was the language of the
Pisacas can be accepted.

Keith 1 raises some objections against Grierson?
s views of

North-Western home of PaisacL He points out that Palsaol has
only one sibilant while the North-Western Aokan Inscriptions

distinguish between at least two. Further the so called Gipsy
dialects and the dialects of Hindukush mountains distinguish
between all the three sibilants. Keith wants to plaoe the home of

Paisac! near about Vindhyas, and he adds some positive evidences
almost following Konow. I and n which are present in Pai&aol, as

distinguished from other Prakrit dialects, are as well preserved
in Malvl which is to be placed near Vindhyas. The Kashmerian
recensions of Urhatkatha give clear assertion for the connection
of PaisacI with Vindhya area, and in the absence of any special
motive on the part of those authors there is no reason why their

statements should not be favourably accepted. Then the testi-

mony of Rajasekbara is clearly in favour of the actual use of
PaisacI in a wide region including Vindhya area. Lastly the

field of Gunadhya's activity lay round Kausambi and Ujjain,

The scrutiny of the above evidences shows that Keith is giving
indiscriminately two sets of evidences, one belonging to the early
centuries before Christ and the other belonging to medieaval
Indian history. Phonological differences between North-Western

Inscriptions and PaissacI cannot be put forth as an evidence

against Grierson's view about the home of PaisacI for various

reasons the Asokan Edicts are not original local drafts, but

possibly they are translations into local dialects from the court

language of Asoka and the Kharosthi script is mainly responsible

for many of the so-called dialectal characteristics of Shahabaz-

garhi and Manserba Edicts. Further the evidences of Raja-
sekhara and Kashmerian Versions of Brhatkatha belong to the

1 History of Sanskrit Literature, pp* 28, etc., 69 etc,

4 [ Annala, B. O. R. I* ]
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middle ages and as such they cannot possibly disprove that Pai-

s&cl had its original home in the Pisaca country.

24, Despite these conflicting arguments on either side some

facts are quite clear. It Is reasonable on the analogy of Saura-

senl, MagadhI, etc., that Paisaci also derived its name from the

country where it was spoken, viz. the Pisaca country, in North-

Western of India, that was mainly populated by a tribe known
as Pisacas or Bhutas. The derivation of the name Peshawar
from Pisacapura lends support to the above view. The statement

of Rajasekhara, the assertions of the Kasbmerian recensions of

BrJiatkatha and the various countries with which PaisacI is asso-

ciated, perhaps according to some tradition, noted by Markandeya
and Laksmldhara go to show that by the time of middle ages
PaiSacI was current near Vindhyas ; and this Is possible only by

accepting that Pisacas were an itinerant tribe, who took their

language with them from place to place. This conveniently ex-

plains Markandeya's statement that it was current in countries

distant from each other. And even Grierson is inclined to accept
that PaisacI might have travelled to Vindhya area from its ori-

ginal home in the Pisaca country. The arguments to make Vin-

dhya area as the original home of PaisacI are not sufficiently

convincing. In exclusion, it may be stated that the North-
West of India was possibly the original home of PaisacI, but the

dialect in the mouths of an itinerant tribe travelled in different

parts of the country and was popular near Vindhyas sometime
before Rajasekhara, This conclusion has been further supported
by the facts that the basic or standard PaisacI is called Kaikeya
PaisacI by Purusottama and others, and that Dr. Bagchi also has
arrived at the conclusion that Culika PaisacI might have been a
variety of North-Western Prakrit spoken by Sogdians. The fact
that Sogdians were zealous traders would explain the spreading
of PaisacI over a wider area.

25. Grammarians have handled these Prakrits as literary
dialects which, as required by time-old conventions, were to be
used in Sanskrit dramas by different characters according to their
social status and grades. Natyasastra

1

of Bharata does not mention
PaisacI, but it refers to a Bahllka language of the Khasas who
were closely associated with Pisacas, as noted by Grierson.

* GK (X S. Vol. 68, XVII, 49, 53 etc.
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According to Dasarupaka ( II. 99 ), Paisac! and MagadhI are to be

used by Pisacas, very low persons and the like, Sarasvatt-kctfttha-

bharcwa ( chap, 2 ) illustrates the use of PalsacI for bhasa-slesa

with Sanskrit ; and perhaps Ramasarman has got these varieties

in view when he gives those last varieties of Paisaci. Natya-

darpa&a of Ramacandra and Gunacandra l

prescribe PaisacI

and MagadhI to extremely low characters and Pisaeas- Accord-

ing to SaMlyadarpaqa PalsacI is to be assigned to Pisacas ( VI,

164 ). These are the conventions laid down by the rhetoricians

for the use of PaisacI, but it is unfortunate that we do not come
across PaisacI passages in earlier dramas. According to Laksml-
dhara Raksasas, Pisacas and low characters are to speak PaisScI,

but we find that Raksasa and his wife in Ve#i$antfiara speak

MagadhI and not PalsacI. 2

26. Unfortunately the PaisacI language has preserved today
an insignificantly poor literature, as compared with its once

proud possession of the Brhatkatha of Gunadhya, the earliest work
known to have been written in PaisacI. Dandin y in his JSldvya-

darsa i. 38, tells us that ifc was written in Bhutabhasa ; Nami-
sSdhu refers the reader to JBrhatkatha for other details about

PaisacI ; and Markandeya too mentions the name of BrhatkatKa

in the section of Kaikeya PaisScL The original Brhatkalha in

PaisacI is lost almost beyond recovery. May we hope that it

might one day be discovered like Arthaiastra to revolutionise our

notions about the history of Indian narrative literature 1

Gunadhya's 3
personality is shrouded in mystery though

there are some traditional glimpses from Kashmerian sources

about him and the occasion of the composition of JBrhafkatha.

The origin of the story of Brhafkatha has a mythical source.

Siva once narrated it to Parvatl. When ParvatI came to know
that it was overheard by an attendant Puspadanta, she cursed

Mm to leave the heaven until he repeated the story to Kanabhftti

who was to narrate the same to Malyavanta the last two also

1 G. O. S. Vol. 48, p. 209,

2 For a general discussion about tlie use of Prakrits in the drama,

The Sanskrit Drama by Keith, pp. 335 etc*

S Essai sur G-unUdhya et la Brhatkatha par F. LacSte, Paris 1000

Keith : A History of Sanskrit Literature, pp. 66 etc.
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were the victims of a curse. The curse is not fulfilled in one
birth. Puspadanta was born as Vararuci Katyayana, the mini-
ster of Nandas, and narrated fche story to KanabJhnti and got
release from the curse. Malyavanta was born as Gunadhya at
Pratisthita or Pratisthana on GodavarL He became a favourite
of king Satavahana who once suffered mortification at the hands
of his wife as a result of his ignorance of the rules of euphonic
combination in Sanskrit. In the course of water-sports she
intended to forbid him to splash her with water ( modabaih ), but
this was misunderstood by the king as a request to pelt her with
those heavy sweetmeats. Gunadhya proposed to teach him San-
skrit in six years ; but when Sarvavarman, the author of Kat~
antra-Vyakararia9 taught the king Sanskrit in six months after
ridiculing his lengthy period, te made a vow not to use Sanskrit,
Prakrit or vernacular. Gunadhya left the court and wandered
disconsolate in Vindhyas where he met Kanabhuti who narrated
to him the story learned from Vararuci. In view of his vow
Gunadhya recorded the story in Paisac!, the language of the gob-
lins. The work was not well received by king Satavahana.
Gunadhya would not mind this : he went on narrating the story
to birds and beasts, and burnt the Ms. as he proceeded. The sensi-
tive animals intent on the sweet poetry grew thin to the extent
of affecting the royal soup. This marvel, on reaching the king's
ears, led him to rescue one seventh part of that work. The
Nepma-nmhafmya gives a somewhat different version where
Vararucl-Katyayana is absent. Gunadhya is born at Mathura
and becomes a Pandita of king Madana of Ujjaina : consequent
on his being outwitted by Sarvavarman, he was requsted by sage
Pulastya to write in Pai^acl.

It is a tradition and as such should not be given the credence
of a contemporary evidence. The legend is moderately old and
to some extent kaown to Bana. Ujjaina or Kausambl was the
scene of Gunadhya's inspiration. His association with the court
of Satavahana may be accepted in view of the facts that Satava-
hana was a patron of Prakrits as opposed to Sanskrit and that
the kings of Andhra dynasty were partial to Prakrits before they
adopted Sanskrit which was used by their Ksatrapa rivals.

Ipss of Brhatftatha is to some extent compensated by three
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Sanskrit versions. Brhat^alha^sloka-samgraka^ a Nepalese version,

by Budhasvamin ( c, 8th Century A. D, ) has higher merits, and

in view of his use of a large number of Pr&kritisms it is probable
that he had before him the original at least in portions. It

exhibits a concise and elegant style worthy of the narration*

Then there are two Kashmerian versions perhaps based on
secondary epitomes of the original. The first is the Brhatkatha

manjart of Ksemendra composed about 1000 A, D. It Is a more

compact work with an inclination towards elevated style. More
extensive is the Brhatkathasarit-sagara of Somedeva composed
between 1063-81 A, B. His current of narration is clear and
smooth * his style Is simple and vivid with negligible gramma-
tical and metrical slips. Almost everywhere his version is

superior to that of Ksemendra* In view of the mutual dis-agree-

ment and decided interpolations In some, these versions cannot

be taken as the literal representatives of Gunadhya's work.

When the original work is lost, It is very difficult to say any-

thing about Its form etc*
l Kashmerlan versions suggest that It

was in verse while Dandin implies that It might have been in

prose. Or it might have been an admixture of both like Gampu
works. The cumulative atmosphere of the three recensions gives

the Impression of flowing and rapid narrative in the original.

Some glimpses of the contents can be had from the Sanskrit ver-

sions making all concessions to commissions and omissions by
the redactors, The characteristic of the narration might have

been perhaps a tale within a tale a feature quite common in early

Jaina narrations and even copied by Bana, It must have been

a work to be ranked with the M'aMbharata and Ramayaria, the

three important streams of Indian Literature where the spirit of

the goddess of learning flowed 5 and the author must have been

i Dr L. Alsdorf remarks :
" The Vasudevahindt might well t>e called

unique for more than one reason The fact that It presents us with a detailed

and circumstantial Jaina version of GunSdhya's Brhatkatha^ cpiite in-

dependent of the Kashmirlan and Nepalese versions and highly valuable for

the reconstruction of the lost original, lends it the greatest possible literary

importance.
" He refers the readers to his paper

* Mne neue Version der

verlorenen BrhatkathS des GunStJhya' read by him at the 19th Interna-

tional Oriental conference at Borne* See Bulletin of & CX S. VoL VIII, Farts

p, 820.
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really a master-mind. Its influence on later Indian literture is

second only to Mahabharata ; and especially the Sanskrit dramas

and Kavyas are heavily indebted to the tale of Brhatmtha for

fairy and artistic elements.

There is no definite evidence to say that Hemacandra 3 has

quoted in his grammar any prose sentence from JBrhatkatha. Still

more Improbable is the suggestion
* that MarkapdLeya ( c. 17th

Century A, B. ) actually had that text of BrMtkatha before him,

though he pretends to quote a couple of words from Brhatkatha

which he mentions by name. His meagre performance by way

of quotations in the Kaikeya Paisac! section of his grammar^ is

almost a conclusive proof to the contrary. In all probability

the text of Brhafkatha existed in the sixth century A. IX or so.

The work has been referred to by the following early writers :

Dandin ( earlier than 600 A. D. ) in his KavyadarSa ; Subandhu

( earlier than Bana ) in his Vasavadatta ; Bana ( c. last quarter of

the 7th century A. D. ) in his Kadarribarl and Harsacarita ; Udd-

yotnasuri in his Kuvalayamala ( 778 A. D, ) ?

s Jinasena in his

JWijwraria ( first quarter of the ninth century A. B. ) ; Dhanamjaya
in his Dasarupaka ( c. 10th century A. D. ) 5 and Somadeva in his

Yaiagtilakacampu ( 959 A, D. ). There is a Cambodian Inscrip-

tion ( circa 875 A. D* ) which mentions Gunadhya and his aver-

sion to Prakrit.

Turning to ofcher sources we learn that as early as fifth or

sixth century A. D. Brhatkatha of Gunadhya was epitomised in

Tamil work Perunkathai by name believed to have been written

by KonguveL To Durvinlta ( c. 600 A. D. ), a Kannada author,
is traditionally ascribed a Sanskrit version of Gunadhya's Brhat-

katha.
4

Durgasithha in his Kannada Pancatantra says that his

work is based on that of Vasubhagabhatta who had extracted

Pancafantra from the Brhatkatha of Gunadhya in PaisacI 5

The date of Gunadhya is a matter of conjecture in the absence
of any definite evidence. From the references to himself and to

1910, p. 106.

J&A&, 1913, p. 391.

See KavyamZmams'at G, O, S. No. 1, 3rd ed. t Notes p. $04.

See B, Kapaamtiaohar*s note in JRAS., 1913, pp. 389-90
R Karasirnhaohar ; Kamcarite p. 152 of VoL I(
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his work, noted above, it is clear that the later limit can be taken
to be the sixth century A. D. The way in which Dandin refers

to Brhatkatha and his easy substitution of Bhuta-bhasa for PaisacI

perhaps indicate that he was sufficiently posterior to Gunadliya.
If Bhasa's indebtedness to him and MB association with Satava-
hana were to be accepted as facts, then he might be put at the

beginning of the Christian era, but it is only a conjecture.

27 After Gunadhya's work there is a deplorable gap in the

history of PaisacI literature. Possibly a set-back was given to

the currency of PaisacI by Maharastri which because of its pho-
netic ease and mobility soon gained ground and became popular
as a vehicle of lyrical and erotic poetry. The phonetic character
of PaisacI ( with that of Culika PaisacI ) as a whole is decidedly
wanting in the fluidity of Maharastri and the softness of Saura-
senl, and as such it must have been easily antiquated. A,nd
when PaisacI came to be considered as the language of goblins,
no aristocratic author, proud of his Aryan tongue, would easily
condescend to write in the language of devils and demons* A
Tibetan tradition is noted that PaisacI was made use of in Bud-
dhist literature. Konow admits the close relation between Pali

and PaisacI, and further remarks :

*

no other Buddhist canon is

known which can be considered as written in PaisacI. If there*

fore there is any foundation for the Tibefcin tradition, it is very
likely the Pali canon which is meant. " l

28. After Gunadhya, so far as we knew, it is Hemacandra
that gave some impetus to the dying PaisacI. Vararuci and
Canda described PaisacI traits, but their illustrations were, in

almost all cases, confined to a few detached words. But Hema
candra is the first Prakrit grammarian who quotes a couple of

verses in the PaisacI section. In his Kumarapalacarita^
E which

was written mainly to illustrate the rules of his grammar, he has

composed half a dozen PaisacI verses and a couple of Culika

PaisacI verses. The later Pais55cl specimens are more or less

exercises to illustrate Hemacandra's rules. In the Sanskrit

drama, Hammira-mada-mardana^ composed between 1219-29 A. D.

1 ZDMG,, 1910, p. 104.

2 Bombay Sanskrit ai^d Prakrit Series LX, Poona 1936.
* G. O. S. No. 104 Baroda 1920, pp. 36-38.
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of Jayasimhasttrl, we have two Yavana characters, Gorl-Jsapa

and Mllat-srlkamh, that speak PalsacI, or more correctly Culika

Paisact The text however Is not well preserved. Yasapala, in

his allegorical play, Moharajaparajaya,
* written between 1229-

32 A, D, and composed to commemorate Kumarapala's conversion
f

to Jainism, puts Palsaci dialect in the mouths of Suna and Marl,

two sisters symbolically representing Slaughter and Epidemic.
Here also the text is badly preserved, but we can detect some
PaisacI and Culika PaisacI traits. There are some Jaina Stotras

composed in different dialects ; and some verses are devoted to

PaisScf and CulikS PaisacI, The earliest Stotra known to us is

the Par&va-slava of Dharma-vardhana ( first quarter of the 13th

Century A. D. ) in eleven stanzas. 3 Then there are three such
Stotras written by Jinaprabha ( 1292-1312 A. D. ) in honour of
three Jaina Tlrthamkaras, Rsabha, Oandraprabha and Santi.
Similar Sfcotras, five in number, in praise of Rsabha, Santi, Nemi,
P&r^va and Vardhamana have been composed by Somasundara
(earlier than the middle of the 15th Century A. D. X

s

G. O. S, Ho, 9, Baroda.

Hermann JacoH, Bonn. 196 pp 89-97
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THE UPAPURAN&S *

BY

E. 0. HAZBA, M. A,, Ph. D.

In these days when all lovers of India are gradually feeling

the want of a true history of Indian life and thought of the by-

gone days and consequently our able antiquarians are directing

all their attention and energy towards its reconstruction, it IQB,

matter of great surprise and disappointment that very little is

known and still less has yet been said about those valuable records

of Indian life and thought which are known as Upapuranas ( or

secondary Puranas ).
1 The whole responsibility for such apathy

* This essay forms the introductory chapter of my forthcoming work,

viz,, Studies in the Upapuranas, the first part of which will be published be-,

fore long. I have decided to publish a considerable portion of this work in

different oriental journals*

i The work done by scholars on the UpapurS^as is very meagre and sca-

rcely deserves any mention at all. H. H. Wilson, who, in his Essays Analy-

tical, Critical and Philological, and in the Preface to his translation of the

Vi$nu-purana, says much on the PurS$asr devotes only about five pages to

the'lJpapurWaa (see Wilson, Vif*u-pn Preface, pp. Ixxxvi-xci ) ; Hara-

prasad Shastri's treatment of some of the Upapuranas in the Preface (pp.

cc-ccxv) to his Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts in the

Collections of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. V ( PurS^a Manuscripts ) f

is no better than mere cataloguing ; M, Winternitz devotes on the whole

about seven pages to the treatment of only a very few of the UpapurS^as in

Ms History of Indian Literature, Vol. I ; J. N. Farquhar gives, in his Outline

of the Religious Literature of India, very short and scrappy information

about a few UpapurSijas only ; the Cambridge History of India, Vol. I, spares

only about half a page for the treatment of these works ; the Bengali ency

lopaedia FtivoAofa, which devotes as many as 165 pages to the principal

Pur$as deals with the UpapurS^as in 3 columns only ( see Vi&vakoa, Vol.

II, pp* 419-4&0 ) \ A* A. Maodonell finishes his treatment of the CJpapurS^as

to four lines only, without caring to mention even a single name ( see Mac-

do&elU Banskrit Literature, p, 80$ ) ; so also does P. V. Kane who .mentions

tike UpapurS^as in four lines in his History of Dharmaastra, Vol. I, p. 163 ;

aftd the Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics ( Vol. X* p, 455 ) has fourteen
lines devoted to the Upapur$as. Besides these there are the Notices and the

QatafogMS of Sanskrit Msst9 especially those of R.L. Mitra, Eggeling and Thf

Aufreoht, as well as four or five isolated articles on about the same number
of Upapurl^as. This is practically the whole work that has been done on
the Upapuranas up to the present time.
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of scholars towards these valued treasures must be laid on the

high importancewhich has been attached, deservedly or undes-

ervedly, for hundreds of years to the eighteen
*

great
*

( ma&aO
Puranas l as well as on the disparaging prefix

*

upa
*

attached

io the common title ( TJpapurana ) used to characterise those

Puranic works which are different from the
*

great eighteen '.

Whatever the reason may be, we should not, with all our critical

acumen befitting the present age and its culture, be swayed by
mere tradition and baseless impression but pause a little to see

whether we are right in cur attitude and, if not, be ready to give

due consideration to this neglected branch of Sanskrit litrature.

Just as in the case of the .Mahapuranas, orthodox opinion

tries to limit the number of the Upapuranss rigidly to
*

eigh-

teen,
' 3 even in those cases where the promulgators of such

opinions are fully conscious of the existence of a larger number; s

* Though the name ' MahaputSna
*
for the *

eighteen
*

principal
* Puranas*

is of very late origin, being found only in Bhagavata-p. ( Vangavasi ed. ) XII,

7, 10 and 22 and Brahmavaivarta-p. ( Jivananda's ed, ) IV, 131, 7 and 10, it

has now become very popular and is universally used for the older name
* Purana.

*

2 See Kurma-p. ( Bibl. Ind., Calcutta 1890) I, 1, 16-20; Skanda-p.

( Venkat. ed. ) V, iii ( BevS-khan4a ), 1, 46-52 ; Skanda-p. VII, i, 2, 11-15 ;

Siva-mahatmya-khanda of the SUta-samhita of the Skanda-p. ( Eggeling,

India Office Catalogue of Sanskrit Mss, VI, p. 1378 ); Saura-samhita of the

Skanda-p. ( Eggeling, Ind. Off. Cat., VI, p. 1382) ; Reva-mahatmya (which

claims to be a part of the Vayu-p* and is much the same as the KevS-khanda

occurring in Skanda-p. V ; see Aufrecht, Bodleian Catalogue, p. 65, Nos. 114-

116)
- Dert-bhagavata ( Vanga. ed. ) I. 133-16 ; Q-arudc-p (Venkat. ed.) I, 223,

17-20 (
= Jivananda's edition 215, 17-20 = -Vangavasi edition 227, 17-20) ;

Brhaddharma-p. (AS Bed.) 25, 18-19 and 23-26; Para&ara-upapurana

( Eggelicg, Ind. Off. Cat., Vf, p. 1230.) ; Ganesa-p. ( Venkat, ed. ) I, li 4; Bha-

gavata-p. XII, 7, 22 ; and Brahmavaivarta-p, IV, 131, 22.

Also see Nityacara-pradlpa, p. 19, Smrti-tattva I, pp, 792-3, Vlramitro-

daya, ParibhSsa-prakasa, pp. 13-15, daturvarga-cintamani I (Dana-khanda),

pp. 532-3 and II ( Vrata-kharida ), I, p. 21, and Prasthana-bheda ( of Madhu-

sudana SaraavatT, ed. Vani Vilas Press, Srirangam, 1912 ), p. 10 ( for the lists

of Upapuranas contained in verses quoted from the ' J^tTrma-p. /
* Brahma-

vaivarta-p., etc. -

__

Matsya-p. ( AnSS, ed. ) 53, 60-63^mention only four Upapuranas, iriz. f --^S-

rasiihha, Nand^purana, Samba and Aditya.&nd. seem to be ignorant of the

group of 'eighteen.' - -

3 For example, after expressly mentioning that the Upapuranas are

*
eighteen

'

in number and then giving the titles of the 'eighteen' UpapurSnas,

the Brhaddharma-p. (25, 27 ) says : ..--..
[ continued on.the next page )
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but while in the enumerations of the Puranas there is almost

complete agreement with regard to the titles,
1 this is by no

means the case with the titles of the UpapurSnas. In order
^

to

acquaint ourselves with the nature of the disagreement I give

below a number of lists of
*

eighteen
*

Upapurapas which I have

been able to collect from different sources.

I. Kurma~p. 1,1,17-20:

1 Idja (Sanatkumarokta), 2 Narasimha, 3 SkSnda, 4 Siva-

dharma, 5 Durvasasokta, 6 Naradlja, 7 Kapila, 8 Vamana,

9 USanaserifca, 10 Brahmartda, 11 Varuna, 12 Kalika,

13 Mshesvara, 14 Samba, 15 Saura, 16 Parasarokta,

17 MErlca, 18 BhSrgava.
2

( continued from the previous page )

* anyts oa saiphitsh sarvS mSrica-kSpiladayah I

sanratra dharma-kathane tulya-fiSmarthyam ucyate,
*
U

thus Intimating its knowledge not only of the Marlca and the Knpila Upa-
biit also of others. (Koto the word *adaya$* in

f
In some of the lists of* eighteen* principal Puranas the title &iva * or

Baiva *
is found in place of *

Vayavlya
> See, for instance, Visnu-p. Ill, 6,

2XflL BKagavata XII, 7, 23ff. and XII, 13, 4ff., Kurma-p+ 1. 1. 13ff, Padma-p ,

(AnSS. ed.) I, 62, 2ff, IV, 111, 90fT. t VI, 219. 25ff , and VI, 263, 77n\, Varaha-p.

( ASB. ed. ) 112, 69ff , Markandeya-p. ( Vanga and Venka^. editions ) 134, 8ff.,

JAnga-p* ( JIvananda's ed f ) I, 39, 61ff., iva-p. ( Vanga. ed. ) V, ( VSyavIya-
samhita ), i# 1, 38fP., Siva-mShStmya-kba^da of the Suta-sainhitS commented
on by MEdhavScSrya ( Eggeling, Ind. Off. Cat., VI, p. 1377, ) Saura-samhita
of the Hkanda~p (Hggeling Jnd, Off. Cat., VI, p. 1382), Sambhava-kS^4a of the

Sivar-rahasya-kha^4a of the Satpkara-sainhitS of the Skanda-p. ( Eggeling,
Ind Off. Oat t VI, p 1363 ), and so forth.

The Brhaddharma-p m (25, 20-22) gives the titles of the '

eighteen * Puraaas
as : Brahma, Padma, BrahmUnda^ Vai$nava, JBrahmavaivarta, Mahabhaga-
vata9 Bhavi^ya^ G&rtida, Lainga^Baiva^ Varaha, Markandeya^ Skanda, Kaurma,
Matsya, 3gneya^ Yayavya and Sri-bhagavata ( omitting the Vamana and
the -NSrac&j/a and naming the Mahabhagavata and the &iva in their stead ).

In the verses of a *

Knlika-p* quoted in Caturvarga-cintamani I, p. 531, the
* $afit

*
JCHJite ( for Bhagavata )f 8aura and Fa&ni/a ( Fafau-p. ? ) are in-

eluded among the eighteen principal Puranas.
$ adyaiji sanatkumaroktam narasimham atah param i

t^tlyam skSndam uddis^ani kumSrena tu bhasitam u

caturtham sivadharmakhyaip. saksan-nandisa-bhasitam I

durvSsasoktam ascaryaip naradiyam atah pararp n

kapila^i vEmanani oaiva tathaivosanaaeritam i

vlrui^am caiva kaliksthvayani eva ca u

( continued on next page )
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II. Nityacarar-pradlpa (p. 19) of ITarasiinha Vajapeyin who
gives the titles of the Upapuranas on the authority of the
* Kurma-p?

1 Sanatkumarlya, 2 Narasimha, 3 Nandlpurana, 4 Siva-
dharma, 5 Durvasah-purana, 6 ITaradlya,

*

7 Kapila,
8 Vamana, 9 Au^anasa, 10 ,Brahmanda, 11 Varuna,
12 Kalika, 13 Mahesvara, 14 Samba, 15* Saura, 16 Pa-
rasarokta, 17 Marlca, 18 Bhargava. l

III.
* Kurma-p: quoted in Raghunandana's Smrti-tattva I f

pp. 792-3

1 Adya ( Sanatkumarokta ), 2 Jtfarasimha, 3 Vayavlya,
4 Sivadharma, 5 Durvasasokta 6 Naradiya, 7-8 Nandike-
svara-yugma, 9 U^anaserita, 10 Kapila, 11 Varuna, 12
Kalika, 13 Mahe^vara, 14 Samba, 15 Daiva, 16 Para^a-
rdkta, 17 Marica, 18 Bhaskara. 2

( continued from the previous page )

mahe^varaiji tatha sambaip. sauraiji sarvSrth.a-saip.oayaip j

parS^aroktam marxcarn tathaiva ( v. 1, parS^aroktam aparaip.
mSricairi ) bhSrgavShvayain i

( Kurma-p. I, 1, 17-20 ).

These verses occur in the Vangavasi and Venkatesvara editions of the

Kurma~p. without any difference in readings, but in the former edition there
is no v. L in the last line.

i ' kurmapurane upapurSnany as^ada^oktani
anySny upapurSnani munibhih kathitani tu I

astadasa puranani ^rutva samksepato dvijah ll

ity uktva pariganitam sanatkumariyani narasitnham nandTpurai^ani siva-

dharmakhyani durvSgah-pura^ain naradiyam kapilam vSmanam ausanasam
brahmSndam varupam kalika mShesvaram ^ambaip. sauram parasaroktaip
maricanx bhargavam I

*

Nityacara-praofipa, p. 19.

* kaurme
anyany upapuranani munibhih kathitany api I

tani ca narasiiTiha-nandy-5ditya-kalikS-purSnadiniti, yatha
adyain sanatkumaroktarn. narasimham tatah param l

tirtiyaip vayaviyam ca kumarena ca bhasitain 11

caturtha[mj sivadharmakhyam saks5n-nandlsa-bhasitain j

durvasasoktam ascaryain nSradiyam atah param u

nandikesvarayugmaip. ca tathaivosanaserifcain i

kapilam vHrunam cStha kalikahvayam eva ca u

mShesvarain tatha sambam daivam sarvartha-siddhidam I

parSsaroktam apararp. mSricam bhaskarahvayani ||
*

( Smrti-tattva I, pp. 792-3 ).

The corresponding passage in the Vangavasi edition of the Malamasa-
tattva reads * Sarribam ' for * catha f

( in the line * kapilam varunam catha *
)

and * padmarn
' for * Sambam *

( in the line * mahe&vararn, tatha Sambam '). But
as such readings would make the number of the UpapurSnas nineteen they
may be rejected,

6 [ Annals, B. O. B. I. ]
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IV. 'KBrma-p.' Quoted n Mitra MiSra's

Paribhasa-prakassa, pp. 13-14

1 Adya ( Sanatkumarokta ), 2 Narasimha, 3 Nanda, 4 Siva-

dharma, 5 Durvasasokta, 6 Naradlya, 7 Kapila, 8
JVEanava,

9 U&anaserita, 10 Brahmanda, 11 Varupa, 12 Kalika, 13

MahesJvara, 14 Samba, 15 Saura, 16 Parasarokta, 17

Marloa, 18 Bhargava,
1

V.
*

Kurmar~p.
*

quoted in Hemadrfs Caturvarga-cintamarii,

I, pp. 532-3

1 Adya (Sanatkumarokta), g^Narasimba, 3 Nanda ( v. 1.

* naradam
J

for
* nandam '

), 4 Sivadharma, 5 Durvasasokta,

6 Naradokta, 7 Kapila, 8 Manava, 9 Usanaserita, 10 Bra*

hmanda, 11 Varuria, 12 Kalika, 13 Mahesivara, 14 Samba,

15 Saura, 16 Parasarokta, 17-18 Bkagavata-dvaya.
a

VI.
*

Kurma-p,
'

quoted in Hemadrfs Ca^urvarga-cintamarti,

II, llP,ai

1 Adya ( Sanatkumarokta), 2 Narasirnlia, 3 Nanda, 4 Siva-

dharma (v. L *nandikevara-yugmam'), 5. Durvasasokta,

l kaurrae mahapura^e
anySr.y upapurS^Sni munibhih kathitSni tu I

astada^a purS^Sni 6ratvS saintsepato dvijh u

sratvSkathitSmtya0vayah 1 tSni ca tatraiva

Sdyajp sanatktimaroktairi nSrasiinham tatah param i

tptlyaip. nEndam uddistaipt kumare^a tu bhasitam u

caturfebaip ^ivadharmakhyaip. sSksSn-nandisa'-bhasitam i

durvSsasoktam aicaryatp nSradiyam atah paraip. it

kEpilaih mSnavai|i caira tathaivosanaaeritain I

brabm5^48llTl vSruijaip. caiva kalikahvayam eva ca U

mSbeivaraip tatbS ^ambam sauram sarvartba-^airicayairi I

parasaroktam aparaip mSricaiji bhargavShvayaip li

( Vlramitrodaya, FaribhSsa-prakS^a, pp* 13-14 ).

upapura^tSui munibbih. kathitSni tu I

Edyaip sanatkumaroktain cSrasiinbam atah param n

trtlyaip nSndam ( v. L nSradam) uddistaip. kumSCre^i^ tu
caturtham ^ivadbarmakhyai|i sSksln-nandisa-bbasUain li

durvSsaaoktam S^oaryaiji naradoktam atah. parain t

kSpilai|i mSnavaip caiva tatbaivo^anaseritairi u

brahmSi?4ail1 v5ruriai?i oatha kalikahvayaip eva oa I

mabesvararn tatha sSmbaiji sauram sarvSrtha-sanicayain ti

parSsaroktaip pravaram tatha bhagavatam dvayain u'

( Caturvarga-cintamani, If pp, 532-3 )
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6 Naradokta, 7 Kapila, 8 Manava, ( v. L maricam) 9 U&a-

naserita, 10 Brahmanda, 11 Varuna, 12 Kalika, 13 Mahe-
sjvara, 14 Samba, 15 Saura, 16 Parasarokta, 17-18 Bha-

gavata-dvaya.
1

VIL *

Kurma-p.
'

quoted in the tfabda-Icalpadruma ( under

upapurana
'

)

1 Adya ( Sanatkumarokta ), 2 Narasimha, 3 Vayavlya, 4

Sivadharma f 5 Durvasasokta, 6 Naradlya, 7 Nandikesvara-

yugma, 8 Usanaserita, 9 Kapila, 10 Varuna, 11 Samba,
12 Kalika, 13 Maliesvara, 14 Padma, 15 Dalva, 16 Parasa-

rokta, 17 Marlca, 18 Bhaskara. 2

VIII* Saurasamhita of the Skanda-puraria *

1 Adya ( Sanatkumarokta ), 2 Naraslmha, 3 Skanda, 4 Siva-

dharma, 5 Durvasa-samprokfca, 6 Naradlya, 7 Kapila, 8

Manava* 9 Usanaserita, 10 Bratimanda, 11 Varuna, 12

Kall-purana, ( also called Kalakantha ), 13 Vasistha-linga

( also called Mahesvara ), 14 Samba-purana ( also called

J
* knrma-purane

anyany upapuranani muoibhih kathitani tu i

Sdyaip sanatkumaroktaip narasiiphatn atah pararp \\

trtlyaiji nandam uddistaip. kuraSre^a tu bhasitain i

caturthaip sivadharmakhyain ( v. 1. nandikesvara-yugmarii oa )

s&ksEn-nandlsa-bhasitaqi u

durvSsasoktam a^caryaip. naradoktam atab param j

kspilaip. manavaip. ( v. L marlcatpi ) caiva tathaivosanaseritaiii n

brahma^i(}aTp. vannjaipt caiva kalikshvayam eva ca i

mahesvarain tathS sSmbaip saurairi sarvartha-sanioayaiji i

para^aroktain prathamain tatha bhSgavafca-dvayarii n

( Caturvarga-cintamatyi, II, i, p. 21 )

i adyaip sanatkumSrokfcaip. nSrasiipham atafr paraip i

trtlyaip vSyaviyaiji ca kuraSre^anubbHsitaip. u

caturfchaiii sivadharmakbyaip sSksSn-nandisa-bhSsitaip. l

durvSsasoktam Sscaryax^ nSradlyam ata^i paraip n

nandikesvara-yugmain oa tatbaivo^anseritaip l

kapilaip. varu^aip. sSmbatn kalikahvayam eva ca u

mahe^varam tatha padmaipi daivaTp. satvarfcha-sadblkaQi i

parS^aroktam apararp marlcairi bhSskarahvayat|i n

( Sabda-kalpadruma, under * upapurd^a
*

).

In tho above verses, which agree almost literally with
thejrerses

of the
4JCurma-pura^a

'

quoted in the VaBgavSsI cditon of the Malamasa-tattva (pp.

264-5 ) of Baghuuandana, the number of the Upapura^as is practically nine-

teen. If the two Nandike&varas are taken to form one Upapurana, then, of

course, the number becomes eighteen.
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Susuksma ), 15 Saura-purana ( also called Savitra ), 16

Parasarya, If Marlca, 18 Bhargava,
l

IX. Skanda-p. V, iii ( Reva-khanda ), 1, 46-52

1 Saura ( also called Sanatkumara ), 2 Narasimha, 3 Sau-

keya, 4 BSrhaspatya, 5 Daurvasasa, 6 Naradokta, 7

Kapila, 8 Manava, 9 Usanaserita, 10 Brahmanda, 11 Var

una, 12 Kalika, 13 Mahesivara, 14 Samba, 15 Saura, 16

Parasara. 17 Bhagavata> 18 Kaurma. 2

X. Reva-mahatmya which, though much the same as the

Beva-khanda of the Skanda-p>, claims to be a part of the Vayu-p.

1 Saura ( also called Sanatkumara ), 2 Narasimha, 3 Nanda-

purana, 4 SiYadharma, 5 Daurvasasa, 6 Naradokta, 7

Kapila, 8 Manava, 9 U^anaserita, 10 BrahmSn4a,

1 *

Sdyaip. sanatknmaroktain nSrasiinliaip. tatah pararji i

tytlyaip skSndam uddistaip. kumEre^a tu bhSsitaip l!

oaturtharn ^ivadharmSkhyaip. p-urS^airi nandineritain t

tato durvasa-saip-proktam naradlyatji tatah paraip II

kSpilara manavaip oaiva tathaivo^anaseritaiji I

brahmE^idaip. oa tatah pu^iyaip vSrunakhyaip tatah paraip- ll

tatati kallpurSnakhyain kalaka^tham ca namatah l

tato vSsistha-lingSkhyaip. namnS mahe^varaiii tviti U

tatah ^StnbapurS^akhyaiii susuksmam iti ceritam i

tatah saurapurSEilikhyain savitram iti ceritaipt u

pSra^aryaipL oa mSrIcai|i bhSrgavain mtim-puapgavah n
*

Eggeling, India Office Catalogue, VI", p. 1382.
1 *

idatp. brahmapura^asya sulabhaip sauram uttamairi t

saiphitS-dvaya-saipyuktai|i pu^yaiji ^iva-krathSsrayaTp u

SdyE sanatkumSroktS dvltiya" sttrya*-bhSsitS i

sanatkuraara-namnS hi tad vikhyStam mahatuune li

dvitlyaip nSrasiipihain ca purSne pSdma-saipjnite l

iaukeyarn M trfciyaiji tu puraiTie vais^tave matam t!

barhaspatyaiji oaturthaipi oa vayavyain saitimataip. sada I

daurvSsasa*!! panoamaip ca sm^tain bhEgavate sada u

bh^visye nSradoktaiJi ca suribhi^ kathifeaip. purS u

mSnavaipt caiva tathaivosanaseritam n

Sru^aipt catha kaiikahvayaip, eva oa I

taths sSmbaip sauraiji sarvartha-saijicayaiji u

bhSgavata^i kaurmaip caspdasaipL kramat u

t L
'

tr *
'

' ( Skanda-p. V, iii, 1, 46-52 ).
IH the VaagavEsI edition of the 8kanda-p. there is no variation in readings.
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11 Varuna, 12 Kalika, 13 Mahesvara, 14 Samba, 15 Saura,
16 Parasara, 17 Bhagavata, 18 Kaurma. l

XL Skanda-p. VII ( Prabhasa-khanda ), 1, 2, 11-15

1 Adya ( Sanatkumarokta ), 2Karasimha, 3 Skanda ( v. L
* nandam ' both in the VangavasS and Venkatesvara Press
editions of the Skanda-p. ) 4 Sivadharma, 5 Durvasasokta,
6 Naradokta, 7 Kapila, 8 Manava, 9 TJsanaserita, 10 Bra-

hmanda, 11 Varuna, 12 Kalika, 13 Mahesvara, 14 Simba,
15 Saura, 16 Para^arokta, 17 Marlca, 18 Bhargava, a

XII. Siva-mahatmya-khanda of the Suta-sainhita of the

Skanda-p.

1 Adya ( sanatkumarena proktam ), 2 Narasiinha, 3 Nanda,
4 Sivadharma, 5 Daurvasa, 6 Naradlya, 7 Kapila, 8 Man-
ava, 9 Usanaserita, 10 Brahmanda, 11 Varuna, 12 Kall-

purana, 13 Vasistha-linga .(also called Mahesvara )

1 *idam brahmapurapasya khilaip. sauram anuttamaiii l

saip.bita-dvaya-sainyuktaipL pu^yam siva-kathasrayam n

adyS sanatkumSrokts; dvitlyS surya-bhSsita l

sanatkum3ra~namna"
f

pi tad vikixyafeaTp. mahamune II

dvitiyain nSrasiip.haiii oa purario padma-samjnite I

nandapuragain ca tathS trtiyam vaisnave mataiii n

caturtham sivadharmakhyaip. pura^e vayu-saip.jnite I

daurvasasam pancamatii ca smrfcam bhagavate sada n

bhavisye nacadoktam ca siJribhih kathiifcaip] pura l

kapilaiji manavaiji caivA tathaivosanaseritain u

brahmarjidatn vamnaip catha kaiikahvayam eva oa I

mahesvaraiji tatha sambaip saurain sarvartha-saijioayai|i u

pErEsarain bhagavatam kaurma(ip) oastadasaiji kramat n
*

Aufreoht, Bodleian Catalogue, p* 65.

8 Sdyaip sanatkumSroktaipt narasiinbam atah pararyi \

trtiyarn kan4am ( v* 1.
' nandam ' both In the Vang&vasl and

%

Venkat. Press editions ) uddistaip. kumare^anubhasitairi u

caturthain sivadharmakhyaip. sakfan nandlsa-bhasitaip i

durvasasoktam a^oaryani naradoktam atah Parana n

kapilani manavain oaiva tathaivo^anaseritani i

brahmaijidana varu^ain canyat kalikahvayain eva eft u

mahesvarani tatha sambani sauraip SarvSrtha-samoayairi i

parasaroktam paramani mErloain bhargavShvayani u

etany npapurS^ni kathitani dtijottamSh u
*

( Skanda-p. VII> i, 2, 11-15 ).

In the Vangavasf edition of th-5 Bkanda^p. there is no variation in readings.
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14 S&mba-puraria, 15 Saura, 16 Para^ara, 17 Marlca,

18 Bhargava.
!

XIII. Q-arufa-p. I, 223, 17-20
f

1 Adya ( Sanatkumarokta ), 2 Narasimtia, 3 Skanda, 4 Siva-

dharma, 5 Durvasasokta, 6 Naradokta, 7 Kapila, 8

Vamana, 9 Usanaserita, 10 Brahmanda, 11 Varuna, 12

Kalika, 13 Mahesvara 14 Samba, [15 Saura], 16 Parasa-

rokta, 17 Marlca, 18 Bhargava. 2

XIV. Dett-bJiagavata I, 3, 13-16 :

1 Sanatkumara, 2 Narasimlia, 3 Narad!ya s
4 Siva, 5 Dau-

rvasasa, 6 Kapila, 7 Manava, 8 Ausanasa, 9 Varuna, 10

Kalika, 11 Samba, 12 Nandi-krta, 13 Saura, 14 ParasJara-

prokta, 15 Aditya 16 Mahesvara, 17 Bhagavata, 18

* *

Sdyaiji sanatkumSre^ia proktaip vedavidaip.

dvitlyam narasiip-hakhyain trtlyam nandam eva oa n

caturthaip sivadharmSkhyam daurvSsairx panoamani viduh I

*asthain. tu nSradiySkhyam kSpilaip. saptamain viduh u

as^ainar|i mSnaraipL proktaip. tatas cosanaseritaiii i

tato brahmS^a^s^WSain tu vSrunakhyaip. tatah. parain if

tatah kaiipurS^akhyam visistain muDl-puingavSh i

tato vasistha-lingSkliyaip proktarji mahesvaraip. param n

tatah sambaptopa^khyaip. tatah sauraiji mahadbhutam !

pSrSsaraip tatah proktain mSrlcakhyam tatah paraip H

bh5rgav2khyarji tatah proktaipi sarva-dharmartha-sadhakam i

Eggeling, Ind. Off. Cat., VI, p. 1378.
* *

Sdyaxp sanatkumaroktaip. narasiiriham athaparam u

tjrtlyarji skSndam uddistaiji kumSreria tu bhasitarti i

caturthai^ sivadharmSkhyam sySn nandlsa-bhasitaip. u

durvEsasoktam SscaryaiTi BSradoktam atah pararn \

kapilarjfi vamanarii oaiva tathaivosanaseritarp, u

bralimSisttJaip v^ru^ai|i catha kalikShvayam eva ca n

mahesvaram tatha iambam evaip. sarvSrthft-saipcayaiii 1

parSsarektam aparaip mSrlcarp bha;rgavahvayai|i n
*

( Garuda-p. I, 223, 17-20=HvSnan da's edition 215, 17-20^
Vanga. ed. 227, 17-20 ; no v. L).

Hote that with the reading 'evarn sarvartha-samcayam
'

( in the seventh line)
the ntimber of the UpapurS^as becomes seventeen and not eighteen. Bo, we
should read * murmm sanmrtha-samcayam

'

for * evam sar^SLrtho-samcayamJFor the reading * mnram sarvartha-samcayam
*
of fn. 2 on p. 40 oontd. on p. 41,

ftu 1 and fn. 2 on ^ 42, fn, 1 on p. 43, fn. 2 on p. 44, and fn. 1 and fn. 2 on p. 45.
* *

sanatkumSrai|i prathamaipt narasiip.haiji tata^i para^i u

BSradIyai|i ^ivain oaiva daarvSsasam anuttamaip \

kSpilairi mSnavaip oaiva tathS causanasaiii smrfcai|i u

( continued on next page )
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XV. Brhaddharma-p. 25, 23-26.

1 Adipurana, 2 Aditya, 3 Brhannaradlya, 4 Naradlya, 5 Nan*

dikesvarapurana, 6 Brhannandi^vara, 7 Samba, 8 Krlya-

yogasara, 9 Kalika, 10 Dharmapurana, 11 Vlsnudharmofc-

tara, 12 Sivadharma, 13 Visnudharma, 14 Vamana, 15

Varuria, 16 Narasimlia, 1? Bhargava, 18 Brhaddharma. l

XVI. Parasararupapuraria
*

1 Adya ( Sanatkumarokta ) 2, Narasimha, 3 Naiida, 4 Siva-

dharma, 5 Daurvasa, 6 Naradlya, 7 Kapila, 8 Manava,
9 Usanaserita, 10 Brahmaiida, 11 VamBa, 12 KallpurSna,

13 Vasistha lainga, 14 Samba, 15 Sanra, 16 Parasara,

17 Marlca, 18 Bhargava,
2

XVII.
*

.Brahmavaivarta-p.
'

quoted in the Viramtrodaya,

Paribhasa-prakasa, p, 14

1 Sanatkumara ( Adya ), 2 Naradlya, 3 Narasfmha, 4 Saiva-

dharma, 5 Daurvasa, 6 Kapileya, 7 Manava, 8 Saukra f

( continued frcm the previous page )

varu^aiti kalikSkhyaip. oa sambaiii nandi-krfcain subbara I

saurain. parasara-proktam adityam oEtivistararp. it

mabesvaraip. bhSgavatam vSsisthaiii ca savistarain l

etany upapurariani kathitSni mabatmabhih \\

'

( Devl-bhagavata I, 3, 13-lfi ).

1 Sda*v adipurSi^airi syad adibyakhyam dvitlyakarri l

tato brhannaradiyain nSradiyam tatah param 11

nandikesapurSnam ca brhannandi&varam tatbS l

sambain kriyayogasarain kalikShvayam eva ca it

tato dharmapuranain ca visijudharmottarain tatha I

sivadharmam visnudharraam vSmanain vatunai|i tafchS 11

naraaiinhain bbargavaip ca brbaddkarmaTn tatbottamaiii t

etany upapurSnSni sakbyav astadasaiva tu u

( Brhaddharma^p. 25, 23-26 ) .

2 '

adyain sanatkumaroktai^ narasiinham tatah parain t

nSndakhyain slvadharmakbyai|i daurvasain naradlyakarp. u

kapilain mSnava^i caiva tatba co^anaseritatn l

brabmai?idarn varurtain kalipura^Skbyaiii tatbai^a ca u

vSsisthatpt lainga-sa^jnain ca sSmbam sauratn tatbalva ca l

v para'sara-samakbyam ca mSricain bbargvEbvayai|i n
'

"

.,

Eggeling, Ind. Off. Cat., VL P. 12SQ^

See also Haraprasad Sbastri, A Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit Mm^
iSB, Vol. V (Parana Mss ), p. 762 (v. L ' tathaivo&anaseritam 'for ' tatha

coianaseritam
'

in line 3, and '
vn$i$thalainga-samjnam

'

for
'

nga-samjfiarn
'
in line 6 )*
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9 Varuna, 10 Brahmanda, 11 Kallpurana, 12 Vasistha-

.lainga, 13 Mahesa, 14 Samba, 15 Saura, 16 Parasarya, 17

Marlca, 18 Bhargava.
l

XVIII, Verses ( on the Upapuranas ) quoted anonymously in

Madlmsudana Sarasvatfs Prasthana-bheda, p. 10
"

1 Adya (sanatkumare^a proktam ), 2 Narasnpha, 3 Nanda, 4

Sivadharma, 5 Daurvasa, 6 Naradlya, 7 Kapila. 8

Manava, 9 ITsanaserita, 10 Brahmanda, 11 Varuna, 12

Kallpurana, 13 Vasistha-lainga ( also called Mahe^vara ),

14 Sambapurana, 15 Saura, 16 Parasara, 17 Marlca, 18

Bhargava.
a

* brahmavalvarte ?pi

Sdyaiii sanatkumarain oa naradlyairi dvitlyakam i

trtljaiii narasiinliakhyaipL aivadharmam caturthakani tr

damvlisaip. pancamain sasthaiii ketpileyam atah param i

saptamam mSnavaiti proktam saukram astamam eva oa n

vEm^ain navamain prShur bratunSEidam da^amam smyfcani I

kalipurS$ain ca tata ekadasamam ucyate n

vEsistha-laingam dvada^amam mahesairi ca trayoda^atii i

sSmbain caturdalaiji proktam saurai^i paSoadasam smrtam n

pSrSsaryam soda^amaip maricam ca tatah paraiii i

astSda^aip bhargavakhyani sarva-dharma-pravartakain \\

etany upapurai^Sni sarvavedamayani ca ll
7

( Vtramitrodaya, Paribhasa-prakasa, p. 14).
adyaiii sanatkumare^a proktam vredavidam varah I

dvitiyain narasimhakhyaiji trtiyaiii nandam eva ca n

catarthaip sivadharmakhyain daurvasam pancamam viduh \

sastaiji tu naradlyakhyain kapilam saptamani viduh li

astamaip, mSnavaip prokiaip tata^" cosanaseritam i

*

tato brahma^da-saipjfiam tu varu^akhyaip tatah param u
tatah kSlipurS^akhyaiii vasisthaip munipunigava I

tato vEsistha-laingakhyairi prokta^i mahesvaram parani 1 1

tatah sSmbapurasakhyain tatah sauram mah^dbhutam \

parS^araip tatah proktani marlcSkhyam tatah parairi'n
bhlrgrvSkhyaip tatah proktaip sarvadharmSrthasadhakairi n >

^ *v < Prasthana-bheda, p. 10 ).

i

admg ^Ssi^^'^^e substituted by vi^tam* other-
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A glance over the above lists will show how greatly diver-

gent the lists sometimes are. Though, as will be shown after*

wards, the same Upapurana is in some cases mentioned in differ-

ent lists under different titles, the above lists supply us with the

titles of many more Upapuranas than eighteen.

Besides the Upapuranas mentioned in these lists there were

many more, of which some are available in printed forms, some

still exist in manuscripts, some are known only from references

and quotations,
l and some have been lost altogether without

leaving any trace of their existence. Inspite of the serious losses

which have been brought upon the Upapurana literature by the

progress of time and the consequent changes of ideas, manners

and customs, the Upapuranic works are still rich in number and

contents.

Though it must be admitted that in this extensive Upapurana
literature there are works which are of comparatively late dates,

it is by no means wise to suppose that the whole literature can

scarcely lay claim to an early beginning. The verses of the

Kurma-p. which contain the list of
*

eighteen Upapuranas,
' are

found quoted in Raghunandana's Smrti-taltva (I, pp. 792-3),

Mitra Misra's Vlramitrodaya ( Paribhasa-prakasa, pp. 13-15), and

Hemadri's Caturvarga-cinlamaw ( I, pp. 533-3 and II, i, p. 21 ).

The titles, as occurring in this list, are also given as from the
*

Kurma-p.
' in the Nityacara-pradipa ( p, 19 ) of Narasimha Vaj-

apeyin. A. list very similar to that of the Kurma-p. is found in

the Saura-samhita of the Skanda-p.
2
, in Skanda-p. VII, i, 2,

11-15, in the Siva-mahatmya-khanda of the Suta-samhita ( of

the kanda-p. ), all the four Khandas of which have been com-

mented on by Madhavaoarya, in the Parasaropapurana,* and In

1 From an examination of a large number of vorksr, especially of the

Sanskrit literature, I have boea able to collect the names of about one hundred

Upapuranas including those mentioned in the above lists. Questions rela-

ting to tha identification, date and contents of these Upapuranas will be

dealt with as fully as possible in their respective cases.

2 Eggeling, Ind. Off. Cat., VI, p. 1382.

3 Eggeling, op. cit , VI, p. 1230. H. P. Shastri, A Descriptive Cat, of

Sans. Mss., ASB, V, p. 762 ( No. 4097),

7 [ Annals, B. O- B* I. ]
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the Garuda-p. (1,223, 17-20 X
1 In his

Z)Swa*30ara^Ballalasena

refers to the lists of Upapurar.as occurring in the Kurnm and the

Ati-puraw.
* These and similar other evidences, which can be

adduced from different sources, are perhaps sufficient to show

that the date of the formation of the group of
*

eighteen
?

Upa-

puranas as found in the Kurma-p. should be placed not later

than 850 A. D, The upper limit of this date seems to be supplied

by Matsya-p. 53, which, by its mention of only those four Upa-

puranas, vi& Mrasimha, Nandi, Samba, and JLditya, which were

well established in society,
*

betrays its knowledge of a few

more Upapur&nas and at the same time its ignorance of any

group of
*

eighteen.
' The probable date of Matsya-p. 53 being

550-650 A. D. and the verses ( 60-64 ), in which these four Upa-

puranas have been mentioned, appearing to be spurious,
4 the

date of forming the group should be placed approximately be-

tween 650 and 800 A. D.

i The extant Garuda-p. should be dated between 850 and 1000 A. D. and

most probably in the tenth century. See my article on the Garuda-p. in the

Annals of the Bkandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Vol. XIX, 1938,

pp. 69-75.

* Of. *.... ....... ....tathS knrmapurSnSdipuranayoh 1

uktany upapura"na~ni vyakta-dSna-vidhini ca u ?

DSnasagara (
India Office Ms. M o. 719 ), fol. 2

$ Of.
*

upabhddSn pravaksySmi loke ye sampratisthitah
'

Mat$ya~p.

4 Verses 60*64 of Matsya-p. 53, which give the titles and contents of the

UpapurSgias, appear to ha spurious for the following reasons :

(i ) Nothing is said about the gift of any of the UpapurSnas though the

chapter is on dana-dharma ;

( ii ) there is no mention of the Upapuranas in verses other than those

mentioned above ;

( iii ) though in the verses following verse 64 the classification and con-

tents of the Pura"jrias and the titles and extents of the epics are given, there is

not even a single word on the UpapurSnas,
These versres are, however, not very late additions ; for Narasinaha VSja-

peyin, who quotes all these verses except 60a in his NityUcUra~pradlpa t

refers to Laksm!dhara*s explanation cf verse 64 ( astSdasabhyas tu prthak
pmftQaxn. et#. ) as meaniDg the Kalika-purftna etc. ( see NityVcUra-pradlpa,
p. IS ), and HemSdri quotes verses 60b-62 and 63c-64 in his Caturvarga-
efat&mani II i, pp. 1-22,

The omission of tfaeae verses by AparErka who quotes verses 3-4, 11-20,
and 25b-57a In his commentary on the Jnjftavalkya-$mrti> by

( continued on next page )
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This approximate date of the grouping must not be taken to

be the date of composition of the individual works forming the

group* because all the eighteen Upapuranas, which do not belong
to the same sect, could not have been written at the same time.

The mention of the Narasimha, Nandi, Samba and Aditya in

Matsya-p* 53 shows that there were Upapurapas which were

written much earlier than the date of formation of the group ;

and such formation could be possible only when, in course of

time, the Upapuranas written attained the number of eighteen*

So the age of the Upapuranas should begin approximately from
the Gupta period.

l Orthodox opinion is sometimes in favour of

tracing the Upapuranas to a much earlier date. 2

As to the origin of the Upapuranas the Kurma-p.> Siva-miha-

tmya-khanda ( of the Suta-samhita of the Skanda-jp. ) and Para-

sara-upapuraria record a tradition that the sages proclaimed the

Upapuranas after listening to the eighteen Puranas from

{ continued from the previous page )

sena who quotes verses 3-4 and 11-57 in his Danasttgara, by Candesvara who
has a few verses in his Krtya-ratnakara, and by GovindSnanda who has a
few lines in his Danakriya-kaumudl, should not be taken in favour of a very
late date. These authors, who drew upon Matsya-p. 53 in connection with
donation, had nothing to do with verses 60-64 in which there is no mention
of donation.

1 That this presumption is not totally baseless, we shall see when we
analyse the Upapur&nas individually.

2 For instance, in connection with the UpapurSnas Mitra Misra says in

his Viramitrodaya ( ParibhasE-prakasa, p. 15 ) :

*
etSny upapurSijani purSnebhya eva nirgatSnfti

ySjnavalkyena puranatvena saingrhlta'ju'
thus implying that the UpapurS^as were known to Itsjfiavalkya*

* Of. KUrma-p. I, 1, Ifi

anyany upapura*:n.z!ni munibhil?. kathita"ni tu l

f
aSfcada^a purajgSni srutva" sainksepato dvija^i U |

Biva-mShatmya-kh an^ar
a^tada^a purKi^&ni srufcva" satyavati-sutSt t

anySny upapurl^ani munibhi^i kathitEni tu li

( Eggeling, Ind. Off. Cat., VI, p. 13?8 ) ^

evam ajnSpittls tena slvena munaya^i
^rtitvS satyarati-stlnoh purEnaip sakalani muda 11

anyEny upapur^uSni cakruh s^ratarSni vai l

CEffgeling, Op. cit., VI, p. 1230.

Also H. P, ShastrL A Descr. Cat, of San$. jtfw., ASB, Vol. V*

p. 762 .
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This tradition, which is accepted as true by the Nibandha-wri-
ters and others,

]

assigns the Upapuranas to a date posterior to

that of the Purapas and consequently to a position inferior to

that of the latter, The Malsya-p. goes a step further when it

calls the Upapuranas mere subsections ( upabkeda ) of the Puranas
and propounds the theory that any Purtnic work, which will be
found to be different from the eighteen Puranas, must be known
to have originated from one or other of these Puranas, 2 The great
popularity of this theory is evidenced not only by its verbal repro-
duction in some of the Purariic works themselves5 but also by the
references to, or reproduction of, the lines of the Malsya-p. made
by the Mbandhakaras and others either In explaining the origin
and nature of the different Upapuranas in accordance with this

theory or in including, among the class of Upapuranas, those
works of Puranic character which were not mentioned in the
lists known to the respective writers, In order that these works

.

as e(3ually authoritative. * The extant Saura-p.
The entire verse,

""

*
any&ny upapura^lni munibhih kathitani tu 1

astada^a purariEia srutva sairiksepato dvijah u

of the Kurma~p. Is quoted in Nityacara-pradtpa, p. 19, Viramitrodaya,
bhSsS-prakasa, p. 13, and Caturvarga-cintamani I, p. 532 and II, i, p. 21 ;whereas only the first line is quoted by Baghunandana in his Smrti-tattva
I, p. 792 and by Jiva GosvSmin in his commentary ( named Krama-samda-
rbha ) on Bhagauata-p XII, 7, 17-22.

* OL Matsya-p. 53, 60a and 04

upabhedSn pravaksyami loke ye sampratisthitah I

astadasabhyas tu ppthak purariaip yat pradisyate 1

(

vijamdhvam dvija-sresthas tad etebhyo vinirgataz|i ri

OfM for example, 8kanda-p. VII, i, 2, 79b and 83
upabhedSn pravaksySmi loke ye sampratisthitsh \

a?fSdaabhyas tu ptfchak purEnain yac ca dtsyate r

dhYaip dvija^restbas tad etebhyo vinirgatani n
agree remarkably with Matsya^. 53, 60a and 64 quoted above."""* of the Matsya~p. (53,

erhapfl

( continued on next page )
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also lends strong support, to the above theory when It calls the

Upapuranas mere supplements ( Kliila ) to the principal Puranas
and attaches itself in that capacity to the BraJima-p.

l

Though from these evidences it is clear that the above theory

is one of long standing and wide acceptance, an examination of

the Upapuranas themselves shows that these works do not often

look upon this theory with the same respect as the principal Pur-

anas or other works do. In a large number of cases the Upa-

puranas are found to style themselves simply
6

Purapas
' and not

*

Upapuranas
* and to try to pass on their own merits without

caring to attach themselves to any of the principal Puranas for

the sake of authority.
2 In a few cases they even vie with the

( continued from the previous page )

the Krtya-kalpataru ), who, as known from the Nityacara-pradtpa, explained

the verse as referring to the Kalika-p. etc. ( of. astadasabhyas tu prthak

puranani yat tu drsyate 1 vijanidhvam muoi-sresthas tad etebhyo vinirgataip.il

vinirgatam samudbhutam i yatha kalika-puranadiniti laksmidharah. \-~-Nitya-

cara-pradtpa, p, 18). On the basis of this verse Mitra Misra even goes so

far as to say that as Yajnavalkya knew that the Upapuranas originated

from the Puranas he made no separate mention of the former but included

them among the latter ( of. etany upapuranani purartebhya eva nirgatSniti

ygjnavalkyena puranatvena samgrhltani. Vlramltrodaya, Paribhasa-prakasa,

p. 15 ).

See also Madhusudana Sarasvatl's Prasthana-bheba ( p. 1 ) which says :

* atropapurSnanam api puraiie
' ntarbhavah. *

On the authority of this verse of the Matsya-p. the Nityacara-pradlpa

(pp. 18-19) and the Vtramitrodaya ( ParibhSsS-praka'sa, p. 15 ) include the

KalikU-p., Vayu-upapurana, Devt-p., Bhavisyottara, Nandike&vara-p.* Adi-p.

etc. among the UpapurSnas.
I Of. Saura-p. 9, 12b~13a

khilany upapuranani ya"ni coktani suribhih i

idam brahmapuranasya khilan.i sauram anuttamain u

Of, also Saura-p. 9, 5b.

etao copapurananam khilatval laksartam smrtain,

All these three lines have been quoted in Caturvarga-cintamctni I } p. 532;

Whereas only the second line Is found to occur in the Skanda-p. ( V, iii, 1,

46a, with v. L * sulabhatn sauram uttamam - for * khilam sauram anutfcamanf ),

the ReVa-mSha-tmya ( Aufrecht, Bod, Cat., p. 65 ), and the * gaiva-puraya
*

drawn upon in Jiva Gosvamin's commentary Krama-sanidarbha on Bhaga-

vata-p. 'XII, 7, 17-32.
* For examples we may refer to the Narasirp,ha-p., Devi-p , K~aUka-p.>
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principal Puranas by laying claim to their position.
'

It is to be

noted that the older of the extant Upapuranas do not give any
list of Upapuranas nor do they seem to be familiar with their

common title
*

Upapuraria
'

or with the theory of their origin
which makes them mere suppelments to the principal Purapas, 2

This disagreement between the time-honoured theory and the
actual practice of the Upapuranas, especially of the older ones,
naturally raises doubts as to the amount of truth lying in this

theory. So, in order to acquaint ourselves with the actual state
of things and thus to explain successfully this contradiction bet-
ween theory and practice, we shall have to investigate into the
origin of the present Puranas and Upapuranas.

In connection with my study on the present form and charac-
ter of the principal Puranas I have said elsewhere s how the
Purana literature, which, can be traced back to the Rgvedic
period and was as sacred and important to the Vedic Aryans as
the Vedas themselves, dealt with five subjects

4 in its earlier, if
not in its original, character, and how, in course of time, its cha-
racter was changed by the Smarta Brahman sectaries who took it

* For instance, in Its Vayavlya-samhita ( 1, 41 ) the 8iva-p. lays claim
to the position of a principal Purana saying that the fourth Purana is the6fra which consists of 12 Saiphitas ; the Dev^bhugavata (I, 3, 16) includes
the Aa0a0a*a-p. among the CJpapuranas, obviously with a view to establish
its own claim to the status of a Purana; the *sZifcHp.

> claims to be thereal Bhagova**-p. probably because of its dealing with the exploits of

For instance, see Devl-p. t tfarasimha-p. and tianiba-pI I have dealt elaborately with the problems relating' to the eighteen

a, tu. dL
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up for successfully propagating their own ideas among the people
who were gradually losing respect for the Vedas and the Bra-

hmanical rules of life and conduct under the influence of the here-

sies as well as of the popular systems of religion then prevailing
in the country. But who among the Smarta Brahman sectaries

first set their hands to the Puranas ?

From a study of the historical records of ancient India as well

as of the Mahabharata l and other early works of the Sanskrit liter-

ature we understand that in the pre-Gupta days the most power-
ful and popular systems of religion, except the heresies, were those

of the Brahmas (i.e. Brahma-worshippers) 2 the Pa&caratras

and the Pasupatas. So it may be supposed that it was the Smarta

adherents to these religious systems who first took up the Puranas

for establishing the Varnasramadharma and the authority of the

Vedas among the people and increased the number of the already

existing Puranas by fresh additions of Pur&nic works often cha-

racterised by the names of the sectarian deities or their chief

forms. This supposition gains ground when we see from our

examination and analysis of the contents of tlie extant Puranas s

that those portions of these works which are to be dated earlier

than 500 A. D. exhibit prominently the influence of the Smarta

Brahtnas, Smarta Pancaratras and Smarta P&supatas.
4

* In the Mahabharata the Pancaratcas and the Pasupatas have been des-

cribed. It makes no mention of the sub-sects which arose in course of time

from these two mother sects.
* I shall deal with the Brahma-sect in another place.
3 See my articles on the different Puranas in Indian Historical Quarterly

Vol. XI, 1935, pp. 108-130 and pp. 265-286, Vol. XII, 1936, pp. 683-691, and

Vol. XIV, 1938, pp 131-9 ; Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Insti~

tute, VoL XVII, 1935, pp. 1-36, Vol. XVIII, 1937, pp, 265-275 and 321-337,

and VoL XIX, 1938,- pp. 69-79 ; Indian Culture, I, pp. 587-614, II, pp. 235-245,

III, pp. 223-9 and pp. 477-487, and IV, pp. 72-95 and pp. 415-421 ; and New
Indian Antiquary, I, pp, 522-8.

* For Instance, the influence of Brahma as the supreme Brahma is promi-

nent in Markandeya-p. 45 (== chap. 48 in BibL Ind. and ^IvSnanda's editions }

which is one of the earliest chapters of the extant Markandeya ( see Pargiter,

Markandeya-purana^ English translation, Introduction, p. xx and Hazra in

IHQ. XI, 1935,'pp. 108-114);*the Srsti-khanda, which preserves in it the earli-

est portions of the extant Padma-p^ was originally written, or compiled, by the

Brahma-worshippers ( see Hazra in Indian Culture, IV, pp. 85-90) ; the Vayu

and the BrahmMnda are preeminently Pasupata ; the Vifnu and the extant

Kurma-p. in its earliest form are Panoar&tra in character ; and so on.
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The next most important and powerful group of sectaries o

lay their hands to the Puranas were the Bhagavatas who rose to

great prominence during the Gupta period. It was undoubtedly
the Srnarta adherents to the Bhagavata system who wrote the

Bhagamta-p.

Though it is next to impossible to say definitely when the

Smarta adherents to the four systems mentioned above first

began to use the Puranas for controlling the masses who had be-

come seriously influenced by these 1 and othsr systems of reli<

gion, and what the number of the prevalent Puranas was when
these sectaries first set their hands to them, it can scarcely be

denied that more Puranas than one had come into existence long
before the beginning of the Christian era. By its mention of a
4

Bhawsyat-puraria
' * the Apastaniba-dharmasutra shows that at

the time of composition of this Sutra work the term Puraria had
become so thoroughly specialised as to have lost its proper mean-
ing, and had become merely the designation of a particular class

of books. It would have required the existence of a number of

books called Puranas to produce that change, and manifestly they
must have had their own special names to distinguish from one
another, and so convert their common title Parana into a class
designation/ s Hence it must be admitted that the number of
Purnas had begun to be multiplied even before the time of
Apastamba. An examination of the titles of the 'eighteen'
Puranas shows that this growth in their number must have been
accelerated by the activities of the above mentioned sectaries ;

and when, in course of time, their number became *

eighteen ',
*

it was rigidly fixed*

,.i
nature and early spread of these systems,

article m 1HQ> TV, 1939, pp. 403-431.

is self-contradicfeing, because the word
"8mall^means

' a^ient \ and then, as a name in literature, it
nifies not an ancient book but an ancient subject, Archaica.*

Fargiter, Ancient Indian Historical Tradition, pp. 50-51
e merals ^ed for summing up a multitude of concrete objects,

f traditioMl kexfcs
> n* the like, the num-

dhh e Sanskrit ' Buddhist and Jain H*er*tureiand has thus attained the position of a sacred number"
Orientalist,.
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Here a question may be raised as to liow the eighteen Puranas,
which, were the mouthpieces of sectaries following different faiths,

could be grouped together and regarded as equally important
and authoritative by all of them and how they came to believe

deeply in this group "even at the sacrifice of their respective

sectarian interests. As an answer we may refer to the spirit of

religious amalgamation * as well as that of sectarian rivalry
a

that went hand in hand in ancient India s and is to be found
in the Hindu society even at the present day. These spirits must
have been incentives to the recasting of the same Purana some-

times by different sects as well as to the interpolation of chapters
on different deities in a particular Purana ; and in this way all

the Puranas came to attain equal, or almost equal, importance in

the eyes of the worshippers of Brahma, Visnu and Siva before

the grouping had been made.
The non-inclusion of the word 6

upapurana
9 in the Amarakosa

which defines
* Purana '

as
* Panca laksana,

* and the mention of

the titles of the
*

eighteen
7 Puranas in the Vts&up., Markarideya-

p. etc- without any reference, direct or indirect, to any Upa-
purSna, tend to show that the group of the

*

eighteen
* Puranas

had been formed before the TJpapuranas came into existence, 4

After this grouping had been complete, there came into promi-
ence many sub-systems which arose from the main systems of

religion mentioned above either directly or by identifying the

local deities with one or other of the prominent deities of the

main systems. In addition to these, there were also other inde-

pendent systems, viz., Saura,
5 Sakta etc. which began to hold the

field and rival with the systems already established in the country*

These sub-systems and independent systems also had their Smarta

i Of., for example, the great influence of the Saipkhya and Vedanta

systems as well as of the doctrine of Trimurti on the Puraiias.

a See, for example, Varaha~p t , chaps* 70 and 71, Padma-p. ( Spsfi-kh. ),

chap. 179 Linga-p I, 107, 41-42 and so on. See also my articles on the diff-

erent Pura"nas as mentioned in footnote 3 on p. 55 above.

3 The present Puranas amply testify to both these spirits.

4 The tradition recorded in the Kurma-p , s'iva-mahStmya-kh* etc. also

say that the UpapurSftas were written by different sages after the eighteen

Pura^as had been completed by Vyasa. ( See footnote 3 on p. 5i above )*

& Though Sun-worship is of very ancient origin, the Saura secit, with

Persian elements in the cult of the Sun, became prominent in India muck

later. See tfar<iuhar, Outline of the Religious Literature of India, pp. 151-3*

3 ( Annals, B. O. B. I. ]
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adherents who interpolated chapters in the Puranas of the already

established group, and, in some cases, wrote new and independent

Puranic works styled
' Parana ? * in order to propagate their own

ideas. Thus with the progress of time the number of the Puranas

was further increased with fresh additions. But as the followers

of the famous group of the 'eighteen
7 Puranas believed deeply

that there could be no * Purana '

beyond the famous '

eighteen
'

they were unwilling to assign these new Puranic ^works to a

status equal to that of the famous Puranas, On the other hand,
these new Puranic works had become too well known and popular
to be ignored totally. So, they introduced verses into the Matsya-

p. to the effect that any Puranic work, which would be

found to be different from the established eighteen, would b

known to have originated from the latter. Thus, I think, the ori-

ginal position of the
fi

eighteen
* Puranas and the rigidity of their

number were maintained, and the Upapuranas also were given a

position.

Th above mentioned theory propounded and introduced into

the Mateyar-p. by fche staunch believers in the
*

eighteen ^[Puranas
influenced not only the later Puranas but also the Upapuranas
in some cases, and was the root cause of giving rise to the com-
mon title

*

Upapuiana
7 2

for the new Puranic works by calling
them mere supplements ( updbheda ) of the famous eighteen* It

is for this reason that these new Puranic works are grouped tinder
the common title

*

TTpapurana
'

in some of the extant Puranas and
UpapurSnas and that in a few cases the new Puranic works are
found to attach themselves as supplements to one or other of the
eighteen Puranas 8 or to call themselves Upapuranas

'

inspite
oi their independent character. 4

that Matsya-p. 53, 61 mention *

Nandlpurana *

( and not
apurSna

'

) though the latter Is called an *

upabheda,
*

The Narasimha-p., tizmba-p., Dev*-p. etc. call themselves - Parana * and
not * UpapurSna \ *

The BMgauatar-p. ( XII, 7, 10 and 22) divides the PurEnio works into
feiMS, (i) Alpa or Ksullaka and ( ii ) Mahat. But the passage, in

1rM0h this classification occurs, is of a very late date.

Wh fJth
iD

,

St
,

anCe
; ^6 So*-P- oalla itself a supplement to the Brahma-*.*both in the body of the work and the chapter-colophons '
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As to the contents of the Upapuxanas the Saura-p. says:
c A

Purana has five characteristics, viz., creation, re-creation, gen-
ealogy of gods and sages, Manu-periods of time, and history of

the royal dynasties. These are the characteristics of the Puranas
such as the Brahma etc. These, again, are known to be the cha-

racteristics of the Upapuranas because of their supplementary
character.

" l The JBhagavata and the Brahmavaivarta-p. also ex-

press the same opinion though from a different standpoint. Of these

the former says *
"
According to the Parana-experts, a Purana

must be furnished with ten characteristics, viz,, sarga, visarga,

vrtti> raksa, antara, vamsa, vamsanucariia, samsthd, hetu and apasraya,
and some, O Brahman, ascribe to it five characteristics by dis-

tinguishing between *

great
* and *

small ' " z The latter, which
is more direct and clear and seems to follow the former in its enu-

meration, says that an Upapurana is to have five characteristics,

viz., creation, re-creation, genealogy of gods and sages, cosmic
1 sargas ca pratisarga& ca vjaijiso manvantarSni ca I

vainsanucaritam caiva puranam panca-laksanani 11

brahmadIDSin puranSnam uktam etat tu laksanaxp \

etac copapurananam khilatval laksanara srartani u

Saura-p. 9, 4-5.

2 sargo' syeitha visarga^ oa vrttiraksantarSni ca l

vam&o vairisanucaritaiii samsthsC hetur apSsrayah n

dasabhir laksa^air yuktam puranam tadvido viduh l

kecit pafica-vidham. brahman mahad-alpa^vyavasthaya u

( The term sarga, visarga, etc. have been defined in Bhagavata-p, XII, 7,

11-21 ).

The second verse is explained by Srldhara Svamin as :
' daiabhir etair

laksanair arthair yuktaip. mahapurar^am viduh l keoit panoa-vidhaip. i sargas
ca pratisarga^ ca vam&o manvantarani ca l vam^anucariiam ceti puranain
panca-laksanani \\ iti l mahat puranam alpain ceti vyavasthaya i yatra
da^api laksanani prthak prthaii nirupyante tan mahSpurSnam i yatra tv

anyesam paScasv evSntarbha"vasya vivaksa: tad alpam iti vyava&thayetyar-
thah i

* VisvanStha Cakravarfcin also explains this verse in the same way,
and even with the same words, as Srldhara. According to these explanations
the Hahapuranas must deal with the ten subjects separately, whereas in the

Upapuranas the five topics ( creation, re-creation etc. ) must include the

remaining five.

As regards its own contents the Bhagavata-p. ( II, 9, 43 ) says that it

has ten characteristics which are enumerated, with explanation, as sarga,

visarga, sthana, poqana, uti, manvantara, Hanukathci^ nirodha, mukti and
asraya ( JBhagavata~p. II, 7, 1-7 ). That there is practically no difference

between the two lists of the ten characteristics of a Purana, is shown by
Srldhara Svamin in his explanation of the verses '

sargo
* s"v5tha visargas*

ca f

( Bhagavata~p. XI, 7, 9 ).
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cycle, and history of the royal dynasties, whereas a MahEpurana

is to have ten, viz., srsti, visrsti, sthiti, palana, karma-vasana, varta,

pralaya-varvana, moksa-nirupaya, hari-kirtana and devar-kirtana.
'

Whatever the views as regards the contents of the ITpapuranas

may he, an examination of the extant TJpapuranas shows that

very few of them conform even approximately to the above views.

Inspite of the great influence of the old tradition that a Purana

is to deal with five subjects, the Upapuranas, which are more

exclusively adapted to suit the purposes of local cults and the

religious needs of different sects than the Mahapuranas and

which arose at a time when the genealogies began to be neglec-

ted,
E are never found to be serious about the genealogies of

kings and sages. In those cases in which the Upapuranas in*-

elude such genealogies, the ancient kings, especially of the solar

and lunar races, are the chief points of interest, probably because

of their giving a stamp of antiquity to these works, and nothing

Is said about any of the dynasties of the Kali age. Even as re-

gards those genealogies which have been included in the Upa-

puranas, no care has been taken to preserve their correctness, but

new myths and stories have been unscrupulously fabricated and
attached to the important names in these genealogies. But in-

spite of such defects the Upapuranas are of inestimable value from
the point of view of the history of religion and culture, and on
this head alone they deserve far more careful study than has

hitherto been devoted to them* They not only afford us great

insight into all phases and aspects of Hinduism its mythology,
its idol-worship, its theism and pantheism,, its love of God, its

philosophy and superstitions, its festivals and ceremonies, and
its ethics but also supply us with important information about

the different branches of science and literature which were dev-

eloped in ancient India and at the same time render us inestim-
able help in reconstructing some of those monumental works of

, IT, 131, 6-10.
* An examination of the extant Mahapuranas shows that the custom of

recording new dynastic history ceased with the early Guptas after whom
no important dynasty or monarch of India has been mentioned or described
in the PurEnas. This proves that from the Gupta period the PurSnio tradi-
tion took, in practice, a new trend which culminated in turning the PurSnas
into so many books of myths and legends and Smrfcftopics with highly imper-
fect, and sometimes forged, genealogical lists.
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the Sanskrit literature which have been lost for ever. ' In these

respects the Upapuranas are sometimes more important than the

Mahapuranas, The latter attained such an enviable and autho-

ritative position from an early date that they were often worked

upon by the different sectaries and, in some cases, bodily repla-

ced by later works bearing the same titles as those of the earlier

ones.
2 So, the text of the extant Mahapuranas which are the

results of innumerable changes, modifications and interpolations

made in different times and by different sects, is scarcely reliable

and can be used only with great caution and careful discrimi-

nation. But very different is the case with the Upapuranas

which, probably on account of their secondary position, have

been worked upon much less freely by the later redactors and

interpolators and have thus been able to preserve, in a few cases,

their older materials along with their distinctive sectarian cha-

racter. It is for this reason that among the extant Upapurapas

there are some which are much older than many of the extant

Mahapuranas.
s In those cases in which the Upapuranas have

been subjected to modifications and interpolations or have been

replaced by later works bearing the same titles as those of the

works replaced,
4 the authors of these changes, modifications etc.

i In some oases the Puranas and the Upapuranas contain summaries of

ancient Sanskrit works such as the RamUyana atd the Mahabharata, and

more often, incorporate chapters and verses from old and authoritative works,

some of which are no longer extant.

For instance, we may refer to the present Brahma, Agni(
and Garuda

~p. See my articles on these PurSnas in Indian Culture II, pp. 235-245,

Indian Historical Quarterly XII, pp. 683-691, and Annals of the Bhandar-

kar Oriental Research Institute XIX, pp, 69-75. See also my *
Studies in the

Puranic Records on Hindu Rites and Customs.
*

8 1 shall try to prove the truth of this statement when I shall deal with

the question of chronology of the different Upapuranas.

The Upapuranas are certainly not all
' later and inferior works

'

as F. E.

Pargiter would make us believe. ( See Hastings
' Encyclopaedia of Religion

and Ethics, Vol. XT p. 435 for Pargiter's views regarding the UpapurSnas ).

4 The old tradition recorded in the verse

'kalenagraha^am drstvS purariasya tato nrpa i

vyasa-rUpara aham krfcva sainhafa;mi';yuge yuge it
?

was as much applicable to the Upapuranas as to the MahapurSnas. It is for

this reason that works or chapters on older rites and customs were replaced

by new ones.
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are very often persons belonging to those sects to which the re

spective Upapuranas originally belonged, So, inspite of their

modifications, interpolations or totally new forms, they are to be

valued as the records of changes undergone in different ages by

the respective sects to which these works originally belonged;

and the hands of people belonging to more sects than one
being

scarcely laid to any one of them, their study is generally a little

easier than that of the extant Mahapuranas,

I have already said that the Upapurana literature consists of

a large number of works, of which some are available in printed

forms, some exist in manuscripts, some are known only from

references and quotations, and some have perished altogether

without leaving any trace of their existence, Of these works I

shall first analyse those which have been printed and published,

The Upapuranas still existing in manuscripts or known from re-

ferences and quotations will be dealt with later on.



ON THE PROBABLE DATE OF JAIMINI AND HIS

SUTRAS
BY

Prof. G. V. DBVASTHALI, M.A.

H. P. T. College, Nasik

Jamini, the author of the M. S., shares the fate common to all,

particularly the pre-classical, Sanskrit writers and we hardly

know anything about him beyond his name and the traditional

account of his death at the hand of an elephant*
l References

to the name of Jaimini in ancient literature are, at best, only

vague and indecisive. Thus we know of a Jaiminlya Saihhita

and a Jaiminlya Brahmana 'belonging to the Sama-veda. We also

find a Srauta as well as a Grhya Sutra ascribed to Jaimini. The

Asvalayana and the Sarhkhayana Grhya Sutras, on the other hand,

put the name of Jaimini in lists of doubtful authenticity. Thus

the identity of this Jaimini with the author of the M. S. is

extremely doubtful.

Nor do we get any clear reference to our Jaimini in the Mbh.
or in the Buddhist or Jain literature. While the Buddhistic and

Jain literature observes strict silence about Jamini, the Mbh.

refers to him only as an ancient sage and not as a philosopher,
B

though, it must be remembered,
c

it recognizes the existence of

Mlmamsa. ' Panini's acquaintance with MImamsa becomes also

pretty certain when we find him giving a special sutra to the

explanation of forms like
' Mlmamsante. ' 3 But strange as the

name is
'

it is ignored in Panini and the MahaHbhasya, which,

however, knows of the Mlmamsakas, probably adherents of this

school,
4 but more probably those of the Vedanta. 5

Patanjali, how-

ever, does show acquaintance with the mlmSrhsa term, parisam-

khya and its well-known example.
6 The same holds good in the

case of the Kalpa Sutras. They do refer to the mlmaihsa rules and

doctrines- Thus the doctrine of Sruti being stronger than Smrti is

given by Apastamba when he writes *p%ff
f 7 which may very well be compared with M. S. I. 3. 3. The

familiarity which the Kalpa Sutras show with mlmamsa is so

great that no less a critic than Dr. Keith declares that
8

they must

1 Ft. IT. 34. * Hopkins, Great Epic of India, p. 97.

* AstSdhyayi III. 1. 6.
* Keith, KM., p. 5 n. 1. * Kane, p. 4.

3 Fat., vol. I, p. 5.
1

p. DS,f L 1, 4, 8.
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have been composed under its Influence.' * But even there no de-

finite reference is made to Jaimini, the author of the M. S.

It Is in the M. S. itself that we have anything like a clear

and definite reference to Jaimini as a philosopher. Thus along
with other authorities in the field, Jaimini is found to refer to

himself in no fewer than five places.
a *

Jaimini's views are cited

in the B. S. at least ten times ( L 2. 28 ; I. 2. 31 ; L 3. 31 : III. 2.40 ;

III. 4. 2 ; III 4. 18 ; III. 4, 40 ; IV. 3. 12 ; IV. 4. 5 ; IV. 4.1 1) ; but

only two of these viz. I. 3. 31 and I 1.2. 40. can find some parallel

in the M. S. VI. 1. 5 and II. 1. 14. s All other clear references

to Jaimini, as an authority on philosophy, are to be found in

works belonging to a date only posterior to that of the B. Sutra.

Comparison of the contents of the M. S. with those of the

Sutras of other systems appears to show that the M. S. is, very

probably,
*

"the earliest of the six Darsanas preserved to us.
' 4 It

may not, indeed be one of the earliest products of the Sutra

period/ but it is not, at the same time, the latest of them all ; and

is, almost beyond doubt, the earliest of all the extant works expo-

unding the six Darsanas.
" The M. S. does not contain any allu-

sion to the existence of a work dealing with the interpretation of

the Upanisads" and is, therefore, anterior to the extant B. Sutra. 6

Taking into consideration all these circumstances, Dr, Keith
concludes

'

that the M. S. does not date after 200 A. D,; but that

it IB probably not much earlier, since otherwise it would have
been natural to find in the Mbh, some reference to it and its

author.
? 7 Prof. Kane, however, refers to Yajmavalkya Smrti

( L 3 ) which mentions mlmarhsa as one of the fourteen Vidyas
and concludes that

*
the lowest limit to which the extant Purva*

mlmamsasutras can be brought down is about 100 A. D ; the

highest limit being about 300 B, CL 8 Even here Prof. Kane is

not as dogmatic as Dr. Keith and accepts the possibility of the
date being pushed back a few centuries even beyond 300 B. C. 9

How it is but well-known that Buddhism is one of the surest
land-marks in the field of ancient Indian chronology and we
speak of a work as being post-Buddhistic or pre-Buddhistic

' as it makes or does not make a reference to Buddha
Keith, KM., p. 3, 2 M, S. III. 1. 4 ; VI. 3. 4 : VIII, 3. 7 : IX 2 39

XII. 1.7. ^ Kane p. 4 *
Keith, KM., p. 5. 5 Kane, p 4

op. cit,, p.& *
Keith, KM,, p. 7. Kane, p. 6. 9 op. oit., p. 6*
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and his religion. Applying this test to the M. S, we find that

for want of any reference to Buddha and his doctrines therein,

the work of Jaimini will have to be labelled as pre-Buddhisfcic,

Both Dr. Keith and Prof, Kane have marked this absence of
*

any express reference to Buddhist dogma and philosophy
'

;

but they draw no conclusion therefrom thinking possibly that no

very definite conclusion can be based on this omission on the

part of Jaimini, since there was no compelling occasion for him

to refer to Buddhism. This view, however, does not seem to be

quite sound. On the contrary, one might legitimately argue

that had Buddhism had any hold on the society in the days of

Jairnini, he would certainly have tried his best to attack and

demolish it* The mlmarhsa doctrine of Yajna and its reward

requires the assumption of an abiding soul 5 and had any sort

of Ksanikatva-vada been already in the field successfully enga-

ging the attention of the people is it possible that Jaimini would
have done nothing to refute it and loosen its hold on the public
mind while dealing with Dharma ? Is there anything that is

more deadly opposed to Karma-kanda than the ksanikatvavada

preached by Lord Buddha ? Under these circumstances would

it not be wrong to argue that Jaimini had no occasion to refer to

Buddha and his doctrine ? The absence of any reference to

Buddhistic doctrines would thus appear to be a clear proof of the

M. S. belonging to a date prior to the rise of Buddhism in India.

The truth of the above argument will be glaringly clear when
we find even the Vrttikara-the earliest known exponent of the

M. S.-could not help refuting some Buddhistic theory.
! This

only means that Buddhism had gained some ground at the time

of the Vrtiikara whereas Jaimini found it conspicuous by its

absence or at any rate thoroughly negligible though present.

This conclusion regarding a pre-Buddhistio date for the M. S;

is again supported by the use of the word Buddha by Jaimini in

M. S. I. 2. 33 2 where the term signifies not the founder of Bud-

dhism, but simply
*

one who knows'. Had Buddha, the founder

of Buddhism, been well-known in his days, Jaimini would cer-

tainly have avoided the term Buddha rather than use it in such

a general sense thus showing himself absolutely unfamiliar with

the famous Lord Buddha. It would thus appear more probable,

i For various views on this passage and further references vide

Commentaration Volume, p. 115ff. 2

9 [ Annals B. O. K. I. ]
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than not, that not only was Buddhism not already in the field at

the time of Jaimini, but that even its founder had not as yet attai-

Bed to the fame and glory that was destined to be his within a few

years after Jaimini. The latest, date, therefore, that can plausibly
foe given to Jaimini and his work can at the most synchronize
with the earlier years of the life of Lord Buddha-then known
only as prince Siddhartha.

The relation of Jaimini ?

s work with the Kalpa Sutras is

another fact of great importance in connection with the question
regarding the dale of the former. If we rely upon the interpreta-
tions of Sabara-and there is no reason why we should not-the
M. S, presupposes the existence of the Kalpa Sutras. In one
adhikarana of four sutras Jaimini discusses the validity of the

Kalpa Sutras and concludes that they are not intrinsically valid. *

This adhikarapa called the Kalpasutrasvatalipramanyadhikarana,
has led some to argue that the M. S. of Jaimini must belong to a
period posterior to that of the Kalpa Sutras, Such a conclusion,
however, would not be wholly accurate. The adhikarana referred
to above merely shows that Jaimini knsw of some Kalpa Sutras ;

but that does not mean that Jaimini flourished only after the Kalpa
Sutra period * or that no Kalpa Sutra was composed after him.
We have, indeed, good evidence to show that a good many of
these Sutras betray the influence of the mlmamsa and also an
acquaintance with the arguments which are to be found in the
M. S. of Jaimini. Apastamba, in particular, appears to show
some familiarity with Jaimini and his work* Thus Apastamba
in his Dharma Sutra I. 1. 4. 8 seems to be acquainted with the
doctrine of Jaimini regarding the relative importance of a
positive Vedic text and usage. Apastamba L 4. 12. 11 is almost
an echo of M. S. IV. 1. 2. Apastamba also appears to show acq-
uaintance with the work of Jaimini in II. 6. 14. 13 which can
very well be compared with the M. S. IV. 7. 30. It would thus
appear that Jalmini'e work presupposes the existence of some
Kalpa Sutras ; and that some of the Kalpa Sutras also in their
tarn, presuppose the existence of the M.S. Paradoxical as the
statement is it can very well be explained by postulating forJaimini s work a date which would fall somewhere in the middleof the so-called sutra period, so that there would be nothing

* 34, s., L 3*11-14,
"
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unnatural if Jaimini shows acquaintance with the earlier Kalpa

Sutras and at the same time is seen to influence those belonging

to the later part of the sutra period.

Now we come to a point which seems to me highly important

particularly because it appears to have upto now escaped the

notice of all eminent scholars who have toiled to fix the date of

JaiminL I mean the relation of Jaimini with Yaska, the author

of the Nirukta*
c In Nirukta VII. 5ff. we have a very interest-

ing discussion about the form of the deities invoked at sacrifices

and in Mantras and various views are put forth viz, that they

have an anthropomorphic aspect or that they have no such aspect

and so on. This very subject is discussed in the Purvamlmamsa-

siitra IX. 1. 6-10, where the authoritative conclusion seems to

be that the deity in a sacrifice has no corporeal form.' * Besides

this there are two more places where both Yaska and Jaimini

are dealing with one and the same topic.
3 A careful comparison

of these passages is, indeed, at once interesting as well as instr-

uctive, for it furnishes us with -an altogether new piece of evid-

ence which helps us a good deal in fixing the date of Jaimini.

Thus Jaimini in M. S. II. 1. 1 appears to repeat the very idea

which Yaska gives us in his Nirukta when he writes
*

*H3"srTR"-

OT^RTi; I '. And whereas Yaska shows as though he is referring

to some authority while giving this definition, Jaimini appears

to be self-relying. Thus we find the former introducing his

definitions of Nama and Akhyata by the remark '

this is gener-

ally given as the definition of a noun and a verb.
' s Jaimini on

the other hand, merely defines a verb in the words **TT3rrsrf: ^JT^TS^T:'

which bear a very close resemblance to Yaska's
*

^^"^WHrwra3; *\

( Nir. I. 1 ). Again M, S. II. 1. 2-4 appear to be an echo of fcke

words of Yaska when he writes

\

' Compare with these words of Yaska the following

words of Jaimini,

,
S., IL

1. 2-4 ).

Not even a casual reader can fail to notice the superiority of

Yaska over Jaimini so far as expression is concerned. Yaska is

decidedly more exact, more elegant and more impressive than

Kane, p. 3. * Nir. f I. 1 ; 1. 15 and 16 ; and M. S, II. 1. 1-4 ; I. & 31-53.

\
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Jaimini, so much so that one is almost tempted to put down
Jaimini as belonging to a date anterior to that of YSska. Though
however, such a conclusion shall be run down as being more
hypothetical than real, for want of any strong and positive evid-
ence corroborating it, yet the fact that there are striking resem-
blances between Yaska and Jaimini cannob be negatived. And the
only other possible conclusion that it seems possible to deduce
therefrom is that both the authors are quite unfamiliar with each
other and have drawn upon some common source. The conclu-
sion that we are thus almost forced to accept is that Yaska and
Jamini show no acquaintance with one another and are almost
contemporaneous. They could not have been separated from
one another by several centuries as the present generally accept-ed theories regarding their dates require us to assume.

Now let us turn to the other pair of passages where these
authors discuss another topic in common. Both Yaska as well
as Jaimini mightily refute the theory of the yajnikas according
to which the Vedas are devoid of any sense whatever. Yaska
devotes one whole section to the prima facie view which he ascri-

be?
to Kautsa and then gives his refutation in a separate section

altogether. Jaimini also gives no less than nine Sutras to givethe refutation of the prima facie view and establish his Siddhanta
Comparing the statment of the purvapaksa as giren by both
these writers we find that five Sutras of Jaimini find an exact
parallel in the Nirukta, of course, only so far as the sense is
concerned. Two more are condensed into one by Yaska who
writes ^^mr^r%.' corresponding to Jaimini's Tftwnr-

r^l *m* '
But the remaining two Sutrasfrom the work of Jaimini find no parallel in the Nirukta Hereonce again the resemblances are so weighty that they cannot h

lightly set aside. But despite the points of resemblance in gen-eral neither of the authors can be pronounced as being theborrower. And though in some cases Ytska appears to be more

Zn t 7re

rst Jaimini enters m ra fat de*-i*

lin f ?
S C ndensed two of Jaimini's Sutras into one/It is again interesting to note Yaska's silence about two morearguments which Jaimini has put in the mouth of the PCa

is J* ^
M. S., I.
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orthodox Yajfiika, Yaksa himself also, not being a Mlmaihsaka,
did not think it worth while to incorporate into his work the

arguments which were important only for a Mlmamsaka,
Jaimini, however, being a Mlmamsaka oould not neglect these

objections which if left unrefuted were sure to be directed against
the prominent dogmas of the Mimamsakas, Thus Jaimini makes
the Purvapaksin argue that Mantras have no significance ( i )

because there is no teaching of the meaning as there is of the

text ( of the Mantras ) and ( ii ) because there would be connec-

tion with ephemeral things. ( cf. WFWT*T^5p5r?n^ and
I M. S. I. 2. 37 and 39 X

Striking as the resemblances are between the statements of

the Purvapaksa as given by Yaska and Jaimini, their statements
of the Uttarapaksa have very little in common. Whereas
Jaimini makes his statement more technical, Yaska simply
takes refuge in ordinary experience of every-day life (^tra^).
This section is, therefore, not of much use to us so far as the ques-

tion of the relative chronology of the two writers is concerned.

The third pair of passages referred to above comprises M. S.

IX, 1, 6-10 and Nir. VII. 6-7. Though here the topic is common
yet there appear to be no resemblances of style and phraseology
which might warrant us in drawing any conclusion regarding
the relative dates of their authors. This may then be put down
as the general outcome of the examination of parallel passages
in the Nir. and the M. S. that their authors were not familiar

with one another ; that they sometimes appeared to tave borrow-
ed from some common source and that they must have been
almost contemporaries of each other, not separated by any wide

gulf of time. If this conclusion be accurate we should be required
to give to Jaimini a date which would be far anterior to what has

been proposed by Dr. Keith and supported by alraost all scholars.

But his unfamiliarity with Yaska and vice versa, his relation

with the Kalpa Sutras, and his unfamiHarity with Buddha and
his doctrines seem to me to be arguments strong enough to

warrant us in putting the date of Jaimini as being at least not

later than about 500 B. C. or the beginning of Buddhism in India.

But before such a conclusion can be put forth with even the

slightest hope of finding acceptance among scholars there are

1 M. 8 , 1, *. 31-32. * M. S., I. 1. 34-35.
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certain points which require some iilucidation. It has been al-

ready noted above that though they know of the mlmamsakas

yet neither Panini nor Patanjali make any reference to Jaimini,

This appears to speak for a date later than that of these two

grammarians. But we may ask, does Jaimini refer to Panini or

Patanjali ? Now if absence of references by itself is proof enough

why not conclude that Jaimini is even earlier than these gram-

marians ? The fact, however, appears to be that neither Panini

nor Patanjali had any occasion to make any reference to the name

of Jaimini, nor had Jaimini one to do the same in the case of

these grammarians. It would, therefore, be best not to lay too

much premium on this absence of reference to Jaimini on the

part of Panini and Patanjali.

The same could be said of the so called absence of reference

to Jaimini, the philosopher, in the Mbh. It is but too well known

that Jaimini is not only mentioned in the Mbh. but is even

credited with an edition of that work of which only one parvan

( the A&vamedhaparvan ) has been preserved for us. But, it is

argued, this Jaimini that is thus referred to in the Mbh. is not a

philosopher but a sage and cannot therefore, be identified with the

author of the M, S. Such is, indeed, the argument that makes

Dr. Keith declare that the M* S. cannot be much earlier than 200

A. D. ' But as has been already remarked negative evidence is

always shaky and can have no intrinsic value in the absence of

positive corroborative evidence. The very idea, moreover, that

the author of the M. S. is not mentioned in the Mbh. is swept off

its legs by the fact that Jaimini is referred to as a sage and not

as a philosopher in the Mblu-a fact which again speaks perhaps
for the antiquity of Jaimini

It is a fact, admitted on all hands, that the Purvamlmamsa in

its origin discussed the various details of sacrifices and a little

later came to concern itself with the discussion and interpreta*

tion of several Vedic texts with a view to resolve any conflict that

might arise between them. Thus Jaimini's M. S. and the views
propounded by him are quite innocent of any philosophy in the

ml sense of the term. What wonder then that Jaimini, dealing
with Dharma-and not philosophy-should be referred to as a sage

not as a philosopher ? If at all then any conclusion is to be
on the evidence supplied by the Mbh. we shall have to a

Keith, M, p. 7.
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admit that the Mbh. when it refers to Jaimini as a sage, rather

than as a philosopher is, in fact referring to the author of the

M. S. only, preaching Dharma alone without any admixture of

metaphysics and other allied topics, which were literally fathered

upon him by later writers who wanted to turn the Purva-

mimarhsa into a philosophical system in the real sense of the

term and thus bring it in a line with the other Darsanas,

Reviewing the whole set of arguments, now it may be said

that Jaimini makes no reference to Buddhlsm-the deadliest

enemy of the Karma-Kanda ; that such a reference was, in fact,

quite pertinent as is clear from the fact that the Vrfctikara actu-

ally went out of his way to refute some of the Buddhistic theo-

ries ; that the term Buddha did not, as yet, signify the founder

of Buddhism ; that Jaimini and Yaska do not show any familia-

rity with one another though they appear to hold some views in

common which are possibly drawn by either of them from some
common source 5 that Jaimini and Kalpa Sutras show familiarity
with one another which can be explained only on the assum-

ption that Jaimini 's work belongs to the middle of the Sutra

period ? that Jaimini not being mentioned by Panini and Pat-

anjali is simply due to their having no occasion for doing go ;

and that the Mbh. does mention Jaimini who is rightly referred

to as a sage, that he really is, as he deals with Dharma, and not

as a philosopher, he having scrupulously set aside the metaphysi*
oal discussions which were supplied into the system only as late

as the seventh century A. D. by Prabhakara and Kuinarila ; and
that all these arguments appear to justify the conclusion that

Jaimini and his work must be at least pre-Buddhistic j and hence

must belong to a dale which cannot be later than about 500 Bt 0.

The conclusion thus deduced on the strength of the various

items noted above again finds some corroboration from another

quarter. That Sahara, the author of the earliest extant com-

mentary on fhe M. S., is himself far removed from the author of

the Sutra is a generally accepted fact. It can also be proved by
showing how a variety of interpretations-sometimes even three

or four of them-is proposed for some adhikaranas 5
* and how

even variant readings had crept into Jaimini's work by his time2

1 Wt S., IX. 2. 21-24 ; IX. 2. 25^-28 ; X, I, 1-3.
- 2 . M. S.,-XL 1. 14,
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and also by pointing out that Sahara was preceded by not only

the Vrfctikara and Upavarsa but also by several others all of

whom had written commentaries on the M. S., though unfortu-

nately none of these has yet been found out. Dr. Keith seems to

allow a period of about two centuries only between the Sutrakara

and the Bhasyakara, whom he places at about 200 A. D. and 400

A. f>. respectively.
* Prof. Kane, however, appears to be more

accurate when he allows a period of four to eight centuries to

elapse between Jaimini ( 1 00 A. D. to 300 B. C. ) and Sahara ( at

least before 500 A. D. ).
s Nor does he seem to have any objection

if this intervening period be increased by a few centuries more. 2

Now the date of Sahara is again not very definitely fixed and

we find Dr. Keith putting him at 400 A. "D. at the earliest, and

Prof. Kane asserting that {Sahara wrote his Bhasya at least before

500 A. IX while tradition would make him the father of the foun-

der of the Vikrama era ( 57 B. C. ) and thus put him at about 100

B. O. Whatever^may be said regarding the other details of the

tradition about Sabaraj at least so far as the question of date is

concerned, it seems to be nearer the truth than the two eminent
scholars just quoted above. Prof. K. Ghattopadhyaya has given
arguments leading to the conclusion that Sahara belongs to a date
which is prior, not only to that of Asaiiga and Vasubandhu, but
also to that of Nagarjuna, 3 Internal evidence algo appears to

favour this early date for Sahara. 6 If thus Sahara's date is fixed

afe about 100 B. O, and if Sahara is separated from Jaimini by
four to eight centuries, as shown above, the latest date that
Jaimini can be assigned to cannot be later than 500 B. C.

ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THIS ARTICLE
SJP. DS. Apastamba Dharmasutra,
B. S. or B. Sutra Brahmasutra of Badarayana.
Kane A Brief Sketch of the Purva-tnlmkrhsa System By

Kane P. V.
K. ML The Karma-mlmamsa by Dr. A. B. Keith.
Mbtu The Mahabharata.
M. S. The Mlm&msa-sutra of Jaimini.
Nir. Nirukta.
Pat The Mahabhasya of Patanjali edited by Kielhorn.Pi Pancataatra.

Keith, KM., pp. 7, 9. 2 Kane, p. 6. 3 Jha Commemoration
Volume, p. 124. * This I intend to show in a separate Article.



CONCORD IN PRAKRIT SYNTAX

BY

A. M. GHATAGE, M. A.

Nearly all the inflectional languages give some amount of

importance to the observance of concord, partly due to the law of

euphony and partly due to the necessity of expressing some dis-

cursive relations which otherwise do not find adequate expression

in the language. Even in Indo-European times there must have

been a tendency to put words in formal agreement whenever

these stood in some relation which had no special means of ex-

pression in the morphology of the language. This tendency must

have given rise to the laws of congruence. Normally, it was

found difficult, except by the use of concord, to express the re-

lations that are found between a substantive and a predicate or a

dependent adjective, or between a pronoun standing for a noun

and its dependent adjective and sometimes even between two

sentences dependent upon each other in some respects.

Concord relates mainly to such aspects as Gender, Number,

Case and Person, regarding which the words must formally

agree to form congruence between them. Usually the logical

relations which subsist between things and their qualities, an

action and its doer and other similar cases are clear enough to

exclude any doubt about them. In such cases concord can be

neglected or even dispensed with. But the necessity of congru-

ence arose in the inflectional languages because they failed to

give a crude and uninflecfced form of a word to be used and the

speaker was forced to choose some form or other to express the

idea. Thus if a predicate attribute was to be used it should be

neutral according to the discursive relation but usually took the

form of the subject because no such neutral form was available.

Only the form of the Vocative of a noun can be said to approach

the neutral form and even here the adjectives qualifying it

assume a similar form.
_,

-,

As suggested by Brugmann, concord may have arisen out or

the tendency to generalise such cases as words in apposition in

the first instance where they were in the same case because both

10 [Annals, B. O.K. LI
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served the same function in the sentence. Once this was felt as

a formal agreement ifc may have been extended to other cases

analogically. So it is natural that in a sentence like *6Ar-

ataram varwyam avavrtsva
* " Turn towards us Yaruna, the bro-

ther
"

both the words
*

brother
' and

'

Varuiia
'

should occupy

the same position in the sentence as they are, in reality, a re-

peated reference to the same object from different aspects, They
thus show a formal agreement. From such cases the agreement

was extended to cases of predicative adjective and thence to all

adjectives. In this manner the aspects of Number and Gender,

which are primarily applicable to substantives, were extended to

cases of predicative adjective and thence to all adjectives which

in their own nature cannot possess either of them. Other factors

like the general tendency of assimilation must have contributed

to the spread of congruence even though it is not always possible

to point out its exact influence in individual cases.

The congruence with the verbal form has a different origin.

According to Paul the agreement of the verb as regards Person
and Number arose because of the fact that a pronoun correspond-

ing to the subject was added to the verb to produce the inflected

form which thus naturally agreed with the subject, The added pro-

noun sometimes served fche function of the personal subject but
often merely pointed out the relation with the subject through
congruence.

But the ideal perfection of congruencial relation between the

various parts of speech in any given language can scarcely be

met with. Various disturbing factors help for its break-down
in individual cases or even in whole group of cases. ( 1 ) One
such factor is the Impression produced by the actual fact as

distinguished from its grammatical expression, when both of

them do not fully agree. Thus the thing may be thought of col-

lectively even when the grammatical expression retains the plural
number! which thus breaks the formal congruence. So in AMg.
dfaJm jf0 atM ji^ aduva w bhavissat II 2. 45.

"
There were

Jinas, there are Jinas and there will be Jinas.
"

Here the writer
thought the subject collectively when he used the verbal forms.
{ 2 ) Another such factor is the fixing up of a group of words
which resist all further attempts of changing them. So, on
account of tiie constant use of the form atthi at the beginning of
a sentence we get expressions like. P. natthi khcmdadisa dukkka \
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DB.202. "There are no miseries like the Khandas.", Here the form

of the verb persists even when followed by a subject in the plural

number. ( 3 ) Sometimes an important word in the sentence dist-

urbs the congruence. AMg. chajjwariiya namam ajjhaya%am

paveiya \ Das. 4.
" The chapter called

' The Six Groups of Living

Beings
'

is preached,
" Here the predicate is attracted by the

earlier word so as to make it agree with itself instead of the word

ajjhayaria with which it should formally agree. ( 4 ) Sometimes

the speaker himself changes his mode of expression suddenly and

the result is some kind of disagreement, AMg. siehz asie bhikkhu

amokkhae parivvaejjasi \ Sut. 1. 1, 4. 13.
" A pious monk should

live as a man free from fetters among those who are bound with

fetters, till he reaches liberation,
"

All such examples occur at

the end of the various chapters and it appears that the speaker

used the form of the second person when he came to the end of

the lesson because he wanted to make the whole chapter an add-

ress to his audience. ( 5 ) Sometimes the actual situation is so

difficult to deal with, that the speaker is at a loss to know what

should be the method of agreement and naturally takes up a third

course which he thinks best in the circumstances. Thus when
the subject of a sentence is a group of two nouns of which one is

Masculine and the other Feminine, the verb is often put in the

Neuter as the speaker found it difficult to make it agree with

any one word at the expense of the other. JM. tahe raya sa ya

jayahatthimmi aru^hal \ Erz. 34,29.
" Then the king and the queen

mounted the victorious elephant.
9t The more popular the langu*

age the more powerful are such agencies and the greater the

effect on the concord of the "language. A comparison between

the rules of congruence in the Classical Sanskrit and "the differ-

ent Prakrits reveals the fact that these rules are often broken in

the latter than in the former.

Even in the Sanskrit language itself the Vedic speech on the

one hand and the Epic idiom on the other, are decidedly more

flexible and admit of greater variations in the rules of concord

than is the case with the Classical Sanskrit, In many such cases

the Prakrits are found to agree with them more than the literary

Sanskrit. Thus the Vedic language shows some oases where the

Neuter plural subject is joined with a singular verb : dhrsqave

dMyate dhana [ RV. 1.81,3,
" To the bold man booties fire offer-
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ed.
" This is a. regular feature of Greek syntax. In Prakrits we

find this usage extended to other genders as well. AMg. tattha

j anya te 'evam vayasi \ Ay. 1 4.2.
"
There those, who were the

Aryans, spoke thus.
"

socca neyauyam laddhum bdhave paribhassai

TT. 3. 9.
"
Many, having heard the law and having practised it,

again fall down from it.
" In all such cases the idea of collec-

tion is prominent and guides the usage.

L THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE SUBJECT AND THE
PREDICATE.

The agreement found between the subject and the predicate
of a given sentence pertains to the number and person when the

predicate is in the form of a finite verb and to number and gender
when it is in the form of a verbal derivative. In the first case

the verbal inflectic ns are incapable of denoting gender while in

the second the case terminations cannot express. person.
The agreement in this part of concord is usually the same

in Prakrits as in Sanskrit, the difference being mainly the grea-
ter freedom which Prakrit languages enjoy in not following the
laws than is allowed in Sanskrit. It is, often, very difficult to

assign precise reasons for this difference, but lack of greater re-

finement and proper care must have been one of them. But all
cases cannot be explained on the mere supposition of mere lack
of ability or carelessness on the part of Prakrit writers and at
leetst in case of the vast number of illustrations in which the
Congruence of number is absent, we must suppose that the
popular speech allowed greater freedom and latitude than was
given to Sanskrit writers.

A, Agreement in Number. Normally the number of the sub-
jsct and. the predicate is the same. AMg, d*va vi tarn namafasanti \

Das. 1.1.
"
Even the gods adore him. "

bhamaro aviyai rasam I

Das. 1.2.
"
The bee drinks the juice.

"
P. rayaduta vidhavantukaMm bMfckhu gamismti \ Sn. 411. "Let the royal servants

hurry to know where the monk will go.
"

Because the dual
fame are lacking in all the Prakrits, the verb is in plural witha dual subject. AMg. do vi gacchanti sdggaim \ Das. 5J 100
Both of them go to a good birth.- JM. varadJianuna bhamya^^^^> 36*. 18.15. "Varadhanu said to Bal

bhadattaand^BuddhHa.- payatta kumara-varadhanu i Erz. 121^ Ihe prince and Varadhanu started.
"

.This agreement holds good with the grammatical gender and
number even when the actual fact may not conform with ifc.
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person is spoken of in plural as a sign of respect, the pre-

icate will be also in the plural. AMg. tao tubbhe ( mama tao )

eyamattham aikkhaha I Ny. 1.14.
*' Then ( O father ) tell me this

fact.
"

- JM. annesiya savvao tubbhe na kahim ci dittha \ Erz. 15.29.
" You were searched everywhere but you were not found any
where.

" Here tubbhe refers to one person only*

But a real difficulty arises when the subject is not a single
word either in singular or in the plural but a group of words co-

ordinate with each other. Here the predicate enjoys a good deal

of freedom. Thus, if the words forming the subject are joined
with the particle ca

* and * the predicate is naturally put in the

plural, AMg. raya&o rayamcca ya>...pucchanti \ Das. 6. 2.
" The

kings and the ministers of the king ask.
" koho ya ma#o ya ani-

ggahiya \ Das. 8.40.
"
Anger and pride which are not controlled/'

But sometimes the other alternative, namely that the predicate

should agree with one of them, usually the nearest one, is also

found. JM. pesio leho kosalliyaim ca \ Erz. 63.27.
" The letter

and greetings were sent.
" kulam sllam jai jaso lajjaya pariccatta \

Erz. 24.32.
"
Family, good conduct, birth, fame, and even shame

was abandoned.
n kim va karei mama tnrahe maharao amba ya \

Erz. -21.10.
'* What is the king and my mother doing in my abs-

ence ?
" In the first group of cases the speaker views the things

at one stretch, while in the second the "thought grows slowly,

making additions to the original idea which is already expressed.
The rule, that the predicate should agree with the nearest subject
is however not strictly followed. JM. sampayam ca dawaharariam

parimoso ya kemain kayam \ Eras. 67.19.
*' Just somebody took

away the wealth and committed theft.
'*

If the nouns forming the subject are joined by the disjunctive

particle va 'or% the predicate naturally remains in the singular.

AMg. asariam paqagam vavi udagamsi hojja nikkhittam I Das. 5. 1.

59.
"

Either food or drink may have been thrown in water.
"

natthi puyrie va pave va \ Sut. 1.1.1.12. "There is neither merit
nor demerit. ' '

When the subject is made up of nouns of different numbers
the verb agrees in number according to the following possibili-

ties. ( 1 ) When the subject consists of two singular nouns joined

with ca 'and' or any other particle like vi 'also*, the verb is found

either in the singular or in plural with nearly equal frequency.

( i) Cfises with the verb in the singular : ]?. atha ^am bhasnati tato
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amma sawo ca me ftatiganavaggo I Th. 2.424.
" Then my father,

mother and all my relatives say.
'*

abhijjha ca whesa ca cittam

assupahaflllah \ Th. 1.795.
" Greed and vexation trouble his mind"

na me tappaccaya tatthapemam doso ca hehiU \ Th. 1.719.
"

I will

neither have affection nor hatred on account of it.
"

yatha jalo
ca mugo attanam dassae tatha \ Th. 1.582.

"
Just as a lame and a

blind man might show themselves.
"
yassa rago ca doso ca

mano makkho ca patito \ Sn. 631.
" Who has thrown off attach-

ment, hatred, pride and rage.
" neva devo na gandhabbo na maro

saha brahmuna jitam apajitam kayird\ Dh. 115, "Neither a god
nor a Gandbarva nor Mara along with the Brahma can make a
conquered thing unconquered.

"
na tarn mata pita kayira \ Dh. 44

"Neither the mother nor the father^can do it.
"

Ap. damsartu yayu
a&antasuhu samau qa tuttai jam \ P-pr. 2.11.

t6 Whose faith,

knowledge and infinite bliss do not cease at once.
"

atthi ya purwu
yapaujasu I P-pr. 1.21.

" One who has neither merit nor de-
mrit.

"
atthi ya ubhau jaramarayu roya m linga vi vawria I P-pr. 1*

69.
" Who has neither birth nor old age nor death nor disease

nor sex nor colour.
* *

(ii) Cases with the verb in the plural : P. ubho pita ca mata
cabuddhassa upanamayum \ Th. 1.244. "Both father and mother
carried me to Buddha. " evam jara ca maccu ca Uyum pacenti

payinam^
Dh. 135.

" u Thus old age and death drive off the life
of men. "

AMg, na tctssa maya va piya va bhaya kalammi tamam*-
ahwabbavantn II, 13.22.

t(

Neither his brother nor mother nor
father take a share of him at the time of death. ".;.

(2) When the subject, consists of more than one word of
different numbers the verb IB usually in the plural and only
occasionally in the singular, (i) Oases with the verb in the
pLuxaL Al Mda migaviya anncim ca hedisaniabhilamani husu \ K.
VIIL m* fi

Here^were
to be found hunting and other similar

pastimes," P, raja-caanne ca bahu minussa avltatayha marariam
upent* I Th. L 778.

- The king and many other men die without
being freed from desire.

' '

bhataro mahyam mata ca modanti kama*Mmma i Th. 1.242. My brothers and mother take delight, being
*iVQU* of pleasures.^ tato ca deva pitaro indo asurarakkhasa

adhammo Hi paMcandum I Sn. 310, Then the gods, men, Indra, the
Asuras and demons cried O the irreligion,

-
AMg. Monti ya

ya bhariya \ But. 1.2.1.19
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father and mother, children and wife, who claim him, admonish

him.
*'
raya narasetthimahana thava te vi cayanti dukkhiya \ Sut,

1.2.1.5-
" The king, men, merchants and Brahmans, all of them,

fall, from their places, becoming miserable.
" JM. so ya sattuda-

maw raya, kumara ya appachandenam virtattha \ Vas. 64.3,
'*

King
Sattudamana and the princes were destroyed by their own

whim.
' ' AMg. pasubandha savvaveya ya jattham ca pavakammuya

na tam tayanti dussilam \ U, 25.30.
" The sacrifices of animals, all

the Vedas and whatever is offered by the wicked, all these do not

protect a man of wicked conduct.
"

palenti putta ya pal ya majj-

ham I U. 14.36.
" My husband and sons run off.

' '

bhajja ya putta

vi ya nayac ya dayaram annam ayusankamanti \ U. 13.25.
**

Wife,

sons e,nd the relative approach another protector." Ap. sattha*

puranai tavacarariu mukkhu vi karahi ki tasu I P-pr.
4< The scrip-

tures, legends, performance, of penance even liberation, what can

they do to him ?
" hariharabambhu vi jiriavara vi mumvaravinda

vi bhawa.>mukkhu ji jhayahz sawa \ P-pr. 2.11.
4<

Hari, Hara Bra-

hma, the Jinas, the group of sages and good people, ail meditate

on liberation.
"

( ii ) Cases with the verb in the singular * P. na tassa putta

pasavo va khettam vatthum na vljjati \ Sn. 858.
"
Neither sons nor

cattle nor wealth nor field belong to him.
" AMg. jattha natthi

jara maccu vahirio veyaria taha 1 U. 23.81.
*' Where there is neither

old age nor death nor diseases nor pains.

( 3 ) When the subject consists of many words all of which

are in the plural, the verb is naturally in the plural except in

exceptional cases. ( i ) Oases with the verb in the plural : AMg.
dararit ya suya ceva mitta ya taha bandhava jHantam artujwantt I U.

18.14.
"
Wives, sons, relatives and friends depend upon him as

long as he lives.
"

( ii ) Cases with a verb in the singular ? AMg.
dahara bu$$ha ya patthae \ Sut. 1,2,1.16. "Young and old may
request.

"

Principal Exceptions to the Agreement in Number

The principal exceptions to the above rules can be grouped

under various heads as follows, ( 1 ) Because the Prakrit gra-

mmar has suffered greatly in the richness of forms, many anoma-

lies arise. Particularly in the past tense the distinction between

the singular and plural is often neglected and the singular forms

are used in place of the expected plural ones. AMg.
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te suminapatfhage evam vayasi \ Ny. 1.12.
" With great

modesty those astrologers said as follows*
'* But even when two

distinct forms are preserved sometimes the plural form of the

verb is used with a singular subject. AMg. pantam sejjam &evi-

msu Ay. 1.9.3.2.
" He used a low bed.

"
puttho vi nabhtbhasi-

msu J Ay. 1.9.1.7.
*' Even when asked, he did not answer. "

( 2 ) The verb may remain in the singular even when the subject
is in the plural when it is thought of collectively. P. putta mat-

thi dhanam matthi I Dh. 62.
"
I have sons and wealth,

"
te sabbe pi

tuhyam ahbhantare atthi \ PR.3.25, "All of them are in your inside/
1

AMg. maharia *sz?naria ege savva?h nanam sayam vae [ Sut. 1. 1.

214.
** Some Brafcmans and monks may claim all knowledge as

belonging to them,
" JM. jatiha jara--mara'ria"-roga-do8a natthi \

Vas. 4,3.
*' Where there are not; old age, death, diseases and

faults.
" A, osadMni atata nathi \ D. 45.

" Where there are no
herbs/' asti pi tu 4kaca samaja\ G. I. 2-3.

"
There are but a

few assemblies.
"

( 3 ) Sometimes a singular subject of the first

person is followed by a plural verb, which construction is fre-

quent in some books. AMg. ahayam ariucitthimo^.naham cukkimo I

Mah. Hi,
"
I will perform it, I will not commit mistakes. "

JM. tao ham tao favamo I Vas. 290. 28.
" Then I spoke to them/'

dntemi kammi paesammi m'tamahe \ Vas. 352,22. "I began to

think,
(

in what place do I find myself
'
?
"

na me sobhai iham
accUum avakkamamo iti \ Vas. 122. 5.

"
It is not proper for me

to remain here, let me go.
" In some cases the speaker is mak-

ing a statement for himself and for those who are accompanying
him. AMg. <m yam dtta ja^ssamo \ Ry. 18.

tt

Moreover, O,
Citta, let us know. "

{ 4 ) In some cases the anbjeot which con-
sists of two things which in Sanskrit would normally take the
dual number, takes a singular verb and not the usual plural in
Prakrit AMg. do m ee akvaiya ttwam soyam nigacchai Sut. 1. 1.

2.18. "Both of them, being ignorant, come to suffer excessive
misery." do vi tattha mmantaye\ Das. 5.1.38. "Both of them
may call him." ( 5 ) In few cases we must admit some amount
of inadvertence on the part of the writers who were misled by
some adjacent word in a different number. P. ( setthl ) te (putt* }

vaijappatte ghara-bandhanena bandMmsu \ Dh. Co. 1.2.
"
The mer-

chant bound those sons who had attained youth with the bond of
family. JM. saimle saha dhammalthaabhagga-pasaram wsaj/a-
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suham a^uhavimsu i Sam. 407.
"
Along with her he enjoyed the

pleasures
of the senses without impeding the course of religion

and wealth.

There is a group of cases which show a peculiar type of dis-

agreement between the subject and the verb. The speaker chan

ges his thought from one number to another while adding a

second verb to th^e first which shows the normal agreement. The

result is that the two verbs joined with the same subject show

different numbers. AMg, suddham ravai parisae aha rahassammi

dukkddam karenti I Sut 1.4.1.18.
"

They speak well in the assem-

bly but perform wicked acts in secret/ 1

pakkhande jaliyam joim

necchanti vantayam bhottum \ Das. 2.6.
"
They fall even in burn-

ing fire but do not wish to take back what is vornitted. "
tarn

appana na ginhanti no ya girihavae param \ Das. 5.1.5.
"
They them-

selves do not take nor cause others to receive.
"

ago* citthai

Q-oyama je dahanti sarlratthe \ U. 23.50. "There is fire in the

body, O Goyama, which burns*
f7 As. e cu heta desam pi hapayia-

outi se dukatam kachati \ K. V. 14.
"
Those who make even a part

of this to suffer do a bad act.
"

B. Agreement in Person. The subject and the finite verb nor-

mally agree as regards the person. From earliest times this

agreement was observed with care on account of the radical

difference between the three persons.

If the subject consisted of more than one word of different

persons a definite rule is observed in choosing the persons of the

verb* The plural verb is in the first person rather than in the

second or third and in the second person rather than in the third

AMg. ( aham ca tarn ca ) ma kule gandhana homo \ Das. 2.8.
"
I and

you, let us not become Gandhana serpents in our family
" JM,

dhafn tumam ca do vi jujjhamo \ Kumu 53.
" Let I and you both

fight.
"

This rule, though apparently arbitrary, in giving preference

to the first two persons, can be easily understood by trying to

ascertain the meaning of the plural forms of the first two persons.

The plural form of the first person does not simply mean the

plurality of the concept expresad by the singular, as the plural
of

' V is unthinkable, but means a combination of
'

I
* and 'You'

the first person singular and the second person singular or any
other person thought of together. Jespersen calls this a plural

II [ Annalit B. O. R. I. ]
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of approximation. Similarly the second person plural means the

Idea of the second person singular repeated with reference to

many persons addressed or some other person to be expressed by
the third person. Naturally the forms of the first and second per-

son plural include the idea of a second and a third person in the

first case and of the third person ia the second. Thus it will be

seen that the verbal forms in these cases exactly correspond with
the combined nature of the words forming the subject and follow

the rules of a very accurate concord,

Principal Exception to the rules of Agreement in Person,
The illustrations showing the disagreement in person cannot
but be mere lapses on the part; of the authors or occasioned by
some special conditions. In AMg. we often find such cases as :

bhikkhU amokkhae parivvaejjasi \ Sut, 1.1.4.13.
" The monk should

wander till he gets liberated.
* ?

neva sayam daridam samarabhejja
n$vannehim davitfam samarambhavejja daridam samarambhante vi anne
na sama^ujariarni javMjiva& \ Das. 4 " He should not inflict pun-
ishment, nor cause others to inflict punishment nor consent
others inflicting punishmsnt,

;; In all such cases which us-

ually occur at the end of a chapter we must suppose some kind
of change of thought in the mind of the writers, who try to con-
clude the discourse on some moral point with a direct address to
the hearers, forgetting for the time being that the whole of the

preceding chapter was a general statement in the third person*
Some other cases of the disagreement in person are : AMg. na
tnmam jayte artiahassa attham pottham ca patthiva \ TJ. 26. 16.

"You
do not know the meaning and import of the word '

helpless
*

O
King,

**
jaha vayafn dfmmmam aja*$amana pavam pura kammam

akasi mote I U, 14. 20.
** As we have done wrong acts in our

former lives, not knowing the religion.
$?

P. jarajajjarita honti

katthapada anassava \ yassa so vihalatthamo kaiham dhammatii cciris-

mm l Dh. Co. 1.5,
" How can he follow the religion, when he

has lost his vigour and whea his hand and feet are shattered by
old age and incapable of hearing ?

*'

CL Agreement in Gender. The agreement between the sub-
jeel and the predicate as regards gender is not very rigidly fixed.
Usually the predicate agrees with the gender of the subject
whenever it is an adjective or a verbal derivative. This agree-
ment pertains to the grammatical gender of the word only. JM.
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appci vivahavio \ Erz. 54.10.
* s

I myself married my self/
7

Here the word appa whicla is grammatically Masculine refers in

reality to a woman. If however the subject is a pronoun of the

first or second person where there is no distinction of gender, the

predicate takes the natural gender of the subject. AMg. jaham

teqa pariccatta \ IT. 22. 29,
" That I am abandoned by him. ?? Here

a/jcm refers to RajImatL JM B aha>'n, jakkho (tttha-nivasi \ Erz, 21,

33.
"
I am a demi-god living here.

"
tao rni ju&tianteuratit gayU\

Vas. 283. 16*
" Then I went to the old harem. " P. aliafn sami

etassa kapirajassa haddyamathsani khaditukama \ PR. 1. 7.
"
I am,

Lord, desirous of eating the flesh of the heart of this king of

monkeys.
"

When the subject is made up of more than one noun of differ*

ent genders and the predicate is a verbal derivative which must

agree with the subject in gender, we find a peculiar development

in Prakrits to satisfy the demands of congruence. Even in the

earliest stage of Sanskrit, there is 110 distinction between the

animate and inanimate gender, by which, in case of animate

subjects of both the genders Masculine is used and in case of

inanimate things the neuter is preferred, Sanskrit, however,

prefers Masculine between Masculine and Feminine and Neuter

in all other cases. This position is reflected in the early stage

of the various Prakrits. AMg. kumara dovi purohito tassa jasa ya

patti rayattha devi kainalaval ya karnagurie viratta \ IT. 14.3-4.
"
Both the boys, the priest and his wife Jasa, the king and the

queen Kamalaval, all became disgusted towards pleasures."

raya saha deme nMhario ya purohio \ maUanl daraga ceva savve fc

pariwvwujti \ U. 14, 53.
" The king along with the queen, the

Brahman priest, the Brahman woman and the sons, all became

liberated.
"

maija ya loho ya pavadtfliamarLci \ Das. 8. 40.
"
Deceit

and greed growing.
>7 P. yeeafn rago ca doso ca avijja ca mrajita I

Th. 1, 282.
" Those who have removed attachment, hatred and

ignorance.*
7

cirina anga ca magadha vajji kasl ca kosala \ Th. 2. 117,
"
I have wandered over A.nga, Magadha, Vajji, K^sl and Kosala.

In the later stage of the Prakrits, however, it was thought

better to put the predicate in the neuter gender whenever it re-

ferred to a subject consisting of both a Masculine and Feminine

word. The neuter gender thus acquired the quality of a neutral
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word. P. puttadarani possnta dfianam vindanii manava \ Th. 2.17?.
" Men acquire wealth and support sons and wives.

;>

Sometimes
a compound of a masculine and a feminine noun becomes neuter.

P. tastea sita puttadarani dhanam ca \ Th. 1.188.
" Thus attached

to wealth, wife and children.
"

In some cases, however, the predicate agrees with the nearest
word. P. silani brahmacariyam pavvajja dukkara put(aba I Th, 2,

463.
*' O child, rules of good conduct, celibacy and asceticism

are difficult*
7

All rules are however broken in suca cases as:
AS. etaye athaye njani hkhite \ K. IV. .

"
For this purpose was

this edict written.
" JM. tato maya se asilatthl davio \ Vas. 41.15,

" Then I showed him the sword,
??

Principal Exceptions to the Agreement in Gender. As seen above,
if the subject is made up of two nouns one of which is Mascu-
line and the other Feminine the usage of later Prakrit prefers
the predicate in the Neuter plural and not in the Masculine as
is the case in Sanskrit. This usage is continued in Modern
Indian Languages like Marathi and GujaratL It becomes very
frequent from the stage of Jain Maharastrl onwards, suratusavc
mmatte dorini vi kheyalasangamangal \ annonnabhuyalingartasuheria
niddam pavannal Pau. 18, 18.

" When fche sport of love was over,
both of them went to sleep with their limbs exhausted with
exertion and with the happiness of embracing each other.

"
teria

amham pesiyam \ eu vairajangho sirimat ya tti \ mhe viuleria khan-
damreria patthiyani puttam nayare tlaveu^a \ Vas. 176,15. "He
sent us ( a message ) that Vairajangha and Sirimal should come.
We then started with a big camp after placing the son in the
town.

"
tao amJie pattani Jcameya saravarie aixisiyard \ Vas. 166.21." Then we came fchere in due course and lived in Saravana. r>

pasutlaim pallawaattha e \ Sm. VI.
M We slepi on the bed of lea-

ves
?f

thiyaimegadese \ Sm. VI.
" We remained :in one place.

"

ca amha&nm agamanam eehim \ ao ahiyayaram lajjiyarii \ Sm.
The/ teard of o^r arrival and became greatly ashamed. "

S #a ya jayahatthimi arudhaim\ Era. 34. 29. "Then the
and the queen mounted^the victorious elephant.

"
tet^a iarti

oinmGpiyaro pucckiyani \ Erz. 37. 29.
" He asked them about his

parents.^ (ammapiyaro) mrahamahagahagahiyaim titthanti \ Erz.
77. 3L u

The parents remain being troubled by the "great devil
of separation/' (rfya d&fiya} nigabhavaw giyaim \ Eyz. 84,6-
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"The king and the queen went to their own palace,
"

( mariip-

paho mayariareha ya ) uvavttthaim tayantie \ ETT;. 44. 14.
"
Manip-

paha and Mayaiiaraeha sat near him. "
Ap. devi^tva^ rQmanciyai\

Nk. 2.86. "The king and the queen were horripilated.
"

mayasuyat
amayai gehaho i Nyk. 3. 9.5. "The mother and the son came back

to the house.
?; According to this usage the neuter plural of a

word denotes a pair of a male and a female, while in Sanskrit

it was expressed by the dual of a Masculine noun. Ap. sari vi

davi cakkat I San. 544. 3.
" In the lake a pair of Cakravaka birds.

"

A similar usage is pointed out by Paul to exist in the old Ger-

manic dialects where a pronoun or an adjective referring to a

masculine and a feminine noun was put in the neuter gender.

It appears therefore that the neuter gender is used where the

difference of gender is not to be taken note of. This is also seen

in some modern Indian languages where the neuter gender is

used when the specific sex of a being is not known.

If the predicate is a noun it is not free to agree with the sub

jeot as regards gender and so retains its original gender. P. app-
amado amatapada'fn pamado maccuno padam \ Dh. 2L 4 *

Careful-

ness is the place of immoratality and carelessness that of death

santutthi parartwtf'n dhanam \ Dh. 204,
<

Satisfaction is the best

wealth.
" saddha bija'h ttipo vutthi panna me yuganahgalatn i hiri

isa mano yottat'n sati me phalapacanam \ Sn. 77.
" Faith is the seed,

penance is the shower, intelligence is my plough, shame is the

pole, mind the strap and mmdfuhiess rny ploughshare/' AMg.
tavo jot jivo joithaQaih joga suya sartrctfh karisangam \ kammeha

sailjaniajogasanti honntni huftami isiftatii pasattham \ U. 12.44.
" Penance is the fire, the soul the altar, the activities the laddie

the body the fuel, Karma is the wood, self-control is the control

of activities, thus I perform the sacrifice praised by the sages

D. Agreement in Voice. The general rule that in the active

voice the verbal form agrees with the subject and in the passive

voice it agrees with the object is on the whole closely observed

in Sanskrit except in case of a few past passive participles of

some intransitive verbs. In the Prakrits, however we find the

slow process by which the active construction has replaced the

passive one though the grammatical forms remained passive, lia

this connection two important cases are to be considered.
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one is that of the past passive participles which are used differ-

ently than in Sanskrit. Even when they are derived from trans-
itive verbs, they are found used in an active construction. AMg.
nmkko mi wsabhakkhayam i U. 23. 46.

"
I have abandoned the

eating of poison.
" JM. tao gayaharo jcnnbunaniussa parisae yu

parikahio \ Vas. 3. 15.
" Then the Ganadhara preached to Jamba

and the assembly.
"

so ?/ kileseya ya tai'it, niahtlam ntoyavio \ Vas.
58.4. "He freed the woman with great exertion. " durum gan-
(U'tia ya sarajalam pavuttho rohiriisuyarahovari I Vas. 81. 26.

"'

Go-
ing to a distance he started to shower arrows on the chariot of
the son of Rohiril.

"
bhikkha dijyi^a diiyna pauio I Vas. 95. fi." He ate all the alms given.

"
kei narayam pasamsiya kei puma-

yam \ Vas. 191. 18.
" Some praised Farada and others Pavvaya"

dasaraho pavutto \ Pau. ! 27.16.
"
Dasaraha spoke" lankahivo

pavutto I Pau. 6. 111.
" The lord of Lanka spoke.

"
Ap. kai Mu-

Viu I Nyk. 1.3.13.
" The poet said.

"
iya rnunivi to vi pa^aviu

bhaya t Kr. 3.5.2.
"
Knowing this he said to the brother. " Se-

condly many intransitive verbs use their past passive participles
actn ely. AMg. tao so pahasio raya sertio mugahaUvo \ U. 20 10
Then Seniya, the king of Magha laughed.

" JM. turn ca datt-
huyaparuwo raya I Vas. 17.21.

"
Seeing it the king lamented.""

kouhatteria me jao I Vas. 56.20.
" My curiosity arose,

"

There are cases as well where some kind of confusion bet-
ween the two voices is to be found. JM. paoaeria ya tena piyaram
bandhiuva rajjam pasasai I Vas. 119.18.

" With rage he bound his
father and rules over the kingdom." (It is just possible to re-
gard teyct as a demonstrative adjective of paoseya ). Ap. to

, ccKum J 29 Then the king Appa having uttered the wordseat asked with great affection
"

E. Subject with More than One Verb. According to the

8^,J
>gefuM of the Indians the verb or the verbal form con '

one^Tth ^t
S WhSn a SUb3

'

eCt 1S j ined * ^O" thanone verb here zesult ln reality more than one sentence. The verbs"

the use of any such particle like ca or'o^and thethe subject and the verbs is made easy to under-
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stand by often putting the subject between the two verbs or verbal

forms. In tb-8 early Prakrits two or more verbs were used with

one subject without any conjunctive particle only when they

expressed the same idea or were synonymous, AMg. bhavao riam

kevalananz savve bhave janai pasai \ Fandi. " As regards the modi-

fications the omniscient teacher sees and knows all modifica-

tions.
n JM. jo padhai sunai puriso so bohiphalam samajjel \ Pau. 20,

52.
" The man who studies and hears gets the fruit of enlighten-

ment.
" The disjunctive particle va is also absent in Apabhramsa,

Ap chijjau bhijjau jau Ichau joiya ehu sarlru \ P-pr. 1. 72.
" O

Yogin, let this body be cut or bo broken or be destroyed.
" vandau

nindau padikamau bhau asuddhau jasu \ P-pr. 2.66.
" Let him bow

or censure or perform the Pratikrarnana, when his mind is

impure.
" In the following illustrations the subject is put bet-

ween the two verbs. Ap. janasuvariasuhu jariai \ iajinavaro bhanai \

Hp. 82. 13. 1.
" Then the Jina produced delight to the ears of

men and spoke.
" ta niyarianii payasai, tah& bhadarau bhasal \ Hp.

82. 17. 4.
" Then the great man showed his knowledge and spoke

to them.
"

awuhampai sahkhu sahu cavai \ Hp. 82. 17. 4.
<c The

sage took pity and spoke.
** A similar uss is to be found with

the participles of the past, osariu riayaru, nivariu \ Hp* 84. 1. 14.
" He drove the people of the town away, and forbid them* ; *

murari wivatiu, halina mantimagge sancaliu \ Hp. 87. 6. 3.
" He

controlled Murari and brought him back to the way of delibera-

tion.
" The contrary usage of joining one participle with two

subjects is found in : Ap. punu vi bhuyahgaselapavisanit kiyau

tehl klyayanlnrCasanu \ Hp. 92.10.2.
" Then they effected entrance

into Bhuyangasela and the killing of Kiyaya.
"

As pointed out by Alsdorf this curious construction in the

Ap. language is due to the fact that the conjunctive particle ca is

absent in this language. Othei- related words like vi, PUTIU, con-

nated something more than the mere meaning of ca and were

not used to join two simple sentences. The natural result of fchis

fact was the putting together of two verbs or two subjects with-

out a connecting word and in course of time the stylistic peculi-

arity of putting the single word between the other two connected

with it arose to give facility to the understanding which it admi-

rably performed.
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II. AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE SUBSTANTIVE AND THE
ADJECTIVE,

On the whole the adjective agrees with the substantive on
which it depends in Gender, Number and Case. Tha exceptions to

this rule are only occasional.

When a substantive is pointed out by means of a superlative
from a group of nouns usually in the Genitive and the two nouns
differ in Gender, the superlative usually agrees with the noun in

the nominative and not with the one in the Genitive. P. saccaAi
ham sadutaram rasanam \ Sn. 182.

"
Truth is the sweetest of all

flavours.
"

AMg. cando va tararia mahariubhave I But. 1. 6. 19,
"Just as the moon is the most lusfcious among the stars.

"
gan-

dhesu va candanafn ahu s&ttham \ Sufc. L 6, 19.
" As sandal is the

best among the scents.
"

tavesu va uttajnam bambhaciriyam \ Sut.
1. 6. 53.

"
Celibacy is the best among the penances.

" But the
older method of agreement is found in AMg. thaniy&h
ca Baddaya anuttare u \ Sufc- 1. 6, 10.

4I The thunder is
the best among the sounds. "

Thus it is clear that attraction is
the chief cause of deciding the gender of the superlative form of
the adjective, even though we expect,according to meaning,that it

should agree with the genitive, as all such sentences mean that
one of the many is the predicate which is put in the nominative.
But as the word in the genitive was not repeated in the nomina-
tive form, as being not necessary for the expression of meaning,
It was found impossible to make the adjective agree with a noun
which was unexpressed, The other substantive also in the
nominative present in the sentence as the subject naturally att-
racted the adjective and ultimately came to agree with it in
gender. The contrary illustrations in Prakrit are merely
occasional.

The agreement of an adjective with more than one substantive
is on parallel lines with the agreement of the nominal predicate
wife the subject. In case of adjectives, however the usual
practice appears to be

jo
make it agree with the nearest substan-

tive. AMg, tuhaAi phja sura sihu memo ya mahuni ya \ IT. 19 70You like wine, drink, and other varieties of wine. "
paio mi

jolanfiovaao ruMrayim i U. 19. 70,
"
I was made to drink burn-

ing fat and blood.
"

In case of predicative adjective we find the
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tendency to use only one form witli reference to nouns of all

genders. P. vaviveldyafii duhkham seyyo yam ca kamamayam
sukham \ Th. 1, 669.

"
Misery due to knowledge is better than

happiness due to sensual pleasures.
>?

marariam dhammikam seyyo

yam cejwe adhammilcctfn \ Th. 1. 670.
"
Death due to religion is

better than life due to irreligion.
"

sangame me ?nafa?h seyyo yam
ca five parajifo \ Th. 1,194.

'*

It is better for me to die on the battle

field than to live with defeat.
' }

garaha va seyyo vinnuhi yam ce bal-

apammsana \ Th. 1.668,
* k

It is better to have censure than praise

of a fool.
" tasma hi panna va dhanena seyyo \ Th. 1.784,

"
There-

fore knowledge is better than wealth*
"

The cases of disagreement cart be grouped under following

heads, (i) Disagreement in Gender: AMg. feu dffamanfam akk-

hayal Das. 4,
'*

It is preached that fire has life.
" The adjective

in this case ig neuter even though the substantive feu is feminine,

probably because of the gender of the word in Sanskrit, chajji-

vaniya riamarh ajjhayanam i Das. 4. "The chapter called Six Groups
of Living Beings.

;? JM. iham puna samive girikudam nama

gamo\ Vas. 182.6,
" Here near about there is a village called

Girikuda,
" kumbhakaravekkho nflma pattanam tassa namena kayam \

Erz. 34.8.
" A town was established after him with the name

Kumbhakaravekkho,
"

P. ~atta have jitam seyo\ Dh. 104.
tl The

self is better when conquered,
>?

Ap. nayancti honti juvariaha mud-

dhao \ farunivayanadaih&anarasaluddhao \ Bh. 48.8.
" The eyes of

the youths become deluded, being attached to the flavour of look-

ing at the faces of the maidens.
? '

tiruyi mi fa! asi guiiavantao \

Hnni mi jinavarasasaiii bhaffao \ Bh. 81.5.
" Those three were vir-

tuous and also devotees of the preaching of the Jina." puri cittfwi

padaliputfu namu \ Kum. S. 1.
" There is a town by name Padali-

putba.
?>

AS. ese hi setthe kammam am dhammanusasanam i K. IV.
rt

This is the best work namely to preach piety." ( ii ) Disagree-

ment in Number. Cases of this disagreement are extremely rare

and doubtful Ap. divana pahanln jambudive ( Kr. 1.3.1.
" In Jam-

udvlpa the best of the continents.
" Even in this case it is better

to admit some kind of misreading than to think of a conscious

fact of disagreement. ( iii ) Disagreement in case. AMg. sammz-

ddamanl panani blyarii Jiariyani ya \ asafijarwkarim nacca tarisim

parivajjae \ Das, 5.1.29.
" Knowing that a woman who is trampl-

ia^ on living baia^s, saal^ aal gceaa grass is d37J id of self-con-

19 [ Annals, B. O. R. I. ]
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trol, one should avoid her (alms).
"

pasai jattha kesikumarascunane

wahainicfJialiyae maJmccaparisae nm.jjhagae niahaya saddepafn dhamma
maikkhamanam \ Ry. 19.

" Where he sees monk Kesi sitting in

the middle of that great assembly and preaching: religion with a

loud voice.
n

III. AGREEMENT OF NUMEBALS

The agreement of numbers is not homogeneous. All the ordi-

nals are regarded as regular adjectives and therefore agree with

the noun on which they depend in all respects. But the cardinals
are not of one and the same nature. Some of them i. e the first

19 numbers are adjectives, while those above them are regarded
as substantives. They are further used collectively or distribu-

tively, which affects their agreement as regards the aspect of

number, with reference to the noun and also their inherent mean-

ing. This was caused by the supposition that the application of

the category of number to a numeral may involve some kind of

repetition.

The cardinal number meaning one fully agrees with the

noun as regards Gender, Number and Case thus behaving
like a regular adjective. By its very nature it cannot have a

plural form. But this numeral Includes not only the idea of *one'

but also that of an indefinite article which is a purely adjectival
sense. In this second capacity it has a plural form meaning
*

some. *

Probably this dual nature of the numeral is the cause
of its fully adjectival concord. As. eke mrige \ M. 1.5.

** One
deer

**
eko magol G. 1.11. ekam samvaccharam \ S. 5.11. "One year.

"

AMg. pasai tarn mahafn egam paumavaraporufariyam \ Sut. 2.1.2,
" He sees a big, beautiful, excellent lotus. " mahana samana ege \

Sut. 1.1.2.14,
" Some Brahmans and monks. " JM. egae hamsie

gabftammi \ 3Srx. 1.14*
" In the womb of a goose.

n
vaheiia egena ceva

mrena viwvS,yiy& * Erz. 1.13.
" The hunter killed both of them

with one arrow. "

The cardinals from two to eighteen are regarded as adjectives,
Brat by the nature of their meaning they are always used in the
plutaL Moreover they have only one set of forms for all the
tlnrfce genders. As. raajura duw \ S. 1.3.

" Two peacocks.
" do

* G 1.11. duveM yeva Skalehi l T. VIL " with two Skalas.
"

fi cu timni panani \ J, 1.4.
4<

These three animals also.
"
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ojfparo rajano \ G. XIII. 8.
" Four kings,

"
pancasu pancasu

wsesu \ K. III. ?
*'

In every five years.
"

sa.su vi yojanasatesu \

M. XIIL9.
" In the six hundred Yojanas.

"
AMg. donni vi rayano \

HIT. 26.
"
Both, the kings.

;;
iassa bhajja duve asi \ U. 22. 2. "He

had two wives.
7f

jaha ya Himl vaniya\ U. 7.14. Just as three

merchants.
"

taasa vwh anandassa gahavaissa ca/larl hiratnjttkodio

mhaimpautlao \ Upa. 4.
" The householder Snanda has his four

crores of gold coins deposited.
?;

eesim coddasanhatn niahasutnin-

amm anmiyare inahasunmie pasiltanam \ N"y, 112,
"
Having seen

four great dreams out of these fourteen great dreams. "
atthara-

sahti'n satnanasahasseJnm saddhim samparivude \ TSj. 5.53, "Sur-

rounded hy eigtheen thousand monks. "
P. dve va hnni va raftindi-

vani I DE". 2. 327.
'* Two or three days and nights.

"
cattunnam

masa^h accayena \ Sn. 99.
" At the lapse of four months. 77

sola-

sannam puggalahain \ Mil. 310.
"
Of sixteen men.

?

In case of ti
'

three
? and catu

*

four
'
Pali preserves two sets

of forms, one for the Masculine and Neuter and the other for

Femiftine. But even here confusion between the two sets of

forms is met with, which thus paves the way for the later dev-

elopment, sakhiyo tlni janiyo \ Th. 2. 518,
" we three friends.

"

A similar lax use of the numerals is to he found in the

Puranas where the form trayah is used with words of all the three

genders, varsani bhavifa frai/ah \ tasya putrah sainah trayah \ bMms-

ijati sainah trayah. \ This similarity is taken by Pargifcer as point-

ing out that the original language of these Puranic passages was

Prakrit It is, however, more natural to suppose that this synta-

ctical similarity between the two is a result of the popular tende-

ncies affecting both.

Numerals over twenty are all regarded, as substantives and

stand in apposition to the noun which they qualify. Their only

agreement pertains to the case forms. AMg. samaimwm-.*nayawfo

egwyawsu'h ajjhayayu pami^ta \ Ny. 1.5.
" The ascetic has preached

19 chapters of the Nayas.
" evam kfialu amham sami sumimwtth-

amsi bayallsam sumina ttsam mahasumim bavattarim sawasu^-m

yiddittha \ Ny 1.12.
" Thus indeed, O Lord, in our science of dre-

ams there are 42 dreams and 30 great dreams and so in all 7:2

dreams preached.
''

bhogasamattliam janitta balttsae ibbhatml^Miy

ayah egadivasenam panim genhaventi \ Ny, 5.53.
"
Knowing him

capable of enjoyment they marry him with 32 daughters of mef
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chants on one and the same day.
"

eesim tlsae mahasuinirianam

coddusj, mahasumiiie pcisiftantMn I Ny. 1.12.
* s

Having seen four-

teen great dreams out of these 30 .great dreams," cattalisae ajj-

iynsiihassi'hiih saddhini safiiparwu$e \ Ny. 5.53.
"
Surrounded by

40 thousand nuns,
7 '

ekkavisae titilimjareliim ikkhagakulasamuppan-
nheith \ Kap. S, 33,

" By the 21 Tlrthakaras born in the family
of the Ikkhagas.

"
pancaliattarle vasheim \ NIT. 24.

'' With 75

yearn
7 ' JM. sattJiim hhaltal anasarjae cheetta Erz. 34.4.

**

Hav-
ing cut short 60 meals with fasting.

"
P. dasannafii pi dadami,

msaya pi dadami, timsaya pi dadami, cattarisayapi dadami, ziannamya
pi dadami \ Sn. 86. "I give to ten, twenty, thirty, forty or to

fifty,
"

visaliya yojanesu timsaga yojanesu \ M. 11.162.
" At the

distance of 20 or 30 yojanas,
"

ekunapanHasaya ka^dehi \ Jat. III.

220.
" With 49 arrows. "

chattimsatiya sotehi \ Dh. Co. IV, 48.
** With 36 streams 7?

atthacattarisam vassani \ Sn. 289,
** For 48

years.
" imesam tevlsatiya buddhanam santike \ Dh. Co. I. 48.

"
Near

these 23 Buddhas. "

Words expressing bigger numbers like hundred thousand, elc.

are also regarded as substantives and so stand in apposition to
the words which they qualify. But sometimes they may be also
thought of as adjectives. AS. yojana&atesu I K. XIII. 6.

"
In

hundred^ Yojans,
"

vassasatam \ K. IV. 9.
" Hundred years.

?7

bahUni^pawisahasam
\ K. I. 3.

"
Many thousand beings.

"
P. gan-

dhabba cha sahassani \ Th. 164.
"
Sixty thousand Gandhabbas. "

bJmkkhmiiyosahasaml Mhvs. 5. 187. "Thousand nuns." panca-
*atani cwtfatapurtse \ Mhvs, 10.91.

"
Five hundred l9w-caste

men." galha aatam \ Dh. 102, "Hundred Gathas. "
pancasate

wiwje \ Jat II. 123.
" Five hundred merchants, ?f

AMg, panca
mya I Kap. 142.

" Five hundred. >?

In many case the numeral remains without any inflection,
1*. panyasj, yojana. sattahi yojana \ Dh, Co. IIL 217.

"
Fifty and

sixty Yojanas.
yjr

paficapafinsa vassani.^pancavlsali vassani \ Th. 1.
S04, "Fifty five years, twenty five years." ekunapannasa jane \

S*" S
L

<?l:

S<

Fort^nin^ People.
-

AMg. solasa rogayanka I

o J;
bateen diseases and sicknesses. "

tattari vasaii Kap.
S. 70. Seventy years.

n

Numerals over twenty being substantives, they can also gov-
VniGernttveof*henoun,P. paromhassam bhikkhunam I Th,
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1 1238.
** More tban thousand monks. "

viharanafit pancasahtni \

Mhvs. 12. 33. "Five hundred Viharas.
??

satthi arahatam aka \

Mhvs. 1. 1^'
** ^- ma(le sixty Arhats. n AMg. attJiasuyafit

inahanadaraganam atthasayam khatttyadaraganam \ Vip. 107.
"
Eight

hundred Brahman and Ksatriya boys-
7; JM. pancasaija suva-

nnctssa dauna tarn parinei \ Erz. 39. 27.
"
Giving five hundred gold

coins he marries her.
" donni lakkha mayagalanam datird sahassa

rah&nafii panca ajuyanl liayanani safta koclio payaijananani \ Erz. 39.3

1-32.
" Two lakhs of elephants, two thousands of chariots, five

Ayutas of horses and seven crores of foot soldiers,
?;

puttw.iafn,

satthi sahassa \ Sag.
'*

Sixty thousand sons.
"

Numerals also enter into compounds with the nouns. AMg*
atthasahassalakkhanadharo \ U. 22.5,

"
Possessed of eight thousand

marks.
"

duvalasangino cauddasapuvmno sanmttagatiipidakadharaga\

Kap. S. 2,
" Knowing 12 Angas, 14 Purvas and the whole of

the Ganipldaga.
" P. atthavassani sattamasam raja rajjam aka't ayi '

Mhvs. 35. 46.
<s The king ruled for 8 years and 7 months/* JM.

sirasayai satteva nava wharuxaya bhave \ Era. 4. 14.
" There are 700

veins and 900 sinews.
"

As. tedasavasabhisitena \ D. V. 22,
" Ann-

ointed king for thirteen years/' dasavasahUsife \ K. VIIL 22.

" Annointed ten years.
/?

sanipumjxicat
'

t&msafivaso \ OBJ. 1.1.
** Hav-

ing finished 24 years.
AGREEMENT OF PRONOUNS.

Usually the pronoun agrees with the noun in Number and

Gender. But on account of the uncertain nature of the Gender

of Prakrit nouns and the meagre remnants of the pronominal

forms sometimes this agreement is lacking and the usage in

Prakrit often disagrees with the one prevalent in Sanskrit.

A. Disagreement in Gender. Many versions of the inscrip-

tions of Asoka write, ayam dhramtnadipi \ S. I.
"
This religious

edict
"

ayi dhrammadipl \ M. 1. I. Others write : iyam dhammalipi^
\

K. I Op. also yada ayam dhaminalipi likhitl \ G. I.
" When this

religious edict was written." ese U ( sethe ) kammam \ K. IV.

"
This is the best duty.

" In AMg. we
often^

find a neuter pro-

noun agreeing with a masculine noun. Javantiloe pana \ Bas,

VI 10.
"
All living beings in the world.

'"'

javankivljjapurisa

savve te dnkkhasanibhava \ U, 6.1.
" As many ignorant persons

theye are, are all born in misery.
"

eyauanti savvavanti logam
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kainniasctnuiratnbha \ Ay. 1.1.1.5.7.
"
All the activities in the whole

world.
"

aianfi keyavanli logamsi samana ya mahana ya \ Ay. 1. 4.

2,3. "The monks and Brahmans who are to be found in the
whole world.

"
yaiin funiaim yaim le junaga \ Ay. 2. 4. 1. 8. "You

and your kn6wers.
"

je garahiya saniyanappaoga na tajni sevanti

sttdhtradhamma \ Sut, 1. 13. 19.
'*

Those blamable and sinful

practices the pious monks do not observe.
' '

Other cases are only
sporadic, se dittliafii ca >ne \ Ay. 1. 4, 2. 3.

" That we have seen.''*

m gayani eyam bhagavam \ Bhag. 15. 1. 11.
"
That is gone, O Lord."

ttnnavamsi ?nahohamsi nava mpparidhavai \ jamsi goyamamarudho \

U. 23. 70.
"
In the great ocean there is a boat running, on which

you have boarded.
"
jam&i guhae \ Sut. 5. 1. 12.

" In which cave.
"

If the pronoun is made to refer to more than one noun which
differ in gender, it is placed in the Masculine when the words
referred to are masculine and feminine. P. (sassu sasuro ca) te inam
pHu gharam pali nayi'thsu vimana dukkhena \ Th. 2. 419.

"
They

carried me to the house of my father with a sorrowful mind. "

If the pronoun refers to words including a neuter noun, it is
often

j>ut
in the Neuter plural. AMg. cirajiT^im nagiriimm jadi

mngha$imundanam eyarti vi na tayanti ( U. 5. 21.
fii A bark gar-

ment, nakedness, matted hair, upper garment and shaving, all
these do not protect.

' '

P. uttitthapi^o uccho ca ps?nsukula?h ca
ctvaram \ etani abhisambhonti \ Th. 2. 329.

"
Alms specially pre-

pared ( ? ) food collected, a garment thrown off and bark, attain-
ing these.

"
Sometimes the form in the Masculine is used even

in such cases. AMg. egappa ajie sattu Jcasaya indiyarii ya te jinlftu l

U. 23. 38.
" When the self is not conquered it is an enemy and

so also the senses and passions. Having conquered them. "
B. Disagreement in Number. P, tapena brahmacariyene safa

yamma daniena ca l etem, barafomno hoti \ Th. 1. 631.
''

By penance
celibacy, self-control and mortification, by these does one become'
a Brahman.
a Disagreement in Case. P. kassa sasanamagamma labhate tarn

mokat i Th. 1.
<l

By following whioh law does one get the
freedom from grief ?

"

The relative pronoun agrees with its antecedent in number
and gender, but its case is determined by the clause in which it
occurs. As. am JAchi dakkhami hakafn tarn ichami \ D I 2 "what
ever I me I wish, ye adikare kayawsa se dukaram karoti \ M. VW. He who begins a good act does a difficult task.- yotuitem **** jp htv&aKto dukatam kamti \ G. V, 3.

- He who causes
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aven a part of it to decrease does a bad act.
"

AMg. je ya buddha

mhabhaga...suddham tesim pa^akkantam \ Sut. 1. 8. 23.
"
Those

who are enlightened and great. ..their activity is pure.
"

Muliyofi 1 te pavesctnti manusam janim enU je \ U. 7. 19.
"
Those

who are born as men again are those who obtain their capital.
"

jesim tu vivulcl sikkha muliyam te aiccHya \ U. 7. 21.
"
Those who

have much instructions have exceeded their capital.
" JM. jo

eijam day4agam genhissai so raya hohii \ Erz. 37. 1.
" He who will

take this staff will become a king.
"

jam jena kayam kammam..*

tani tena veiyavvam \ Erz. 42. 21.
" Whosoever does an act will

have to suffer for it.
' ?

jenahath hatthisambhamao rakkhiya tena

saha paniggahaimih jai na. hoi \ Erz. 17. 15.
"

If I cannot marry
him who has protected me from the attack of the elephant.

"
je

sappurisa havanti te maratwvasanawi bahu mannanti \ Erz. 42. 15.
" Those who are great consider the calamity of death highly.

?f

P. tarn ca kannnam kalum sadhu yam katva ncimifappati l Dh. 68.
" That act Is well done by doing which a man does not repent.

yesini sannicayo natthi ye parinfiatabhojana.^tesani gafi durannaya [

Dh. 92.
" Those who have no store, and who know the measure

of food, their track is difficult to find.
;>

yassind.riyani sainatlvam

gatani-**deva pi tassa %)ihayanti \ Dh. 94.
" Gods honour him who

controls his senses.
' ' abbahi vata me sallafn yam asi hadayamssitam\

Jat. IV. 62.
" He removed the dart which was rankling in my

heart.
"

yo na hanti na gJtateti.^veram tesa na kenaci \ Jat. IV. 71.

" One who does not kill nor cause to kill is not inimical with

anybody.
" evam kathenti ye ssddahenti I Th. 2. 522. *' Thus tell

those who believe.
"

There are, however, a few exceptions which go against this

general rule. ( i ) Disagreement in Number. AMg. acchanda je

na bhunjanti na se cai Hi vuccai \ Das. 2. 2.
" Those who do not

enjoy because unable to do so, are not called relinquishers.
"

jai

tarn kahisi bhavam ja ja dacchasi ncirio \ U, 22. 44.
"
If you love

all women you chance to see.
? '

ja ya sacca avattavva saccamosa ya

ja musci \ ja ya buddhehi naimiu na tarn bhasejja pannavam \ Das. 7.2.

"A wise man should not speak those words which are true but not

to be spoken, those whick are both true and false, those which are

false and those not used by great men. n ke ettha khafta uvajoiya

va...khalejja jo nam \ U. 1. 18.
" Who are

the^
door-keepers ap-

pointed here who will remove him ?
"

Ap. appct laddhau jew paru

teparamappa navevi \ Jos, 1.
" Having saluted those highest souls

who have obtained the highest self ( ii ) Disagreement in
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Gender. AMg. jae saddhae nikkhanlo lam eva amupaliya \ Das,

Ay. 1. 1. 3.
"
Preserving the enthusiasm with which he has be-

come a monk. "
P. janami attano satta jatiyo yassayam phalam

upako\ Th. 2. 434.
'*
I know seven of my lives whose bad effect

and result is this.
"

The relative pronoun is neuter when it refers to a whole sent-

ence, because the neuter gender is thought to approach the
neutral form closely. P. dubbacanafn kim saJcka Jcatwfii yam main
videssafe bJiatta \ Th. 2. 418.

"
Is it possible to use bad words be-

cause my husband hates me ?
"

tassefam kammaphalam yam mam
(Qxtkarifuna gaccJianfi \ Th. 2. 447. "This is its effect that they go
abandoning me. ? *

kafn te aparadhitam maya yarn mam ovariyana
titthasi \ Th. 2. 367.

'' What fault have I committed against you
that you stand blocking my way ?

"
AMg. tassa me apadikkantassa

imam eyarisam phalam \ jaoiamano -vi jam dhammam kcimabhoge.su
nuicchio I U. 13. 19.

"
This is the effect of my deed for which I

have not repented, that even knowing religion I am attached to
pleasures of senses.

" JM. ajjautla sohanam kayam jam so durappa
nihao \ Erz. 8. 29. "O Lord, you did well in killing that wicked man."

If the predicate of a relative pronoun is a noun having a differ-
ent gender from the gender of the antecedent noun, the relative
pronoun agrees with the predicate rather than its antecedent.
The demonstrative pronoun naturally agrees wiuh the antecedent

?*l
n*

,,

A^ e& to parisrave yam apunam I G. X. 3.
" That peril

is sin.
"

e hi etrake mangale samsayike tarn \ S. IX. 6.
** For fche

ceremonial of this world is of doubtful efficacy.
"

ese hi srethe am
dhrammanusasana \ M. IV. 17. "This is the best deed, the promul-
gation of religion.

"
P. appanmtto ayam gandho yaya*i tagaracan-am lDk56.

Jery
little is this scent, the scent of sandal and aloe/'

I/asm bhariya...silavctfi paiibbata darexu ve sotthanam tadahu \ JatIV 76
*

Whose wife is endowed with good conduct and devot-
ed to her husband, she is called the best resort among wives "

AMg, je maharia jaivijjavaveya taim tu khettai supesalaim | U 12 13
birth and

If the sentence has more than one predicate the relative pro-noun agrees with the one nearest to it. As. esa hi dJiammapadane
&/lfit?tl?Wl!-}''klr/i,fV//f r>n //TT anm'fn fi 4,77 A7t+** -,

' a ya dane s ce socaye mad ve sadhave ca
T. VII. ^ The performance of law and
how kindness, charity, truthfulness,
goodness will be increasing among the

O King, what is knowledge is intellect* '1



IDENTIFICATION OF UDYANA OF KAUSAMBI WITH
UDAYIN OF MAGADHA l

BY

Pro! H. 0, SKTH, M. A,, Ph. D. ( London )

According to the Buddhist traditions, Udayana king of Vatsas

or Vamsas of Kausamb! was a contemporary of the Buddha, and

survived Mm.
2 But he must have been a very junior contem-

porary of the great master, as the various Indian literary tradi-

tions represent him as marrying Vasavadatta, the daughter of

Pradyota of Ujjain, and also Padmavati, daughter of Ajatasatru

of Magadha. Padmavati according to the drama Svapnavasava-

datta was the sister of king Darsaka, son and successor of Ajata*

satru. Now both Pradyota and Ajatasatru were contemporaries

of the Buddha, and Ajatasatru, the father-in-law of Udayana,
was himself a junior contemporary of the Buddha, whose greater

part of life was spent in the reign of Ajata&atru's father,

Bimbisara, Buddha died in the eighth year of Ajatasatru's

reign. The traditions regarding Udayana's marriage with Padma-

vati will make us believe that he survived even Ajatasatru, as

the traditions do not show the latter being alive at the time of

this marriage, his son Dar^aka being then on the throne of

Magadha.

The Puranas give the following succession list of the kings

on the Magadha throne.

Bimbisara ... ... 28 years.

Ajatasatru ... ... 25 years.

Dar^aka ... ... 25 years.

Udayin ... ... 33 years.

In contrast with this we have the following succession list in

the Ceylonese Buddhist Chronicles, Dlpavamsa and Mahavamsa.

Bimbisaia ... ... 52.

Ajatasatru ... ... 32.

Udaya Bhada ... ... 16.

1 The paper was read before the Tenth All-India Oriental Conference,

1940, Timpati.
8 Cambridge History of India; Vol. L p. 187. * - -

13
[ Annals, B. 0. R, L ]
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Divyavadana as well as the Burmese Buddhist traditions also

place ITdayi immediately after Ajafca&atru. According to the Jain
traditions also Udayin is placed immediately after Ajatasatru.
The absence of the name of Dar^aka in the Buddhist and the

Jain lists makes us think that Darsaka was on the throne of

Magadha for a short period, and not long: after the death of

Ajatasatru the throne of Magadha passed on to Udayin.
The following reasons make us think that Udayin or Udaya

Bhada of the Magadha list is the same as Udayana king of Vatsas
or Vamsas of Kausambl.

( 1 ) Udayin and Udayana are slight variants of the same
name.

( 2 ) They appear to belong strictly to the same period. This
is apparent from the place given to Udayin immediately
after Ajatasatru in the Buddhist and the Jain lists of the

kings of Magadha. And, as discussed above, Udayana
was a junior contemporary of Ajatasatru and survived
Mm.

( 3 ) Udayana in the literary traditions is regarded as a

gentle, lovable and a virtuous king.
* Udayin also, as

noted by Jayaswal,
"
has especially been singled out by

the Garga-Samhita for the epithet good ( W<*IT )
"

.
a

( 4 ) In the Puranas Udayin is not called as the son of Dar-
ssaka. He is only mentioned as Darsaka's successor.
Generally if the successor has been the son of the previous
king then it has been so mentioned in the Puranas.

( 5 ) In the Matsya Purana the successor of Ajatasatru instead
of being called DarSaka is called as Vainsaka :

11 ? o \\

.

It is difficult to say whether Vamsaka is a corrupt read-
for Darsiaka or it represents some genuine historical_

* The drama Svapnavasavadatta; well emphasises Udayana's virtues.
For instance at one place it is remarked about him :_

Act.
*

J, B. O B. S. Vol. I. P* 75.
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tradition.
1 Vamsaka recalls the Vamsas of KausambL

(6) Hiuen Tsang also mentions that Darsaka was the last

king in the line of Bimbisara. 2
According to this tradi-

tion recorded by Hiuen Tsang Darsaka's successor

Udayin must belong to some other dynasty.

( 7 ) Puranas inform us that Udayin changed his capital and
founded Kusumapura. Change of capital often signifies a

change of the ruling dynasty.

( 8 ) Literary traditions also indicate that the marriage of

Udayana of KausambI with the royal family of Magadha
was arranged more for political reasons. Udayana's

minister Yaugandharayana's ambition was to increase

and consolidate the power of his master* This may have

in course of time led to the conquest and annexation of

Magadha by Udayana. Darsaka, the successor of Ajata-

satru had, perhaps, a short reign. This, as suggested

above, may account for the absence of his name in the

Buddhist and the Jain lists of Magadha kings.

If our surmise that Udayana conquered Magadha is correct,

then, this must have taken place in the latter part of his reign.

This may account for the fact that the Oeylonese Buddhist Chr-

onicles give him under the name Udaya'Bhada only 16 years of

reign against 33 years of Udayin in the Puranas. It may be

likely that while the Puranas give the total period of his reign

including his reign over KausJambI before his conquest of

Magadha, the Buddhist texts give only his reign period over

Magadha after Ajatasatru.

The subsequent traditions as recorded in the Pauranic and

the Buddhist account, when put together, seem to indicate that

after the death of Udayin or Udayana, Magadha again passed

through a period of decay, in which there were a few short lived

kings, until under Nandivatdhana or according to the various

Buddhist traditions Susunaga-the two appear to be identical-

there was again a change of dynasty and Magadha once more

rose into a first grade power.

* Matsya PurSna after Vaipsaka gives Udasi. If Vai^saka represents,

Udayana, then Udasi, which, may stand for Udayin, may havej>een
sub-

sequently added to hring the information in line with the other Puranas.

8 Seal's Buddhist records of the Western World, Vol. II, p. 102.



THE SAMADHI-LAKSANAM AND THE BHAGAVAD-GlTA
BY

H. G. NAKAEARI, M.A.

A good number of imitations of the Bhagarad-gita have
already been taken into account. l The present is an attempt
to point out one such imitation which does not seem to have
been noticed till now. The work in question is the SamadM-lak-
sanam, a portion of the Suta-sa?'tihita, which, in its turn, is a part
of the Skanda-puraya. Though the work exists in print as part
of the Suta-samhita, it is also available independently in Mss.
It is then called by different names. In the printed edition of
the &uta-samhita,

2
it is called SamadM-nirupavam, while the

Adyar Library Ms. ( No. IX. G. 114 )
s

calls it the Samadhi-
laksartam. Burnett mentions the third name of it when he calls
it the Samadhi-vidhih on p. 93b of his Catalogue of Sanskrit Mss.
in the Tanjore Palace Library. The work is of interest to us on
account of its relationship with the Bhagavad-gita on which it
seems to depend for the manner of narration, and, to a certain
extent, for its content also. Even as Bhagavan is the narrator
in the Bhagavad-glta, so is Isvara the narrator in the Saniadhi-
laksawm; while Bhagavan teaches Arjuna the method of the

conquest
of his

gri_ef
( Visada ), Isvara teaches the characteristics

of the yogic samadhi, the practice of which can bring man
the highest bliss. One full stanza and eleven padas of
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I give their list below :

Samadhi-laksanam Bhagamd-glta

1.
"

5T|T ^psra; cT^T
" Verse 24d. is the same as XIIL 3Gd.

2.
"

II

"

Verse 27. s , XIIL 30.

3.
M q"^^^^^f^^^^

l

?'T^^^5:^^ "

Verse 3 Gab is the same as V. 8ccL

4.
"
sTOTT^[ ;S5rj?^^?3T%^T%W'T^

>R "

Vers 36cd is the same as V. 9ab

5.
"

...... ...... . ^ -cq-cpcrr ^rffd V: l

n
' '

Verse 38bcd. is the same as V, lObcd

6. S-^^T%rr5T%:
? '

Verse 44d is the same as III. 13b,

7. 5T^r w>ST%^Tf^
?>

Verse 58d is the same as XIIL 23d.

8.
"

Verse 6la is the same as VIII. 27c.

Besides, a good number of verses and parts ofverses are found

in the Samadhi-laksanam whose character as imitations of corres-

ponding verses or parts of verses in the JBhagavad-gtta cannot be

doubted. The following is an exhaustive list of them.

JL Stanza la of the Samadhi-laksanam is as follows
"

3rerrcT'* tf-

snr^Trfft.
" This seems to imitate Bhagavad-gita-lL 19a which

reads
"
??cr ar ^^rm^rw

ff

2. The first-half of the second verse in the

:^TT%^T: ^Hmm m*" reads like
"

rr^r :
"

Ehagavad-gtta-III 23ab.

3 The second-half of verse 3 of the Samadhi-laksamm which

runs as follows :

< ftw f*l*Hnror wft
wftaj^

Is a clear

imitation of the line
"
f^Ti ^r^* wnffr^OT ^frcR:

7/

Bbagavad-gUa-II* 24cd.

4. The first-half of verse 5 in the
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p i

"
resembles

ac u
"

Shagavadgita IX. Gab.

5, The following are verses 6, 7 9 and 8 of the Samadhi-laksanam*

These seem to be fashioned in imitation of
"
*flt sr^r^r: ^n5w etc., Bhagavad-glta VIL 25.

and "
snt tf^ crq-^rr

?s
Bhagavad-gita XL 53.

6. Sfeanza 9 ab of Samadhi-laksanam "
ffR ^ft^rr

J?

appears to be an imitation of
"
?IK ^ a^rr 5TT* |nt

Bliagavad-gtta-KlTI.. 18ab.

7. '^rrstsrgrsr ^Errff H Hr>5^Tcci?^T^?r
M

(Samadhi-laksanam-lZak)
seems to be fashioned after the manner of

*"
WTT: T^cT

Hhagavad-gtta-'VII. 7ab

8.
**

"
Shagavad-glta-'X.'VTLI. 7d.

;

9.

"
-jBhagavad-gita-'VI. 42

10.
"
^rt^triT^TTni^: ??

Samadhi-laksanam 14. a*
"
a^ETOomrorer ^T% "

Bhagavad-gtta X. 33 a.

11. Sfcanzas 14-16 of the Samadhi-laksaruzm

: a
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seem to be composed in imitation of Bhagavad-gita X. (20-38).

12.
"

cHEWrwrrr- ^pETSS?rri% snRRnTT ^r ^?t y *

Samadhi-laksariam-

Slab.

aro
' '

Bhagavad-gita VII. 7ab.

f| r%:
"

Samadhi-ldksanam 21cd.

Bhugavad-gita- XIII 18ab.

14.
" ^ trrfS rw ^rr^5g;

"
Samadhi-laksanam^Z2G.

13d.

30d.

16.
"
T^r ^T^rT6r :

^i?rrf^ ?grrc3FFq-grn^<T^TH
7? SamadM-laksanam-

" Samadhi-laksanam 25ab.

Bhagavad-gtta-XIlL 30ab,

$T*T ^r^wflr qrrn^cf- n

Samadhi~-laksanam-26.

18.
"

?T3fr q^^fS ^RWR^g;
>7 SamadM-laksanam-28^

**

19.
"

. 8cd.

20.
<-

21. Verse 32 of the SamadU-laksariam Seems to owe its inspira-

tion to J5Aagamd!-Ka-XlII. 33. The verses are as follows
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VTfr<n<T cffRT II

Samadhi-ZaIcsanam-32.

ti

Bhagavad-gita XIII. S3.

22. The same is the case with verse 33 of the Samadhi-laksa*
nam which seems to owe its existence to Bhagavad-gUa-IV. 37.

*
"

Bhagavad-gUa-IV. 37.

23. With verse 39 of the Samadhi-laksanam

u

Compare the following verses from the Bhagavad-gim

r: \

24.

25.

seems to have been inspired by

r* \

^

~Bhagavad-gZta-X.II. 16,
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26,
"

^*

Bhagavad-glta-VHI. 13d.

27.
"
^?frfe*T T% ^i 55fia%orfWrrfai3C

?9
--Samadhi-laksana

** ^r^r srf$^r F& 5rr^f5T cf^rT^?r
>?

Bhagavad~gita--lL 42ab.

28,
" T # ^rr^^^rt^'f ^tr^" rqg[Tg^^*3[

';

Samadhi-laksariam-
58 ab.

68 ab.

It is tlius clear that, for nearly half of its contents, the Sama-

dhi-laksanam is indebted to the Bhagavad-gita which it seems to

regard as the very fountain-head of all its inspiration,

U [ Annals, B. O. B. I. ]



MAITHILI EQUIVALENTS TO VERNACULAR WORDS
FOUND IN SARVANANDA'S COMMENTARY 6N

AMARAKOSA
BY

SUBHADRA JHA, M. A,

The name of the commentary Is Tlkasarvasva and was publL

ahed with the text of Amarako&a in the Trivendrum Sanskrit

Series by the late M. M. Ft. T, Ganapati Sastri in 1911-17. The

work was first noticed by the late M. M. Pt, Haraprasad Sastri, in a

Ms., in the
"
Report of the Search for Tamil and Sanskrit Manus-

cripts to the Government of Madras "
for the year 1993-4, no. 2 p.

335. On an examination of the text it was found that it con-

tained about 300 words of the NIA languages. In 1919, Mr* Basant

Ranjan Rai published them in alphabetical order with Bengali
equivalents to many of them in the Bangiya Sahitya Parisad

Patrika, Vol. XXVI, Part 2. Mr. Jogesh Chandra Rai in the same
issue of the paper added some philological notes to most of such
words. It was in 1926, that Mr. N. P. Chakravarti, in the Journal
Asiatique, published them in order they occur in the book with

Bengali and Hindi equivalents to many of them. He pleaded
inability to supply Maithili equivalents.

Now it is the purpose of this paper to give Maithili equival-
ents to Sarvananda's Vernacular words as far as possible. It will

be seen that many of these words which could not have their cor-

responding forms traced in Bengali and Hindi have eqivalents in

Maithili/ A study of these may help in tracing the linguistic
development of the two neighouring dialects, namely Bengali and
Maithili. The list of words is not exhaustive as those whose equi-
valents have not found as yet are left. A further study in Maithili
Lexicography may perhaps reduce the number of such words. This
paper should be treated as a supplement to the works of the three
former writers mentioned above. It is moreover interesting to
note that there are several words whose equivalents are found in
certain Maifchili dialects while some other words have their
corresponding fotms found in early Maithiti only.
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Abbreviations

D, E. found in the Eastern Maithili Dialect.

D, W. Western

M. t
Mukunda Jha's translation of Amarakosa.

U. c. > by Dr. Umesa Misra in Candessvara.

TL J. " Jagaddhara, ( J.B,O,RS,
for 1928, pp, 266, )

TL R. Rucipati.

V, V. in Vivadacintamani of Vacaspati.

V. R. 9 > in Varnaratnakara of Jyotirlsvara. (Patna College

copy of the Ms,)

VId. t9 Padavali of VidyapatL ( Basumati Press, edition. )
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V.R. p. 97

V. R. p. 8

M. p. 101

p. 117

D. E.

VI. 115

M. p. 90

M. p. 1 18

M* p. 121

Jack fruit

Crab
A kind of

fruit

vegeta-
ble fruit

with pun-
gent taste

rielmsman

of a
flower
tree

STame of a
herb

tsfame of a

bird

STame of a
kind of

grain
The wood-

pecker
A small

centipade
Name of ;

tree anc
its fruit

Name of a

kind of

grain
Name of a

tree anc
its fruit

A leather

bucket
An ospre}
Name of a

herb

Leprosy
The lap-

wins:

II, 4, 6 1

II, 5, 19
II, 4, 67

II, 4, 154

I, io, ri

II, 4, 60

II, 4, 119

II, 5* *9

II, 9, i?

H, 5, 16

II, 5, 13

II, 4, 40

II, 9, 2

II, 4, 66

II, 9, 33

II, 5, 2 3
II, 4, 104

II, 6, 154
II, 5, 35
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or

?5TSR

V. R. p. 6oi

D. W.
i

D. W.

Vid. p. 195

Vid. p. 66!
|

M. p. 1 1 6 !

fcH=cri%r
:

jYoke
A small

shell

Firefly

Palanquin
Name of a

I tree

iName of a

j

tree
j

Agalli mile!

A gad-fly
j

An inno-
cent snake
'Name of a

I

bird

|A large t

j ear-ring !

Branch of;
i a tree I

jTamarind
jName of a
I tree

jName of a

I creeper
{Vegetable
(Threads of
a piece of
woven
cloth

Burnt

grain or
milk

A laddie

Door of
I entrance

II, 9, 64
I, 10, 22

M, 5, 34
I> 8, 53

II, 4, 40

II, 4, 60

II, 5, 21

II, 5, 27
1,8, 5

II, 5, 22

H, 6, 103

II, 4, 1 1

II, 4, 45
II, 4, 40

II, 4> r 39

II, 9, 44
II, 6,114

II, 9, 49

II, 9, 33
II, 2, 13

Used in son of ( Skt,
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Of. the Proverb "

15 [ Annala, B* O B I;

99 a horse does not jump but the post.
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Sarvanan-
da's
words

Early and
Modern
Mai-chili

Sources of
the Maithili
equivalents

Sanskrit
Equivalents

English
Translation

Sarvananda's
Kanda,,Varga
and Sloka

V. R.p.3i

u. c.

M. p. 136
D. W.

V.R.p.43

U. C.

An insect
A fire

brand

Keeper of
of a gam-
ing house
Chain
Name of a

herb
Bloch
Name of a

tree

Invitation
Name of a

kind of

pigeon
Soap berry
A hammer
A vegeta-

ble

Hiccough

II, 5, 13

HI, 5, 8

II, 10, 43

II, 8, 42
II, 4, 106

H,6,5?
II, 4, 28

U, 5, 34

II, 4. 32
HI, 3, 36
II, 4> iS7

HI, 5, 8

To this may be added the following, which were found by Mr
Basantaranjana Rai I have, however, not been able to trace them
in the frivendrum edition of the work in question. As Mr. Rai
does not give any reference to pageB etc. it could nofc be possible
for me to verify them with all my attempts.

A swing
A bag
A weapon
A leather bag

'

But

are
But irenp u not found under

$g>. ( Vide II, 9 33 )H. B.- They have been included as th y are o'urr^t ia modern Maithili,



FRESH AND FURTHER LIGHT OK

THE MOHENJO-DARO RIDDLE.

BY

ANAISTT P. KARMARKAR, M. A., LL. B.

L THE MINAS

Introductory

One would be surprised to find that the Archaeological Dep*

artment of India lias not much to say of its own in regard to the

decipherment of about 2500 seals obtaining on the sites of

Mohenjo-daro, Chanhu-daro and Harappa respectively. Very
recently Dr. Fran Nath and Dr. Waddell tried to decipher and

interpret a few of the inscriptions, but they ceased to make any
progress in that direction. The only scholar who has so far succee-

ded in deciphering all these
'

picto-phonographic* inscriptions (as

he would term them ) is the Rev. H. Heras, S, J., Director, Indian

Historical Research Institute, Bombay. His decipherment reveals

to us a different picture of the civilization, different from the one

detailed in the Vedas, though not absolutely. If his theory be

correct, then what we find in the Vedic and later literature is not

anything more than the putting of old wine in new bottles. One
of the conclusions of Father H. Heras, S. J,, is that among other

countries the inscriptions also indicate the existence of the Mlnad
1 e. country of the Mlnas, as having been located in Northern

and Southern India. We shall deal with the problem in the

following pages.

Historical Value of the Epics and Purayas.

In our opinion, the
*

Epics and the Puranas depict the oldest

traditions in vogue in ancient India. Thus, in course of time,

they while minimising the importance of some of these traditions,

have still depicted the true reminiscences of the same either

consciously or unconsciously* Whereas the Vedic, the Brahma-

nical and later literature depict the particular phases of the cul*

tural life of the Indians obtaining in those specific periods, the

PurSnas, on the other hand, have become the direct carriers in

regard to the historical accounts of the different parts of India
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handed down by tradition. It is in this light that we are to

study the Puranas though one need be aware of the fact that

corroborating evidence from other sources is also necessary to

foot the theories firmly,

Location of the Original Home of the Mmas
The history of the Mlnas is one of such problems, the definite

location and boundaries of which have not been successfully

traced so far. The problem has been made more difficult, especi-

ally in view of the fact, that the Matsyas (a Sanskrltized form of

the word Mlnas ) are referred to in many of the Puranas as hav-

ing been located in the midland of India. But in our opinion,

these Puranas refer most probably to the later migration of the

disjointed forces of the Mlnas ( Matsyas ) a very few years after

their almost total destruction in the Bharata war. The Bharata

war gave a crushing blow to many of the Dravidian royal

families among which that of the Mlnas was one.

There is a peculiar reference regarding the country of the

Mlnas in the Visnudharma Purina. According to its version the

countries of the Trigartas, Mlnas and the Kaulutas are situated

in the North-Eastern direction of India. To quote the verse

itself :

Visnudharma Purana Adh. 10, V, 10.

As the people of Kashmir are also seen included in this group,
it may be safely concluded, that though these countries are said

to have been located in the North-Eastern direction, yet it is not

impossible that they should also have extended far into the in-

terior portion of the country.
The Trigartas, in the opinion of scholars, were located round

about Lahore 1 and evidently the country of the Mlnas must
have been adjacent to that of the Trigartas. Its is also a fact of

immense importance that the word Mlna itself is used instead of

the word Matsya thus indicating the actual process of its trans-
formation into a Sanskrltized form in the Vedic times and later.

1 N. pr. ernes Volkes, Welches in hautigen Lahora Wohnte, Hemacha-
ndra's AbhijnanachmtSma^i, 958 of. Boethlingh und Roth, Sanskrit Worter
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The reading of the Indus Valley script by Rev. H Heras, S. J. f

gives the same original reading namely, Mlna and nobody

may dare accuse him of
*

Pre-Judgment
'

at least at this stage.

The question of the location of the Mlnas ( Minad in the

Mohenio-daro times ) In Northern India becomes of still more

easy and accurate understanding, If we are able to describe the

boundaries of the forest of the Mlnas which is so often re-

ferred to in the post-Vedlc literature and the Epics. It Is Inter-

esting to note at the outset that the Mahabharata mentions two

Mafcsya countries I. e. Matsya and the Pratimatsya.
1 thus pro-

bably referring to the Northern, and Southern countries of the

Matsyas In the early times. The description of the Southern

country of the Matsyas given in Kumaravyasa's Bharata In

Kannada also corroborates our view.

While corroborating the theory that the Mlnas were originally

the residents of Northern India, the Eamayana also refers to the

Bharundavana or the forest of the Vlra-Matsyas. This forest is

described to haw been situated to the south of the River Sutlej

but to the North of ^the River Sarasvati. The passage in the

Eamayana is as follows :

Bharata starts from Rajagrha, the capital of the Kekayas, and

on the way crosses the Sutlej river. Further :

n ^ u

srm II y u

H H 11
2

The above passage is important from various points of view;

( a ) Firstly, it helps ufc to locate the country of the Matsyas

somewhere round-about the Harappa site. The word BhSrunda

(or even Bherunda, Bheranda, Bharunda etc. ) is also the name of

Siva. s We doubt whether it can mean the same forest styled

as Nyagrodharanya in the Skanda, Purana in which Siva Is said

i of. Mahabhnrata, Bhismaparva Adh. 6, in which a detailed description

of the countries and Peoples of India is given.

* Eamayana, II, 71, 3-5.

* Wilson's interpretation, of. Monier Williams, Sanskrit-English Diet.
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to have played the fierce Tandava dance along with. Kali. !

Peculiarly enough, the Mohenjo'Daro inscriptions describe that
an image of An in his Tandava posture was installed in a forest. 8

Then is it possible that this is the same image referred to in the

passage of the Skanda Purana, which according to the version
of the Ramayana happens to be the forest of the Northern Vlra-

Matsyas ? For such a conclusion the fact that images of An in a
Tandava posture are found on the Indus Valley sites is probably
enough to support our view.

( b ) The description of the forest of the Matsyas in the above
passage gives us a direct clue in regard to the fact that it is not

impossible that the country of the Mlnas was lying somewhere
round-about the forest ( probably to the north ) 9 but adjacent to
the country of the Trigartas, situated to the north of the Sutlej
River. This would bring us exactly somewhere near the Har-
appa site, which is at a distance of about fifty miles from the
Sutlej River.

( c ) One would be surprised to find that the forest Bharunda-
vana assumes altogether a different name in the Post-Vedic
ge e. g. Dvaitavana. The Satapatha Brahmana speaks of a

Matsyaking Dvasan Dvaitavana. 3 The Mahabharata locates
the Dvaitavana to the North of the River Sarasvatl, which fact

exactly corroborates our statement. The almost common use of
the word Dvaitavana instead of

*

Bharundavana ' may also help
us to place the people of the Ramayana even to a period earlier
than that of the Satapatha Brahmana ( -though we are awaiting
more substantial materials for this assertion ). Further, the use of
the word Dvaitavana also indicates the origin of the doctrine of
Devotion as being in the land of the Mlnas-and that it first ori-
ginated in the worship of Siva, the supreme lord of the universe.
( of. Supra ).

Their totem of Worship
Wlth the Rev* H- Heras S -J^ when he says, that :

01 ^ifwms^ ?r ^r^ f^ f%e? u

"

-

U

***,/ P. Mahesvara Kh. Arunachala Mahatmya 2, 2, 66.

p. 234.
^ n %r nal maram :

*
Heras> Sardesai Commemoration Volume.

3 Satapatha B. I, vii, 3-8.
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" The ancient Dravidian tribes and perhaps also their con-

temporaries the Kolarians were totemic. An animal, a flower, or

any other natural object was the totem of the tribe, by which

they were known and after which they were styled. When the

tribe considerably grew, subdivisions were made and each

division, without* omitting the original name, took a new sign by
which they were called. Again very often two tribes or two

portions of the country, were officially united and the flag or the

union had another sign or device on it. This multiplication of

symbols, which finally lost the original totemic meaning at

times makes their identification extremely puzzling/'
I Therefore

the Mlnas got their name on account of the
*

fish
? as their totem*

Even as against Keith9 Macdonell agrees with the same view

though we are not in a position to agree with his interpretation

of the meaning of the expression i. e. the belief in the descent of

human race or of individual tribes or families from animals or

plants.
" 2 In our opinion the Mlnas were named so or rather

they assumed the name-because they were the direct worshippers

of the fish-emblem of Siva ( An ). The fish happened to be one of

the eight constellations of the Mohenjodaro Zodiac the eight

constellations being the eight forms of Siva,

It is in this light that we are to interpret passages occurring

in the Puranas, the early traces of these mythologial accounts

being found in the Mohejodaro inscriptions.

The two accounts detailed in the Epic and the VSyu PurSna are as follows;
* In the Zdiparva, chap. 63 a king called Matsya is said to have been

born from the womb of a fish along with Matsya-gandha Satyavati ;

{ 2 ) The Vayu PurSna ( chap, 99 ) gives a version to the effect that this

Matsya king was born of Vasu Uparicara and a fish 3

In the Mohenjo-daro inscriptions Siva is always identified

with the Fish. To quote an instance or two. 4

" The three-eyes of the Great Fish.
"

" The Supreme Being of the Fish God ( is ) in front
??

or even **

( An ) the great fish-eyed.
"

* Heras. Mohejo Daro, The People and the Land, Indian Culture, V0L

III, No. 4, p. 707.

2 Vedic mythology, p. 153.

3 Of. also B. C. Law, Ancient and Mid-Indian tribes, Vol. I* p. 67.

* Heras, Religion of the Mohenjo Daro people- according to the

ptions, Journal of the University of Bombay, Vol. V, Ft, L, pp. 10-11*
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However it should be a matter of surprise to those who are un-

willing to believe the correctness of the method of decipherment
of Father H. Heras, if we state that we have been able to get
a flood of materials on the subject in the Puranas also. In one

of the passages of the Skanda Purana s Siva is addressed as,
*

Mlnaya Mtna-nathaya
? l

4 To MSna, to the Lord of Mlna or Minas 9

Later once the
*

three-eyed matsyas
y

( fish ) are referred to in the
same Puraria.2 Add to this, the Kalika Purana throws a still more
wonderful light on the Fish-form of An ( Siva ). It is said, that

Kama ( Cupid ), when he was born again on account of the bless-

ings of Siva, installed the image of Siva in his Fish form on the

Matsyadhvaja-mountain situated to the east of Manikuta moun-
tain in Kamarupa. 2

If this be so, we shall have also an idea of the geographical
distribution of these great gods of the proto-Indian peoples in
the pre-Vedic times and later. In fact this religion of the
Dravidians had spread in every nook and corner in India. And
it was left for the Aryans to give a different colouring to these
deities and their cult.

As once suggested by the Rev. EL Heras, personally that
all these facts should give us a clue in regard to the origin
of the idea of the Matsyavatara of Visnu in later times. How-
ever we are not willing to deal with the pros and cons of the theory
at this early stage. As regards the other problems in connection
with the Minas, their cult and spread of their civilization, or
their affinities with the Minoans of the west, either cultural or
racial, we shall make it the subject of discussion on another
occasion.

II. AN ( RUDRA-SIVA )

The earliest Divine Triad worshipped in the time of the
Mohenjo-Daro consisted of An, Anil and Amma. An is the
Supreme Being in the universe.* He is omniscient being always

1 tok&nda
Purana, Mahesvara khanda, Adb. 17.

^ Skatzda Purana, Prabhasa khanda, Adh. 255*, 2.

Knlika-Pwrana, Adh. 82, Vs. 50-52.
4 For fttllev information cf. H. Heras, Religion of the Mohenjodaro People

^scaraingt^the
inscriptions, Journal of the University of Bombay Vol. V,
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called as
* Vidukan *. He Is benevolent. He is the One Great life-

giver in the universe. He is the supreme being of life. In him
aie possessed the power of destruction and Generation. In one of

the seals is to be found
*

the earliest represention of the three-faced

god Siva, seated in a Yogic posture wearing a trident-like head-

gear. Round this several animals are placed which are proba-

bly the totems of the different tribes that inhabited Mohenjo-
daro *. Further according to the reading of Father H. Heras,
An is known by his eight forms e. g. the Ram, the Harp, the

Crab, the Mother, the Scale, the Arrow, the Jar and the Fish or

the two fishes, which also happen to be all the eight constellations

of the Mohenjo-daro Zodiac.

An is three-eyed. His Tandava dance is referred to once.

His Sun-characteristic is described in one of the inscriptions*
" Of the great God who is the Sun on high.

"
It should also be

noted in this connection that the
*

linga
'

is described as
**

the

lustrous linga is the high Sun. '*

It should be really interesting to study the different stages of

Mythology in regard to the history of Gods In the life of every

nation. The farsighted Savant Dr. Adelung was correct when
once he asserted that the home of the Aryans was the land of

Kashmir in which the Vedic writings were produced.
*

Rightly

so. No doubt the Aryans did start with the capital that they had

brought with them e. g. the system of the fire-worship and also

whatever was common between them and the Indo-lranians.

But their process of assimilation and adaptation was quick and

intelligent. First with a doubt of suspiciousness, later with a

more firm attitude, they imbibed all the traditions of the country

The history of Vaisnavism is full of that. So much so, that the

Great Buddha, Mahavlra, and later Basava in the llth century

had again to isolate the religion of the common masses for their

comfort and well being. We shall try to trace, however, the

history of An in this connection.

&isna-devah : SJQ.

The earliest references to An in the Hgveda pe those addres

ed probably to Rudra. Without going Into the details regarding

the characteristics of Rudra as detailed in the Vedic literatures

i Taylor, The Origin of the Aryans, p. 9 t

10 [ AnnaU, B, O. R I. J
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we may safely state that he is being endowed with all possible
destructive elements i. e. just to make him ready for carrying
out of the functions of the later Siva as the destroyer of the
world. In doing so they were really causing a bifurcation bet.
ween his attributes of person and personality and those of his
cosmic functions e.g. creation, preservation and destruction, which
are so evidently to be found in the idea of the image 'of the
three-faced An in earlier times. Evidently in doing so they were
trying to create a three-eyed nude God, who according to the
Vedic thinkers, was to be allowed in the Vedic pantheon mainly
on account of his destructive capaity ( cf. the story of Daksa and
Siva), at the same time creating a nautiating idea about those
who worshipped this hideous figure alone as apart from the other
gods of the Vedic pantheon.

Such an attempt is to be seen, in the expression
*

Sisna-devaL.
(pi.)/ The Vedic seers prayed that, 'let not these Sisna-devah enter
their sacrificial pandal.

* To quote the stanza itself ;

57: \{

But what should be the meaning of this expression ? All the
scholars, up till now, interpreted the word as meaning <

( those )who (have the ) Phallus as their deity V But under the present
circumstances, especially in the light of the new evidence that
has become available in Sumer ( Khafaje ) and Mohenjo Daro,we may definitely say that the above interpretation is wrong,tod that the express *

Sisna-devah ' must mean those (Gods )
possessed of a Sisna >

( SisnayuktSh-DevEh ) which was rather a
curt manner of abusing the gods of the indigenous people of India
whose An was perfectly nude. The standing nude figures of An

to be found in Khafaje ( Sumer ) also. That is an instancehow the God of the Mohenjo-daro has later travelled there.

1 Of, also ftgveda X, 99f 3.

~~ ~

|J*fe
Index. Vol. II, p. 382. SSya9a interpretg ^ word &g
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This kind of Interpretation is also in keeping with, the learned

scholarship of the Vedic-singers. If they really wanted to refer

to the Sisna-worshippers then we may say that vocabulary was

not wanting for them so as to use the expression in such a round

about fashion-as the later critics and commentators want them to

do. Further this also agrees with the version how the Rudras who

were not allowed to have any share in the sacrifice, were later

on offered the share in the oblations. The story of Daksa and

Siva also shows how mythology developed itself later on. Further

this may also suggest the mode of interpretation of the earlier

hymns in which the name of Rudra ( or Rudras ) does not appear

and was only in a process of formation then.

That the word Rudra conveys the meaning of a standing

figure of An in an Urdhva-Kfiga posture is directly conveyed by

the following among other passages, whichjiave
tried to give the

meaning of the word Sthanu [ Stha-Anu ( An ) ]
:

The word Sthanu occurs once in the ftgveda but in a different

sense. But the word as indicating Siva is of free and common

occurrence in the Paranic period.

Further the word Devah ( in Sisna-devah ) also indicates the

existence of a tradition that Budra was not one but many-most

probably on account of his having various functions ornaTO

even. In the earlier stages their number is eleven (Ekadasa)

later it becomes one hundred e. g. Sata-Rudra.

Siva-Pasupati

We have already stated above that one of the seaU on the

Indus Valley sites represents the figure of Siva which xs sur-

rounded by animals which are probably the totems ofU """>
tribes in Ancient India. That Siva came to be styled so

in the Vedic times is proved from a passage in the tea*aOa

Brahmana which states that Bndra as a
'

Pasupati ^
worship

in the country of the Bahlkas.
' Two facts need be noted m this

connection. namely.
heMafcs

1 Batapatha
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Dvaitavana as performing sacrifices, and ( 2 ) the same work refers

to this Pa^upati form of Rudra in the Bahlka ( Balhika ) country,

Only one conclusion is possible in this regard that just after the

close of the Bharata war the way for the migration of the Aryans
must have become safer ; and while marching downwards they
must have also been using their weapon of reformation, so much
so that the worship of the indigenous gods of India must have

been performed only in the far-distant countries where the con-

querors could not go and meddle with the affairs of the population.

Thus by assuming the existence of two countries side by side, i. e.

that of the Balhlkas ( or Bahlkas ) and that of the Mafcsyas-the

theory of Prof. Shembavanekar, * that the country and civiliza-

tion of the Bahlkas ( Vahlkas ) is not at all referred to in the

Brahmanic period falls to the ground. The particular geogra-

phical description of the country of the Vahlkas ( or Bahlkas-
Balhlkas ) as detailed by him rather indicates the existence of a

civilization of a later date, much later than that of the Mohenjo-
daro or the Vedic times. Such a conclusion is not impossible, if

we take this into consideration that the working of the Maha*
bharata does not belong to one period and much less to one

generation.
The Trimurti Figure of An

A reference has already been made regarding the three-

faced figure of An obtaining in the Indus Valley sites. The curt

manner in which the Aryans have spoken of these nude figures

by calling them Sissnadevah '
should be sufficient to prove that

this nude figure in the Trimurti posture must have formed the

image of a non-Aryan God. And as Father H. Heras, has pointed
out that even the reminiscence of the same idea can be traced in
the Mahe&amurti obtaining in the Elephanta caves.

If this be the case then the idea must have been prevalent
originally, that Siva represented all the cosmic functions namely
those of creation, preservation and destruction of the universe.
But after the Aryans handled all these ideas, we find that these
functions of the Trimurti were divided and apportioned to BrahmS,
Visim and Siva (Rudra), having, however, allowed Rudra in
their pantheon in the later period of the Brahmanas. The word
*

Brahman,
* which originally denoted only

*

a prayer
'

or
'

incan-

l Shembavnekar, The Identity of the Indus Valley Race with the VahZka's
Indian Historical Quarterly, Vol. XX, pp. 477ff.
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)
wag at once endowed with the sanctity of being the

creator of the universe. Further, Visnu who owes his position

to that of An-Linga originally ( of. ante ), becomes the preserver

f the universe. The work of destruction, however, was allotted

to Siva alone.

Recently some attempts were made to prove that the three-

faced nude figure ( seated in a Yogic posture ) obtaining on these

Proto-Indian sites must have been that of Agni. But there is

no reason nor logic in such a conclusion. If the reasons adduced

above are taken into consideration, along with the fact that the

Aryan bands were busy in adopting and assimilating all the

traditions in vogue in India the whole matter would become an

easy understanding. The Aryans, in fact, would not spare them-

selves in applying all the epithets of the other gods to their own

god and raise him to the supreme position, on account of which the

word
' Henotheism

' has come into vogue. The common chara-

cteristics between An and Agni, if there be any, may be due to

this fact. However, Prof. G. M. Moraes has fitly refuted this

still unproved theory.
' We need not go into details here.

Surya-Visqu-Ari (Siva)

It would come as a surprising shock, indeed, if we were to say

that the original Vaisnavism has something in common with the

pre-Vedic notions of An. Both the An and the Linga were

identified with the sun ( cf. Supra ).
8 Besides this, we know of

one fact, which is absolutely certain that Visnu appears in the

Vedic pantheon only on the soil of India. At least we do not find

any trace of him in the Indo-Iranian period. Further, the Sun

happens to be the symbol of Visnu. Thus if the appearance of

Visnu in the Vedic pantheon is of a later date, and if, as we say

it, the idea behind the cult is a direct borrowing from that of

An-linga, then we must be able to find something in common

between the two
original^e-jomecommon

word or expression

i Moraes, A Moh^jo Dare figure, The New Bevies, VoL X. No. 59,

*udra was originally identified with the Sun can

from the later Puranic tradition wherein he is included among the twelve

idityas.

etc, Apte s
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which would indicate the interdependence of each other. In our

opinion the word *

ipivista
' used as denoting one of the two

earlier forms of Visnu, strongly corroborates our view-point.

According to the opinion of Aupamanyava
l the word con-

veys a bad meaning. Bhojasena interprets it as meaning,

( Visnu ) looking like the Tenis ( linga ) with skin drawn aback/

The Vedic poets also express that Visnu does possess another

form which is decent and is seen on the battlefield. But later

on, Yaska gave the word a different meaning altogether i. e. 'rays'

for which act he is applauded in later works. But why should

Aupamanyava and others be in the wrong ? They had given the

right meaning and interpretation of the word. In fact, if the An-

linga was being identified with the Sun, the Sun-Visnu would be

identified naturally with the same afc least in the earlier stages

of the transformation.

It should also be noted that on the arrival of Visnu in the

Vedic pantheon, the existence of the three gods An (Rudra-Siva),
Visnu and Surya-Savitr comes into being simultaneously. We
agree with Dr. Macdonell when he says that the name Savitr has

all the appearance of being a word of purely Indian formation,
2

and further, that
fc

in several passages Savitr and Siirya appear

to be spoken of indiscriininataly to denote the same deity/
3

This is mainly so on account of the bifurcation of the main fun-

ctions of An. Very soon Surya is even raised to the position of
4 Atma \ Savitr^becomes the all-seer. Later Savitr is identified

with Prajapati (Satapatha Brahmana, 12, 3, 5) and he is even said

to have created the world ( Taittiriya Brahmana, L 6, 42 ). The
followers of the Aryan line ofthinking went even one step further

i. e. just to bring the two deities Visnu and An (Rudra-Siva) to a

still more subordinate position, they superimposed the entity of

Brahman, which becomes the supreme being in the Upanisadic
period. Henceforth Siva attains a minor position in the Hindu

l For a fuller discussion cf, Rajavade, Niruktache MarUthi Bha^ntara
( in MarSthl ) pp. 36ff.

( a >

(b)

( c )

s Macdonell, Vedic Mythology, p, 34.

3 Ibid., p. 33.
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Pantheon,
and his Dvaita religion ( as can be perceived from the

[ge of the word Dvaitavana
), or the doctrine of devotion was

tbordinated
to that of the philosophical attainment to Brahmana-

u

su

Thus along with the bifurcation of the two gods In-Siva and

Visnu-a severance also took place between their Bhaktas or

Devotees*
The early Vaisnavas^

are Vaidikas or followers of the

Tedic fites, and eventually the Saivites are termed as Avaidikas,

This is how we get the exact eke regarding the curses that follow
f

f

between the devotees of Siva and Visnu or those of Siva and

Daksa, against each other
(
cf. the Puranic stories ),

The characteristic of Savitr-Surya as Ahnan becomes merged

in the Atman of the Upanisadic period, After depriving In of

many of his characteristics, we shall see how the promoters of

the Aryan thought developed the Hindu religion later on,

(
To be confd )



THE DATES OF NARAYANA DlKSITA AND OTHER

COMMENTATORS OF THE VASAVADATTA OF

SUBANDHU
BY

P. K. GODE

Aufrecht ' records the following information about a com-

mentary on the Vasavadatta by Narayana or Narayana Dlksitas
"
^rer^trr, a romance by Subandhu. Commentary by Narayana

B. 2. 106. Eadh 22.

"strewn by Subandhu, comm. by Narayana Dlksita
A. K. 567.

I propose to analyse the only available Ms. a in the above
list of Aufreoht viz. A. K. 567 which is identical with No. 567 of
1891-95 in the B.O. R. Institute- Govt. Mss. Library. The Ms.
belonged once to a man of the name srsjrsT ^arsim as ptated in an
endorsement 8 on a leaf at the beginning of the Ms. The Ms.
begins as follows :

Folio 1
"

ii ^tTo^rrtr ?T*T: u

n ? n

Folio. 2 ...

i CO I, 566 and CO III, 120. Out of the three Mss recorded by Aufrecht
two belonged to private individuals : only the 3rd Ms. ( AE 567 ) is deposited
in the Govt. Mss. Library ( B. O. R, Institute under No. 567 of 1891-95. No
description of this Ms. has been recorded by Prof. A. B. Kathawate in his
report which moludes this Ms. among Mss. acquired for Govt.

, ?l^ih Ma- f N5ra"yai?a'fl commentary is also recorded by Aufreoht
( 00. II, 224 ) as Ulwar 967 ". This Ms. is not accessible to me. Peterson
in his Catalogue of Ulwar Mss (1892) p. 42, describes this Ms. as follows :-

called SarvaAkaga by NSrSyana
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: t

The colophons of some of the chapters may be reproduced
here :

Folio 23 u ^

r^r

in n 51% sfr

Folio. 46 "

: u

Folio. 75 "
(

": II

l The expresion "
S^ST^T f^^fffrTI%^r

" applied by our commentator to

himself suggests that he lived at a place and time full of insecurity to lif

and property and the consequent disturbed condition of mind. The fear of

Mlecchas or Mohainmedaiis referred to in the above expression did nofe

( continued on next page )
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H II ii sffH ?lt^^rg?TfT3T^mf ^?fw: insrsv: II 3 l

Last folio. 8ft The Ms. ends

83%

II II

"

The parentage of our author as disclosed by the foregoing

extracts may be represented as follows :

hailing from ^qr^r ( married

Son

s,
the author of snTHnmr ^t^sr on

Narayana states that he used no less than 20 lexicons and

numerous works on rhetorics and poetics in the composition of

his present commentary. It Is natural, therefore, that this com-

mentary is rich in citations from these ana other works as will

be seen from the following list
T
of works and authors men-

tioned by him

SOTC: 2,3,14,26,28,35,36,37,41,42,44,45, 49, 53, 56, 60,

66,77,79,80,81,82,

t 3,

, 3, W^Tcf: ( about 6th Century A. D. ), ( 22 ), 24, 37,

50, 53>

( continued from the previous page )

ever, deter our author from completing: the learned commentary before us,

with the help of no less than 20 lexicons
( ^T5TfSTg^f )

a *i<* numerous works
on poetics ( ^^f^n^ jJnqrt^etc, )

as he informs us in the beginning of his com-

mentary. It was such zest for study that was responsible for the unbroken
continuity of learned pursuits, glimpses of which we get occasionally in the
casual references of mediaeval writers*

i I have included in this list some specimens of vernacular equivalents
for Sanskrit words explained by ItfSjpSyana Diksita. These equivalants are
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6, ( 30 ), 74, ( Before A. D. 1140 ).

: 3, 7,

THra^-* 4,

( 8th Century ), 4, 7, 8 f 9, 10, 3o f 45, 62, 63, 70, 77 t

* 4

HT

HT 3Icrf STT^rf I!

:
( Between 200 B. G. and 300 A. C. ) 4, 5 ( ^TtT^r ) 48,

: (A. D. 1111), 5,6,11,12,13,14,16,32,25,35,36,49,54,

56, 59, 61, 70,

r, 5,

( about 1100 A. D. ) 5, 8,

'
( Before A. D. 950 ) 6, 49, 60,

( of Hemacandra 1088-1172 A. D. ) 6 t 64,

qcfr, ( about 1050 A. D. ) 6, 25, 33, 38, 42, 44, 45,

r: 38'*
*r*m ^T%ff% m& ** snrm% n

rT:
?J

61, 79, ( srTtfcT = snff'SqjN' possibly ),

: 6,

( llth Century ) 7, 8, 54 ( sraniw ),

: ( or ^ra about 1150 A. D. ) 7, 9, 12, 13, 14, 17, 51, 70,

( about 800 A. D. ) 8, 10,

:, 8,

:
, 9,

:f 9, 17 <*nmr) (6th or 7th Cent),

: ( 18 ), ( about 800 A. D. ),

1

^l^9 7 1U, 1-w, u^o,

1 No work on poetics of this name * fr

3TTKro]pf
?> nas been

Aufrecht. Prof. Kane mentions a work called the" srrn^rSTTSFT
" in his Index

of works (SahityadarpanaJLdn., 1923, p. CLXXVI ). I am unable to say if

SPTRMST is equal to ^JmTTTrn^T.
'

a Ho lexicon of the name "
spf* or ^^^ " has been recorded by

Aufreoht.
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' '10

^ ? ) ?rr

, 12, ( A. D. 470 ),

-, 20,
2

, 21 ( about A. D. 1150 )

, 22, ( about A. D. 800 )

:, 27

, 29,

, 30,

n

, T7 ^* 77 *.,
- . .1. A ) in his Sahityadarpana ( VI, 122 ) refersto Km*s : ^atit^ and BhUratl as follows : .

^=? n

mentioned by NSrayana DI,^ is i

Kacala - Mallinatha

older than A. D. 1200 as
later- ****'*>"

of a book called30,'
'

Dr S ^VrT^ * have heard the^ITI^T . Dr. S. K. Belvalkar also inf
, Dr S

effect.
^ITI^T . Dr. S. K. Belvalkar also informs me to
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(gninr: ( about 950 A. D. ) 33, 34, 35, 3S, 41,42, 44, 51, 52, 53, 61,

63,66,69,79,82,

Kft ( Before A. D. 1159 ), 34, 40, 46, 49. 52, 53, 55, 56,

: 37, ( Before A. D. 1 159 ).

tfir,
1 39. 45, 48, 54, 55, 56, 62, (See Sivarama on Vasavadatta

p. 184, 242 ),

V, 40, 45, 53,

:,
" 61.

1 Vide Aufrecht CO I. 63- 3^ probably part of a dictionary. As
Vide Aulre

Vasavadatta quote from this vocabulary and

--"/
*

rsTraveCnlos^t is worth while collecting and putting on
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In the above list of references the mention of ^<& l

and his

of about 1150 A. D. enables us to fix A. D. 1200 as the

earlier limit to Narayanans commentary. The references to

tswTOT 2 on folios 6 and 64 of our Ms further enable us to push

this limit forward upto A. D. 1250 or so, as we know that Hema-

candra was born in A. D. 1089 and died at the ripe old age of 84

years in A. D. 1173. 8

The later limit for Narayana
?
s date cannot be definitely fixed at

present but judging by the condition and script of the Ms. before

me I am inclined to believe that the Ms was written about A. D.

1600 or 1650. Secondly our commentator, who boasts that he hag

used no less than 20 lexicons in the preparation of his commen-

tary, does not refer to late lexicons. If the reference to ^rOTT^nr

is proved to be made by our author to ^rrr^^raT the son of Malli-

natha (AJX1430) we may be in a position to assert that Narayana
is later than A.D. 1500 or so but as no other work of

so far known except the commentary on the Prataparudrayaso-
bhusaria and as the verse ascribed to |?*TR*r< is not found by me
in this commentary no conclusion of a definite nature can be

arrived at on the strength of this reference to ^Tirsrgr. Perhaps
a study of other commentaries4 on the Vasavadatta may give us

* Vide p. 194 of Sanskrit Poetics by Dr, S. K, De, VoL I ( 1923 ). Dr. De
fixes the literary career of jRucaka or Ruyyaka

" in the 2nd and 3rd quarters

of the Uth century.
"

* Vide p. xxxvi of preface to Kalpadrukosa, VoL I ( Baroda, 1928 Hema-
candra composed I^TlRW^IcST, 3Tf^Fn%^T*nf ( also called

) and other lexicons.

* See Kavyanu&asana ( Parikh and Athavale 1938 ) Intro, p. CCLXVII
and OCXIC.

4 Aufreoht mentions the following commentaries on the Vasavadatta :~

( CGI, 566 ) ( 1 ) rTr^ffiwf by Jagaddhara *

( 2 ) Comm. by JNfarasirahasena*

( 3 ) by Narayania ( see No. 16 below )*

( 4, ) =^Tofc|*T *>y PrabhSkara*

( 5 ) (fTsr^ts^ by KSniadeva*

( 6 ) o^n^qrf^cpr by VikramSrddhi Kavi*

( 7 ) sfff^f^Fur by SrBgaragupta*

( 8 ) Comm. by SivarEma*

( 9 ) by Sartracacdra*

( continued on next
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definite later limit for Narayana in case Ms commentary is

f red to in these commentaries. For the present we may tenta-

tively fix Narayanans date between A. D. 1250 and 1550.1

Narayana D'iksita's commentary is one of the 17 commentaries

on the Vasavadatta. I have had occasion to peruse cursorily only

a few of them. Some indication of their chronological limits

may be given below

( 1 ) Narayana Dtksita-after about 1250 A. D.

( 2 ) Vidagdhavalldbha after about 1300 A. D,

( continued from the previous page )

( CCII* 133 ) (10) Com. by Timmaya Suri*

(11) by Sarvaraksita*

(12) Siddhaoandragani*

(13) , Suksmadariin*

(CCI1I, 120) (14) by KEsIrama*

(15) cn^^rnqrSresT 1%*^^*
(16) Comm. by Narayana Diksita* ( Vide No. 3 above )

(17) by Ranganatba*

(18) ^i^^T^mcq^W*
Adyar Mss Catalogue ( Part II, 1928 ) p. 2 records a Ms of ^T^r^W
called *ftrf*T ( 24 A 9 * 70 ). I cannot say if this commentary is an addi-

tional commentary or is identical with any of the above commentaries.

i The Govt Mss. Library ( B. O. * Institute ) contains a Ms. of a com.

on the Vasavadalta called ft^^TT ( No. 464 of 1887-91). I have gone

through this Ms, cursorily. This commentary refers to the following works and

authors :-

.
( 26 )f ^a-sfl-^^ ( 27 aad 30 ),

T ( 33, 40 ) Sift* ( 32 ). ^IT^r^ ( 3^ ). flnritffir ( 39 > ^ (

(46 and 50), ^s^T (50), f^^r^ (55). The Ms. ends :-~ OT w
information about the authorT^r.

is found in the Ms. Many of the works mentioned by HlW*T are found m the

above list. The references to q^ or *r^R found in ihi. commentary are

absent in NSrayana's commentary. The poet sp^r and his ^n^
tioned by this commentary furnish BS the earlier limit to its date

should be about 1300 A. D. as epft* U "i^^^ wholar. to the 13th

t J>r. J> : Poetics. I, 210 )*
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( 3 ) Siddhicandragaril
l Contemporary of Emperor Akbar

(A. D. 1542-1605 ).

(4) Jagaddhara Between A. D, 1800 and 1400 2

( 5 ) &lvzrama Tripathin
s Between 1700 and 1725 A. D.

( 6 ) Rangancitha
*

later than Prabhaicara, the author of the

Curnika on the Vasavadatta. Prabhakara, is earlier than A. D,

1685.

i Vide IHQ. IX ( 1933 ) p. 138 Siddhicandra, the disciple of Bhanucan-
dra was a teacher of Akbar. The title Khusfaham was conferred on Siddhi-

oandra, by Jahangir. Siddhicandra refers to Akbar in the following verse

of the Vasavadattavivarana ( Ms. No. 781 of 1886-92 ).

Folio i"
arcp-Er^nr^ Tgl**!^

S

u ^
ii
"

Siddhioandra also refers to Jahangir in verse 10 at the beginning of this

commentary as *'
T^^'ff^T5^^^ **. *n tn colophon Bhanucandra is called

the teacher of Akbar in reading ^TOf^RT*T (
"
sq^F^T^Wf^^WiHqrq^-).

For further details of Akbar's interest in Sun worship see Dr. Hiranand
Sastti's article in the IHQ. referred to above. Siddhioandra refers to the fol-

lowing authors and works in his

fol. 15

( 43 ). Prof. H D. Velankar notes two other Mss of Siddhioandra*s com-

mentary on the Vasavadatta besides the one I have used above. These Mss
are indicated by him as " JO- p.882

" and * VA 15 (38) *\

a Vide my article on the Date of Jagaddhara JUB, IX, Ft. 2,pp. 116-125
There a.re 2 Mss. of Jagaddhara's comm. in Govt. Ori.lMss. Library Madras
( Cat*. XXI, 1918 -Nos. 12421 and 12422 ).

S Aufrecht: CO I, 652 SivarSma quotes qrf^f^g^^?- in the JLak^rnlvilasa
9 '* which suffices to place him in the beginning of the 18th Century ". Vide
also S. JL Be : Hans. Poetics, I, p. 318 ; and JAOti, XXIV, 57-63. The Bib.
Indica Edn, of the Vasavadatta ( 1859 ) includes Sivarama's commentary.
The editor Fitzedward Hall used three Mss. of this comm. for this edition
( vide p. 44 of his Preface ). Hall fixes the earlier limit for s'ivarama's date
aa A, D. 1373, the date of the lexicographer Mahipa but observes that Siva-

must be ** more modern **.

4 Vide CO m, 120" AK 566 " = No. 666 of 1891-95 (B. O. K. Institute).
This Ms is called m^^f&ccR^. It ends :

( Continued on ne&t page )
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( 7 ) Prabhakjra T

'Before 1685 A. D> ( His Cur^ikH is

tioried by Ranganatha ).

( 8 ) Sarvaraksita
2 Earlier than Sarvacandra.

( 9 ) Sarvacandra After A. D. 1800 and later than
ksita.

In the IO Ms. No. 996 of Sarvacandra 's commentary on the
Vasvadatta there is a reference to Vopadeva (fol. 52a

) who is, I

think, identical with the grammarian Vopadeva, the protege of

minister Hemadri ( A. D. 1260 ). We may, therefore, fix A. D,

1300 or so as the earlier limit to Sarvacandra's date,
8

( 10 ) mmadeva ^Before A. 7X 1470.

( continued from the previous page )

Ranganatha refers to the following works and authors :

qriSt, fi*ET, *?^7T

TpSfsprsqRsqT ( fok 11 ), gcqr%sfh Poasibly ^SfsqsTosn^f mentioned by Banga-

nStha is the ^rfifcpr by PrabhSkara on Vfisavadatta ( CO I, 566 ). Kielhorn re-

cords a Ms of
fjtrfqsr dated Samvat 1741 = A. D. 1685. (CLP. Mss. Cata^

1874, p. 76).
1 Vide p. 48 of Cota. of Sans. Mss. ( Private Libraries in the Bombay

Presidency, 1893 ), Ms. Ko. 100 described here by E. G, Bhandarkar is Pra-

bhSkara's comra. on
er[^5r?rrrf^

:

f^rVr<?.
This Ms. is dated Samvat 1903 = A. A

1847. In the colophon the author is called "
^Hf^F^f^T^lPTr^Fr

* *

2 Vide GO II, 134" Stein 81 "Ho. 301. Sarvacandra in his

(L(X Cata. VII, 1904, p. 1557 ) mentions "
?I%rT^Rc3rT

"
( fol. 61b ), I presume

that this is a reference to the commentary of Sarvaraksita.

2 Sarvacandra quotes the following works and authors : ^rKrf*, WlS%
)f

. Many popular and vernacular terms are also met with in the

commentary of Sarvacandra ( Vide p. 1557 of I. 0. data, VII 1904 )*

* Vide CCI, 566 rTf^flf^ comm. on Vasavadatta by RSmadeva I* &*^
This is the only Ms of the work which has been described by Bajendralai

Mifcra ( p. 195 of Notices. VII, 1884 ). This Ms. was in the possession of one

Babulal Pathak of MujonS ( Zilla Darbhanga ). It consisted of 48 folios

and had an extent of 1584 Slokas. Mitra points out that this commentary is

not named by Hall in his Edition of the Vasavadatta. This Ms. begins :

i 5T*?B3 WT&W ri^mr rfr^lrgfr rs

t? Colophon:

The date

of the Ms. is Lakmana Satfivat Era 352 A. D. 1470 ( 352 + 1118 )* If this

date is correct RSmadavamisra is earlier than A. D. 147Q,

IS f
Annals B f O. Bf Jf J
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A grammarian of the name 5[re%3rW3r is quoted in Madhaviya-
Dhatuvrtti ( c. A. D. 1350) according to Aufrecht ( CO I, 515),
Aufreeht also states that this grammarian is

"
Later than Kara-

datta." If this Haradatta is identical with Haradatta l
the

author of the Padamanjarl ( c. A. D. 1100 ) the date of Ramadeva
misra mentioned in the Madhavlya-Dhaluvrtti must lie between A,D
1100 and 1350. 1 am, however, unable to identify this latter WT^*-
rwsr with his namesake, the author of the cTTqrqfirt?r commentary
on the Vasavadatta, the only Ms. of which is dated A. D. 1470.

Perhaps it may be possible to identify these two authors at a
later date.

(11) Timmayasuri* This commentator hails from South
India. I have no means of determining any limits for his date
at present,

(12) Narasimhasena 3 between A> D. 145O and 1500 if he is

l Belvalkar : Systems of Sanskrit Grammar, p. 40.

^

2 Aufrecht ( CC II, 1SS) notes one<Ms. of Timmayasuri's commentary
viz, Govt. OrL Ms. Library, Madras 84.

" The Cata. of Madras Mss, XXI
( 1918 ), p. 8330 describes a Ms of Timmaya's comm. called ?4qr. In the
.colophon the author is sty led aa q^ScSc^q^S.

" The Ms - is written in

Telugu characters. Aufcecht { COI. 831 ) mentions one f?rW as the author
of a commentary on Agastya's Bnlabharata ( Burnell, 159& and Oppert II,
5745 ). The date of this ^w^ is beginning of the 16th Century. A third
namesake of our commentator is mentioned as the author of a work called^H5!^ He is called f^snw^ ( Vide p. 303 of Krishnamachariar :

Classical Bans. Literature, 1937). The identity of these three commentators of
'the same name t^RcpT need to be studied with a view to fix their chronology.

3 Aufrecht ( CC I, 566 and 278 ) records only one Ms of Vaidya tf*ra-
simhasena's commentary on Vasavadatta viz. ' Qxf. 156b " This Ms bagins,-*

-

c H H^TOf M
Aufrechfealso mentions ( I, 278) an author of the iame ^tfftfr Son
Son of^T^ father of ^^^ who composed TOnTOnfl?i (^

he tW ^^%^s "^ be recorded

WmMlf"

-The Ms of his comm. is in Bengali Script.

( continued on next page )
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identical with, his namesake, whose son Vissvanafchasena was at

the court of Gajapati Prataparudra of Orissa ( A. D. 1497-1539 ).

If this identity is corroborated by further evidence it will make

this author of the Vasvadatta commentary a contemporary of

Purusottamadeva ( A, D. 1470-1497 ).

( 13 ) Trivikrama 'After about 1100 A. D.

( contiuned from the previus page )

II. ^rtf^ifa- father of f^TTO^T ( 1 ) He is called ^%f%^ by his son

( 2 ) The Ms. of q-^iq-^jIJT^q' is also in Bengali Script.

( 3 ) T%^TT*T was at t^le court of Gajapati Prataparudra of Orissa as

stated in the colophon of q"xqrq^nft?8CT which reads aa follows:

: ( Vide p. 49 of Mitra's Notices

Vol. 3X, 1888 ). The solar dynasty ( ^f%"^r )
to which Gajapati FratSpamdra

belonged ruled Orissa between A. D. 1435 and 1540 ( Vide p. 213 of Orissa

in the Making by B. C. Mazumdar, Calcutta, 1925 Gajapatl PratSparudra

ruled from A. D. 1497 to A. D. 1589 ( Vide p. 413 of Kane : Hist, of Dharma.

I). His predecessor Purusottama- deva ruled from A. D. 1470 to 1497. If

l%RI*Rft was at the court of Gajapati Prataparudra between A. IX 1497 and

1539 we may safely presume that his father TO%ftH was a contemporary of

Purusottamadeva between A- D. 1470 and 1497. I am inclined to believe that

the two persons of the same name ?m^%?r both of whom were Vaidyas of

Orissa or Bengal are identical.
l Aufrecht (CO I, 566) records a Ms of a commentary on tho VSsavadattS

called " Vyakhyayikn by Vikramarddbi Kavf, Burnell 162a.
" This Ms has

been described in the Des. Oafa. of Tanjare Mss, Vol. VII (1930), pp.

3018-20 ( Ms. Ho. 4020 ). The correct name of the author is
^ot

Vikfama-

rddhi Kavi but f^f%^q as stated in a verse at the beginning (f^RsiaiW%^
)

In the extract quoted in the Tanjore Catalogue ( p. 3019 )*-
there are some quotations from the lexicon fOTS* ( c. 950 A IX ). We may

therefore, presume that this commentary is later than about 1100 A. D.

Parhaps an analysis of the only Ms of the work in the Tanjore library may

furnish better chronological limits for this author than what I can do at

present relying mainly on the particulars gathered from the Catalogues

Madras Cata. XXI ( 1918 ) p. 8329 describes a Ms of Trivikraina's comment-

ary. Adyar Mss. Catalogue l?*rt IT (1928), page 2 mentions a Ms of tin*

commentary ( 29 G 5 sr
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( 14 ) firngaragupta
1

mentions the names of his ancestors viz. ?rms*

appears to be the name of his father. It is diffi-

cult to locate the history of this family or identify these names

in any contemporary works.

(15) Suksmadarsana? (name of the commentator is not

given X The name " Suksmadarsin "
recorded by A.ufrecht as

commentator's name appears to be incorrect.

3 Aufrecht ( CC /, 566 ) records only one Ms of this commentary viz.

" Report XII"= ^Vo. 186 of 1875-76 in the Govt, Mss Library ( B. O. R. Inst.)

This Ms begins:

n afriBterpr TO: \\ ^RTTC?I$ ^w \\

The Ms ends:
"

i"iT

U
"

The Cata. of MitUla Mss, Vol. II (1933, Patna ) p. 141 records another
Ms of 5J5q-%^T ( No. 137) of3^ in Devanagarl characters.

S Aufreoht ( CC I, 268 ) mentions one
srfgjj- ( Son of ^i?^r^ ) who wrote

^wqprtS^ni
in -4- ^ *880. ( Bendall Cata, p. 87 ). This q%fl- appears to be

different from his namesake mentioned by ^firr^fr as nis father or ancestor.
An author of the name ^%gfqsr is mentioned in ^cr^T^^^f^T ( Oxf. 258b ).

The name gi^a' appears to be en old one. srJ%H" a Sramana of Southern
India translated several Buddhist works Into Chinese between A, D. 5&0
and 616 ( Vide p. 44 of Duff's Chronology of India). In an inscrip-
tion of about the 6th Century A. D. from Gaya District, Bihar and
Orisira, a Sakya mendicant of the name ^Rgg- is mentioned ( Vide p. 246-Jffo.

1738 of Inscriptions of Northern India ( Epi. Ind. XX ) by D. R. Bhandarkar.
* Aufrecht ( CC I, 134) records this commentary by the entry : "Comm.

by ?Wrffc[ Gwt. Ori. Library, Madras, 84.
"

See, however, p. 8331 of
Madras Catalogue, Vol. XXI, ( 1918 ) where this Ms is described. The author
prefers to remain anonymous while the name of the commentary is given as" m two verses in the colophon one of which reads as follows:-

\
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( 16 ) Kaiirama* Before A. D. 1800.

*

( 17 ) Vasavadatta-Bthulatatparyartha
2 No information avai-

able.

In the foregoing: brief record oE commentaries on the Vasava-

datta I have not included some more commentaries found in Cata-

logues as they were anonymous. Scholars interested in the

study of the Vasavadatta may do well to study many of those com-

mentaries, which though of later times are likely to throw unex*

pected light on some of the obscure words in the text of the Vasot-

vadatta which is full of words with double meanings and hence

has taxed the heads of many commentators as would be seen

from the numerous commentaries mentioned in this paper.

Hall in his edition of the Vasavadatta (Bib. Ind. 1859 ) refers to

the following commentaries on the Vasavadatta:

( 1 ) By Jagaddhara Hall had 7 Mss. of this commentary
called flrwsflfWr, one of which was in Tailanga character. He
gives the following estimate of Jagaddhara's commentary on

comparing it with that of Sivarama, published by him s

( Preface p. 45 )

"
Jagaddhara, as compared with Sivarama,

though he oftener takes note of various readings is more diffuse*

is equally fanciful, and resorts less frequently to authority in

justification of his comments. His errors are freely exposed by

his successor and not invariably with unexceptionable courtesy. As

I understand from his introduction he was not the first annotator

i Anfrecht ( CO III, 120 ) records only one Ms of this commentary via.

"I. O. 543.
" The description of this Ms. as recorded on p. 1556 of India

Office Catalogue, VII, 1904 states that the Ms contains detached annotations

on the text hardly deserving the name of a commentary. The Ms. ends:-

.

" The paper on which the

Ms is written is European ( bearing
" water-mark 1%05 "

). The Ms. is

written in Bengali characters. One sFRfkw, son of NySySlamkSra wrote a

commentary on the 3TT?W*rf$r^ of ^r^RcT^fter (Videp, 768-9 of I. O. Cata.

IV, 1894 ). I am not sure if this ^[^fkw is identical with the commentator

of the Vasavadatta*

Aufrecht ( CO III, 120 ) records only one Ms. of this commentary* I*

is described in I. O. Mss. Catalogue VII, 1904, p. 1558
/

( No. 4080 ). The !.-

is written on European paper by one Bholanatha Sarman of Vlrmnagara-

grama. Ho details about the work or author are recorded in the Catalogue.
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of Subandhu None older, however, seems to be now known. " l

( 2 ) By Narasimha Hall had only one Ms of this comment-

ary. Particulars about this author and his work as given by

Hall may be briefly noted here :

( i ) JV" (
= Narasimha ) was a physician.

( ii) Rt was presumably a native of Bengal.

( iii ) The Ms. of N's commentary with Hall was in Bengali
characters.

(iv) N's commentary is of small value as it deals more

with figures of rhetoric than with any thing else.

( v) Nothing positive can be said about N's age.
2

( vi ) One of his few authorities is srrRrT^3

(vii)
" He may have succeeded 4 Jagaddhara and Sivarama

and he probably did but he does not allude to them while he

speaks of one f%3TRCT*re in a manner to induce the conjecture that

he may once have laboured as an interpreter of our story.
"

1 Hall states that the date of Jagaddhara can be determined from the

following quotations in his works :

( i ) jfirnTi^, ( 2 ) sng^f,
( 3 ) sr^e-, ( 4 ) ^T^TTST, ( 5 ) ^RFic?r, (6) JJTTI-

cFsr, ( 7 ) cT3rf ( 8 ) j^reTO^ and ( 9 ) **TRnT. Speaking of ^T^u^t^r Hall

observes: " I have seen an imperfect copy of a ^T^TTsjaT^T
waick was digest^

ed by aome Muhammadan of note, vaguely spoken of as c< jgm ?rcn%.
" The

copy was transcribed in Samvat 1575 "
( =A. D. 1519 ). Preface, p. 46.

5T^^ is a part of ^q^yftfUeEi^j- which is a supplement to fipq-srcpT^T f 1%^
( A.D. 1111). Vide p. xxvii cf Intro, to Kalpadrukosa I ( 1928. Baro&a ),

Gitagcvinda of Jayadeva is assigned to the l$th century (Vide p. 219 of S. K.
De's Poetics, Vol. I ). 1 have tried to prove in my article on Jagaddhara's
date that he flourished after A. D. SSOO. This earlier limit harmonises with
Jagaddhara's reference to

ftrrpTTT^f pointed out by Hall and also with the

fact -that Jagaddhara wrote a commentary on the Gfatagovinda, of which
there ara several Mss ( See Mithila Mss Oata. II. 1933, Fatna and De$.
Gala, of Madras M^-XX.p. 7997 ).

8
,Vide my remarks about Narasimhasena made on pp. 138-139 (foot-note)

of this paper.

This work ^^c?p?5r which appears to have been a vocabulary now lost

has been mentioned by many commentators of the Vasavadatta like 5fRTq"T

fli^rT, 5FT(T, author of t'^rera^r, ^^^ etc.
4 My evidence tends to support the following chronology for these com-

mentators :

!5*TT^ 'I'cfSsSN %3Ti*=r ,

f
( A. D, 13QQ-UOO ) ( A. D. 1450-1500 ) ( A. IX 1700-17%$ )
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( 3 ) By Krs^dbhatta Arde Hall states that a rumour had

reached him of a third commentary on the Vasavadatta by Krsna-

bhatta Arde. 1 In the list of this author's numerous works

recorded by Aufrecht 2 no mention of his commentary on the

Vasavadatta is found. Satischandra Vidyabhushan in his History

of Indian Logic ( 1921 ) p. 486 states that
"
Krsnabhatta Arde was

a Maratha who wrote a gloss on Gadadhari called

and one on Sriromani's H^rf%cTWnft while residing at Benares

where he died about 150 years age. The gloss has been printed

in Telugu characters.
"

It would be seen from the above remarks of Hall on the com-

mentators of the Vasavadatta that their number as known to Hall

was three only while in our present paper we have indicated the

existence in Ms form of about 20 commentaries. It is now almost

90 years since Hall edited the Vasavadatta but no serious study of

the commentaries on this important text has been undertaken by

scholars. I trust therefore, that my present survey of the pro-

bable chronology of some of these commentaries and indication

of the Ms. material with regard to each, commentary would direct

i In the foot-note on p* 47 of Preface Hall describes this author as " A
Maratha of Benares ; Son of RanganStha and pupil of one HarL Among his

works are huge commentaries on the f^uftn%?g, T^raft and sFur^fl. The

second is called cfrnit^T or rr^fi\?f^ ;
and the third uss^ or oFrflHdllWl.

The TrgrFsrft i* ^y 3T3raT*lgRT2f .
^ne

<rHI'4tefr by ^*
i^tei riVics*TTsj^RTri

1

. They

annotated respectively the whole and apart of the ^fin^ f

which consists of notes on the first two sections of ifi

a celebrated treatise of Nyaya philosophy.
"

,
^ CCI, pp* 118-119 -Aufreoht states that ^scrr^f 3^fi" W8S t5le son of

brother of ^KR'Jl, PuP i! of fK, of Benares, About 74 works of this author are

.recorded by Aufrecht. In CO. II, 23 and CO. HI 6 he is called son of

In CO.II, 114 we are told that one Tfpmr 3JTC3" son of^l"^ wrote

( Stein 81 ). If this ^Rw is the father of ^jpTf 3TTTt the gen-

ealogy of this author would be :

q^f^ar -*, Son ^rpmi - Son W^^f (^^ )

HKrsnabhatta died 150 years ago i. e. about A. D. 1771 according to a
Vidyabhushan the date of fqsflsr would be about A, D. 1745 while^^ would

have the date A.D 1720 or so. This probable chronology as also the genealogy

recorded above needs further verification from the works of Krsnabhatf

pd other sources, Perhaps ^^ if a De^stha J^hmin
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the attention of scholars to this problem at no distant date so

that some of these commentaries may be published by
gradually,

1

l So far the following editions of the Vasavadatta have appeared :

( 1) Text with comm. by Ft. B. V. Krisbnamachariar, Vanivilas Press,
3hrIrangam, 1906.

( 2 ) Text with a Critical [ Sanskrit ] comm. by T. V. Shrinivasachariar*
Triohinopoly, St. Joseph's Press, 1906.

( S) Text, translated by Louis H. Gray, Columbia University Press,
IN"ewYorkmr# (contains a reprint in Roman characters of the Madras
edition of the Southern text 1862) Indo-Ivanian Keries.

( 4 ) Text with comm. of s'ivarSma Tripathin ( B^b. Indica, 1859 ) ed, by
Hail, Calcutta*

( 5 ) Text with SivarEma's comm., Edited by Jivananda VidyasSgara
(Calcutta, 1874).

6 ) Do-with J. Vidyasagara's commentary, 3rd Eiditfon, Calcutta, 1907f



MISCELLANEA.

WHO IS THE AUTHOR OF * SUTRA-VRTTI '
?

Some time back, the Gujarathi Press of Bombay published

an edition of the work *

Sutra-vrtti
' which is a short commen-

tary on the Brahma-Sutras, and is, according to the Title-page

of the printed book, also called
*

Advaita-manjarl
' The name

of the author of this work, however, seems to be not known to

the editor or publisher. It is given simply as a work by a

disciple of Srlmat Samkaracarya.

Only a few days back, my friend Mr. V. A. Garud of the

Prarthana Samaj, Poona, showd we a ms. of this Sutra-vrtti,

which throws light on the authorship of the work : The last

colophon reads fi% sfr^^t^^ftarrsr^r^rqr sffaw? >*$iM i<4 t* *winnS
1^

11 % It is curious that Aufrecht too, men-

tions only a 9i5rSR*rf$R[ as being the author of

This colophon, which has no trace in the printed edition, is

followed by some Slokas s

T%

r : " ^ "

and last comes the name of the scribe with the date : 5?1%

The first page of this Ms. bears (?) the owner's autograph

' Vaman A^bbaji Modak
'

in English and Maratiii. He is known

to be a great Sanskrit scholar of the last century.

S. N. Tadpatrikar

19 [Annals, B. O. B. 1.1



KEVIEWS

WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL GOSPEL IN '

BUDDHISM'?
by Mrs. Rhys Davids, D. Litt., M. A, The Epworth Press,

( Edgar 0, Barton ), 25-35 City Road, London, E. C. 1.

Pp. 144 ( Including Index ), Price 3s, 6d. net [ 1938 ].

Since the last few years the conviction has been growing

upon Mrs. Rhys Davids, who needs no introduction to students

of Buddhism, that what passes today under the general name of

Buddhism is based upon the perverted Monastic interpretations of

Gotama'e teachings, presented to us in the form of the Pali Tri-

pitaka, and that the original teaching, which must have been

( according to the author ) more positive and optimistic in its

outlook on life, did not contain some of those points, which are

generally supposed to form the essential doctrines of Buddhism.
One of her earlier contributions to this problem about the Origi-
nal Gospel in Buddhism was her article on **

Judgement by
Default"* ( Visva-Bharati Quarterly (New Series), IL L)f

which has been reprinted as an Appendix to the present volume.
Without going in to all the claims, put forward by the lear-

ned author, which have been briefly summed up in the last

chapter of the book, we may say in general that, if some of the

conclusions arrived at here about the Original Gospel are Justi-

fied* the interpretations of the original teachings, as they are
found even today in some of the Mahayana schools of Buddhism
will have to be accepted as much more faithful and authorita-
tive than those of the Pali Hinayana, This is putting it rather

bluntly, especially when Mrs. Rhys Davids herself attempts to

go behind both the Yana's to the original source of them. Her
contentions, however, are so thoroughgoing, that with the few
traces that she has been able to discover of Gotama's "New Word"
in the present Pali Canon, after much seeking for the original
meanings of words, muck pondering over the essential condi-
tions under which every new religion starts its career, and after
much reading between the lines, it will not be surprising, if she,
OB turning her attention one day to the socalled Northern ten-
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dancies of Buddhistic thought, finds in them a support more
ample and convincing than what could ever be expected from
such fine sifting: of evidence as is testified to in her present
treatment of the subject. It is a well known fact, that the
Bodhisattva doctrine in Mahayana does emphasize

*

the More,
the Higher

?
in man rather than *

the Less, the 111
r
in him.

The assumptions of Mrs. Rhys Davids, however, regarding
the essential nature of every religion, which she expects to find
corroborated in the nooks and corners of the Pali Canon, may not
be all true. In her attempt to interpret the original gospel as
having a definitely positive aspect she has obviously gone too far

in denying the conception of the anatma as forming a part of

Gotama's teaching. The later Vijnanavada school, rooted as it

seems in the old Sthavirlya tradition, does envisage an approach
to a positivistic tendency, almost verging upon the boundaries of

the soul-philosophy of the Vedanti&ts ; and yet there is a gulf
between these two which simply cannot be bridged. The mjnana
does occupy in it the foremost place among the constituent
elements of a personality snd the author's surmise, that it did so

in the original gospel, is perfectly justified ; but it is far from
being the Self. Because behind every conceivable phenomenon
the Buddhist thought maintains an untarnished background of

Eelativity (iunyata), which, if denied, would merge the

Buddhist thought into non Buddhistic ways of philosophizing.

Paucity of evidence leads to farfetched conclusions and
although we have been shown enough here by way of discrepan-
cies and inner contradictions to convince us by this one more
method of research, that the Pali Canon does not always faith-

fully represent the original teaching of *Gk>tama, but is an orga-
nized presentation of how the later pessimistic monasticism
understood it, the frequent attempt made here to discover new
meanings in old words by shifting the emphasis, e g. by explai-

ning that the teaching about
"
seeing 111

" must have implied aia

exhortation to
" seek the Well 7 *

, and then holding up the latter

as the true import and the former as monastic jugglary, can nei-

ther be called convincing, nor laudable in a scientific sense.

The publication maintains the best traditions of the British

Press*

Vasudev Gokhale



PRE-BUDDBIST INDIA, a survey of ancient India based
on the Jafcaka stories. by Ratilal Metha, M.A. ; Bombay
Examiner Press. ( 1939 ) Pp. xvi, 461. Price Rs. 15.

This ponderous volume is
"
a revised form of the thesis, sub-

mitted to the University of Bombay for the M.A. degree in
1935

" and is prepared under the guidance of Rev. H. Heras S.J.,
who in his Foreword has expressed his conviction about the
high antiquity of the Jatak stories in the following terms:"
These stories undoubtedly depict conditions and situations of a

period of time prior to that of the revered teacher" ( i. e. the
Buddha ).

"
About the historicity of these stories we cannot

doubt at present. Tlie very incidental way in which they are

narrated, is a guarantee of their trustworthiness and accuracy
"

(p. vi). Mr. Metha has obviously start 3d upon his journey
with convictions and guarantees, which are yet to be proved and
accepted.

During the course of his studies, Mr. Metha comes to know
of the several strata in the composition of these stories, which,
he admits,

"
are decidedly of different periods-from the Vedic

down to the 5th century A. D.
"

( p. xxv ). And yet he must
defend the thesis, that the Jataka stories are not merely ancient,
tut

"
pre-Buddhistic. " The pangs of conscience, which Mr.

Metha feels in having to declare unwillingly, that the hypothe-
sis has been proved, have been expressed in a passage in his pre-
face ( p. ix ), which is also typical of the loose and unscientific
reasoning, characterizing most of his work. It runs thus :

" My
claim to these stories as *

being a faithful representation of the
pre-Buddha period will particularly be Questioned. The fear of
uncertain ground on which I was standing at first prevented me
from giving the title which has been given to this work, and I
thought it wise to make myself secure by vaguely describing the
voi*.*s Ancient Jndia in tte JataJcas. But repeated reading of
tne book, page after page, while plodding through the unending
proofs, reassured me and finally encouraged me in giving the
preaent title But 1 take consolation in the fact, that there was
after all very little possibility of change in the general milieu of



Ancient Indian life within a few centuries, as its persistent con-

servatism is only too wellknown. " This looks more like self-

bypnotization than research !

Mr. Metha has undoubtedly spent an amount of labour in

collecting and marshalling: in different sections the manifold

data, found in the Jataka stories in order to arrive at a political,

administrative, economic, social and geograpaical survey of

ancient India. It is unfortunate, however, that all this detailed

inquiry has led to no important or reliable conclusions, owing
mainly to a lack of the proper historical perspective and to depen-

dence upon secondrate authorities.

Misprints are few, while the general getup of the book is

enviable.
Vasudev Gokhale



EARLY BUDDHIST JURISPRUDENCE by Miss Durga K,

Bhagvat, published by Oriental Book Agency, Poona.

This book is the revised edition of the authoress's thesis for

the Master's Degree of the University of Bombay and has been

published as one of the Studies in Indian History of the Indian

Historical Eesearch Institute of St. Xavier's College, Bombay.
The book has been accompanied by coloured illustrations and a

map of Buddhist India. As a first attempt on the part of a post-

graduate student, the book may be welcomed, although one may
remark that under better guidance one could have expected a

better production from the authoress, Inaccurate statements,

wrong interpretations, wrong references, clumsy and hopelessly

bad transliterations could easily have been avoidod under proper

guidance. The statement about the date of the Second Council

on p. 77 and that about the hour of meal on p. 147, the wrong use

of Angula-kappa for Dvangula-kappa
? on p. 80, wrong interpre-

tation ( following European translators ) of the Pali expression
*

attadlpa
*

by
*

Be lamps unto thenlselves or yourselves
7

on pp.

86, 90, hopeless trnsliterations as on pp. 42 n. 2, 119 n. 2, wrong
references as on p. 130 n. 1. to Dhammapad verse 3, and on p. 105

note 1 to Mrs. Rhys Davids and Aung instead of Rhys Davids
and Maung Tin as the authors of the Expositor etc. are illustra-

tions in point In the expression
*

attadlpa Bhikkhave viharatha
'

the word
*

dlpa
'

is not used in the sense of
*

a lamp
'

but in the

sense of
*

an island ( dvlpa )/ This is clear from the succeeding
word

*

atta-saran&.
?
Also Dhammapada verse 25 corroborates the

same Interpretation.

One also fails to see why the authoress has chosen the present
title, Another like

'

Monastic Institutions of the Early Buddhists*
would have been more appropriate. The book has been divided
into nine chapters of which the first and the last reflect credit on
the authoress. The first gives a careful survey of the Brahmani-
cal literature showing the origins of the Buddhist monastic
institutions from the Brahmanical ones. The second chapter
dealing with the offences against Vinaya Laws gives in
detail the sexual offences also, many of which may be
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hypothetical
and not necessarily real. The Law-Books have

to consider 'not only the real offences but also hypothetical

ones under Imaginary conditions. The next three chapters

deal with the origin, evolution and promulgation of the Vinaya

Laws. The following chapters give the Jurisprudence under the

Vinaya, describe the Patimokkha and the fortnightly meetings,

and deal with the administration of the Laws under the Sangha.

One also wished that the authoress had given exact refer-

ences to Sanskrit* passages quoted about kulapati and upavasa on

pp. 125 and 134 respectively.

Let us hope that the authoress continues to work under an

expert Guide ( Kalyana-Mitra ) who would be able to give a

really effective help in the proper field which she has selected for

her work.
P. V. Bapat



ALANKARAMANJTTSA OF BHATTA DEVASANKARA
PUROHITA. Scindia Oriental Series No.. I. Ujjain,
Oriental Manuscript library 1940. Edited by S. L.

Katre, M.A.

This manual of Alankara which is intended, according to the
modest claim of its author, for the instruction of the beginner

) is mainly based upon the Kuvalayananda of

Appayyadlksita, and except for its illustrations and a few dis-

cussions regarding the nature of certain figures of speech or the
elaborate disquisition at the close on the true nature of Alankara
in general which by the by is couched in the pedantic verbiage
of the Naiyayikas and makes more noise than sense lays very
little claim to originality in matter or presentation.

As the learned editor points out, the present work is one of
those peculiar treatises which achieve two ends in one "

kill two
birds with one stone ;" for while they give the treatment of the
subject-matter in the same way as the other works in the line,
their illustrations are more or less exclusively eulogies of one
or more contemporary royal heroes. So like the Ekavall of

Vidyadhara, or the Prataparudrayasobhusana of Vidyanatha, the
present work is written by its author to glorify his patron
Peshwa Madhavarao I of Poona, his uncle Raghunatharao, and
his brother Narayanarao. But unlike these two which deal with
all the topics of poetics, the present work confines itself to only
one topic that of the Arthalankaras. As pointed out by the
learned editor, the Karikas ( embodying the definitions etc. ) and
their prose explanations are generally based on the correspond-
ing passages in the Kuvalayananda. Many of the technical
discussions are nothing but paraphrases, abridged or enlarged,
of the corresponding portions in the Kuvalayananda; while
many of the verses, too, illustrating the figures of speech, though
the author's composition, yet derive their main idea from the
verses in the original.

The work is, however, not quite sterile of poetry and makes
delightful reading. Here is a specimen of a very fine
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ar g; q?ij

"With your powerful mind you comprehend vice and virtue,

as with your long arm ( Hft^T^sf ) you draw an arrow fixed on

the bow-string ? still vice, you discard like the arrow, but give

ear to virtue as to the bow-string '*.

Here is bold conceit :

cfcf
'

^^rHf3^^fT!3;*T: T%

"Verily the sky is a frying-pan turned downwards by the

Creator on the huge Sun-camp. Are these raining masses of

the lamp-black falling down therefrom in all directions ?
* 9

It is

possible to multiply such instances?, which go to prove that the

writer did possess a lively sense of poetry.

Although, therefore, the work is merely a slavish imitation of

its original, it shows in a few places a remarkable independence

of judgement when it criticises, modifies, or rejects the views of

Appayyadlksita ; and other writers in the field. Thus, for

instance, after half-heartedly admitting the figure of speech
"
Lalitopama

"
of Jayadeva, which Appayya rejects, our author

raises the question that if the attribution of the qualities of the

Upamana to the Upameya is "Lalitopama" then the reverse

i.e. the attribution of the qualities of the Upameya to tHe

Upamana ought to give us
"
Lalitapratlpa ", though Jaya-

deva includes both under "
Lalitopama *'.

The work, in many places, is blemished by metrical and

grammatical faults, and the editor is right when he asserts that

as the writer was primarily a logician and only secondarily a

poet, he has allowed these faults to creep into his work. As a

historical record, the value of the
^
work is considerably

diminished by the general character of the eulogy, and also by

the fact that the three Mss, do not generally agree with each

other as to the identity of the Peshwa glorified in any particular

verse. The work, therefore, has very little value as a source-

book of history, but offers corroborative evidence for certain

facts and beliefs established on the strength of approved

historical records. Thus to mention but one instance, the author

SO [ Annals, B. O. R.L ]
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refers to the separation from the Peshwa, of Raghunatharao

who for some time was the regent of the new Peshwa Msdhava-

raol. That this is a fact is well-known in history and is

indirectly confirmed by our poet's allusion to it in a casual

illustration. It also gives a somewhat exaggerated picture of

the life of ease and luxury, of the sense of security enjoyed

by the people and of the munificence of the Peshwas of Poona,

DevaSankara, the author hailed from Bander near Surat and

shifted his abode to another town, Urahpattana ( Olpad ). His

father's name was Mianabhai, his surname Purohita and his

title Bhatta. From these names it is evident that his family ig

one of Gujarati priests. There is no evidence that he was at any

time permanently connected with the Poona court. Nowhere

has he even hinted at his being a court-poet of the Peshwas or

even his residing in Poona. It is possible to extract a few auto-

biographical details from some passages as shown by the editor,

He was also the author of a work entitled
"
Visvasarayayuddha-

varnana" which is frequently alluded to in this work, and of a

commentary on the Amarusataka.

The editor deserves our warmest congratulations on his

having brought out this hitherto unknown work on Alankara.

In his masterly introduction, he has critically discussed several

points raised above, and altogether it is a valuable contribution

to Sanskritic lore.

C. R. Devadhar



BHASHAPARICCHEDA,with Siddhanta-muktavali Trans-

lated Into English by Swami Madhavananda, with an In-

troduction by Dr. S. Mookerjee of the Ashrama, Mayavati

Almora, Himalayas. Crown: xxv, 282. Price Us, 2-8-0.

We heartily welcome this English translation of the renow-

ned Nyaya work which is better known under the title of its com-

mentary, the Siddhaitta-muktavali A student of Nyaya, after

his preliminary acquaintauce witlx the subject through Tarkasam-

graha or Tarkabhasa, passes on to the scholastic works like the

Chintamani through the intermediate stage of the Siddhanta-

muktavali. Majority of the Nyaya students halt at the Muktavali.

As day by day the shastric learning is disappearing, students of

Nyaya are really inconvenienced by the absence of such a tra-

nslation. Dr. Strauss has already translated this work into Ger~

man. We congratulate the translator on having brought out

this English translation* which will go a long way to facilitate

and popularise the study of the Nyaya.

The book gives Sanskrit originals of the Karikas of the Bha-

saparicciieda, but not the text of the Muktavali, which appears
to us a great handicap. We hope the translator will add this in

his second edition.

The translation is lucid and accurate, notes are copious and to

the point, while the Introduction by Dr. S. Mookerji, discussing

the historical and philosophical questions, and the Glossary

and Index at the end enhance the value of the work very consi-

derably. We commend the book to every student of Nyaya.

B. D. Vadekar
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" ASDBA VAKUNA. *

BY

R. N. DANBEKAB, M.A., Ph.D.

Paradoxical as it may seem, one will all the same be justified

in saying that the Vedic researches have been the earliest and

the richest among the indological researches and still the unsol-

ved Vedic problems are greatest in number among the indologi-

cal problems. Particularly the field of Vedic mythology cannot

be said even now to have been fully and satisfactorily exploited,

The asura Varuna, for example, is the most august and greatly

elevated divinity in the pantheon of Vedic gods and still Ms

essential character remains enigmatic. This paradox may

appear to be still more striking 1 What is it that gave Vamp*
the exalted position which he holds in the Rgveda ( RV. ) ? Why,

inspite of the comparatively smaller number ofhymns dedicated

to his praise, is he regarded, by the side of Indra, as the great-

est of the gods of the RV ? Why, again, in certain cases, is ha

represented to be far superior to Indra sometimes even as tb

God among gods ?

Broadly speaking any hypothesis regarding the essential

nature of a Vedic god f
in order to be proper and correct, must

fulfil the following conditions
*

( 1 ) We ought to be in a position to present, on the basis of

that hypothesis, a complete picture of that god as far as possible

* Paper read at the B. 0. B. Institute on 26th September 1940.
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consistent with his essential characteristics, as described in the

Veda, his peculiar relation with other Vedic gods and the main

conceptions with which he is associated, in a special way, in

the Veda.

( 2 ) From the point of view of the history of religion, the

hypothesis must normally make it possible to connect that god
satisfactorily with the indo-g-ermanic ( idg ) religious thought
If, however, the conception underlying that god were to be

regarded as the result of foreign influence or purely as an in-

digenous growth, that fact too must be historically explainable.
( 3 ) The hypothesis must further make it possible to acc-

ount reasonably for the later modifications in the nature of that

god in the classical Indian mythology.
( 4 ) Finally the hypothesis must be based on sound philolo-

gical grounds. Since
*

mythology is but an old form of language*
all conclusions regarding the god's personality ought to be cor*

roborated by definite linguistic facts.

It is intended here to make a fresh approach to the Varuna-
problem on these lines.

Let us first try to present, in a general way, a connected
picture of Varuna and his greatness, through a constructive

analysis of the Vedic hymns directly addressed to him as well
as other Vedic references. l

Varuna is preeminently called the asura ( I. 35. 7 ; II. 27. 10 ;

VII. 65.2; VIII. 42.10 and is often glorified as the upholder of the
cosmic law rta ( I. 23.5). He is rtasya gopa or rtavan par excell-

ence. His ordinances are constantly said to be fixed, which fact

gives him the significant title-dhrtavrata. He is the regulator of
waters ( II. 28.4 5 V. 85. 6 ; VIL 64. 2 ) ; indeed all natural phe-
nomena are controlled and directed by this god. The gods them-
selves follow Varuna's law ( VIIL 41. 7 ) and are incapable of

obstructing in any way the proper conduct of that law. The
divine dominion of Varuna is often referred to with the word
maya, occult power. On account of this maya, Varuna wields

1 The following Vedio references, among others, are particularly repre-
sentative of Varna's personality and true nature :

I. 24 ; I. 25 ; V. 67. 1-2 ; VII. 86 ; VII. 87 ; VII. 88 ; VILI. 41 ; VIEI. 42 ;

X. 124. 3-4; AV. 16. About AV. IV. 16, Both remarks :
' There is no hymn

in the whole Vedic literature which expresses the divine omniscience in such
forceful terms as this '; Macnicol adds :< and it would not be easy to find
in any literature many passages to surpass it in this respect.

f
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supreme sovereignty over the whole universe, which is said to

have been originally created by him. He is the imperial ruler,

samraj, of all, both gods and men ,( X. 132.4
-,
II. 27.10 ), of the

whole world ( V. 85.3 ) and of all that exists. N~ot even the

slightest activity in nature and in human and animal life passes

unnoticed by him. The rising and the setting of the sun, the

falling of rains, the growth of vegetation, the flowing of rivers,

the flying of birds, even the winking of the eye are governed by

the subtly working law of Varuna. In his capacity of the world-

sovereign, Varuna is said to be commanding a large band of

spies (I. 24.13;' VI. 67.5 5 VII. 61.3 ; VII. 87.3), who being

undeceived, undismayed and wise, observe keenly all the happen-

ings in the universe and report to their master, without delay,

any cases of lapse against and transgression of that law. The over-

lord, Varuna, himself has the sun for his eye. ( I. 115.1 ;
VI. 51.

1 VII. 61.1 ), so that he can supervise unobstructedly the

happenings in the universe and the activities of human beings.

Varuna's golden abode is in the highest heaven ( V. 67.2 ) 5 there

he occupies his seat, which is great, very lofty, and firm on

account of a thousand columns. It is the duty of the all-seeing

sun together with other spies, to go to the dwelling of Varuna

and report the deeds of men ( VII. 60.1 ). Varuna is the un-

failing witness of men's truth and falsehood ( VII. 49.3 ). He

perceives all that exists within heaven and earth and all that is

beyond ; none can escape from Varuna by fleeing even far be-

yond the sky ( AV. IV. 16. 4-5 ).

This vast expanse of the world is not an irregular chaos. It

is bound down by the pasa of Varuna into a well-regulated

whole. It is cosmos. The law of Varuna-rfa-works in a subtle

but most effective manner throughout the universe. This is

indeed the maya of the great asura I And if any perpetrator of

crime against this cosmic law-and, by logical extension,
^also

against the moral law-is found, he is forthwith punished with

the pasa of Varuna. The pasa of Varuna, which thus seems to

be serving a double purpose, is positively an^***
of that god. The great asura is, therefore, approached m great

awe, and prayers for mercy are addressed to him. But ^ worid-

sovereign, characterised by all the glory of an oriental ruler

often very relentless in matters pertaining to the prope*
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of his law. It is Varuna wlio creates the universe and guards

the cosmic law. As a moral governor also Varuna stands far

above any other deity. He is the strongest barrier against every

type of falsehood. This ethical idealisation is perhaps the most

outstanding feature of Varuna's personality. His epithets, asura

maytn, dhrtavraia^ rtavan etc. point to the same essential nature.

Another significant peculiarity of Varuna is his special asso-

ciation with Mitra and the Adityas. Mitra and Varuria are often

inseparably bound to each other ; and Varuna is represented, in

the Veda, as the highest among the Adityas. Together with them
he forms an independent circle of Vedic divinities, to whom is

principally entrusted the guardianship of law cosmic and moral.
Their main characteristic is not the achievement of enormous
exploits, as in the case of Indra ; they govern the law which

regulates the whole universe. A very striking parallel of this

circle of Vedic gods is found in the Avestan religion where
Ahura Mazdah, Mithra and Ainesa Spentas also form a similar

group. They too represent the supreme heavenly sovereignty.
The eminence of Varuna as the creator of the universe, as the

world-sovereign, as the protector of law, and as the moral go-
vernor of mankind, had developed, in the Veda, to such an enor-

mous extent that there naturally arose a unique rivalry for

supremacy between him and Indra, the other paramount god of

the Vedic pantheon. Several Vedic references are indicative of

this rivalry which forms unquestionably one of the most impor-
tant features of the Vedic mythology. It may be mentioned, in

this context, that in marked contrast with Indra and many other
Vedic gods, Varuna has no myths related of him ; consequently
the anthropomorphism of his personality is more fully developed
on the spiritual rather than the physical side.

The personality of Varuna is shrouded, in the Veda, with a

mysterious and majestic grandeur. His unapproachable magni-
ficence and awe-inspiring power, his inexorable austerity and
incomprehensibly divine wisdom inspire the Vedic seer to am
anxious but commanding worship and self-abnegation rather
tham to expressions of frank and friendly confidence. All traces

of human weakness that are clearly perceptible in the character
of Indra are conspicuously absent in Varuna's character. The seer
of a Vfedle passage seems to have summarised substantially the
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true Vedic character of Varuna when he says of him,

( VIL 87.6. ).

What conclusions regarding the personality and the essential

nature of Varuna can be drawn from the Vedic evidence adduced

above ? Does Varuna, like many other Vedic gods, represent

any power of nature and, if so, which ? Can we trace the concep-

tion underlying this god to other idg. religions ? How did the

personality of this god develop in the later Hindu mythology ?

Before directly approaching these problems regarding the

Vedic god, Varuna, in a constructive manner, we may begin by
critically examining the several earlier theories about Varuna by

applying to them the tests mentioned above.

The most common view, put forth by scholars like Roth,

Darmesteter, Hopkins, Bohnenberger, L. von Schr6der and Bloom*

field, is to regard Varuna as the sky-god. Even Hillebrandt

had originally subscribed to this view, though he later on

revised his opinion. This theory is mainly based on the name

Varuna, which is derived by these scholars from the root vr,
*
to

cover
* or

*
to encompass *. To the simple minds of the ancient

peoples, ifc was argued by them, the sky actually seemed to be

covering or encompassing the earth and all that ifc contained.

Those ancient people accepted unhesitatingly the impressions

conveyed to them by their senses and the blue vault of the sky

was for them actually a vault, solid and immutable, covering

everything. Ifc was further believed that this theory was sub-

stantially corroborated by the apparent identity, from the philo-

logical point of view, of the two names, Varuna and Ouranos,

the Greek sky-god. Varuna was, according to these scholars,

none other than the Vedic counterpart of Greek Ouranos. There

was, however, already one sky-god in the Vedic pantheon,

namely Dyaus. This god can be shown, on the strength of

philological and mythological evidence, to have been common
to almost all idg. religions. What then was the necessity of a

second sky-god ? SchrCder explains this contingency by saying

that Dyaus and Varuna represent two different aspects of the

sky. Dyaus represents the bright and shining day-sky, while in

Varuna, the pervading and the all-encompassing nature of tha

sky is particularly emphasised. Varuna may be said to be the
4 firmament ' in contrast to Dyaus, which is the

*

shining sky.
*
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Since this encompassing or pervading nature is conspicuously
realisable through the starry vault of the night-sky, Varuna is

closely associated with the night in RV-hymns. It was sugges-
ted by Schroder that when Indians and Iranians lived together
as one common cultural group, they glorified a sky-god as the
creator of the universe* Varuna and Ahura Mazdah, whose
common mythological heritage can hardly be questioned,' are the
two independent developments of this original Aryan god.
passages like

II ( VIII. 41

n ( VIII. 41.7 )

n ( VII. 87.5 )

however would clearly indicate that the Vedic Varuna is defini-
taly closer in conception to that original sky-god of the Aryans.
Ahura Mazdah, on the other hand, was, in later times, greatly
spiritualised and idealised by Zarathusthra in his reform-move-
ment. Bortholomae, Darmesteter, Eggers, and Spiegel maintain,
all the same, that Ahura Mazdah also is the abstraction of the
idea of sky. In Avesta, varena is the name of a mythological
land which is said to be cathrugaosha. The linguistic affinity
between the words, Varuna and varena. is, supposed to be quite
evident. This mythological locality is, according to some scho-
lars, to be identified with the expanse of the sky

'

with its four
corners. It may be remembered, in this connection, that, in the
Veda, Varuna too is said to be caturanlka. This was considered
as another piece of evidence in favour of the sky-theory. Attem-
pts have also been made to connect the word Varuna philologi-

W ^Armenian < *** ) 0*runa which means the bright

mnf, '>**. the evolu^
turn of the Vedic religious thought, the process of spirifcualisa-
tion. which all nature-gods had to undergo at some stage of their
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career, Varuna thus rose from the
'

sky
?

to be the
*

god of the

sky / presiding over all the natural phenomena of which the sky

is the foundation and the scene ; and in the later development he

was finally regarded as the supreme embodiment and guardian, as

well as the maker of the law, which controlled those phenomena
of nature. The transition from the guardianship of the cosmic

order to that of the moral order was then merely a matter of

logical extension. It is even boldly suggested that such a deve-

lopment of the Varuna-conception might have been in the

mind of Kant when he said :

* Zwei Dinge erfiillen das

Gemut mit immer neuer und zunehmender Bewunderung,

je ofter und anhaltender sich das Nachdenken damit bes-

ehaftigt 2 Der bestirnte Himmel iiber mir und das moralische

Gesetz in mir 1

9 The sun is described, in the Veda, to be the

eye of Varuna ( I. 115.1 ; VI. 51.1 ; VII. 61.1 ), which can be best

understood if Varuna were regarded as the sky-god. Max Miiller

recognises, in the physical Varuna only the
'

starry
'

night-side,

while Knauer, who connects the name Varuna with t?arriaf 'black

colour/ emphasises
* darkness '

as the main characteristic of that

god and therefore identifies Varuna with the
'

night-sky
'

of the

ur-idg. period.

It must be said with regard to this theory, which primarily

identifies Varuna with Greek Ouranos and thus regards him as

a sky-god, that it is based on a fundamentally incorrect ety-

mology. It will be found that all derivatives, in the w-themes,

from the root vr9

f

to cover,
' with which the Gk. word, Ouranos,

is usually philogically connected, always show a long vowel ;

for instance, Sk. varutar, varutra, varutha, as also Gk. Tutor, ruter

eruto. If therefore the word Varuna were to be derived from the

root vr,
*

to cover,
* one would naturally expect to find

*

vafu^a

with long ru. Even Schroder, who is a strong protagonist of the

sky-theory, himself confesses that there are objections, based

also on phonetic grounds, to the acceptance of the equation,

Varuna=Ouranos. Macdoneli quotes in his Vedic Mythology the

view of Joh. Schmidt, namely, that it was not so easy, as it

would seem, to connect Varuna linguistically with Oaranos.

Lately the French scholar, DumSzil, has again assumed the

identity of Varuna and Ouranos, but he derives those two words

from quite a different root and consequently draws quite a differ-

ent conclusion regarding the personality of Varuna. As regards
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the suggestion that Vedic Varuna may be connected with Arm.

garuna, Hilbschmann has clearly shown that those words have

hardly anything to do with each other from the philological

point of view. Moreover, the original meaning of the word,

garuna* is the
*

spring
* and not the

*

sky.
'

Apart from this basic etymological flaw, the sky-theory

further suffers from another grave defect, namely, that it cannot

fully and rationally explain the special characteristics of Varuna
as described in the Veda. The foremost difficulty in this con-

nection arises from Varuna's close association with Mitra and

the Adityas. Even in the BoghazkSi inscription the reference

to Varuna is made as u~ru-wa-na-as~-si~el, meaning
*

Varupa
together with his group.

7 So also, Ahura Mazdah is praised in

the Avesta as being constantly associated with Mithra and the

Ainesa Spentas. This conception of a special circle of divinities

over which Varuna seems to have presided, would not fit properly
in the sky-theory. Further even on the assumption that Mitra

primarily represents the sun-god this assumption will be later

on shown to be positively wrong the pairing of Mitra
and Varuna would appear to be without any special significance.
The plea put forth by SchrSder, in this connection, namely that

the sun and the sky always appear together and may therefore

form a pair of constant companions, is not at all convincing.
Further how can one explain, in that case, the contrast between
Mitra and Varuna, so emphatically implied in a large number
of Vedic passages, such as,

grorr firing; ( T. S. IV. 4.8.3 ) ?

Moreover nowhere else in the Vedic literature does one find any
indication of a dual divinity like dyavasuryau, which would

correspond completely with mitravaruriau. It is interesting to

note here that Schroder himself later on feels inclined to give

up the hypothesis that Mitra represents the sun-god.
The rivalry between Indra and Varuna, which certainly was

a favourite theme of the Vedic poets, is also rendered meaningless
if Varuna were made to represent the sky-god. Whether, in the

naturalistic interpretation of the Vedic mythology, which is, by
the way, not necessarily always correct, Indra were to be regard-
ed as the sun-god, or as the storm-god, one fails to understand
why there should be any rivalry between him and the sky-god I
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Farther the Vedic passages adduced in support of the sky-

theory, such as,

*n$t wdctr 3T5trofora ( VII. 87. 5 )

*n%5cr 1:1% 3^?cf^T^ (IX. 73. 8 )

etc are of such a general tenor that one comes across ^imilar

passages with reference to Parjanya ( VII. 10a.4 ) or the Adityas

( AV. XIII. 2.3 )- On the other hand, one may consider with

advantage the following Vedic passages referring to Varuna :

L 87.6)
% .........

wrar 3Ti%TT ^R^ort^?rnpprT^fa:..-
......

( V1IL 4 1 -8 )

Are the phrases dyiuriva sthad, drapso na svetah, dyamiva roJiati,

and nakam aruhat, in any way indicative of the sky ? Can the

sky be called aptcyah samudrah ? How is it further possible to

explain, with the sky-hypothesis, the Vedic passages where

Varuna is connected with Yama ( X. 14.7 ). with manyu ( X. 84.

7 ), with papa ( I. 24. 11 ), and with dhurti ( I. 128. 7 J ?

No other idg. religion has elavated the sky-god to the exalted

position of the g iardianship of the cosmic and moral order which

I. one of the essential characteristics of Varuna in the Veda and

of Ahura Mazdah in the Ave8ta. The '

father-sky -dyaus-^tar,

Jupiter,-iS no doubt represented in every idg. ***r**

ection and not Dyaus, tJie SKY guu s

racial

It will thus be seen that none of the.above ment

ditions is even slightly ^f^^^^s of thia

therefore renders it unacceptable. Other
jn

L

,

. theory, such as, that Varuna^e

*?f.^^t </, sky
'

( Knauer ), or that he represents the starry va

2 [ Aunals, B. O. B. I. 1
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( Max Miiller ) may now be dismised without any further
discussion.

J. J. Meyer has suggested, in his work on legal literature of
ancient India, that Varuna is principally the god of night. * The
sins and crimes are usually perpetrated during the night-time
and as the god of night, it is Varuna's function to prevent them.
It is in this way, argues Meyer, that Varuna becomes the moral
governor of mankind. Another quite a novel theory about
Varuna is put forth by Johansson in his very thought-provoking
monograph on the Vedic goddess, DhisanS. He believes that
the names Varuna and Vrtra are derived from the same idg.
form *uel-lu 9

*

to bind ' *

to keep under chains. ' This fact would
indicate the commonness of their nature. According to Johans-
son, Varuna and Vrtra are the two aspects of

*

winter,
*

which
keeps the waters of rivers in bondage, one divine aspect and the
other denaonaic ! Bergaigne too claims an especially tenebrious
character for Varuna. He sees in him a clear identity with
Vjrtra, who is the

4

restrainer
'

of waters. Varuna's pasa is, acc-

ording to Bergaigne, indicative of the tying down of waters.
The rivalry between Varuna and Indra is therefore only another
aspect of the conflict between Vrtra and Indra. Varuna's pasa
is the symbolical representation of the power of winter by means
of which the waters are fettered. Certain stray references like
hemanto hi varuriah ( M. S. I. 10.12 ), or such possible conjectures
as that the varuriapraghasa sacrifice was performed on the eve of
winter, are adduced by Johansson in support of his theory.

As SSrensen has rightly pointed out, while contradicting the
identification of Varuna with Vrtra, Varuna is represented, in
the Veda, as the lord and friend of waters and not even the
slightest hint is given to the effect that he prevents them from
flowing, as Vrtra does. Further a critical examination of the
Vedic hymns would indicate that Vrtra and Indra on the one
hand and Mitra and Varuna on the other belong to two distinct

* The conception of Varuna as the god of night seems to be the more
primary conception.. Varuna represents the moon-lit magio night...-Ntebt, the night-sky, and the moon are very closely connected with

other /

. J. Meyer : "Ober das Wesen der

Rechtschrjtften. pp. 379-3S5.
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types of mythologies. Though therefore the names Vrtra and
Varuna may possibly have been derived from the same root, the

conceptions underlying them have to be thoroughly distinguish-

ed from each other, from the point of view of content as well as

the history of religion. Moreover a mere reference to some of

the outstanding features of Varuna, as described in the Veda,
would suffice to disprove completely such views as have been

put fortii by Meyer and Johansson. The very suggestion that

either the god of night or the winter-god could be raised to such

an exalted position in any religion is preposterous. These and

such other theories l seem to disregard completely the evidence

1 A reference may be made, in this context, to other theories regarding
the true nature of the Vedio god, Varuna, advanced by Johansson and

Meyer themselves :

k The most prominent god of fertility in ancient India was Varuna in

this respect he -was regarded as the god of the whole community and parti-

cularly of the Ksatriyas Varuna consequently represented the essential

element of royal power Varuna was the god who governed the change
of seasons and was therefore the god of the year, possessing two aspects of

Varuna and Dyaus ( Mitra ? ). Where he is not represented anthropomor-
phically, he is represented as a horse The feminine counterpart of

Varuna is mother earth Aditi or Ppthvi.., ......Probably Aditi was primarily

the wife of Varuna '

Johansson : Tiber die altindische Gottin

Dhisana and Verwandtes, pp. 108fL
' Varuna was primarily chthonic vegetation-god and phallic divinity

his connection with waters which cause growth and life is particularly em-

phasised he is the lord of water and rains Already as the god of the

earth he is the king and therefore also the god of law and punishiment.
In BV he ascends to the sky ( not necessarily first then ), becomes the lord

of atmospheric ocean and makes the rain-waters stream down. he is now
turned into the heavenly sovereign-lord of the universe and the upholder of

the rta next he is regarded as the moon-god, because, on the one hand,

he is the lord of night, and because, on the other, he and Soma, both divini-

ties of water and vegetation, are identical..- Varu^a's dreary and fri-

ghtful nature and his lordship over the dead seein to have developed out of

his original chthonic nature this is how the Varuna-mythology seems

to have evolved in India
'

J. J, Meyer : Trilogie der altindischen

Maohte und ITeste der Vegetation, pp. 269&%

Evidently both Joharsson and Meyer are not quite sure about the essen-

tial nature and personality of Varuna. They do not seem tc reconstruct the

picture of the Vedic Varuna in a synthetical manner from the special and

exclusiv/e attributes of that god. Particularly Meyer Appears, of recent yeam
( Continued on next page )
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of the Veda ; they do not take into account the logical develop-
ment of the religious thought among the idg. people in general
and among the Vedic Aryans in particular ; and finally they are

not confirmed by linguistic facts, which those scholars claim
to be supporting their theories.

Oldenberg ( .Die Religion des Veda ) comes forth 9 as usual
with a refreshingly original theory in this regard. The physical
representations of Varuna, Mitra and the Adityas bear, accord-

ing to him, several distinct attributes of light. The same is the

case with regard to the corresponding circle of divinities in the

Avesta, namely, Ahura Mazdah, Mithra and the Amesa Spentaa.

Oldenberg starts with the assumption that the fact that Mithra
of the Avesta definitely represents the sun-god is unchallenge-
able. The Vedic counterpart of Mithra, namely Mitra, must
therefore necessarily be the sun-god. Though independent
references to Mitra are not many in the RV, still Oldenberg
claims to find faint traces of his identity with the sun-god even
in the existing material. In III. 59, for instance, general expres-
sions have been used which indicate, according to Oldenberg,
without any specific mention, the connection of Mitra with the

sun. More direct references in this connection are found in the
AV:

*r ftrar wrr% srra^rac I ( AV. XIII. 3-13 )

3W*r ^3W33mi ra^: srrarx sf^rg I ( AV. IX. 3,18 ).

In the JSrahmana literature there are numerous passages of a
similar tenor, where Varuna is said to belong to the night and

( continued from the previous page )

to have been considerably influenced by the vegetation-fertility-conception.
In his recent book, *

Trilogie der altindischen MSchte etc,' he represents
KSma, Bali and Indra as ancient Indian gods of vegetation and fertility.

Mention may also be made of the theory put forth by N. N. Ghose
( Aryan trail in India and Iran ) that Mitra and Varuna ware originallyan inseparable pair like the Astvins and that they represented the same
twin principles of Light and Moisture. According to Ghose these twin prin-
ciples were worshipped under different designations amongst different
tribes of Proto-Aryan grass-land nomads. He further maintains that
through fusion of tribes, Mitra and Varuna became maintainers of Law.
Olmously the Vedic evidence cannot be said to b

e? in any way, substantiating
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Mitra to the day. Ritualistically Varuna is connected with black

animal and Mitra with bright-coloured animals. The common

concept of day and night corresponding with Mitra and Varuna

respectively repeats itself very often in the sacrificial formulas.

The essential nature of Mitra as the sun-god is thus confirmed,

according to Oldenberg, by Vedic as well as Avestan literary

and ritualistic evidence. Varuna is the constant companion of

Mitra ; the association of Mitra with Varuna is so predominant

that only one single hymn of the RV is addressed to Mitra alone.

Oldenberg's line of argumentation is as follows : There is in

the Vedic mythology a compact group of seven mutually-con-

nected gods, namely, the Adityas, who are conspicuously dep-

endent upon sky and light. Two from among them, Mitra

and Varuna, have assumed more preeminent forms. One of

these two, namely Mitra, is definitely the sun-god, while the

other one, Varuna, has the features of a god of light with special

reference to night, over which he is said to rule. What else can

he possibly represent if not the moon ? The logical extension of

the hypothesis that Mitra is the sun-god, and Varuna is the

moon-god naturally was that the Adityas represent the planets.

Besides this hypothesis there is also another side to Oldenberg's

theory. The glorification of the sun, the moon, and the planets

as a compact group of mutually-connected gods, which is to be

seen in the Veda and the Avesfca, cannot be traced back to any

other idg. religion. There are therefore two possibilities regard-

ing the gene-sis of this religious conception. Either the Indo-

Iranians themselves created this group of gods in their own

common religious fervour, or they borrowed those divinities

from a foreign religion. Oldenberg believes that the rather

unique circle of the Adityas, with Varuna and Mitra as the

foremost among them, is more or less foreign to the pantheon of

Vedic gods, which is presided over by the Aryan nation* war-

god Indra. According to him the Indra-Vrkra-mythology

genuinely Aryan while the Varuna-M^a-mythology has been

imnlanted in the Vedie religion, from outside. Is it possible.
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versed in the science of astronomy and of numbers, from the

Tery ancient times, seems to support considerably this conjec-

ture. Moreover there is much other evidence to show that the

Semitic people had developed a sufficiently high type of civilisa-

tion before the Indo-Iranians came in contact with them* The

god Varuna, whom the Aryans are supposed to have borrowed
from the Semitic mythology, does appear, by the side of the

Aryan national god, Indra, as a representative of an older and

distinctly higher culture.

The apparent reasonableness and soundness of this moon-
theory of Oldenberg made even Hillebrandt (Vedische Mythologie)
revise his original judgment in the matter of the Varuna pro-

blem. His method of approach to this question was however
different from that of Oldenberg. He attempts to bring forth

evidence in support of his theory from within rather than from
without. One fact must all the same be clearly recognised in

both these cases and that is certainly a defect in the process of

theorisation namely that Oldenberg and Hillebrandt first form
some idea about Varuna's original nature and then try to adduce
evidence in support of that idea. They seem to start with con-

clusions rather than end with them. Hillebrandt considers the

Vedic passages, such as,

r srtresr ^rs;

( VII. 87.6 )

......... ( VIII. 41.8 )

as clearly indicative of Varuna's identity with the moon. Apl-
cyah samudrdh is according to him the usual epithet of the moon.
But more convincing evidence in this connection is to be found
in tlie ninth mandala of the IRV. In the passage,

3 ar

( L 91.3 )

Soma is compared with Mitra and Aryaman ; the juxtaposition
of te and varuvasya in the first pada, on the other hand, clearly
implies that Soma is here considered to be identical with Varuna.
Sometimes even the name Varuna seems to have been used as a

of Soma ; for instance,
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flrar fsraf^ srw ^g% U ( IX. 95.4).

Further Soma and Varuna are emphatically described as ftatrf in

the Vedic hymns. The following stanzas addressed to Varuna
and to Soma exhibit an astounding similarity of contents and
expression :

( to Varuna ) r% *r qf^r fr\ aiRmsrw ( IX. 73.8 )

( to Soma ) ^ rer qrf^r^r form^rfe ( IX. 95.55 )

( to Varuna ) STPSTT s^nft sreoi VT&TT f^rear. ...('IX. 70.1 )

( to Soma ) i% ?T^^fr saa^fr ( IX. 101.15 ).

In ritual also, at the beginning of the agnisthoma sacrifice, Soma
is treated as Varuna. The sovereignly of Varuna is perfectly

identical with that of Soma. A considerable amount of Vedic

literary and ritualistic evidence can thus be adduced to indicate

that in the minds of the Vedic thinkers, Varuna and Soma were

quite identical. Hillebrandt claims to have proved, finally and

convincingly, that Soma represents the moon. The logical con-

clusion therefore is that Varuna also represents the moon. This

fact is amply corroborated, according to Hillebrandt, by the

wealth of material, indicative of the contrast between Mitraand
Varuna, in the Vedic hymns as well as in the Vedic ritual ( A.

B. III. 4.6 j T. S. VI. 6.3.5 ). It must be remembered that Hill-

ebrandt unhesitatingly accepts the identification of Mitra with

the sun-god. He however believes that Ahura Mazdah of the

Avesta has nothing to do with Varuna. Otherwise, he argues,

the name Varuna would have been retained in the Iranian lan-

guage in some form or another. The probable question with

regard to the moon-theory, namely, why Ahura Mazdah does

not show, in the Avesta, even the faintest traces of the moon-

god, has thus been anticipated and answered away by Hillebr-

andt. Much emphasis has been placed by him on the sw^ra-passage

where Varuna is supposed to be described as
*

bald, yellow-eyed,

whitish man, who stands among the waters and receives the

offerings on his head. ' Can there be, he asks, a more picture-

sque representation of the moon than this one ? Varuna's stsso-

ciation with the night is too evident to need special discussion.

A further peculiarity of Varuna is that he is connected with
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waters as well as with winter. Is the moon not described in a

Vedic passage as the sender of rains ( A. B* VIII. 28.5 ) ? There
are thus three most prominent characteristics in the nature of

Varuna his connection with the night, his connection with

waters, and his connection with, winter. The essential features

of all these three are to be found together in only one entity,

namely, the moon. Further the
*

dismal,
* *

dreary
* and *

dark '

features in Varuna 's personality can be adequately accounted

for, according to Oldenberg and Hillebrandt, only on the moon-
hypothesis> The unique idealisation of Varuna into a sovereign
-lord of the universe holding sway over all aspects of natural as

well as human life need not surprise anyone. As indicated by
H. Lommel in Ms * Die alten Arier

'

the moon is glorified to the
same extent, in many primitive religions, as Varuna in the Veda.

Oldenberg mentions* in this connection, the indigenous Ame-
rican religions as well as the Finnish mythology, wherein the

moon is considered as the almighty god. Even the hymn to

Nannar the moon-god of Ur quoted by Sayc, would remind
one of a prayer addressed to Varuna by the Vasisthas !

This theory, namely that Varuna primarily represents the

moon, first propounded by Oldenberg, in his distinctive manner,
and later on so ve*y ably supported by Hillebrandt and accepted
by Hardy and others, is apparently quite sound and therefore

may not be lightly set aside as of no account. But it cannot
certainly stand a keen and critical examination* Attention has

already been drawn to the fundamentally defective method of

approach on the part of Oldenberg and Hillebrandt. It is not
the evidence of the Veda itself that has led these scholars to
the hypothesis which they have put forth ; their theory princi-
pally depends upon extraneous circumstances and they have 'only
later on tried to adduce such evidence from the Veda as would
fit in with their hypothesis. Apart from this, it must be said
that the very first assumption, namely that Mitra represents the
sun-god, which is the starting point of this theory, can be shown,
on the strength of the evidence of comparative philology and
comparative mythology, to be positively wrong. L'et us paufce
bere a little to consider the name Mitra and the conception
underlying it. Only one full hymn in RV. f III. 59, is dedicated
to the praise of this god exclusively. The Vedic evidence on the
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whole seems to show that Mitra did not possess any individua-

lity on the physical side. His special characteristic feature is

expressed, in the Veda, through the words r

m^rr srai^TeTsnlr Jf^nip ( nj. 59- I )

'Mitra places the men, through his commands, in their proper

places.
' A clear hint is hereby given that Mitra has something

to do with
*

right
' and 4 law. * He is primarily the yatayajjana.

This idea is further confirmed by other Vedic passages, which

connect Mitra very significantly with dharman and rta :

( V. 81.4 )

* \ ( VIII. 52.3)

; rasr SF^r ^^ i ( X. 8.4 ).

As against this, there is not the slightest evidence in the Veda

to indicate that Mitra was originally the Sun-god. Etymologi-

cally the original form of the word Mitra seems to have been

mitram ( neuter ) formed with the suffix tra, which, in its turn,

is the modification of the idg. instrumental suffix Iro. Other

formations of a similar character are vrtram from the root vr9

yotram from the root yu, and yantram from the root yam. The

base of the original Idg. form *mi-tro-m was the idg. root *m(*)*-
'

to bind *. The same root is clearly perceptible in the words,

Sk. mekhala, Lett, meimuri, Gfc. mitos, mitre,
"

girdle of the body'.

The word mitram thus originally indicates a
* bond '

or
*

binding

together/ and secondarily a *

friendly bond'. A further modi-

fication from this was mitrah ( rnasc. ) meaning the agent of

bondage or the
' binder '. Uhlenbeck derives mitra from mayate*

while some scholars are Inclined to connect mitra with Lat.

milis 'mild/ Lit. mylimas, 'beloved*. These suggestions are

definitely unacceptable, as shown by Brugmann and Elsler, since

the suffix tro clearly goes against them. The Avestan expres-

sions like mithrem Jan, mithrem druj also indicate that the ori-

ginal conception underlying the word mithra was that of binding

together or of the binder. Mitra, and also Mithra In his original

nature, may therefore be looked upon as a god esse "*
*J**

nected with 'contract,' 'treaty', 'agreements.. Had Mitra

really anything to do with the sun-god, the ftV-hymns, wMofi

often sing very enthusiastically *bout light and

3 [ Annals B. O. R. I. I
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would have certainly bestowed upon him, before anything else,

the epithets indicative of light and splendour 1 That is however

not the case, since, as seen above, RV connects Mitra mainly

with law and order. The sun is itself said to be the eye of

Mitra. The later development of the Avestan Mithra into a

sun-god is due to several causes. He has inherited the features

of several mythologies. As Geiger has pointed out there are in

him some distinct features of the Vedic Indra ; so too some in-

fluence of the Semetic sun-god, gamas, is clearly perceptible in

the later development of Mitra. Zarathushtra seems to have

changed the old original god and forced upon him new religious

conceptions. The Vedic Mitra, on the other hand, has remained
true to the Aryan prototype namely that of the god presiding
over contracts and agreements, and thus preserving law and

order mainly among human beings. The analysis of the Vedic

references to Mitra, made by Schroder ( Arische Religion ) clearly

indicates that he never represents the sun-god in the Vedic

religion. It is in his capacity of the divine guardian of truth

and law among men that, in the Boghazkoi inscription, mi-id-

ra-as-Si-^/,
* Mitra together with his group,

'

is invoked to bear

witness to the treaty which was concluded between Subbililiuma,
the king of the Hittites and Mattiuaza, the king

*

of Mittanni.
Mitra must have also been the god by whom people used to

swear, as is indicated by Gk. ma ton Mithren. The essential

nature of Mitra thus being that of a god of holy law, guarding
the truth in word and deed, every hypothesis based upon the

equation, Mitra= sun-god, necessarily falls to the ground.
The very foundation of the Moon-theory is thus utterly unten-
able. The evidence adduced by Oldenberg and Hillebrandt from
the ritualistic literature, which seems to connect Mitra exclusi-

vely with the day and Varuna exclusively with the night clearly
seems to have been an afterthought and cannot therefore be
regaided as in any way conclusive in regard to the problem of
the personality of the Vedic Varuna. In the history of the re-

ligious thought of the Aryans, light-symbolism would appeal
to have come in, in an emphatic manner, at a later stage only.

Apart from this basic flaw, the moon-theory is not at all

supported by the evidence of the Vedic hymns. Attention has
Already been drawn to the absurdity of the sun being mentioned
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as the eye of the moon ( I. 50.6 ). Particularly when the physi-

cal image of the moon was present to the eye of the Vedic poeit

such reference cannot be regarded even as poetical fantasy.

Further it would be very difficult to explain, on the basis of

the moon-hypothesis, why Varuna, the moon, is regarded, In

the Vedic hymns, as enormously more important than Mitra,

the sun. Indeed so much richness of material, as w
find wifch regard to the Vedic Varuna, should be impossible

in the case of the moon. To justify this contingency

on the strength of the evidence of some primitive religions,

where the moon is apparently regarded as the almighty god, is

to completely misunderstand the whole spirit of the Varuna-

religion. Does the Varuna-religion, as presented in the Veda,

betray even tlie slightest traces of such primitive character ? In

Varuna, we have not to see a primitive conception such as is

implied by H. Lommel. On the contrary, by the side of Indra,

the national Aryan god, Varuna gives the impression of a re-

presentative of an older, and a more refined culture. Can Var-

una*s counterpart in the Avesta, Ahura Mazdah, be ever regard-

ed as representing the moon ? The unique kind of ethical ide-

alisation from the cosmic point of view, which is the most out-

standing feature of the essential nature of the Vedic Varuna,

as well as of Ahura Mazdah, becomes utterly meaningless in the

moon-theory. Varuna's close association with rta and the rivalry

between Varuna and Indra also cannot then be satisfactorily

accounted for/ Do we further not find that in the Vedic mytho-

logy there exist the proper sun-god, Surya, and the proper

moon-god, Candramas ? What then is the necessity of this

peculiar glorification of Mitra and Varuna, as representing the

sun and the moon respectively ? Had Mitra and Varuna pri-

marily represented the two natural phenomena of the sun and

the moon, the physical side of those gods would have been more

distinctly emphasised in the Veda. But as a matter of fact that

is not at all the case ! Further it may be pointed out, in this

connection, that Varuna does not play, in the Vedic mythology,

the same role as the moon in the classical Hindu mythology.

What is the significance of the mention of Mitra an*Varuna in

the BoghazkSi inscriptions, if they merely represented the sun-

god and the moon-god respectively? They have been invoked

with a special purpose ad must hare been considered as
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having something to do with treaties and agreements. The

pasa, which forms an exclusive feature of Varuna, would

create quite a major difficulty in the moon-theory. Soma
is merely an intoxicating drink, which fact would be quite

clear from the Vedic references. The identification of Soma with

the moon can only be of a secondary character, and may be

regarded as the product of poetical fancy. So Hillebrandt's

assertion that Soma is primarily identical with the moon is

quite unconvincing. Moreover Varuna's apparent identity with

Soma, which seems to form the mainstay of Hillebrandt's hypo-

thesis, can be more adequately explained by assuming that it

was a conscious attempt on the part of the later Soma-priests to

glorify Foma by bringing him in a line with Varuna, the world-

sovereign. Finally the moon-theory would appear to be utterly

unacceptable when one would take into consideration the Vedic

passage where Varuna and Candramas are brought together as

the governor and the governed
*

1 ( I. 24.10 ).

It is interesting to note that the etymology of the name
Varuna has been completely overlooked by the protagonists of

the moon-theory. No other idg. religion has glorified the

moon-god to such a great extent as is done, according to

Oldenberg and Hillebrandt, in the Aryan religion, Historically
too this fact would become unaccountable. Oldenberg assumes
that the whole circle of the Vedic godsMitra, Varuna and the

Adityas representing respectively the sun, the moon and the

planets, as well as the corresponding circle of the Avestan divin-

ites, Mithra, Ahura Mazdah, and the Amesa Spentas, have been
borrowed by the Aryans from the Semitic people. If the Aditya-
oircle as a compact group were supposed to have been borrowed
from the Semitic religion, there should have originally been such
a group of divinities in that religion. As a matter of fact how-
ever there is no such group 1 The planet-divinities in Babylon
do not appear at all as a group of seven. Moreover the single
planet-divinities of the Semitic people, such as, Ninib, Nergal,

etc, have absolutely nothing in common with the Vedic
, such as, Aryaman, Dakaa, Bhaga, or with thp Ayesta^
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Amesa Spentas, such as, Vohu manah, Asa vahisia, etc. Moreover

the planets &>s such are regarded, in the Iranian religion, more

or less as evil spirits on the side of Ahninan. The fatalism

which is implied by the planets is again unknown to the Aryans.

According to the hypothesis of Oldenberg, Varuna should have

been identical with Sin, the moon-god of the Semitic people,

and Mitra with Samds, their sun-god* In the Babylonian my-

thology Sin, in contrast to the Vedic Varuna, plays a very minor

role; Varuna*s personality, on the other hand, exhibits many

features, which are common to Samas. These facts clearly go

against Oldenberg's theory. One conclusion therefore seems to

be quite unchallengeable, namely, that the circle of the Adityas

cannot have been borrowed from the Semitic mythology, since

there is no such compact group of divinities in the Semitic

mythology. Semitic influence on the Varuna-religion of the

Veda is further out of question in view of the fact that abstract

thought in the direction of the
*

invisible,
7
'indefinite ',

*

mystical'

is foreign to the Semitic outlook on life. It seems to be an

exclusively Aryan heritage. The Semitic people, on the other

hand, are satisfied with
'

concrete
'

things, with
* numbers * and

are rarely seen to go beyond them.

The soundest method of understanding and evaluating the

unknown Vedic mythological facts is, according to Pischel, to

start from the known classical Hindu mythology. This method

proposed by Pischel is correct but it is certainly not the only

method. On the strength of the evidence of the classical Hindu

mythology Pischel has put forth the theory, namely, that Varuna

represents in the Veda, the god of ocean, as he does in later my-

fholosv l Varuna f

s connections with waters are many and

varied in the Vedic literature (1.181.14; V!L 49.3 ; IX 90
;2

;

AV VII 83.1 ). This fact would also confirm, according to nun,

the hypothesis that Varuna is primarily the lord of waters. The

following Vedic passage,________-
1 Wilkins ( Hindu Mythology) says, in this connection, that fa,t u

Jedio

Conceptions of Ms kingdom,
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trmrft s^rg I ( AV. VIL 83.1 )

clearly pointed to the abode of Varuna being among waters. In

this connection a reference may also be made to the linguistic

connection, proposed by Hopkins, between the words, Varu&a,
on the one hand, and van,

*
a river

* and vari9

*

water,
' on the

other, Liiders seems to have modified the ocean-theory by re-

garding Varuna as representing originally the ocean surround-

ing the world.

Apart from the faulty etymology suggested by Hopkins, it

must be said regarding this theory, that, according to the Vedic

evidence,
*

waters
*

or
* ocean ?

represent only one region of

Varuna's supreme sovereignty. It may also be pointed out that

in no idg. religion is the ocean glorified as the world-sovereign.
Moreover it is positively doubtful whether the sea was at all

regarded by the Vedio Aryans as of such great 'importance as to

make its god the most august and the most paramount god of

the Vedic pantheon. It is consequently quite impossible to

accept the theory put forth by PischeL
A critical examination of the Vedic hymns would clearly in-

dicate that the mythology dominated by Varuna, Mitra, the

-S-dityas, and Aditi does not exhibit even the faintest traces of
*

naturalism J
that is to say, of the worship of the Powers of

Nature as Divine Beings.
1

It has already been shown that the

Vedic Varuna cannot be said to be primarily representing the

sky-god, or the winter god or the moon god, or the god of ocean.
What then is his essential nature ? Let us approach this problem
in a constructive way by clearly analysing the principal concep-
tions with which Varuna is associated in a special and exclusive
manner.

Among all the Vedic gods the title asura seems to belong
specially to Varuna. A large number of passages from the Veda
would make this fact abundantly clear :

sr%cfr

I ( I. 24.14 )

i Maoniool( Indian Theism) seems to make an overcautious statement
in this connection :

* As we discern Ma figure, Varuna seems to be in the
act of passing beyond physical limitations to take his place as a moral lord
over the consciences of man.*
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'- ( II. 27. IO )

r

: l
( VIII. 42.1 )

q;?T: ^U^cT 3*T sfhnf^T I ( II. 28.7 )

A tlioroiigli philological and anthropological investigation will

clearly indicate that the primitive conception of
*

magic
'

*oceult
?

power underlies the word asura. l The Vedic word asura is much
older than the classical Sk. word sura j asura does not represent

the opposite of sura, ( = god). That word was originally used in

the Vedic literature in the sense of a being possessing the highest
occult power. Its meaning, namely

* demon7

, belongs semasiolo-

gically to a later date and it was then that the word sura9 *a god*
was artificially coined throgh a misunderstanding of the a in

asura as a prefix of negation, Philologically the word asura

is derived from asu by the addition of the possessive termi-

nation^ra. I have shown elsewhere ( Der Vedische Mensch,

p. 25), on the basis of philological and anthropological evid-

ence, that asu must have been originally regarded as a

supernatural fluid like the primitive Mana. This fluid invested

upon a being some supernatural occult power, which belongs

to the realm of the
*

invisible
* and which is quite distinct

* It is interesting to note that Ghose ( Aryan trail in India and Iran )

emphasises upon Varuna's resemblance to Assara MazSs and his Igigi of the

Hommel inscription (left by Assurbanipal, the Assyrian Imperial king)
and to Ahura of the Magians. Assur was the local deity of the metropolis

of the first kingdom of Assyria, Ghose believes that Assara MazEs was the

original of Ahura Mazdah. * The real link,' h6 goes on to say,
* to connect

Varuna with Ahura is not to be found in a common etymological source

from which the two names may be supposed to have derived. The name

Ahura, if it had any etymological base of any kind at all and was not simply

taken from a quite arbitrarily fixed place-name, had without doubt a Semitic

or Elamatic and not an Aryan origin/ The process of borrowing was thus,

according to Ghose, ( quite strangely, indeed I) : Assur ( Semitic ) Ahura

( Iranian ) Asura ( Tedic ).

Macnicol says :
* If there was indeed any debt on the part of Varuna or

Ahura Mazdah to the Semites, that debt was repaid later ; M. Oumont

points out that without doubt at the period ^of the Achaemenides a rapproa-

chment took place between the Semitic Baalsamin and the Persian Ahura

Mazdah. the ancient deity of the vault of heaven but now become th*

supreme physical an$ moral power,*
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from physical strength. The occult power which comes from
Mana may be utilised both for good as well as bad purposes. To
possess and to control the largest quantity of that all-penetra-
ting magic fluid was the greatest achievement ever thought of.

It should be remembered in this connection that the magic fluid

postulated by the primitives is not what we may call
*

spirit,
'

* mind *

or
*

soul,
?

It is a power-substance which fills the living
beings ; but even the lifeless can have it magically filled up in
them. The Batak call such power-substance Tondi, while the
Huron-Indians call it Orenda. The conception of Orenda, Tandi,
Mana is the ultimate solution offered by the primitive to the
riddle of life and being- What is true of the Melanesia!) s,

Polynesians, Australian tribes, American Indians, African
Negroes etc. must also be true of the earliest idg. peoples. The
primitive religions assumed the subtle working of Orenda in all
the invisibly working and changing forces of nature, in the
organic

'

becoming
' and *

growing
9

of man, indeed in all per-
fectly-regulated cosmic activities. The main function of the
primitive religious magic Is, on the one hand, to collect and
increase, as much as possible, this occult fluid in oneself, and, on
the other, to reduce it in others substantially. The as^-conception
in the Veda may as well be styled the

*

Vedic orendism. ? The
asura accordingly is the being who possesses the highest amount
of asu, the occult power-substance, and therefore commands
the greatest occult power. Varuna is asura par excellence. On
account of his enormous magic power he creates the universe,
regulates it into an orderly whole, and wields the most supreme
sovereignty over it. This unique power of the asura is called
maya ; Varuna is therefore associated in a special way with the
conception of maya.

^

Geldner derives the word maya from miyate, minati, or minoti,
to lessen, to hinder',

*

to injure '. This etymology would give
that word a more or less negative sense, which however cannot be
confirmed by the Vedic evidence. Vedic references indicate that
the fundamental conception underlying the word maya is that
of a secret, mysterious power, possessed by good as well as evil
spirits, and the capacity to achieve miracles, which are incom-
prehensible from the point of view of normal beings. The regular
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working of the enormous natural phenomena Is thus regarded a

resulting from the maya of Varuna. The word maya has there-

fore to be derived from mimati or minute, which root does not

only mean to measure,
* but also

*

to create
* *

to arrange
*
etc,

Maya thus represents the capacity to plan or to organise, mainly

in the spiritual sense rather than in the technical sense. As

Neisser has pointed out, many Vedic passages actually connect

the word maya with the root ma :

T% mfq-sTT *mr* ^wfwi i ( HI. 38.7 )

WTSWT i ( IX. 83.3 )

159.4 )

The word is philologically connected with Gk. metis
'

clever', Lit.

monai 'magic,' Lett, man'i 'roguery,' Obg. maniti 'deceive,

Slav, mdtoka
'

spectre
' '

ghost
'
etc.

The conceptions underlying the words, asura and maya, throw

a good deal of light upon the true personality of Varuna. As the

creator and the constructor of the universe, Varuna is regarded

as the awe-inspiring and miracle-working magician. Many

Vedic passages will amply corroborate this assumption :

11 ( I. 24.10 )

: am'- ^r ^re^r ^
i ( V, 63.3 )

re H" ^^rfr^ffeRnr

fir:

gTT .

( VIL

In VII 86 6 Varuna is directly called yak&n, a magician, while

In V 85 2-6 the whole working of the magic of Va
described. The hymn. YUL

j

*.

4 [ Annali, B. O. &
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able stars twinkled. The Vedic Aryan saw and marvelled at all

these natural phenomena, which appeared to him to be controlled

and guided by some invisible hand. He wondered at the shi-

ning" vault of the heavens ; he observed with dismay the regular

change of seasons; he imagined the night to be spreading a

gigantic cover over the heavenly dome ; he was indeed dumb-
founded by the riddle of the origin and growth of life. He soon

realised that there must have been some * law % which regulated
the workings of nature and the activities of human beings ; but

for him that
* law * was shrouded in darkness and mystery. He

could accordingly put forth the only workable hypothesis in this

regard, namely, to consider the creation and the working of the

cosmos as the achievement of a tremendously powerful magician.
The starting point of this hypothesis was naturally his own ex-

perience of the tribal medicineman who, by virtue of the pos-

session of the occult fluid, Mana, Orenda t asu, accomplished
some magic tricks which remained a veritable mystery to the

ordinary man* This popular belief naturally led to the assum-

ption, in ancient religion, of a cosmic-magician, who possessed
the highest amount; of the occult-power asu who was, in other

words, asura par excellence and could therefore accomplish
through his maya the most enormous and the most magnificent
miracle of the universe. The two currents of thought underly-
ing the words, as:tra and maya7 which may be anthropologically
traced back to almost every ancient religious belief, make the

essential personality of Varuna in the Veda quite clear. Varuna
is the great asura, possessing the largest amount of the occult

power-substance, asu, and his maya, resulting from this fact, is

the creation of the incomprehensibly majestic miracle of the
cosmos. He is the magician-creator of the world as well as its

supreme sovereign. This particular characteristic of the essen-
tial nature of Varuna is most picturesquely represented in his
other aspect, namely the Vedic god, Savitr ( vide my paper,
New Light on the Vedic God, Savitr ). AslGiinterfc (Der arische Welt-
fcb'nfp ) has pointed out the conception of a sovereign world-
magician creating, supervising and controlling the working of
the cosmic law is common to many ancient religions. The
Australian tribes have postulated, in their religious belief,
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Bajami, the Algonkin Indians of Norfch America Afahccan, the

Irokes Joskeha> the Tzendals Votan, the Novaho tribes Absonnuth^

the North-western races Vehl, to play the same role as Varuna
does In the early Vedic religion. It is evidently a gross mistake

to try to identify Varuna with some power of nature,

How does Varuna control the cosmic law ? The etymology
of the name Varuna would considerably enlighten us ozs. this

question. Attention has already been drawn to the fact that to

derive Varuna from the root vr,
'

to cover *
is impossible from the

philological point of view. Meillet derives the word Varuna
from the idg, root *Uer-re *

to speak*. The word vrala Is also

derived from that root. The possible connection between god
Varuna and his commands vrafa is hereby linguistically

suggested. Varuna is accordingly the commander-god. Meillefe

further connects the word Varuna with Obg. rofa
* oath % Gk

retor etc. It will however be seen that there is no deriva-

tive from * uer-Ure In ^-themes, which fact would render the

derivation of the word Varuna from it unacceptable. The word

Varuna Is best derived from *Uer
*

to bind. r Other ^derivatives

from that root are Lett, wcru wert bind down/ Obg. veruga
*

chain,
7 Lat. urvum etc. It will thus be seen that there are also

^-derivatives from that root. It may therefore be definitely

concluded, as Petersson has done, that the name Varuna is

derived from the Idg. *yerur-n-os
'

the binder,
* This etymology

is amply corroborated by Varuna 's pasa and the whole religious

thought dominated by them. The whole cosmic phenomenon is

held in bondage by this supreme binder through his pasa, which

produced, so to say, a net of magic. The idea of a magic net

woven round the mankind and the world IB quite common xn

the

*r ^ H-S *r nrHwrffc smg** 1 flVT- 9*2 ).

Further the following Vedic passages may be considered in this

connection : I. 92.2 ; III. 3.6 ; V1L 10.2 ; VUL 43,20 : X. 57.2 ;

X 82.1 5 X. 129.5 ; AV. X. 8.37 ; AV. XIIL 1.6 etc. The words

like yatu, yukti, yoga, yatar, vayas, vayuna etcu belong to the same

ideology. As a logical extension of this idea, Varuna, in his

capacity of the wortd-sovereign, of the upholder of the cosmio
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law, and of the moral governor is represented to be employing
his pa$a to put the sinners against his law into bondage by wav
of punishment The two currents of thought indicated above seem
to have been blended together into the conception of the paia of
Varuna.

An analysis of the conception of rta would prove very helpful
at this stage. It was Brugmann who started the linguistic in-

vestigations in this connection. According to him G-k. eirene
( or Irana ) is the reduplicated derivative from the idg. ^ar- to
bind/

'

to unite/
*

to join together/ The Gk. word eirene means
*

welHoined together ',

*

holy bond/
*

clever bringing together/
Some further derivatives from that root, in different directions
are Sk. arah, aram, arpayati, Lat. arma, artus etc. There are
still other derivatives from the idg. *ar-, with an additional t

in the base, such as Mhd, art, Sk. rta, Arm. ardar *

right
* *

law-
ful,

*
Qfc. artios etc. These latter words will be seen to possess

primarily special ethical significance. The Vedic rta thus re-
presents the holy bond the unbreakable, invulnerable law
which is the foundation of all natural phenomena and which
binds them down into a well-ordered whole. The Vedic references
to rtasya tantu ( AV. II. 1.5 ; AV. XIII. 3.19) would seem to
support this explanation of the Vedic r/a-conception. The path
of rta is often said to have been spun out by means of threads of
light -

:
I ( I. 136.2 ).

The Vedic conception of rta thus represents the abstraction of

thLTv
^^ W

^
iCh iS m re r 16SS OOM Wy Personified

through Varuna. The Iranian counterpart of rta will be clearlv

each other

o
nceP^s of rta andcosmos are semasiologically connected with each other since

be traced baok to
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It lias already been pointed out that an outstanding feature
of the Varuna-religion is Varuna's connection wifch the idityas
and Aditi. Here too one would find the same conception of
*

binding
?

underlying -these two words. The words aditi and
aditya are derived from the idg. *de Sk. da *

to bind ? and are

philologically connected with the words like Sk. daman f

bond-

age/ The whole world may be bound down by the fetters of

Varuna, the world-sovereign, but the Adityas, who are his

favoured followers, and who represent the different powers of

the great asura Varuna, are naturally unbound and free. They
are not involved into the net of magic created by the world

magician ( II. 27.10; V. 62.3; V. 63.2; VIL 52.1; VIIL 47.6;
VIII. 67.18 ). It may be incidentally pointed out that Bloom-
field's suggestion that the word aditya may be connected with
the word adi

6

beginning/ and that thus the primeval character

of those gods may be assumed is philologically unsound. The
Adityas belong to the entourage of asura Varuna ; they may,
under his behest, bind down others, but are themselves free from

bondage. It will thus be seen that Mitra
*
the binder/ Varuna

'

the binder,
'

rta
*

holy bond/
*

holy law/ Adityas
*

the unbound
ones

7 and Aditi
*

the unboundness '

belong to one and the same

religious conception which forms the fundamental basis of the

Varuiia-religion in the Veda. Their unique mutual connection

often referred to in the Vedic hymns can be very satisfactorily

accounted for on the strength of the hypothesis discussed above*

The whole circle of Mitra and Varuna seems to have been quite

an ancient feature of the Vedic religion, since, in the Boghazkd!

inscription of 14th century B. C., Varuna and Mitra are invoked

not singly like Indra, but
*

together with their groups'. Incident-

ally it may be mentioned, in this connection, that in the Eddm
of the ancient Islanders, the god is called bond ( binder ),

and that the name of the god of the Thrakians is Darz-

ales, which word may be philologically connected with the

Avestan darezyeiti
* bind down. ' The Thrakians and the Phry-

gians also worshipped a goddess named Sendis
*
one who binds

down/ It is thus particularly interesting from the point of view

of the history of the idg. religious thought, to note that the

unique religious conception of the
*

holy bondage
9 and of the

*

binder/ seams to have originated im prehistoric times in
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compact locality where the later Germanic, Thrakian and Indo-
Iranian tribes must have once lived together.

Varuna may therefore be said to be representing the concep-
tion of the world-sovereign who is characterised by those distinct
features which are implied by the words, asura, maya, ria, mitra
aditya, aditi etc. This world-sovereign further possesses all the
attributes of an Oriental ruler. He is the rajan ( I. 24.7 \ the
svaraj, but more predominantly the samraj. The attribute of
ksatra is specially appropriated to him. He wears a golden
mantle and puts on a shining robe ( I. 25.13 ). The spies-spasah
-of Varuna make his supreme sovereignty complete. His impe-
rial ordinances vrataniare unchallenged and so he is dhrla-
vrata. The moral law of humanity with which Varuna is often
associated is but a part of his guardianship of the cosmic law.
This regal aspect of Varuna's personality may throw some lighton the Vedic ideal of kingship. Johansson believes that the con-
ception of Kingship is itself personified as a god in Varuna. Some
scholars even go to the extent of deriving the word Varuna -from
the root ar 'to choose' and presume on the strength of that evi-
dence that the king was, in the Vedic period, chosen or elected !

The essential nature of Varuna is necessarily all-compre-
hensive. Varuna's domain is therefore vast and he is often
severally represented as being almost identical with other Vedic
divinities such as Soma, Yama etc. It must however be remem-
bered that Varuna is not identical with any one of these- lie
mcludes and transcends them all. In another paper ( New Lighton theVedi* God Savitr ) I have shown that, through the per-

m^^ j?T^'
a SPe ial aspect f v-aruna-Varuna as a

Se VedTc nofi Ta SS S comm^er~has been glorified bythe \ edtc poets A comparison between the circle of the Vedic
gods, Varuna, Mitra and the Adityas on the one hand, and the

1 dlvinities' Ahura Masdah,
the ther > wMch *oweYr is

xr
PaP6r ' WiU am^ corroborate every

regarding Varuna 's essential character.

praise/ writes

Hrdlv ,
C*iterion * Ms exalted character.

Hardly a dozen hymns celebrate him exclusively. In two
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dozen, more hymns, however, Varuna is invoked along with

Ms double, Mifcra. These hymns, addressed to Mitravarunau

a dual-divinity, present Mitra and Varuna as two gods

supplementing each other ; sometimes a slight contrast

between the two is also implied. A. critical study of the Mitra-

varuna hymns, however, often makes one feel inclined to

accept the suggestion of Bohnenberger that Mitra and Varuna

formed originally one single godhead, which was later on split

up into two and that even then Mitra was merely used as an

attribute of Varuna. On etymological grounds it has been shown

that the essential character of both the gods is the same. But

there are certain points in this connection which cannot be

overlooked. Firstly Mitra alone is oelebrated only in one hymn;

secondly in the hymns addressed to Mitravarunau, Varuna is

more preeminently glorified than his understudy, Mitra ; and

thirdly, even inapite of his essential character of a
J binder,

Mitra does not possess any pasa, while Varuna's pasa, whioh

serve a double purpose, are often glorified (I. 24.15; 1.25.21;

VII 88 7 - AV. IV. 16.6ff. ). On the basis of this evidence a

plausible hypothesis regarding the distinct domains of Mitra

and Varuna may be hazarded. Bondage is of two typesby

means of 'the bonds of friendship and by means of the bonds of

slavery. The first type of bondage is usually brought about

between equals, while the second type of bondage implies.the

unchallengeable superiority of the binder. Mitra presides over

the bonds of friendship-agreements, contracts and treaties.

Varuna produces through his pasa an M ne*<*

magic, in which the whole creation is held in bondage

and also punishes the sinners against the cosmic and the moral

law through his pasa. As G*ntert has P**d
f"tmtoTb^

a friendly divinity, helps to bring about f "dl
j

* n**8*

ween man and man, and between god and man (1V. 44.5i) , he

is particularly the guardian of human laws.

.other' hand, presides over an all-inclusive

includes all laws. Moreover it is -^ -

hymns that one is conscious when one breaks the law

Varna's law works in a ~
B

unconscious lapses against it ( V. 85.,

ever be remembered that this distinction between the
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of Varana and Mitra is never strongly emphasised in the Veda.

Indeed Mitra falls into the background and may be regarded

merely as one of the Adityas. Varuna dominates this particular

aspect of the Vedic religion and Mitra is reduced to the position

of his understudy. The later Vedic ritualistic literature deve-

loped the originally slight distinction between the two gods in

quite a different direction, which fact gave rise to a lot a mis-

understanding regarding their primary character. The original

conceptions represented by Varuna and Mitra had no place in

the scheme of the Vedic ritual and consequently their essential

personalities were greatly distorted so as to suit the ritualistic

purpose.

The rivalry between India and Varuna forms an outstanding
feature of the Vedic mythology. The most typical instance, in

this connection, is the l^V-iymn, IV. 42, which includes a * War-
talk between thq two Gods.

* The Vedic religious thought shows
three very marked phases

( 1 ) The * naturalism 7

pure and simple, when the Vedic
thinker was struck by the vastness, brightness and profuseness
of nature and therefore glorified several powers of nature as

divine beings.

( 2 ) Later on however he realised that this vast existence

was not chaos but that it was cosmos ; there was some law which
regulated and controlled all phenomena of nature, and there was
a sovereign-lord who enforced the proper conduct of that law.

This stage is represented by the Varuna rta conception.

(3) This ethical abstraction in religion could not for long
satisfy the fighting and conquering Aryan tribes. The nature
of a god is conditioned by the life of a people. The fighting
Aryans created a warrior-god, Indra, who, for that time, sur-

passed all other gods.

The Vedic hymn, IV. 42, is a characteristic document of a
revolution in the order of rank among gods, which seems to
have taken place during the Vedic period $ it indicates the super-
session of Varuna, who stood at the height of divine glory in the
Aryan period, through Indra, the national war-god of the Vedic
Indiana The old religious order made place for the new one,
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on account of the changing circumstances of the Vedic people.
This assumption might explain why Varuna's counterpart In the
Avesta, Ahura Mazdah, was still glorified by the Iranians;
there was no original counterpart cf Indra to rival him in
that religion. In the Vedic period also there was a group
of Vedic Aryans, particularly the Vasisthas, who preserved and
considerably glorified the ancient Varuna-religion. Serious

attempts seem to have been generally made at the same
time to bring about a compromise between the Varuna-religlon
and the Indra-religion, whioh fact is indicated by the Vedic
passages such as,

I .

Indra
*

conquers *, but it is Varuna who *

rules*
* Thus there

are to be seen, in the Vedic hymns, three distinct phases of the

relation between Varuna and Indra, namely, Varuna's unchall-

enged superiority to all gods, a compromise between the func-

tions of Varuna and Indra, and finally Varuna's supersession

through Indra. All the same the spirit of rivalry between asura
Varuna and Indra characterises a large part of the Vedic liter-

ature and ritual. The difference in the essential natures of

these two gods is reflected, as Bergaigne has pointed out, in the

very prayers addressed to them. Indra is the Ideal of a fighting
and conquering people ; as his very name would indicate he is

the symbol of manly vigour and physical strength ; he Is often

represented in the Veda as an Inveterate divine bully, ever In-

dulging In drinking and fighting. He possesses all the virtues

and also the weaknesses of a manly hero. Varuna, on the other

hand, Is represented as the highly spiritualised and idealised

protector of law. In contrast to Varuna, Indra, as the national

war-god, was celebrated in a very large number of myths. It

is likely that the rivalry, in the Vedic religion, between the

Aryan war-god, Indra, and the asura was accentuated through
the historical rivalry between the Aryans and the Assyrians,

there being perhaps created in the minds of the people a confus-

ion between the names, asura and Assyrians, as the result of the

linguistic phenomenon of folk-etymology. If this hypothesis

were to be correct it may throw some light upon the question of

5 [ Annals, B. O. B. I. ]
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the relation between the Vedic civilisation and Indus-valley

civilisation.
*

The rivalry between Indra and Varuna would give us the

necessary starting point for the discussion of how the world-

sovereign Varuna of the RV was transformed into the god of

ocean in the classical Hindu mythology. The deterioration in
'

Varuna7

s religious supremacy began with the ascendancy of

Indra, But the central conception represented by Varuna deve-

loped in quite a different direction. In India metaphysical

thought evolved out of mythological imagery. As Deussen has

pointed out the later Indian metaphysical speculations were

founded on the older religious conceptions. In the mystic

Upanisadic doctrine of brahman, a critical observer would find

the metaphysical development of the Varuna-religion in the

Veda. The teaching of muJcti-moksa may also be traced back to

the conception of the pasa of Varuna. The spiritual side of

Varuna 's personality or, in other words, the essential nature

of Varuna was thus preserved and philosophically modified,

What remained of his divine sovereignty, after Indra's rise, was

divided among several gods. An independent god was created to

preside over every region, over which Varuna is represented, in

the Veda, to be ruling. There remained only the ocean, which
came into prominence in later times. The imperial ruler was
reduced to the position of a provincial governor ; Varuna be-

came the god of ocean. Varuna 's special connections with

waters described in the Veda ( IL 28.4 ; II. 38.8 ; V. 85.3 ; V.

85.6 ; VII. 87.1 ; VIIL 41.2 5 X.75.2 5 AV. VII. 83,1 ), the con-

ceptions of the
*

upper
? ocean and the 'lower* ocean in the Vedic

cosmography, and the usual tendency to regard ocean as the re-

pository of all mysteries, must have facilitated this transition

1 A hypothesis may be hazarded in this connection. Indra ia often

called purandara ( the breaker of cities ) in the Veda. The Indus Valley
civilisation as represented at Mohenjodaro and Harappa is primarily

'

cha-

racterised by -what may be called city-culture. Can it be that the nomadic
Aryans under the leadership of purandara Indra destroyed that culture ?

Indra was also later on regarded as an enemy and the greatest conqueror of

asuras ( the original basis of this conception being the rivalry in the Vedic

religion between asura Varuna and Indra ). Is it therefore further possible
that the Indus civilisation was Assyrian civilisation ? Does the evidence

"
of seals discovered in the Indus valley and Central Asia support the above
assumption ?
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to a certain extent.
1 It is very likely, as Kretschmer has In-

dicated, that a linguistic phenomenon also influenced this transi-

tion. In one Boghazkoi inscription the name of Varuna Is

mentioned as a-ru,-na-~as-si-el. This may have been confused

later on with aruna, which word means *

sea' in the Hlttite lan-

guage. The Hittite word, aruna, is linguistically connected

with Sk. arna t arriava. The process of the transformation in the

personality of Varuna may thus have started, perhaps Indepen-

dently? in Central Asia.

1 Roth says in this connection : 'When, on the one hand, the conception

of Varuna as the all-embracing heaven had been established, and, on the

other hand, the observation of the rivers flowing towards the ends of the

earth and to the sea had led to the conjecture that there existed an ocean

enclosing the earth in its bosom, then the way was thoroughly prepared for

connecting Varuiia witli the ocean-'

Whatever the forces which may have dethroned Varuna from his high

ethical eminence to be a mere ruler of the storms and tides the dethrone-

ment was, according to Macnicol, an event in the spiritual history of India

that was at once a symptom and a determinant of the long,
snocae^ng

process of its development. The - Hebraic flavour that was m Varun*

was then definitely declared to be foreign to the Indian spirit, and

day its indications fcavp
beep
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The highest reality, according to the Buddhists, is the Dharma

or Law of the universe, which is identified with the Dharmakaya
of Buddha, The word dharma has a peculiar meaning and is full

of significance. Max Muller writes :
"
Dharma, in the ordinary

Buddhistic phraseology, may be correctly rendered by law. Thus
the whole teaching of Buddha is called the Good Law, Saddh-

arma. But in our treatise
2 dharma is generally used in a diff-

erent sense. It means form ( eldos ), and likewise what is possess-

ed of form, what is therefore different from other things, what is

individual, in fact, what we mean by a thing or an object.
"

That is, the Buddhists have already noticed the identity ( tada-

tmya ) of the thing and its form, the so-called particular and
the universal, Max Miiller continues :

" The meaning has

escaped most of the translators, both Eastern and Western, but

if we were always to translate dharma by law, it seems to me
that the whole drift of the treatise would be unintelligible.

"

Stcherbatsky tells us that the word dharma means elements. *

But then what is Dharmadhatu ? Sogen writes :
"
Of the San-

scrit word Dharma, as used in Buddhistic philosophy, we might
say the same thing which has been said of its Latin equivalent,
*

res' viz., that it is a blank cheque which has to be filled in acc-

ordance with the exigencies of the context
' Dharma *

means, in
Buddhistic Sanskrit, law, rule, faith, religion, world, phenomena,
tMng, state, etc/

' *
Mrs, Rhys Davids writes :

"
Again, dhamma

Is often translated, especially by men of Buddhistic countries,
bylaw.' If by this is meant that inward monition which St.

1 Extract from the authorXWeaZtstfc Thought of India (to be published).2
Vajrachchhedika, p. xiv ( S. B. E. Vol. XLIX ).
The Central Conception of Buddhism, pp. 3 and 5

4
System of Buddhistic Thought, $$. UZ-i
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Paul called the
* law *

( nomos ), wherewith he fought his lower
nature, the rendering is not amiss. But there is a tendency to
read into it the newer idea of natural uniformity ( popularly
called the laws of science ).

? s> In another place she writes : "And
if dhamma or dharma be a term vital in a great religion, it will
have the urge of the forward in it, not of the standing still, the
maintaining. It is the force of the Ought in this word that we
must get in translating. We have it in

*

duty % we have it in

conscience.
* Yet since neither term coincides with the

'

Ought-
ness

' in dhamma, it is betler not to render dhamma by the partly
less, partly other of either of these terms* Moreover, the word
dhamma has in the history of Buddhism its history* When
Gotama, the founder of the Sakya-son's mission, started to teach,
the word dhamma was there, though as yet little used. Delibera-

tely, we are told, and told with utmost emphasis, he chose it to

mean that immanent Godhead of his day, the Thou art That of

the TTpanishads, whom alone he held meet that he should wor-

ship.
" 2 Evidently Mrs. Rhys Davids understands by the term

the ideal reality that one ought to realise, and is opposed to

understanding it as law in the sense of a description of the beh-

aviour of things. That is, she understands by it something like

the moral law but not the natural law.

Oldenberg writes
"
Things or substances, in the sense of

something existing by itself, as we are accustomed to understand

by these words, cannot ... be at all thought of by Buddhism. As

the most general expression for these things, the mutual relation

of which the formula of causality explains,
s the being of which

one might almost say, is their standing in that mutual relation,

the language of the Buddhists has two terms * Dhamma and

Sankhara one may give an approximate rendering of them by
*

order ' and * formation.
' Both designations are really syno-

nyms : both include the idea that, not so much something order-

ed, a something formed, as rather a self-ordering, constitutes

the subject-matter of the world.
" * Oldenberg's insight has

1 gakya or Buddhistic Origins, p. 169.

fc Gradual Sayings* Vol. I, p. vili.

2 That is, Prattfyasamutpada.
* Buddha, p. 250. ( Eng. Tr.
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"
-

'

discovered two Important aspects of this idea, namely, that what
dfiarma means Is almost the same as samskara^ and that things
are not ordered according to a law which Is. distinct from them
but that the two are identical ( tadatmya ), and so the ordering is

really a self-ordering. It Is like the universal producing the

particulars that conform to it, so that there is really no distinc-

tion between the particular and the universal. The samskaras or

the vasanctSt which are really the elements of identity, continue
from one momentary existence to another of things so that they
become really descriptive of their nature and thereby their laws
even In the sense of natural laws. But as there is no real differ-

ences between the universal and the particular, the law and the
thing, both are called dharma by the Buddhists.

Dr. E. J. Thomas writes :
"
All Indian religions are domina-

ted by a single conception, which goes back to pre-Indian times.
In both Vedic and Old Persian it is expressed by the same word
meaning

* law \ It Is the view that all things follow or ought lq
follow a certain course prescribed for them. This course is ba-
sed upon actual nature and constitution of the existing world,
through which the sun rises duly, the seasons return, and each in-

dividual part performs its own function. From the later Vedic
period we find this conception expressed as dharma covering
every form of human action. 1 " That is, for Dr. E. J. Thomas,
dharma is boti a natural law and an Ought. It is a word which
connotes both a norm and a description.

This difficulty in understanding dharma is to be found not
only in Buddhism but also In Hindu orthodox philosophy,
Dharma means a law of nature ; but it also means a social law,
the varnasramadharma or the rule of caste and asrama

5 the moral
law or the Ought, for example, the dharma of ahimsa or non-vio-
lence ; good acts like charity etc- , , the nature of things as in
the words like manodharma or the nature of mind and vastudhar-maw the nature of things. Bhimacharya Jhalakikar in his
Nyayakosa gives three chief meanings of the word. It means the
adheyapadartha, anything that rests on something else and charac-
tenses it. It need not be merely a quality like colour but ano-
ther thing as well. Secondly, it means a quality or property. It

* fhe Ufe of Buddfya* p. 173.
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may be that by virtue of which man obtains prosperity or libera-
tion ; or a special cause of happiness, an unseen entity ( )

gained by the performance of one's duties ; or meritorious"
like charity. Thirdly, it means that which prompts one to
action. This is the view of the Mlmamsakas. Of them, again,
Kumarila thinks that dharma is sacrifice etc. , ( ) and Pra-
bhakara that it is merit called apurva, the last being a peculiar
quality which the agent gets by his performance of sacrifices, or a
state into which the sacrifices, enter before fructification. The
firsf< meaning given by Jhalakikar corresponds to the purely des-

criptive law, because the descriptive law is the description of some
characteristics, qualities, or properties. The third corresponds
to the Ought 5 it is a law which is a religious or moral injunc-
tion. The second seems to combine the features of the first and
the third, because it also means some property acquired by
obeying the Ought.

Is there nothing common to all these meanings ? Why have
the Hindus and the Buddhists alike used the word dharma in so

many different senses ? How could the disciples of Buddha
understand him if the word bore so many different meanings ?

We find similar phenomena even in Western thought. Does
matter mean the same thing in the history of European philoso-

phy ? Do all the Western psychologists mean the same thing- by
the word mind ? Or to take a more important idea, the idea of

the real. By this word cartainly all the Western philosophers

do not mean the same thing. Nsy, it does not mean the same

thing in the saine philosophical system, for instance of Bradley.

It may be true that the connotation changes as the philosophical

system develops. But as the connotation changes, it has to be

admitted, the denotation too may change. That is, what we onoe

regarded as the real may turn out to be what is not truly real.

Something else may correspond to the word in its new meaning.

At first we may not be quite clear in our meanings, but when
we clarify them, the correspoding things may be discovered to

be different. We are not here finding a new defence for the theory

that connotation and denotation vary in inverse ratio. It means

that .what we once thought our word denoted is no longer denot-

ed by it, but som**Mng-else-* But if the first thing still continues

to be seen by us, the name we at first gave it may continue to b$
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used. Ambiguity arises, but is unavoidable, This is the case

with many philosophical terms.

The objection to translate the word dharma by law, raised by

Max Miiller and Mrs. Rhys Davids, will lose its point when it is

shown that there can be no real difference for the Hindu and the

Buddhist between the descriptive law and the Ought Max
Miiller wants to use the word * form >

or
*

idea
'

in the Platonic

sense. But for Plato, though the idea is an ideal or norm, it is

also the universal that is common to all particulars and is there-

fore their law. For him even ordinary perception and therefore

description involves the use of a norm, because every perception

is always in essence a recognition of the norm. But we have to

note that the Buddhist denies the reality of the universal (jati),

which-Mar Muller too knows. 1 When we see a dog, for inst-

ance, the perception is not of the form,
"
That is a dog,

"
in

which the dog appears as the universal or the predicate (prakara),

but the concrete individual dog. The distinction between the

subject and predicate is our kalpana or creation and the universal

dog is therefore unreal and imaginary ( kalpita ), So as form

separated from matter is false and is no object, the Buddhist

seems to have called both form and matter taken together or

separately by the name dharma. Our interpretation is supported

by Oldenberg's perception of the connexion between the ideas of

dharma and samskara and of the identity of order and the ordered.

Dharma literally means that which holds, and in the highest

sense it is what holds the universe. We may represent the

Buddhist as maintaining that the Dharmakaya maintains the

universe by being its Ought, It is that towards which the whole

universe should move. Yet it is not a mere ideal ; it is its true

nature. That is, it is its law even in the descriptive sense of the

word, for it IB the svdbhava or real nature of phenomena. Nay,
we may say that it is the highest universal or samanya, not in

the Platonic sense of a form apart from matter or even distinct

from matter, but as the truth of every form and matter- We find

in the idea of the Dharmakaya the equation of the universal to

law and that again to the Ought. This is the distinctive feature

of Indian thought not to be found so definitely marked in Wes-

1
Vajraehhedika, P.
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tern philosophy. We can trace a line of thought even in Wes-
tern idealism tending towards this idea. And unless this identi-

fication is made, the much longed-for reconciliation between
the sciences of life and those of nature cannot be accomplished.

In fact, Plato's philosophy offered an instance of such identi-

fications for his ideas are really ideals. But later the positi-

vistic conception of science and its laws destroyed it and intro-

duced chaos into philosophical speculation. Philosophy having
lost connexion with life, has become intellectual gymnastics
and we hear of constructions based upon this or that idea*

As law can mean both the universal and the Ought, the word

dhamma is used in Buddhism to denote classes of events as well

as the Ought. Dharma stands for entity ; for instance, the

Buddhists speak of samskrtadharmas and asaniskrladharmas, that

is, the composite and non-composite entities s so that akasa and

Nirvana, which are non-composite, are also called dharmas*

though they ar called dhatus. Every entity that is determinate

or indeterminate, with or without a form, is a dharma. But of

these the highest dharma is the Dharmakaya. Because of the

peculiar identification of the true
*

is
* and the Oaght in Bud-

dhistic philosophy, we find the usage strange.

That the Buddhists, particularly Asanga and Vasubandhu,

call the highest reality 'Dharmadhatu is also significant. The

highest reality not only seems to be the highest dharma but also

the highest dhatu. Stcherbatsky writes *
" Buddhist philosophy

is an analysis of separate elements, or forces, which unite in the

production of one stream ( samtana ) of events. The unphiloso-

phic mind of common people supposes this stream to represent a

personality or an individual (pudgala ). Viewed as components

of such a stream, the elements as called dhWus. Just as different

metals ( dttatus ) might be extracted out of a mine, just so does

the stream of an individual life reveal elements of eighteen

different kinds ( dhma-gobra. ) ".
' Then why is the DharmakSya

called the Dharmadhatu ? Is it because it is the highest element

extracted from the phenomenal world ? Or is it because it is

the highest element out of which the lower elements come ? If

dhatus at first meant for Buddhism the component parts of the

* The Conception of Buddhistic Nirvana, p. 9.

6 [ Annals, B. O. B. X, ]
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series of the stream of consciousness and so the material or stuff,

then in the conception of the Dharmadhatu we find the ideas of

matter and form meeting. The highest reality in Buddhism
then is not only the law of the world but also the material cause.
Vasubandhu explicitly says that the pure Vijfiana has to be

postulated as the material cause ofsamvrti or the empirical world.
As Mrs* Ehys Davids says of dharma ( we may add dhatu too )

must have had its history in Buddhism. And though both ideas

might have been used at first to denote something: empirical,
probably form and matter, formal and material cause, attribute
and substance, it must have been discovered, as philosophical
enquiry proceeded, that the two ultimately mean the same thing.
And as tie Mahayana describes after the Prajnaparamitas the

ultimate reality as indescribable, beyond thought and so forth,
the real nature of dharma too is said to be beyond thought. While
speaking of the final connotation of dharma Stcherbatsky writes ?

"
But, although the conception of an elment of existence has

given rise to an imposing superstructure in the shape of a con-
sistent system of philosophy, its inmost nature remains a riddle.

What is dharma ? It is inconcievable 1 No one will ever be
able to tell what its real nature ( dharmasvabhava ) is I It is tra-

nscendental !

" 1 The central conception of Buddhism is dharma.
But it is inexpressible, inconceivable, transcendental. This con-
ception belongs even to Abhidharmakosa*

We have said, while discussing the view of Abhidharmakosa*
that the word dharma may be translated by the word category.
This translation does not conflict with translating dharma at
other times by the word law. Students of European philosophy
know that in Hegel's philosophy the lowest category develops
into the highest, namely, the Absolute. Similarly the concep-
tion of dharma as a finite law may end in the conception of it as
inexpressible, through the gradual identification of law and
thing.

A word may be said here about the translation of the philo-
sophical texts from one language into another. As it has been
pointed out m a previous chapter, the philosophical stand-point

country and in every eyatemneed not be the same.
i The Central Conception of Buddhism* p. 75.

Because dkarmas are defined as avabodhopayogina* padarthafy,
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And so we may not find in every language words corresponding

exactly to the philosophical terms in another. The general

tendency of the translator is to press the system translated into

the terminology of some system with which he is familiar. And
whatever does not fit in he calls inconsistent and unphilosophi-

cal. But it should be recognised that philosophy too is a growth

or development from a particular stand-point or starting point,

and its concepts change in connotation as the system develops.

TMs is particularly true in the case of such concepts as those

of truth and reality, which we are in search of. Concepts like

reality, law, matter* mind, etc,, do not mean the same in every

philosophy, and even in the same philosophy they do not mean

the same in the beginning and in the end. Because of the amo-

rphous nature of the meaing of matter, materialism is becoming

innocuous. Mind in many Western idealisms means both the

finite mind and the supreme reality ; and if it were to be trans-

lated into an Indian language the translator would find a similar

difficulty to that which the Western translator finds with dharma.

This means that no translation can be literal, in the sense that

it contains no interpretation. There can be no exposition without

any comparison at least tacit. Concepts and words in one lan-

guage generally have associations different from those of another.

And unless the translator is also a philosopher he can hardly

render the full significance of the term translated. To attempt

a merely literal translation may merely be to confuse the reader

who may be new to the ideas and the text ; and he may leave

the book as an irrational and primitive attempt to understand

the world.

The question why everything is & dharma does not seem to

be much discussed. And only the Chinese and Japanese scholars

who have chances of better aquaintance with the Buddhistic

literature can elucidate the point. In the works available oa

Buddhism the author has not been able to find a clear and elabo-

rate discussion that can satisfy a student of
philosophy.^

And

what has been said here is the author's ^d^f^in^n^
light of the Indian and Western idealistic thought. Dr. Thomas

understanding of the concept agrees with the general trend of

Indian philosophy. The differentiation ma<Je by Ha*
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and Mrs. Rhys Davids can hold only if the natural law cannot

mean the Ought also* That there is connexion between law as

description and law as a norm we have shown in the previous

chapters. We pointed out that the law or universal is a norm.

Even ordinary perception is normative. To say "that is a horse"

means the interpretation of the object in terms of the ideal horse.

This view of perception is certainly Platonic, and for Plato the

ideas though universals are norms. There is nothing strange

and uriphilosophical in our interpretation.

One may wonder how pure indeterminacy like the Dharma-

kaya can be the highest law. To solve this difficulty let us con-

sider the idea of the uniformity of nature. This certainly is the

idea of empiricism and positivism. It was regarded as the pre-

supposition of all the general propositions in logic for a long
time. But later it was found that nature was not uniform but a

unity, and the presupposition of all general propositions is not

the uniformity of nature but its unity. Uniformity means that

everywhere nature is the same ; but it has been pointed out that

no two events in nature are alike in every respect, and so the

principle of the unity of nature was substituted for its unifor-

mity. But this substitution means a transition from positivism

to metaphysics. For what is this unity ? It is the totality of

real things, each implying the other, so that nature stands in

logic as a single system. Without the assumption of such a

unified system of reality logic,- it was thought, cannot stand.

No inference can be true if such a reality does not exist. Or let

that system exist or not, its truth is presupposed if logic is to be

valid. But we cannot stop at this point. For what is this system ?

It is nothing but the so-called objective or common world. The
objective world is the common world, and it is not the mere
private world of the subject. Naturally man has to start with
the objects as he perceives them. Because of our differences of

stand-points and mental constitutions the objects as perceived,
by the Individuals are not exactly identical. That is, the pre-
cepts of all the individuals are not precisely the same. The,
particulars have to be universalised and constructed through
Interconnection into a system, which becomes the reality.
Though, the percepts are different for each individual, the uni-
yerspla are the sam0 for all. Tus what we call a qomniop world
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is a system of universals or universal judgments. The conclu-

sion so far is strange enough and is unexpected by the ordinary
man; because the common world for him is not composed of

universals or universal judgments, but is an aggregate of parti-

cular things. But the view developed is Bosanquet's and we

may say, is on the whole representative of Hegelian idealism,

Thai; is, if the common world is the meeting point of the experi-

ences of all minds, then that meeting point is really a system of

universal judgments. This again means that the so-called com-

mon world is a system of laws for the law is the same as the

universal judgment. Then it is the law that is the real object*

It is what is really objective, and the so-called particulars are

more or less subjective or at least private. This is an astounding
conclusion* If Bosanquet were a Buddhist, he would have said

that the Dharmakaya is the only true objective reality and that

it is a system of universals or universal judgments. It is

significant that the Lankavatara compares the Dharraadhatu to

the roads in a city which must mutually form an interconnected

system. But whafc we call the common world, the factor of

objectivity in our experience, is the real city* What Is subjective

or private we are prone to treat as unreal like the objects of

imagination which are also private. But now that the common
world is identified with reality, it becomes the source of the

world as we see it ; the Dharmakaya becomes the Tahtagata-

garbha. In this discussion we find that what we call the common

things or the common world turns out to be the law of the

universe and on further examination becomes the source of

the universe. No wonder the Buddhists used dharma to denote

the things of the universe, the law of the universe, and tt

source of the universe.

We now have to proceed still further. The Dharraadhatu or

the highest dharma of Buddhism is certainly not a system. And
the comparison by the Lahkavatara of the reality to ^a system of

roads has reference only to the lower aspect of the Alaya. This

aspect is relative to the world of plurality, and therefore it app-

ears to be a system. The higher is simple Tathata, though it IB

the source of everything -, or, as Vasubandhu says, it is the

material cause of the world of things, ifc is the stuff of which

things are made, it is what is fully>ommon to $11 mizxds. Some
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of "the samskaras, so far as they are not the idiocyncrasies of the

individuals, are also common. And the lower Alaya with such

samskaras is therefore common to all. But such an Alaya as is

tainted by the samskaras cannot be the ultimate truth, that is, as

the ultimate law it cannot be true. To contain samskaras is to

contain determinations. And these determinations even in their

potential state have reference only to the phenomenal world.

Without reference to the phenomenal world the samskaras have

neither significance nor existence. And as distinctions are there-

fore unreal, the ultimate reality cannot be a system. True exis-

tence is inexpressible ; it is beyond all determinations. As it is

the svabhava or own nature of every thing, it is the law of all.

That is how the Buddhists will conclude that the highest law of

the universe is indeterminate. In the larger Prajfiaparamita-

hrdayasutra we read "Emptiness is not different from form, form
is not different from emptiness. What is form that is emptiness,
what is emptiness that is form, Thus perception, name, conce-

tion, and knowledge also are emptiness.
" l That is, the final

nature of everything is the Sunya. According to the Vijnana-
vadins it is pure Vijnana. But for all, though it is the stuff of

the universe, the source of the universe and the law of the

universe, it is incomprehensible. Dharma is beyond thought,
though it is all these. Nay, it is also the objects we perceive.
For is not Nirvana identical with the world ultimately ?

Thus, if the final unity of nature is the law of all laws, this

unity, which is really the common world, which again boils

dows into a system of univesal judgments, appears on deeper
examination to be the indeterminate Dharma as understood by
the Buddhists. It is incomprehensible, but it is real.
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BY

Dr. B. C. LAW, Ph.D , M.A., B.L., F.R.A.S.B,

I. THE KALINGAS

The Kalingas as a tribe are almost always associated with, the

Angas and Vangas in ancient Indian literature. These three

tribes along with the Pundras and Suhmas are said to have been

named after the five sons of Bali, Anga r Vanga, Kalinga, Pnndra

and Suhraa who were called Baleya Ksatra and also Baleya bra-

hamanas. 1 These five tribes evidently then lived conterminously

and had their distinct entities within respective geographical

boundaries to which they gave the names of their respective tri-

bes. The tradition referred to above is contained in the Pur&nas

and the Great Epic according to which the sage DIrghatamas

had married king Bali's Sudra nurse and had Kakslvant and other

sons ; and at Bali's desire begot on the queen Sudesna the afore-

said five sons. According to the Great Epic again
2 king Jara-

sandha is said to have extended his supremacy over the Angaa,

Vangas, Kalingas and the Pundras, In the Dronaparva,
s Vasu-

deva is said to have once routed in battle the Angas, Vangast

Kalingas and the Pauiidras along with other peoples. A town

named Kalinganagara, evidently, one of the cities of the Kalinga

people is mentioned in the Ramayana, on the west of the GomatI

and not far from it.
4 A Kalinga tribe is also referred to in the

Markendeya Purana 5 as having their settlement on the Satadra.

Pargifcer suggests that the reading is erroneous, for there seems

to be no ground for thinking any Kalingas lived in Northern

India. 6 Moreover, the Vayu PuraBa 7 in the same context reads

1 Puranic tradition as contained in a number of PurS^as, the HakSfofeS-

rata and the HarivaihSa. See the Birghatamasa story and its sequel. Com-

pare Pargiter, AIHT, p. 158,

2 MahabhSrata, XII, Chap. 5, 6607.

8 Ibid., Chap. 10, 15. * AyodhJS K. Jsxiii, 14 15*

5 L.VII, 37. 6 Marka^ieya PurSna, p 316 note. 7 xlv,
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Kulindss Instead which seems to be the correct reading. The
Markandeya Parana l mentions another people named the Arka-

lingas along: with the Kuntalas, Kasls, Kosalas, Atharvas and
the Malakas. Pargifcer doubts this reading as well, because of

the Vayu Parana reading which is different in the same contest.2

The Mafcsya Purana reads Avaatas and Kalingas instead, 3 but
this is also hardly satisfactory in view of the fact thai the Kali-
ngas are hardly known to have been associated with the Avantas
and moreover that the Kalingas are elsewhere described not only
in the same Purana but also in other Puranas as a people of the
Southern region. The Markandeya, for example, says that they
dwelt in the Southern region along with the Maharastras, Mahi
sakas, Abhlras, Vaisikyas, Savaras, Pulindas and others, 4 A
number of famous Kalinga or Kaiinga kings are mentioned in
the Adiparva of the Mahabharata 5 and they are credited with
having contracted matrimonial relations with princesses of the
Aryan royal families of the north ( e. g. ? Adiparva, XCV, 3774-5,
3780

5 Drona Parva LXX, 2436 ). According to epic evidence as
contained in the Mahabharata, 6 the Kalinga country compris-
ed the entire tract of country lying along the coast of Vaitaranl
In Orissa to the borders of the Andiira country. 7

The country of the Kalingas is mentioned by PaninL 8 Accord-
ing to Baudhayana, the country was branded as an impure one
and was included in his list of Samkirna yonayah.

9
According

to Kautilya's Arthasastra,
10

elephants of Anga and Kalinga
belonged to the best of their types, while those of Karusa, Dasarna,
and Aparanta were only second in order of classification, those of
the

^

Saurastras and allied tribes ( Saurastrikah pancajanah )

having been the worst.
The Jatakas contain a number of references to the Kalinga

country and its kings. Thus for example, according to the Kum~
bhakara Jataka Karandu was a Kalinga and he was a contempor-
ary of Mmi, king of Videha, The Mahagovinda suttanfca makes^ Renu, king of

^^ 8 Markandeya Purana, p. 308 note. 3 CXIII, 36.
46-47. fi

ixvii,
o7Q1 6

Chaudhuri, PHAI, 4th edfc. p. 75.
170. 10 2
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Mithila and of Dhatarattha or Dhrfcarastra, king of KasI and Anga.

The Jatakas also refer to the capital city of Kalinga which was

Dantapuranagara which is probably identical with Dantakura

mentioned in the Mahabharata, ' Dantapura of inscriptions.
2

Other cities of the Kalinga country are also known, e. g., Raja-

pura,
s Simhapura,

* which is probably identical with Singu-

puram near Chicacole,
5 Kancanapura of the Jainas,

6 and

Kalinganagara which has been identified with Mukhalingam on

the river Vamsadhara. 7 Kalinga ( Kalinga ) is mentioned in

Niddesa.
8 From Kalinga the Buddha's tooth was brought to

Ceylon at the time of king Sirimeghavanna. A Kalinga king

picked up a quarrel with Aruna, the &ssaka king of Potali but

was defeated and had to surrender.
9

Suslma, a Kalinga pri-

ncess was married to a king of Vaiiga.
10 Vijayabahu I married

a Kalinga princess named Tilokasundarl.
" Magha, a prince of

Kalinga did a great mischief to Ceylon.
lg Asoka's brother

Tissa spent his retirement in the Kalinga country with his tea-

cher Dhammarakkhita. 1S

Important light on the history of the Kalinga people is thrown

by Pliny, the classical historian. From the accounts of Diodorus,

Curtius and Plutarch we know that at the time of Alexander's

invasion, there were two very powerful people ia the lower

Gangetic Valley, the Parasii (Braisioi) and the Gangaridai

whose king was Xaadrammes or Agrammes. The capital city of

the Prasii was Palibothra or Pataliputra, while that of the Gan-

gridai was Gange at the mouth of the Ganges, according to the

author of the Periplus of the Erythrean Sea or at the junction of

the Ganges leading to the Maga and Kamberikhon mouths re-

spectively. Pliny adds a third important people vi,, Eastern

India at that time, these were the Kalingas He says, The

tribes called Kalingas are nearest the Sea, and higher-nj> are the

v^a

11 Culavariasa.lte.30.
Ibid.. lx. 58 foil.

13 TheragathS Commentary, I, 506.

7 I Annals, B. O. B. 1. 1
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boundary of all that district being the 'Ganges.. .the final part of its

course is through the country of the Gangaridaes. The royal city

of Kalinga is called Farthalis. Over their king 60,000 foot-soldiers

1,000 horsemen, and 7000 elephants keep watch and ward. " An
alternative reading of Pliny's text makes Gangarldae-Kalinga
one people, having a king, a capital city and an army of their

own. Pliny further mentions two more tribes which must have

been allied with the Kalinga people proper, e. g. ? the Maccoka-

lingae ( Of. modern Mukhalingam referred to above, or is it Muk-
hya Kalingah, the main Kalingas ? ) and the Modokalinga, both

inhabiting an island in the Ganges. The capital city Parthalis
of the Kalingae has been identified with Purvasthali, a large

village about 20 miles from the present Burdwan town, * which
however is not above criticism. In any case, from the descript-

ion of Pliny, it is certain that the countries of the Gangaridae*
and the Kalingae were adjacent territories.

Agratnmes or Xandrammes has been usually identified with

Mahapadma Nanda who was king of both Prasii and Gangaridae.
Mahapadma was supplanted by Candragupta Maurya who is re-

ferred to by Greek writers as having been king of Prasii but
nowhere is ie mentioned as king of Gangaridae as well. The
well-known Kalinga expedition of Asoka was perhaps directed

against a probable Kalingae-Gangaridae combination of forces,

suggested by an alternative reading of Pliny referred to above.

In any case the Kalinga resistance must have been a very stiff

one as is evident from the description in the 13th Rock Edict.

Kalinga is again lifted to historical prominence when Kta-
ravels of the Ceta dynasty became anointed, when he had compl-
eted his 24th year, as Maharaja of Kalinga. In his Hathigumpha
cave inscription Kalinga finds mention for more than once and it

is said in that very inscription that in the first year of his reign
he repaired the gates and ramparts of his capital Kalinganagara
identified with Mukhalingam.
We do not hear of the Kalinga or their country, so far at least

north-Indian history is concerned, for a long time, in fact not
until we reach the time when Yuan Chwang visited the country
in about the 2nd quarter of the 7th century A. D. KalidSsa,
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however in his Raghuvarhsarii mentions both Utkala and

from which it is evident that they were two distinct countries.

Yuan Chwang travelled from Odra to Kangoda whence he tra-

velled through jungle and forest dense with huge trees, south-

west for 1400 or 1500 li, to Kalinga ( Ka-long-ka ). According

to him '

the country was above 5000 li in circuit, its capital

being above 20 li. There were regular seed-time and harvest,

fruits and flowers grew profusely, and there were continuous

woods for some hundreds of li. The country produced dark wild

elephants prized by neighbouring countries. The climate was

hot, *.The people were--fast and clear in speech 5 in their talk

and manners they differed somewhat from
** Mid-India* ?> Thera

were few Buddhists 9 the majority of the people being of other

religions. There were above ten Buddhist monasteries? and 500

brethren students of the Mahayanist Sthavira School System*

There were more than 100 Deva temples, and the professed adh-

erents of the various sects were very numerous, the majority

being nirgranthas.
* l

Earlier however by about two centuries ( L e. 5th century

A. D. ) is the well-known Komarti grant
s which introduces us

to a Sri Maharaja named Candravarman who is described as

Kalingadhipati ( lord of Kalinga ). To his dynasty probably also

belonged Umavarman and Visakhavarman who were both evid-

ently lords of Kalinga. To about the same date as that of the

Komarti grant, may be ascribed the inscription of a certain.

Kalingadhipati Vasisthlputra Saktivarman of the Maihara family

who granted from Pistapura (
= Pithapuram ) the village of

Bakaluva in the Kalinga-visaya.
s In the Aihole inscriptions

( 634-35 A. D. )- Pulakesin II claims fco have subdued the Eal-

ingas along with the Kosalas and took the fortress of Pistapnra.
4

One at least of the Vakataka kings is credited with having con-

quered the Andhra and Kalinga countries ; lie was Harisenat

the father-in-law of Madhavavarman the YisnufcundiB. 5 To-

wards the middle of the seventh century galinga seems to have

1 Waiters, Yuan Chwang, Vol. II. p. 198.

* Sewell, Historical inscriptions of Southern India, p. 18*

2 EF. Ind. XII, p. Iff.

4
Ibid, VI. p. 4ff.

5 ^. B, A. S, 1914 P. 137t
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come, for a time at least under the Sway of Kamarupa. One of her

kings, Harsadeva or Sri Harisa is described in a contemporay
Nepalese inscription to have been the king of Gauda, Odra,

Kalinga, Koala and other countries. T

Another references fco Kalinga we find In the Bheraghat insc-

ription of AlhanadevI, the queen of Gaya-Karna of the Kalacuri

dynasty, the grandson of the famous Laksmlkarna. It informs

us that when Laksmlkarna gave full play to his heroism, Vanga
trembled with Kalinga.

2 King Eamapala of the Pala dynasty

also seems to have inflicted a defeat on Kalinga as well as on

Utkala and Kamarupa, s King Vijayasena of the Sena dynasty
is credited with having inflicted a defeat on the Kalingas whose

king at that time was evidently Raghava. 4 The Madhainagar

grant of Laksmanasena informs us that the Gaudesvara (i.e.

Laksmana ) in his youth took his pleasures with the females of

Kalinga.

The reference to Tri-Kalinga in some of the old records is

very interesting. The South Indian dynasties that ruled in the

northern districts of Madras, C. P. and Orissa assumed the title
4 Lord of Trikalinga

*

or Trikalingadhipati.
5 Kalinga evidently

in a narrow sense, has always been distinguished in literature
and sometimes also in epigraphs from Odra and Utkala and
Koala; but we must also take the Puranic statement into con-
sideration that the Amarakantaka hill was situated in the wes-
tern half of Kalinga ( Kalingadesa pascardhe parvate Amara-
fcantake ). Mention may also be made in this connection to

Pliny's reference to three Kalingas in his time, already ment-
ioned above in these notes ; ( i ) the Gangaridae-Calingae, the

Kalingas who lived conterminously with the Gangaridae, ( 2 ) the

Macco-Calingae, either the Mekala-Kalingas or ( Macco=Muka
1 Ind, Ant. 1880, Vol. IX. p. 179, J. R. A. S. 1898, pp. 384-85 ; I. H. Q.

1927, p. 841.
2 EP. Ind. Vol. II, p. 11.
* BSmacarita, II, 45 and 47.
4 Deopara Inscription.
E G. the Sonpur grant of Mahasivagupta YaySti where the king is

described as such. The same king is described in one of his grants as having
been elected king of Kalinga, Kangoda, Utkala and Kosala. Kangoda is

certainly the Kung-YtE-t'u of Yuan Chwang, when the pilgrim went to Ka-
l$ng~kaf cf? the STarasapatam $rant of TrilsaUngSdbipati Vajrahastadev^
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=three ) the Muka-Kalingas ( perhaps identical with Mukha-
lingam ) and ( 3 ) the Calingae proper. The word Tilang which
we meet with in some Arabic records l

evidently is a corruption
of this Trikaiinga which is also responsible for the term Talaing
used to designate the ancient people of Lower Burma or Bam*
amfiadesa who must have originally migrated from the Trikaiinga
countries. The term Kling applied bo the people of Malay Pen-
insula must have originally been derived from. Kalinga which
seems to have been the original home of the Eling people.

2 KULATAS OR KULTJTAS
*

The Kurmanivesa section of the Markandeya Purana ( LVII,
49 ) mentions a tribe called Kulatas, and another namad Eurutas

(LVIL 51 X Both seem to be results of a confusion with the

well-known tribe or people known in history as the Kulutas* The
Karnaparva of the Mahabharata refers to the latter which seems
to be identical with the Ioluia or Kolftka of the KisJdndhna
Kanda of the Ramayana ( XLIII, and annotations ). Pargiter

( Mark p. 382, note ) long ago identified the land of the Kulutas

with the modern Kulu near the source of the Beas which is up-
held by their reference in later literature of more reliable histori-

cal import.

The Kulutas seem to have been a tribal republic. Inscriptions

and coins testify to the existence of many such republics even

in the days of Scythian invasions, among whom the Malavas

Yaudheyas, and Arjunayanas were the most important, the Aud-

umbaras, Kulutas, Kunindas and the Uttamabhadras being only

second in rank ( Camb. Hist of India, Vol. I, pp. 528-29 ).

YuanChwang, the celebrated Chinese pilgrim, refers to a

country named Ku-lu-to ( Waiters, I, p. 298 ) to which place he

reached from Jalandhara after having travelled north-east, across

mountains and ravines, by hazardous paths, for above 700 1L

The region, says he, was entirely surrounded by mountains. Its

capital was 14 or 15 li in circuit. It had a rich soil and yielded

regular crops, and it had a rich vegetation. The climate grew

gradually cold and there was little snow. There were in the

country twenty Buddhist monasteries with above 1000 brethren

e. g- See Eliot, History of India as told by her own historians, Vol.

p. 234,
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of whom the most were MahEynists, a few adhering to the Hln-
ayana school. Of Deva temples there were fifteen and the pro*
fessed non-Buddhists lived pell-mell. Cunningham long ago
identified this Kiu-lu-to country of Yuan Chwang **

with the

position of the KuDu district in the Upper valley of Byas river."
The position is roughly identical with the modern Eangra
district.

Another important reference to the Kuluta people is also
found in the introduction of BaldbTiarata or JPracantfaparidava of

Kajasekhara wherein the poet describes the victories of Mahlpala
of the Pratihara dynasty. Mahlpala is there credited with hav-
ing defeated the Kulutas along with the Muralas, Mekalas,
Kalingas, Keralas, Kuntalas and the Bamathas, ( Nirnayasagar
Press edn. of Baldbliarata^ I, 7-8.)-

3 THE BAMATHAS
<*

The Ramathas seem also to have been a northern people liv*

ing not far from the Kulutas. The Vayu Purina mentions a
people named Bamatas ( XLV, 117 ) while the Matsya Purana
refers to a people named Bamathas ( CXIIX. 42 ), both no doubt
meaning the one and the same people, the Bamathas. The Kurrna
Purana ( XLVII, 41 ) reads Bamas instead and the Markangeya
Matharas ( LVII, 37 ). The JBrJiatsamhita placed them in the
western division of India along with the Pancanadas, while
the Vayu Puraya in the reference cited above locates them in
northern division along with the Kulindas,

The Brhat Samhita contention that the Bamathas were a
western people is upheld by the Mahabharata ( Sabha p. XXXI,
1195 ; Vana P. LI, 1991 ; Santi P. LXV. 2430 ). The Bhlsma P!
mentions a people called Bainanas who also may be the same
people as the Bamathas ( IX, 374 ).

In the same context of the introduction of the Baldbharata or
Pracan^apandava of Bajasekhara where we find Mahlpala of the
Pratihara dynasty credited with having inflicted a defeat on the
Kulutas, we find also the Bamathas having shared the same fate
at the hands of Pratihara king. This will be evident from the
following passage.
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"
Namita-Jfwra/a-manliii pakalo Mekalanam

rana~Kalita~Jafen0afc, kell-tat Keral-endoh
A.J3,ni-jita-kulutah kuntatanam, kiitharat,
hatha-hrta~J?amotfa Srlh Sri Mahlpaladevafe
Tens oa Raghiivarnsa--muktamanina-Arjavari-a~

maharajadhirSJena
*

SrI-Nirbhayanarendra-nandanenadhikrt&h
Sabhasadah sarvSn etc.

* y

( Nirnayasagar Press, edn. I, 7-8 ).

4 THE PARADAS
The Paradas, like tlie Barbaras and Daradas, seem to have

been a barbarous hill tribe and are associated In the Puranic
and Epic tradition with such rude tribes of the North ( e. g, Mbh.
Sabha P. L. 1832; LI, 1869; Drorsa P. CXXI, 4819). In the

Sabhaparva of the Mahabharata, they are associated with the

Kulindas and Taiiganas (LI, 1858-59). They are mentioned in

the Vayu Parana ( chap. 88 ) as well as in the Harivamsa ( I,

14 ). The Markandeya Purana at one place ( LVII, 37 ) locates
them along with the Kalingas, the Harabhusikas, Matharas
( Ramathas ) etc., while at another place ( LVIII, 31 ) with the

Sudras, the Barbaras, the Kiratas, the Pandyas, the Parasavas
etc. In the Sabhaparva of the Mahabharata ( LIf 1858-59 ), the

Paradas are said to have dwelt on the river Salioda along with
the Khasas and the Tanganas. A collation of epic and purlnic
tradition referred to above shows that the tribe is found mention-

f

ed in a list of barbarous and rude tribes with the Sakas, Yavanas,

Kambojas, Pahlavas. Khasas, Mahisikas, Colas, Keralas, etc,

The Harivamsa states ( XIII, 763-64 ; XIV. 775-83) that king

Sagara degraded them and ordered them to wear their hair-locks

long and dishevelled ( muktakesa) ; according to the same autho-

rity they were mlecchas and dasyus. The people also find men-

tion in Manusmrti where it is said that they were originally

Ksatriyas, but were degraded owing to extinction of sacred

rites etc. ( X. 43-44 ). At least one reference in the Great Epic
connects the people with the Abhlras ( Sabha P. L. 1832 X

The rock Edicts of A6oka give a list of territories that were

occupied by vassal tribes ; among them figures a tribe named

Palidas along with the Andhras, Bhojas and Rathikas. The
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Palidas have often been identified with the Pulindas, but Hul-
tzsch does not accept this identification in view of the fact that
the Kalsi and Girnar version of the relevant portion of the Edicts
have the variants Palada and Parimda. Dr. H. C, Rai Chaudhuri
thinks that these variants

" remind us of the Paradas. *?

If that
be so, then the association of the Paradas with the Andhras in
Asokan inscriptions would suggest

*

that in the Maurya period

they may have been in the Deccan. But the matter must be

regarded as not definitely settled
*

( PHAL, 4th edn. p. 259 ).

Dr. Rai Chaudhuri further points out ( ibid ) that a river
Paradas ( identified with the Paradi or Par river in the Surat dig-

trict) is mentioned in a Nasik inscription ( Rapson, Andhra
coins. Ivi ).

According to ancient Indian historical tradition as contained
in the epics and the puranas, the paradas were one of the allies

along with others, namely, the Sakas, the Kambojas, the Yav-
anas and the Pahlavas, of the Haihaya-Talajanghas that drove
Bahu, the eighth king in descent from Hariscandra, from his
throne ( Pargiter, AIHT, p. 206, 268 and 1 n. ). Pargiter places
all these tribes in the north-west.



EEGIONAL AND DYNASTIC STUDY OF SOUTH
INDIAN MONUMENTS*

BY
EL D. SANKALIA

The history of the discovery of ancient monuments in India

is hardly a hundred years old. It wa& in 1870 that General Cun-

ningham began a systematic study of the monuments in Northern

and Central India. He was followed a few years later by Dr.

Burgess, who confined his attention to the exploration of certain

parts of Western and Southern India.

The researches of these pioneer workers* in Indian archaeo-

logy were systematized and commented on by JTergusson, Grun-

wedel and later by Foucher and Vogel. By 1910 it appeared

that we knew fairly well the broad characteristics of Indian

monuments then known. Thus, for instance, the earliest known

monuments caves, pillars and so forth were recognized to be

of the Maurya period ; those from the North-west Frontier and

the Punjab as Qandhara or Indo-Greek ; the specimens from

Mathura as Kushana and all the work of the 4th-8th century

was known as Gupta, whether it was found in the region actually

ruled by the Guptas or not.

In South India the monuments of early period were attributed

to the Satavahanas, Calukyas, Pallavas and the Bastrakutas

respectively.
The monuments of the mediaeval period, of which the temples

onlyVrvive, were and are still divided into North Indian and

South Indian or Dravidian, and the former sub-divided Into fur-

ther three groups.

Owing to so wide an outlook, which was natural in the infant

stage of the study of Indian monuments, any new monument

that was found, was grouped under the one or the other class

mentioned above, irrespective of its time and ge

text. The result wa

Institute on Friday* 8th March, 1940.

$ [ Annals, B. Q. R- 1. 1
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ments remained vague, but we missed the cultural aspects of any
monument or group of monuments In a particular region at a

given period.

Mr. Codrington of the India Museum, London, was the first

to show his discontent with this state of affairs, though two
French scholars before him, Prof. Foucher in 1905 and Prof.
Jouveau Dubreuil in 1916, had made a regional study of the Gan-
dhara and South Indian monuments respectively. On Prof*
Jouveau Dubreuil's work I will have to speak at some length
later. Mr. Codrington in his two books Ancient India and Mediaeval
Sculpture tried to define the limits of the Gupta art and archite-
cture and warned us not to drag anything and everything pro-
parly post-Gupta into the Gupta period. He was followed by
Ludwig Bacchoffer who confined his work to defining the cha-
racteristics of Indian Sculpture of the early period.

The case of the succeeding period in Northern India has not
yet improved. Pioneer workers in the field classified the temples,
which are the principal monuments of the period, into two or
three types of temples. This was a good working definition some
30 years ago, but now we should improve upon it and define
clearly what actually are the monuments of the early mediaeval
dynasties, the Gurjara-Pratiiiaras for instance, who ruled over
practically the whole of North India or the Oandellas, the
Paramaras, the Caulukyas or Solankis of Gujarat.

For want of systematic study of the temples, even apart from
architecture, our knowledge of iconography as well as of the tem-
ples themselves as repositories of particular cults is vague. Early
attempts in the study of Hindu Iconography have mixed up
archaeology with literary antiquarianism. We do not know,
for example, what the actual or archaeological evolution of the
Saiva pantheon is in the south and in the north ; what again,
for instance, the earliest image of Ganesa is, when it came to be
so popular as to find a place in all the Hindu and even Jaina
temples.

Dr. Bhattacharyya's work on Buddhist Iconography suffers
from the same defects as Gopinath Rao's on the Hindu Icono-
graphy. It does not tell us of the evolution of the Buddhist
pantheon in Western India, fo? in^nce, This remains to b
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worked out as I will explain later. But nothing' lias bean done
for Jaina Iconography since Burgess wrote in 1903. I have,
however, dealt at some length with the subject as to how it should
be approached from the theoretical or sastric and fcha archaeolo-
gical points of view in an article in the New Indian Antiquary

1 and
recently in the Bulletin of the Deccan College Research Institute. 2

These are some of the problems that should engage our imme-
diate attention in the study of the ancient Indian archaeology.

In the prehistoric period our efforts have to be directed at

finding out the extent, for instance, of a type of culture represent-
ed by megalithic monuments such as Dolmens, numerous speci-
mens of which have been found all over South India, and recent-

ly near Popna ; whereas we have yet to make a beginning in

building up our palaeolithic and neolithic periods and to coimeefc

them up with that of the Chalcolithic period discovered In Sind,
Baluchistan and the Punjab. But this Indus culture itself stands

unrelated elsewhere in India, though affinities with it have been
found in the Near East.

For the working out of these problems I suggest a detailed

and exhaustive study of the monuments of a particular region,

and wherever possible of the dynasty that ruled over it. The

dynasty and the region are to serve as a norm, or standard, to

measure our results with. They may have to be given up or

modified as necessity arises. This method was followed by me
in my study of fclie archaeology of Gujarat with, a few but strik-

ing results.

The aims of such a study are threefold :

Firstly, to obtain as much precise knowledge as possible with

regard to the development of various styles in architecture and

sculpture.

Secondly, to know exactly the position of different cults, Saiva

or Vaisnava, for instance, in a given region at a given time*

Thirdly, to enable us to search for monuments of a particular

type or dynasty in a region where it has not been found, but

which lies within a certain cultural belt.

The method of study takes two forms, _
* A Volume of Indian and Iranian Studies, 1940, pp. 335-358*

Vol. I, p, 163.
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In the first, where we know a certain dynasty to be ruling
over a particular region, it is advisable to start with a detailed
analysis of its records, viz. the inscriptions, noting in particular

their find-spots,

the places from which they are recorded,
the places referred to by them,
the references to temples or other monuments.
From this material we can prepare a skeleton geography of

the region and use it in our study of the monuments of that
region. Of course, we would derive the greatest advantage
from this epigraphical study, if it could help us in dating the
monuments.

The next step is to study the known monuments in detail
analysing their masonry, architecture, sculpture, iconography
and other features and then classify the material so gathered into
groups such as architecture, sculpture, iconography, following
in each group a chronological order, as far as possible, based
either on dated works, or on reasons of stylistic development or
on both.

The results so obtained in any branch of the subject can be
used for comparing them with those of the neighbouring region
or for finding out similar things from the hitherto unexplored
parts of the same region. It was thus that we discovered some

iT^iT^
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1

P OIia Di8tricfc this term (November-March
1939-1940 ). In short, we go from the known to the unknown.

Our dynastic knowledge is, however, incomplete. Therefore,
in the majority of cases a regional study will have to be'
attempted, and wherever dynastic knowledge is available it
must needs be examined afresh as mentioned above.
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' The Regional and Dynastic
Study of the Monuments of South India '

forms really a course
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Inth fir*' lecture, I dealt with only the prehistoricsepulchre monuments m South India and the Deccan. I cannotand would not follow a similar procedure this evening. For the

very nature of the lecture, I think, sets two limits to it. First,
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UrveyinS the monuments of South India,at the same time, pomting out the scope of the work that remains
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w be done with, regard to them 5 in the second place, the paper
must be a study giving the results of my researches. Since it is

not possible to deal with the subject in its entirety, I propose to
divide the lecture into three parts. In the first part, I shall give
a brief survey of the monuments, indicating the problems that
require to be worked out j in the second, put before you the re-

sults of my study of a section of the monuments, and in the third,
illustrate both the above parts of the lecture with lantern slides,

prepared from my photographs.
Unlike the monuments of North India, some of the South

Indian monuments have been studied not only often but well. As
far back as 1916 Prof. Jouveau Dubreuil wrote his Archeologle Du
Sud Die Linde> Dravidian Architecture and Pallava Antiquities
studying in great detail the two aspects of South Indian monu-
ments, viz. Architecture and Iconography, The last two books

still remain a model on which further studies should be based,
for the method followed therein is exactly the one I suggest.

But it is necessary to revise his book on the Arch, of South India,

firstly, because some more material has come to light since

Jouveau Dubreuil wrote ; secondly, the subject he has tried to

study is too vast ; it should be first split up regionally and
studied in detail as he did the Pallava monuments ; thirdly

other aspects of the monuments should also be included in that

study.
The study should comprise all the monuments prehistoric, or

of prehistoric-type, and historical upto about 1700 A. D*

With a view to achieving the ends mentioned just now, the

entire peninsular region, the ancient Daksinapatiia, for conve-

nience's sake, may be divided into 4 divisions ? the first division

would consist of the Deccan and the Karnataka, embracing more

or less the Western upper half of the peninsula, between the

Tapfci and the Tungabhadra.
The second division would be formed by the country includ-

ing Mysore and further south, the part of ancient Karnataka,

Kerala and Pandya territories.

The third division would cover the ancient Andhradeaa, the

eastern upper half of South India, the region between the

Godawari and the Krishna, including principally the

speaking districts, of Kistna and Guntur.
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In the fourth and the last division would fall the lower
eastern half of the peninsula, the ancient Tondamandalam and the

Colamandalam of the Sangam classics, comprising the modern
Nellore, N. Arcofc, S. Arcot, Chingleput, Trichinopoly and
Tanjore districts.

The above four divisions are not absolutely arbitrary. To a

certain extent they could be so divided linguistically. And in

ancient times, the rule of the various dynasties, the Satavahanas,
Andhras, Calukyas, Rastrakutas, Pallavas and others was more
or less co-extensive with the divisions set forth above. In fact it

is this knowledge which has enabled us to divide South India in

this way.
The early monuments of the Deccan consist principally of

caves, Beginning with Burgess, Fergusson and Bhagwanlal
Indraji, many others have written upon them. Some of these

caves, e. g., the Caitya cava at Karli and the sculptures at

Bhaja are the best figured monuments in India, ranking with tte

Taj. But we do not still know what the exact architectural and

sculptural development was in these caves of the Deccan. What
again ia the position of Buddhist iconogrophy in Western
India ? What is the number of the images of its pantheon ?

These are some of the problems which should now be tackled*

It can be done if all the caves are studied systematically, region

by region, and the start can well be made with the Poona and
Thana Districts.

For the early period there is enough material to work upon.
But what about its predecessors, the proto- and the pre-historic

periods ? Since the beginning of this century the search for

palaeolithic and neolithic remains came to be neglected in India,
when Mohenjodaro came to its rescue and created an interest in

finding out lost cities and cultures.
But we have still to go beyond this period of Mohenjodaro,

not only in Sind but in other parts of India as well. And in this

march backwards, the contribution of this part of the Deccan is

yet negligible. Agreeing with some archaeologists that, in the
Deccan the trap-rock is too near the surface to allow gigantic
artificial mounds to be formed on ancient sites which we pould
excavate, still our attention could be turned towards the search
for purely palaeolithic and neolithic finds, A few years ago, some
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palaeoliths were found from the river gravel, some 20 miles

upstream from Foona, and they are now resting in the British
Museum. A virgin area near and around us awaits exploration.
Only there is a dearth of seekers after truth in .stones. I expect
that in no distant future adequate provision would be made in

our Institute for this kind of study and we shall not he wanting
in young students who would zealously roam about the river

valleys and mountain-scarps and tell us something of the dim
past of the Deccan.

The period between A. D. 300-600 requires clarification.

While it is true that many of the cave-temples belong to the

Saka and Satavahana regimes in the Deccan, there are some
which do not. In fact we have yet to disentangle these and
other monuments of the lesser dynasties that ruled under the

Satavahanas or independently of them, for example, the

Cutu Satakarnis, and Kadambas who preceded the Calukyas
of Badami. Fpr this it is necessary to prepare regional

geographies in the manner mentioned previously, and then

explore those areas with a view to finding out the monuments
of a dynasty, a few references to which may be found in its

inpcriptions. Some monuments of the early Kadambas were
thus discovered by Father Heras and Mr. Moraes.

In the 6th century we find the W. Calukyas in the Kama-
taka. Many of their monuments are fortunately dated and their

geographical distribution known. Mangale&a carved out the

Vaisnava cave at Badami in about A. D. 570. Pulkesin II patroni-

zed the Jaina temple at Aihole, an event immortalized by the

poet Haviklrti in an inscription from that place ; whereas Vi-

kramadity a II built the famous temple of Virupaksa at Pattadkal

for his chief queen after he took Kanchi in A. D* 734. All these

monuments are situated in fehe Bijapur District.

What remains to be done in the study of these monuments is

the preparation of a clear and detailed analysis of the architecture,

sculpture, iconography ; secondly, the tracing out of the cultural

influences of and on these monuments, and lastly the exact iden-

tification and reconstruction of the "Pauranic mythology as

portrayed in the oaves at Badami and the temple at Pattadkal.

The W. Calukyas were ousted from the Deccan and Ear*

by tjie Rastrakutas in A IX 750. Their only monuments
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known so far are the caves at Ellora, particularly the Kailasa,

which was excavated during the regime of Krishna I. Detailed

descriptions of these caves appeared in Burgess' Arch. Survey
of W. India and Cave Temples of India. Since then numerous
works have appeared, each using some part of the material accord-

ing to its requirements. But we do not still know the archaeo-

logy of the Deccan during the Rastrakuta period ; that is bet-

ween 750 and 970 A. D., embracing the architecture, sculpture,

iconography, weapons, tools* dress etc. as portrayed in the caves
at Ellora. A memoir embodying these particulars with accurate

sketches of the things mentioned above will not only be useful in

itself but will be also useful for comparing the results with those

from outside the Deccan. *

"What of the structural remains of the Rastrakutas ? They
have been found so far neither in the Deccan nor in Karnataka,
because they have been sandwitched between the two layers of

the monuments of the earlier and later W. Calukyas. They
could be extricated only by the process referred to above with

regard to the Kadambas. I have myself collected all the necessary
material from their inscriptions, but the actual field work
remains to be done* J

The Rastrakutas were again succeeded by the W. Calukyas
in the 10 the century. On their becoming weak in the 12th cen-

tury the supremacy over the Deccan passed into the hands of

their feudatories, the Yadavas of Devagiri.
This was a period of rapid changes in the Deccan as elsewhere

in India. Moreover, a new political and cultural force, viz.

Islam, had begun to spread in India. We have, therefore, to exa-

mine and demarcate clearly not only between the monuments
of the different dynasties in the Deccan but study also the effect

of the Muslim impact on the style of monuments.
The problem with regard to the later W. Galukyan monu-

ments is first to spot them out from amongst the Rastrakuta,
Yadava and Hoysala monuments in the Deccan and Karnataka-,
secondly to compare their style with that of the early Calu-
kyas at Badami and Pattadkal, and thirdly to look out for the
effect of the Muslim influence, If any.

1 Since writing this, considerable work has been done towards the pre-
paration of a memoir on The Rastrakuta Archaeology by ray Department,
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Some monuments of tlie Yadavas clearly betray the effect of

the Muslim contact. But we have to see when exactly the

Muslim influence began to make itself felt on the Deccan monu-

ments, and then to set out on stylistic ground the chronological

development of the monuments subsequent to this impact. In

short we have to examine the application of the term * Hemad-

panti/ which, is popularly and even archaeologically applied to

the monuments of the Deccan after the 10th century. "We made
a small beginning in this study by taking up the examination of

the so-called Hemadpanti monuments in the Poona District, the

results of which may be briefly narrated here.

Our study began with a first-hand examination of the temple at

Ambarnath, which though outside the Poona District, has the

advantage of being dated. This temple cannot be called
* Hemad*

panti
? in the true sense of the word, but other temples, for in-

stance, at Balsane and Pa^na in the Khandesh District seem to

be its early works.
, ,_ i- <u

In the Poona District we examined two monuments wmcJa

have not been examined before. The first was the temple at Pur,

gome 12 miles W. of Junnar, near Nanaghat. It is not fully

Hemadpanti, but like the temple at Balsane, it is a late YSdava

work of the 13th century ; the other was a step-well at Belha, 21

miles S. E. of Junnar. This is also of the Yadava period, but it

may be a little later than the temple at Pur.

So far no monuments of this nature of the Yadava period were

discovered in the Poona District ; but these finds point to the

necessity of a further exploration of the District, an enquiry

which is the direct result of a regional study.

Ooing further down the south, geographically as well a

chronologically, we come to S. Karnataka and Mysore, the coun-

tries watered by the Krishna, the Tungpabliadra, and theKaveri.

Here the Mysore Arch. Survey has been working on the Unas

indicated in this paper, and the results also are published ln great

detail. Therefore with some more study we could know the

whole archaeology of the Hoysala period, for instance. Only the

monuments of the Gangas of Talkad, which are buried under

Band dunes on the Kaveri, await the spade of the "*

These mounds when excavated are expected to carry us

the 5th century A. D.
9 Annals B- O. B. I. ]
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Wifch the Hoysalas we take leave of the so-called ancient
monuments in the western South. For the monuments at Vijaya-
nagara, Bijapur, Ahmadnagara, Golconda, and Seringapattam,
for example, usher in the mediaeval period. But I shall make a

few comments on their architectural style when I show the

illustrations,

Turning now to the eastern side of S. India, we have to first

consider the monuments of the Andhradesa. Barring the

megalithic monuments of prehistoric type, the other early monu-
ments so far found are Buddhist. They s re ail situated in the

lower basin of the Krishna. Of these, those which stand out

prominently are the remains of stupas and monasteries at Amara-
vati, Jagayyapetta and Nagarjunakonda, all built during the

rule of the Andhra and Iksvaku dynasties, between the 1st century
B. C. and the 3rd century A. D. Burgess published his reports on
the first two in 1883, whereas the last, Nagarjunakonda, was disco-

vered as late as 1928 and the report on it published in 1936.

The published material has been used for various purposes. But
we have still to see a work or works which will arrange the

sculptures chronologically on stylistic grounds and then analyse
them with a view to getting as much light as possible on social,

religious and other aspects of the life of the period
2

; and finally
examine the cultural influences on its art by comparing these with.
those obtaining in Northern, Western and Southern India and
evek the contemporary Roman art. For Indo-Greek influence
is visible in some sculptures found at Nagarjunakonda, whereas
there is ample evidence to show that there was a commercial con-
tact at least between Greece, Borne and the eastern coast of South
India*

This study accompanied by that of the inscriptions of the
various dynasties of the region, as pointed above, will also enable
tai to trace

the^
dynastic and regional distribution of the monu-

ments in the Andhradesa. At present we have only a scant^
knowledge of the dynasties that ruled there.

The above remarks hold good in the case of the monumentg
of the subsequent period also. As yet we know nothing of the

Mr. A. Y. Naik, a student of my Department. MS studied in
detail certain Aspects of the. ^IgSrjunakond* Bo^ut^ret. It if'

^
Yol, J| f w ,

*
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monuments of the E. Galukyas who ruled In this part from thf

7th century onwards.
The monuments immediately to the south of the Andhradeia,

viz- those found in the Nellore District, engage our attention next

Since it is these which form the subject of my detailed study, I

omit them from this survey.

Proceeding southwards we meet with the monuments of the

Pallavas in the Madras Presidency, properly the Tondamandals
of the Sangam classics and of later inscriptions. Several aspects

of these have been minutely studied by Rea, Longhurst, Jouveatt

Dubreuil, Vogel and recently by Dr. Miss. Minakshi of Madras.
What we have now to see is whether the regional distribution

of the Pallava monuments could be extended and whether

elements of their architecture, sculpture, cults and iconography
could be traced back to their sources. Certain aspects of the

later monuments of the further south, at Tanjore and Madura
for instance, which are the works of the Colas * and the 3STayaka

of Madura, have also been studied by Jouveau Dubreuil, but

others, which I have already mentioned before, still await a

detailed study.
In order to do this I took up the study of the monuments at

Bhairavakonda, situated to the north of the known Pallava

monuments, ttie result of which I will discuss presently.

Bhairavakonda is 28 miles N. W. of TIdayagiri in the Nellore

District of the Madras Presidency. There, in the upper end of a

ravine, a number of temples are carved, whereas in a stone-built

temple, over a pillar, is carved a rude image of Bhairava. Hence

the entire hill is now called Bhairavakonda, or
*

the hill of

Btairava.*
The rack-cut temples which are situated at the south end of

the sloping rock facing the little Bhairava temple form the sub-

ject of today's study.
There are in all 8 such temples. It appears that some of

them were excavated first, others afterwards. Longhurst, who

discovered them in about 1916, thought these temples were

excavated by the early Pallavas, who passed through this region

i Detailed study of the development of the Cola temples from those of

the Pallavas requires to be attempted. In this, much help can be derlwd

from the work done by the Archaeological Department of the I^dmfcotta

State.
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when they were driven out of the Andhradesa by the Calu-

kyss in the early years of the 7th century.

All the temples are of Siva, who was worshipped there in the

form of a linga. Temples Nos. I to IV have a small square shrine,

with an open terrace in front, which must have been enclosed

with a thached roof, supported on wooden pillars.

The shrine and the terrace are devoid of any architectural

ornament, excepting:
* two narrow flat bands all along the archi-

tecture spanning the facade and two vertical bands encasing ths

doorkeepers in niches/

New features appear in temples Nog, V, VII, VIII. In the

first place they all have a rock-cut porch with pillars in front,

besides the square shrine.

In addition to this, the facade of the porch is ornamented

with Caitya windows, animals, dwarfs et cetera.

All the temples have on either side of the doorway a doorkeeper,
whereas all the temples, excepting No 3, have got the figure of a

NandJ, facing the shrine, in the terrace or the porch.
Barring temple No. 2, figures of Brahma and Visnu beside

the doorkeeper on either side, whereas figures of Siva and Ganesa
are carved on each of the terraces in all the temples, and simi-

larly a linga of Siva in temple No. I, while on the back wall of

the shrine immediately the linga in Temple 4 is cut out an

image of Siva with three faces.

These facts about the temples at Bhairavakonda I have first

analysed in detail under four heads -^

1 Architecture.
2 Sculpture of human and animal forms, and architectural

designs.

3 Cult
4 Iconography.

( Secondly, I have studied them critically and compared them
with those available in contemporary monuments, particularly
of South India.

Of this study I propose to read out the results of my inquiry
on two points only, viz. cult and iconography, for these, I think,
will Interest you.

,, .
With regard to the cult it may be noted that the cult-image

is invariably a linga. In majority of cases it is made of blaqk
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basalt^
detachable and not carved out in the granite rock as

the yonipttha is. Why should this be so and why should the
linga be made of another kind of stone, requires to be investigated.
It may have some significance, for the sfcone is not available
there. It has to be brought from a great distance.

A similar practice we noticed at Vijayanagara. There9

though the temples are constructed of granite, the cult-images
were usually of a dark green chlorite stone.

Excluding the first temple ( which faces the north, because
the rock is so situatad ), the orientation of all the temples is

towards the east.

This result is important because in my studies of the temples in
Gujarat, Deccan and Karnataka, I found that the temples of Siva
as a rule, face the east or west only. When temples of other regions
will be studied in this way, we shall arrive at a very interesting
and illuminating conclusion.

As regards the position of deities a figure of Ganesa is found

sculptured on the south side of the terrace wall, and that of Siva
on the north.

But unlike in later temples, Ganesa is not to be found on the door-

lintel of the shrine chamber. This fact points to some important
conclusions. First, that Ganesa was not, then, regarded as a

Vighnesa, or Mangalamurti to be placed in the most important

position in a temple next to the shrine. Nay, he did not form the

integral part of a temple, either of Siva or of Visnu, for on exa-

mining his figures it appeared to Longhurst that in some oases

the figure was a later addition.

This is also the case in a fifth century temple of the Gupta

period found at Bhumara in Central India.

When and how Ganesa came to acquire the position he holds

now, viz. of a Mangalamurti, that he is to be worshipped on

every new occasion should be investigated through archaeology

and literature.

The position of Siva in these temples needs a careful const*

deration. Apart from his linga, which forms the cult-image

everywhere, his images are found :

Firstly, in a niche, on the north side of the terrace wall;
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secondly, behind the lihga on the bsckwall of the shrine in

temple No. 'IV.
1

Now we may ask as to why Siva figures are carved in these

positions in these temples. Those in the outer hall may be dec-

orative figures, but not the one on the back wall of the shrine,

where he is represented with 3 faces. Neither in contemporary

temples from other parts of India, nor in the later temples also

do we find a Siva figure in this position, excepting in some

Pallava temples, where we notice not exactly this figure but a

Somaskanda image, that is, Siva and ParvatI with the child

Skanda between them.

Is the practice which is peculiar to Pallava and later South

Indian temples alone, arisen out of the early practice of carving

Ekamukha or Caturmukha linga which we notice in the Gupta

temples in Central India or is it due to a special type of Saivism

prevalent in South India at an early period ? A study of early

Tamil classics might reveal the reasons for this feature of Bhai-

ravakonda and Pallava temples.

The position of the figures of BrahmS and Visnu in the temple
is also interesting. Excepting temp]es No. II 2 and III a figure

of Brahma is found on the proper right or the south side of the

shrine containing the linga and Visnu on the north side.

This shows that in early Siva temples, these deities were re-

presented, but they were not intrinsic to a Siva temple. For in

temples Nos. II and III their figures have been omitted, owing to

lack of space.

It may be also worth while inquiring, why Brahma's figure

should always be on the south and Visnu 7
s on the north side Of

the shrine.

Have the texts on temples anything to say on this point ?

For the study of iconography we get in the Saiva pantheon

figures of

Siva
Nandl
Ganesa

DtirgS

i MA SI, 17, p. 34.

* IMcZ.17, p. 33.
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In ihe Vaisnava of Visnu alone and In the Brahma of BrahmS
only.

Siva is found represented in three ways
first in the form of a linga,

secondly, with three faces behind the linga in temple No- 4,

thirdly in padmasana, with four arms in a niche on the north
side of tlie terrace wall.

Unfortunately the photos of figures 2 and 3 are not separately
published, so it is not possible to study them in detail. For the

present it mav be remarked tentatively, from the evidence avail-

able, that the purely Siva pantheon was either not fully repre-
sented or was developing in this part of South India.

Much can not be said either on Vaisnava or on Brahma icono-

graphy with a single figure from each pantheon. Brahma and
Visnu in all the 6 or 7 cases are shown standing, and since the

weapons in their hands do not show flames as do the later cases

from the known Pallava temples, it appears .that these figures

are early.

To sum up our evidence on the different aspects selected for

study -

With regard to the architecture of a Siva temple we learn

that the temple was square or rectangular in form, decorated

with some motives which are found in the earlier Buddhist ar-

chitecture of the Andhradesa, whereas some motives, the door-

keeper, for instance, were new.

In sculpture the figures of doorkeepers and squatting lions

show certain features which require further examination and

study. As to the Siva cult we noticed tliat its essentials were:

1 a linga on a yonipltha in the shrine chamber ;

2 a Nandl facing it in the porch or outer hall 5

3 doorkeepers with peculiar head-dresses,

Other features e. g. a pradaksiria-marga, were still to com ;

whereas figures of GanesJa, Siva, BrahmS and Vifnu were repre-

sented if space permitted, but they were of secqndary importance.

As to iconography it seems to be in an undeveloped stage.

"When we compare this evidence as to Siv** cave temples at

Bhairavakonda in the Hellore District with similar temples of

thePallavas further south and those of the Crtukyas at Badimi,

the
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runners of the Pallava temples and may be the work of the early

Pallavas; secondly, the Bhairavakonda temples are not only

primitive but in some ways different from the Siva cave temple

at Badami, where the Saiva pantheon, for instance, is not only

found in a developed but a highly conventionalized stage, postu-

lating a long tradition and experience in rock-carving.

What is the causa underlying this regional difference ? Is it
/

due to the fact that the Bhakti-culfc in Saivism developed late in

the eastern part of S. India than in the Western ? And finally

from where did the Pallava artists draw their inspiration for the

Saiva pantheon as found at Mahabalipuram and Conjeeveram,

for instance ? From the Calukya contact or was it an inde-
f

pendent development encouraged by the Saiva and Vaisnava

saints of the Tondamandalam ?

My studies are still in their infancy to answer these ques-

tions, which have not been raised so far. But they are the direct

results of the regional study I propose.

Is it not opposkune then, I ask, that with political federation

on the threshold, we should also build up a cultural federation by

a systematic regional study of various subjects-Linguistics and

Archaeology, for instance, provision for which is now made, at

long last, on this side of Western India, and lines for the study of

which are briefly indicated in this series of Extension Lectures

for which we must all thank the enthusiastic Secretary of the

Bhandarkar Institute ?

What we now want is seekers after truth in stones and words,



PAGET'S GESTURE-THEORY OB1 THE ORIGIN OF

HUMAN SPEECH*

BY

C. R. SANKAEAN

I should first thank the Secretary of this Institute for extend-

ing to me a very kind invitation to speak to you to night. May

this talk be an humble meed of tribute to the memory of the great

scholar whose magnificent portrait presides over this hall !

Right from the very beginning when men began to seriously

reflect upon languages there has been preoccupation with the

origins. No doubt Plato concerned himself primarily with que-

stions of linguistic validity in the Craiylus. But he found it

difficult to separate these questions from those of origin. B-ven

in the latter part of the 18th century when linguistics first began

to be studied as a science in Europe down to our own time, they

are not separated.

Language was conceived as God-given on account of what

appeared to be its maravellous perfection, by the
"
pre-scientifio

speculators." HUMBOLDT conceived language to have sprung

out of the depth of humanity in such a fashion that it forbids

being conceived as the mere product or creation of peoples. B

involves an independence or self-sufficiency, obnou. although

not explainable ultimately, and is, when viewed from this

aspect, not a creation of our activity but an involuntary muta-

tion of the spirit ( GEIST ), not the work of nations but a gift of

inmost fate or destiny.
" 1

HEEDEE in his Abhandlung uber den Ursprung der

developed the notion of the original ***
poetic. This followed as a natural consequence of the

laid upon Geto and creativity. HEEDEE's conception of the

Drsprache is met with in CEOOE and VQS8LEB. ___
and Unwm. 1939 pp. 72-73,

10 [AnnsiB. O. R* 1. 1
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In the domain of the linguistic science, a remarkable thing

happened when there was a bold leap from HUMBOLDT and
HEGEL to DARWIN. Now language came to be looked upon
as a part of nature. The doctrine of primitive roots came into

being as a natural corollary to the conception that there should
have been an evolution from sin? pie uncomplicated elements to

complex and articulated forms,
1

by the operation of purely nat~

ural laws. To W. D. WHITNEY the problem of the linguistic
science then was one of

4<

immediately given self-significant and

self-authenticating sounds.
*' 2

At this point, interjectional and onomatopoeic theories arose.

Against the first theory, complete absence of any tangible evid-

ence, historical or other is pointed out. Even though words
like the English laugh suggest their origin as imitations of

natural sounds, there is not much ground to formulate an ono

matopoeic hypothesis for a little more than a very negligible

portion of the elements of speech. SAPIR in his Language ( p. 6 )

draws our attention to the significant absence of imitative words
in the languages of the Alaskan tribes of the Mackenzie River,
the most primitive peoples of aboriginal America. s

The central parts of language and its complex structure re-

main unexplained even by a harmonious combination of these

theories. This fact is increasingly recognised today by the great

exponents of the linguistic science. In the first place, we have
to remember that these theories are based on the most erroneous

assumptions
"
that single words are the units of communication

and that they develop in isolation.
" The present conception of

the primacy of GESTALTEN" in the domain of psychology
also, demands us to assume on the contrary that larger unities

such as sentences should have come first. Yet another implicit
assumption behind the interjectional and onomatopoeic theories
is that prior to the creation of language man was, so to speak,
mute and inexpressive. There appears to be not much warrant
for this assumption either. It is easy to see how a reconsi-

1 The absurdity In this assumption is evident to any modern student, of.
Franz BOAS, The mind of Primitive Man. p. 172.

a Quoted by W. M* URBAN, ibid. p. 73,
* Ct also W. M. URBAN, ibid. p. 74,
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deration of these assumptions and the utter Inadequacy of thd
theories built upon these assumptions might lead to the gesture-
theory of the origin of language.

At one time there was a marked tendency to transfer this
interesting problem of origins from the linguistic to the non-
linguistic field 8 among students of linguistics and allied disci^

plines.

WTJJSTDT developed an interesting theory in his Volkerpst/
chologie. He posited a primitive gesture-language constituted by
expressive movements of the body. WCTNDT conceived articu*
late speech as a modification of this primitive gesture language*
He distinguishes the imitative from the indicative forms of gestu-
re. From the earliest stages of human development, man uses
arms and hands to grasp and control things. In nearly related

animals also, we have analogous activities which differ only in

grade but not in nature. It appears easy at first sight to derive
the first forms of pantomime movement from these primitive fun-

ctions. WUNDT shows how in all the stages of the life of the

child, this development takes place from the simplest to the most
developed, the grasping movements passing into involuntary

pointing movements and the stable establishment of the latter

finally.
1 WlJNDT thus includes language in the field of expre-

ssive movements and lays deserved emphasis on the importance
of gesture in the development of the indicative and representa-

tive functions of primitive sounds. His theory no doubt attempts
to make the * c

meaning " or Deutung function in language- a fu-

nction which though is derived from biological functions of gra-

sping and manipulating is inseparably united with the sound

movements, emotive or imitiative at the beginning a little intel-

ligible. Gestures doubtless subserve primarily functions of indi-

cation which the sounds themselves gradually take on and the

gesture-theory as developed by WUNDT unlike the earlier theories

is able to explain the origin of non-significant sounds in langu-

age and the fundamental parts of speech.

But it ig sometimes pushed to an absurd extent. Professor de

LACUNA, for instance, maintains that all the three meaning

Cf. WILHEI.M WLTNDT, Volkerpsychologie. Vol. I, p. 129fc Srd edition*

t
of- 9,180 W. M, URBAH, op. cit. pp. 76-77 also pf 14S,
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functions of language-emotive, indicative and representative or

symbolic-are explicitly or implicitly present in animal cries.

For instance, let us take the animal cries of the proclamatory
type. The cry is indicative as it proclaims the presence of the

object. In the warning cry, we have an expression of an emo-
tional attitude. We can also postulate at least the potentiality
of predication in the cry, since it proclaims something about the

object or situation which it thus indicates. * All students of
animal psychology are not agreed upon the question as to whether
the range of different cries of the great apes (cries ordinarily used
in the expression of emotional attitudes) are connected with parti*
cular objects or situations so as to constitute a real language.
B, W. KOHLER'S contention is that the indicative and represent-
ative functions are absent in their entirety in the phonetic ex-

pressions even of the higher apes. He observes that it may be
taken as positively proved that the apes

7

gamut of phonetics is

entirely
*

subjective
9 and can only express emotions, never de-

signate or describe objects. But they have so many phonetic
elements that are also common to human languages that their
lack of articulate speech can not be ascribed to secondary ( glos-
solabial ) limitations. Their gestures, too, of face and body, like
their expressions in sounds, never designate or describe objects.2

He speaks also of the enormous manifold of AusdrucJtsbewegungen
( expression-movements ) through which the animals understand
each other, but there can be no talk of any speech between them
of any Zeichen und Darstellungs ( indicative and representative )

functions of specific sounds or movements. s It is no doubt true
that the emotive or expressive function is definitely present in
animals. But the element of indication present eeems to be of
the vaguest sort, referring to the vaguest situations. Certainly
not the faintest trace of the element of representation or indica-
tion in any significant sense is to be sought in the communica-
tion of the animals. In this connection, it is interesting to note

i Be LAGUNA, Speech : Its Function and Development, p. 28. See also
W. M, URBAN, op. cit. p. 78.

g B. W. KOHLER, Mentality of Apes, r. 317, also * Zur Psycfcologie des
Schimpansen' Psych. Forsch, Bd. I. Sections 27, 29,

3 See W. Mf URBAN, loc. cit., p, 79,
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that MEAD 1
supposes animal-gesture to be the basis of the

language-symbol and attempts to demonstrate the biological fun-

ction of the former. He believes that what are called-* atfcitudes'-

organisations of different parts of the nervous system which are

instrumental in producing acts and therefore are capable of

representing both what has taken place immediately and what is

going to take place give distinctive character to genuinely
social behaviour, when communicated. The act as a whole can
exist in such an attitude, determining the later stages of the

nervous system. This attitude can represent also alternative

courses of action and responses to classes and kinds of objects,

e. g. the characters we assign to
*

horse '

as idea or
*

concept
'

I

shall not dwell on this here. I refer those of you who are inter-

ested to pursue MEATT3 arguments still further IB his book-Jfaw

Self and Society, 1934, 8

As in the cmmunication of the animals there is not any true

representation or indication, CASSIREE thinks that the animal

speech "seems to be permanently held fast in a pre-linguistic

stage'^. In SAPIB/S definition of language as
" a purely human

and non-instinctive method of communicating ideas, emotions,

J G. H. MEAD, Man, self and society. 1934, 11.

H, W. WRIGHT, The psychology of Social Culture. The American
Journal of psychology. Vol. 52. 1939, pp. 211, 214 and 216.

2 Of. also my paper in the Denison Eoss commemoration Volume, Poona

1939, p. 361.

S CASSIRER, Die Philosophic der Symbolischen Formen, Vol. I. chapter

III, p. 127f.
" There is no single kind of animal, not even the highest ape, that has

anything approximating to language. Exclamations it has in plenty, and

imperatives and entreaties ; but the amazing fact r&mains that it has no

nouns. It is as totally lacking in names for trees and streams as it is in

names for colour and distance. The defect is not in speech organs for many
animals have a large range of vocal sounds. The only way to account for

it is to suppose that the animals have no ideas of these things, or have then

only in fugitive irrecoverable glimpses. If an animal as inventive as an ape

could form the idea * tree % it could easily find a symbol, and if it lacks the

symbol that can only be because it lacks the idea," ( Vide Brand BLAKSH-
A.BD. The nature of Thought, London. George Allen and Unwfn Ltd., 193$.

Vol. I, p.252). KOHLER [ Mentality of Apes, 305 } sayi that tt*e ape do^s

Designate objects 0ven by gestures*
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desires by means of a system of voluntarily produced symbols, >n

we find the hiatus between animal expression and human speech

most clearly emphasized. It is thought by SAPIR that in the

complete displacement of the affective stimulus-born sounds by

the pure meaningful sounds is to be traced the first step to human
language.

It is of interest to note here that this definition of SAPIR while

it lays positive stress on the voluntary creative character of

symbol formation in language, undoubtedly expresses the tenden

cy towards autonomy in linguistics in so far as it denies by im-

plication the entire reductive point of view of the naturalistic

approach. Truly this definition assumes a dualism between con-

tent and medium. Hence de LACUNA proposes a purely beha-

vioural and objective conception of speech.
2 No doubt to the

orthodox linguisticians of even the modern times, as W. M. URBAN
points out3 *'

expression and communication are the sine qua

nonol language", but should it by any means tie us down to a

fixed speech notion ? We may, indeed we must, accept CASSI-

RER'S principle of primal des Sinnes -"primacy of meaning ".

Indeed meaning is the sine qua non of linguistic fact. But does

that really mean that we have to wholly abandon the positivistic

or naturalistic approach to the fascinating problem of the human
speech ? I venture to submit an opinion that PAGET's theory is

sometimes unjustly criticised. A Reviewer of Sir RICHARD PA-

i B. SAPIR, Language, p. 4. Vide also M. M. URBAN, loc* cit. p. 71

and 80. cl also the following,
" A thorough going comparison of the speech-

forms, say in some one language, with features of the non-linguistic world
is impossible at the present state of our knowledge. Our system of res-

ponses, with its neat discrimination of objects, classes, positions movements,
qualities, etc, results very largely upon from our use of language- We can

not return to the animal's or the infant's state of speechless response.
;?

( L* BLOOMFIELD, Linguistic Aspects of Science p. 30. ) With the defini-

tion of E. SAPIB, compare also the latest definition of language by R,
CARNAP-" A language is a system of activities ort rather, of habits, i. e.

dispositions to certain activities, serving mainly for the purpose of communi-
cation and of coordination of activities among the members of a group."
BUDOLF CARNAP, Foundations of Logic aad Mathematics. Foundations
of ike Unity of Science Vol.1. No. 3. p. 3. International Encyclopaedia of
unified Science.

* de LAGUNA, Speech : Its Function and Development, *pp. 9fff

? W.M, UEBAH, op. cit. p. 7J.
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GET'S epoct-making work "Human Speech Some ObsermUcns, Ex-
periments and Conclusions as to the Nature, Origin and purpose and
Possible Improvement of Human Speech

" !

writes as follows ; ~

"We can afford to be tolerant of theories of remote origin, beca
use they do not really matter. In the Book of Genesis, speech is

wisely taken for granted. Adam just simply gave names to the
animals. The author of Genesis was right and so were the foun-
ders of the Societe d Lingutstique when in 1866 they banned spe-
culations on the origin of language or the creation of ideal or
universal languages".

2 To say the least, such a frivolous dismi-
ssal of PAGET'S theory appears to me as an insult to all sound--

scholarship and right criticism. Incidentally, I do not take Prof.
S. M. Katre in the speech ( he delivered here six months ago ) to
mean that all attempts to go into the Proto-Dravidian and still

farther back will be utter failures. I think in his address here
last year he has only laid just emphasis on the right attitude to
be adopted by future linguisticians of India and only pointed out

dangers of mere speculations without an adequate foundation of

facts.* It is in that spirit today 1 venture to place before you
PAGET'S theory and its implications as I understand them. I may
say here that I am perfectly confident that the

"
Science of Sy-

nonymies
"

( Prof. S. M. KATRE spoke of ) of all the languages
spoken in India will undoubtedly lead us to work out in great
detail the far-reaching implications of PAGET'S important theory.

Coining back to where I left you, PAGET appears to me to

have inaugurated what I choose to call for the sake of conveni-

ence a neo-positivistie or naturalistic theory of language. To make

my meaning clearer to you, I should like to say that PAGET does

not seem to be unaware of the real value of the id&alistic approach

to the problem of the origin of language-the idealistic approach

which justifiably lays emphasis on
"
the primacy of meaning

*

for, PAGET himself gays
** when we talk, we are symbolizing

i London, Kegan Paul, Trench Trubner and Company, 1930.

a Of. Journal of Philosophical Studies, 1930,

3 Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Eescarch Institute, Vol. XX. p. 289.

1940,
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our thoughts
l

( or such of them as we intend for publication )

by making a kind of sign language
*

by ear.
* n 8

As ZIPF rightly observes, although
" we select and arrange

our words according to their meanings with little or no con-
scious reference to the relative frequency of occurrence of those
words in the stream of speech, yet we find that words thus sele-

cted and arranged have a frequency-distribution of great order-

liness.
" * As meaning or meanings do not lend themselves to

quantitative measurement, it is not possible to solve the question

quantitatively as to the nature of meaning which leads automa-
tically to the orderly frequency-distribution of words in the
stream of speech. But the surest way to apprehend something
of the nature and behaviour of meaning is the isolation of those
factors which can be measured, viewing the stream of speech
*'
as a succession or a continuum of communicative gestures^

4

produced by the vocal organs occurring in arrangements that are

essentially permutations,
" 5 never losing sight of the fact that

"
of all the acts of human bahaviour the stream of speech alone

seems to constitute a continuum which with the minimum of

distortion can be isolated from the total background of behaviour
and at the same time be labelled and studied statistically with
a high degree of accuracy.

" 6
Indeed, bacause meaning is not

1 Italics mine.

* SIR EICHABD PAGET, The Origin of Language. Psyche Vol. VIII.
No, I. 1927-28. p. 36.

It is indeed problematic whether anything that belongs to the world of

thought is quite independent of )anguage in general or any one language in

particular (see infra). This leads us to the allied question
" how much of our

world is independent of any one language ? The forms of any one lan-

guage could scarcely serve as a frame of reference : We should need, in-

stead, anon-linguistic scale by which to measure ?1
of. L. BLOOMFIELD,

Linguistic aspects of Science* pp. 30-31.
3 G. K. ZIPF, The Ptycho-Biology of Language, p, 48.

4 Italics mine.
6 G. K. ZIPF, The Psycho-Biology of Language, p. 13.

ZIPF, ibid. p. 17.

H. Levy. (The Universe of Science. The Thinkers, Library No, 67 London,
1932, pages 212-213 ), points out that to the biologist Lancelot HOGBE^
(Nature of living Matter )

" the study of the sense organs involves far-rea-
ching consequences to science, in that man acquires his knowledge of the

( continued on the next page )
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reducible to quantitative treatment, in the formula F A O M=K
(constant) where F represents relative-frequency of the occurrence
of words in the stream of speech, A represents the degree of iten-

sity of the accent, O represents the degree of crystallization and M
represents the degree of distinctness of meaning in this formula
FAG M =K quantitative values can probably never be substit-
uted for the symbols of this formula. * In the summary picture
presented by G. IPSEK 2 of the present situation of MnguistI0
science, we find that it has come to the phenbmenological stage
( having emancipated from the earlier physical, physiological, and
the psychological stages through which it has passed ) the

ts new
speech-notion

'*
as inaugurated by SAPIE and others represents*

This stage has inaugurated no doubt a new era in the history of

linguistic science with the important postulate of its autonomy.
Although linguistics has come to this stage, because of the diffi*

culty, nay, the impossibility of reducing meaning to quantitative
analysis, I suggest that PAGET'S approach to the very interesting

problem of the origin of human speech deserves consideration at

the hands of serious students of linguistics.

Here I might also point out the usual fallacy, in the popular
view according to which no movement at all is supposed to re-

main at the final stage when a fairly grown up child suppresses
all audible and even all visible movements of speech the final

stage preceded by the two stages of talking to one self loud and
then learning to mumble or whisper* LdSONABD BLOOMFIELD in

( continued from the previous page )

world through them. Thus the view of the universe constructed by the phy-
sical scientists is likely to be fundamentally altered by the further progress
of Biology.

" And if the study and progress of Biology hav* such a high
value for science, since of all the acts of human behaviour tbe stream of

speech alone constitutes a continuum that can be isolated from the total

background of behaviour, I need hardly dwell on the supreme value of Dyn-
amic Philology for science in general, I should like only to stress again

that speech Dynamics possesses over the study of the Dynamics of any other

type of behaviour, advantages which seem in many respects to be unique in

the whole range of Biological and psychological phenomena.

I <3K K. ZIPF, The Psycho-Biology of Language, p* 157.

8 GUHTHBB IPSEN, Sprachphilosophie der &egenwort. 19$0 cited by

W. M. TJRBAH, op. cit. p. 62.

II [ Annals, B. O. R. I. ]
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a recent work of his,
1

points out that by adopting this attitude,

one abandons the basic assumptions of physics. What really

happens is that certain internal movements replace the move-

ments of speech which consists of a small number of contrasting

units. This replacement occurs
"
at first presumably as mere

reduction of the normal movements of speech, but capable, in

the course of time, of any degree of substitution. This inner

speech accounts for the main body of the vaguely bounded system
of actions that in everyday parlance goes by the name of
*

thinking'."

I need not dwell in this connection how according to BUS-
SELL a that all the supposed activities of thought other than

images and sensations can be resolved away in the behaviourist

manner* In fact, he comes to the distinct conclusion that there

is probably nothing irreducibly mental at all.

There is undoubtedly the substitution ;of what may be called
*

implicit
'

language-habits replacing the more *

explicit
'

ones.
" Behind our closed lips, while we are reading or thinking, there

are still movements of tongue or larynx that could be registered
and measured if one only had instruments fine enough* And
tJw&epurely physical movements constitute our thinking*"* In the

language of WATSON,
"
thinking is sub-vocal talking

" 4 and
"
thought is the action of language mechanisms. " 5 Indeed

WATSON believes that a still further substitution is also

possible. He says that thinking goes on ** in conditioned

word substitutes fetich as the shrug of the shoulders or

other bodily responses, found in the eyelids, the muscles
of the eye or even the retina ( Behaviourism, 213, italics

1 L, BLOOMFIELD, Linguistic aspects of Science, p. 17. Vol. I. No. 4.

Foundation of the Unity of Science. International encyclopaedia of Unified
Science.

* See his The Analysis of Mind,
3 B. BLANSHARD, The Nature of Thought. George Allen and Unwin

Ltd. London, 1939. p. 318 VoL I.

*
Behaviourism, 194 See also my paper in the MT. I. A. Vol. 1, 1939.

p. 744.

*
Psychology fr^om the stand point of a Behaviourist, 347, 1919. For a

detailed criticism of the view that * thought is the action of language mec-
hanism *

see B. BLA1TSHARD, The Nature of Thought. Vol. 1, pp. 319 ff. ,
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in original ), as well as in the finger movements of the

deaf and dumb "
( British Journal of psychology, Vol. II. 1920,

p 89 ). He maintains that even if the larynx, the principal

organ of speech is removed altogether, "So long as the air can

pass from the lungs to the pharynx and mouth, faint whispered

speech is possible."
' Again even if this passage of air is cut off

and an opening is made below the larynx in the trachea through

which the patient is compelled to breathe, WATSON tells us that

with the upper organs of speech, the teeth, tongue, and lips

"
8uch individuals can and do still make all of the movements

necessary for articulate speech
"

. Even in the extreme case of

those patients in whom a paralysis of these *San*
<f

C **

a consequence of a radical motor aphasia or in the case of an

individual who sits in silent meditation ( with no visible move-

rnenls of the outward organs of speech) and the sub3ect, as a

thought occurs, can detect no sensations of vocal movement

Ln within, the behaviourist insists that "^^^^
:^^rK

:r ^

become a word substitute.
"

m i.j.v Q f

~T~7w oto from the Standpoint of a Behaviourist, 347.

2 Ibid.

3 Italics mine.

6

e BebaviQurism.
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tent to say presently only a few words* Above everything I de-

sire to tell you once again that it is worth while to examine
PAGET'S theory purely from the point of*view of the really much
neglected Dravidian Linguistics ( scholars pursuing this impor-
tant branch of knowledge are unfortunately very few in our

country ) after making a detailed
"
chronological study of lingui-

stic facts within each individually attested member of the family
and then instituting the comparison of synchronic elements of

cognafce members "-in other words, after the rigorous applica-
tion of what I choose to call the neo-diachronic and-synchronic ( as

opposed to the older conception of diachronic and synchronic lingu-
istics of de SAUSSURH in his cours de linguistique g&n&rale 3rd edi-

tion Paris, pp. 114-24 ) School of linguistics inaugurated by B.EN-

VEOTSTE and KUBYLOWICZ ( in their works originea de la forma-
tion des Nomoen Indo-europ&ennes T. Paris. 1935, and E'tudes

Indo-europeennes respectively ) as Prof. S. M. KATRE has rightly

pointed out in his address here six months ago.
J

No donbt, a period when there were communicative systems
such as gestures or signals, quite independent of language or
coordinate with it would certainly lie very far behind us and
we can possibly never , know or even tolerably guess
about the conditions which might have prevailed
in such a period for

"
in times that are accessible to us

and under human conditions as we know them any system of

gestures or signals that goes beyond vague beckoning appears
simply as an out growth and substitutive reproduction of langu-
age,

" 2 But after the preliminary work ( however tortuous it

be ) is done thoroughly as I have just now indicated, it behoves
us as scientists to attempt to probe into the mysteries of the
man's past and the interesting implications of PAGET'S theory
seems to me an attractive tool for this purpose.

Now I shall briefly attempt to indicate the broad lines of

PAGET's theory of the origin of human speech. Man has led a

separate existence on this planet for something like two million
years. This can be taken as fairly well established. Naturally

1 Vide the Annals of the B. O. R. Institute. VoL XX. p. 277. 1940-
8 L. BLOOMFIELD, Linguistic aspects of Science p. 8.
Of. also the followirig "one might perhaps devise an indefinitely extensible

system of actions such as gestures or graphic-markings but our saturation
in language would from the very outset force us to assign verbal substitutes
tp the forms gf s^oh a system

**

ibi$ p. 40,
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therefore the beginnings of human speech are almost unimagin-
ably far distant. It Is almost a dictum with anthropologists-
and they are right in swearing by that-that there Is really noth-

ing so old in human history which is not found in some form or

other and in some modification or other, however distorted, as to

entirely present an altogether new appearance to the uninitiated
observer in modern times, and that there is nothing so new In

modern times which did not exist in some form or other In the

remotest past of human history. Perhaps, this Is the full mean-

ing of Kalidasa's immortal line Vikrlir jivitam ucyate budhcah*

It is therefore quite possible to form some idea of how human
speech originated, by its study even as we have It today* PAGET
points out how a rather surprising conclusion can be arrived at

through interesting experiments as to the actual nature of the

various speech sounds and by comparing them with the
**

post-

ures
" or

**
gestures

" of the tongue, lips, and other vocal organs.

When we listen to a speech, there is an unconscious process

going on within us of decoding the sounds of speech back into

the sign language of tongue and lips which produced them* We
only look for indications of the movements-postures or gestures

the speaker is making with his organs for articulation-of his lips,

tongue, soft palate ( which opens and closes the passage to his

nose ) and the other movable parts of his throat.

We start with the assumption that the man in the most pri-

mitive times could only express his emotions by cries and when

further explanations were needed, he easily resorted to gestures

of his face and limbs. He had little time to use hands whenever

he wanted to explain anything as times rolled on* since he should

have got himself absorbed in the first creative activities such as

Chipping flints or knives, axes and arrows, pursuing the chase

making bone needles and piercing shells for the use and orna-

ments of his lady-friends. Then it was that he should have

tended to make his sign language first with his face and then

only with his mouth and throat.

Here he must have been on the threshold of a great discovery.

The original emotional cry could act as a
"
carrier wave " a sort

of gruti
' drone '. On the background of this

*'

laryngeal hum
" *

BJCHABD PAG^T, ffu^an speech, pp. 47-49*
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the gestures of the speech organs-mouth and throat-could be in-

terpreted hy the listeners far away even In the dark. In short,

It should have dawned on the primitive man at this stage that

he could produce
"
his sign language entirely with his tongue,

lips and throat,
'* * PAGET tells us how a series of experiments

led him to the conclusion that the form and consequent pitch of

the Vocal resonators remain substantially constant except for

minor adjustments, irrespective of changes in the larynx note.

Ifc is, therefore, deducible that different harmonics of the "
suc-

cessive
7 *

larynx notes will be emphasised by the action of the

resonators (with the variation in the larynx note) while the vowel

posture is kept constant. The notes will no doubt come to poss-
ess different tone colour, A study by phonographic or oscillogr-

aphic methods will, however, reveal the difference in the wave
form of the notes in the case of the same vowel sung successively

. on different laryngeal notes. Our common experience is "that
we instinctively recognise that they are the same vowel merely
sung on a different note, not different sounds such as their wave
forms show them to be.

"
It is merely due to the fact

"
that we

unconsciously recongnize the tongue and lip posture by their

acoustic effects, and are primarily interested in the postures
rather than in the wave form or tone colour which they produce/'2

The primitive man must have first imitated witli his tongue
and ofeher vocal organs his own gestures he bad made previously
with his hands and face together. For instance, he would repre-
sent originally the idea of" little

" with the gestures of the hands.
The speech gestures which almost have one to one correspondence
with the original gestures of the hands in this matter, are making
a small mouth, bringing his tongue forward near his lips and
partly closing his lips as to make a small cavity. Similarly
the speech gesture corresponding to the hand gesture for

"
big

"

is making a big mouth, with large opening of the jaws and the
tongue far back. Add to these speech gestures the hum produced
by the vocal cords. The hum acts as a

"
carrier wave ". We get

then ee-ee or ii-ii according to the extent to which we close our
lips for

"
little

" and aw-aw or oh-dh for
"
big ".* PAGET cites

1 PAGET, Psyche. Vol. VIII. p. 36.

PAGET, Human speech, p. 98.
* PAGET. Human speech, pp. 139 and 144.
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the authority of Dr. NEVILLE WHYMANT that In certain early

forms of Polynesian, Japanese and Chinese the word for "little
"

is i- ( pronounced ee~ee ) and for
"
big

"
is O-ho. l PAGET does

not mean to tell us "
that these two words really represent the

first human efforts at mouth pantomime as a means of expressing

human thought.
" He only points out that it is perfectly natural

to hearing man to make symbolic or pantomimic gestures with

the human throat and mouth in all ages. In support of his con*

tention, he cites the instance of a boy who upto his fourth year

did not learn to speak his mother tongue ( English ) but used a

language all his own. He called
"
little

"
by

"
ee-ee

'' and "big"

by
" oh-oh ". Probably in imitation of the barking of a dog, he

called a dog
" ba

" and he called a big dog
"
oh-oh ba " and a

little dog
"
ee-ee ba

"
( PAGET, op, cit. ). Now take two common

English words anger and anguish. They undoubtedly come from

the proto-Indo-European root* agh or *angh, meaning to choke

or strangle.
a You can easily realise that a choking or strangl-

ing is made by the back of the tongue against the back of the

throat in their utterance. This is the speech gesture involved in

the production of the sound complex* agh or *<mgh.

Take again modern English
'*

apt
"
or

'

adapt
" derived from

the Pro-ethnic IE *ap meaning seize.
3 Is there not a soifc of

snapping with the lips and jaw, in the production of this sound

complex ?

PAGET ( op. oft, p. 140 ) shows that the speech-gesture involved

in the utterance of the proto-polynesian and archaic Japanese

ada ( which means reach up' ) is the tongue reaching up to

touch the palate. With a slight change in this speech-gesture,

we have the cacuminal ( cerebral ) displacing the dental phone-

me and the result is the Tamil word acjai
'

to reach, arrive> at, to

get, obtain' and Kannada ode (Vide Tamil Lexicon, Madras,

Proto-Folynesian^
i PAGET, Psyche, VIII. p. 38.

nirrmNY VWia I

.izT^sff&zxzr*ss?^
"' ""

WALDE POKOBOT, VWIS Vol. I. P. 47. SKEAI, op. M. pp. SI
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feeling behind the lower teeth and up behind the front teeth. In

Kannada we have torn 1

( e. g. Manage toruttade which literally

means 'it appears to me'. The word torn may be translated into
*

feel
?

here for the above sentence would be moie idiomatically

rendered into the English sentence (
*

I feel so*. ). We have also in

Tamil Totu 'feel by the touch7

( Kural, 1159 ). Totu in Tamil

means also *to dig'. Here is further parallelism to the Japanese
tura we have noticed, which means also 'stroke'. This word totu

in Tamil may perhaps go back to the Proto-Dravidian in view
of the fact that we have in old Kannada too tofiu ( Tamil Lexicon^
VoL IV. Ft. L p, 2087 ).

Compare also Tamil tonru-tal ( verb intransitive ) Kannada

tor, Malayalam tonnuka 'to be visible, to come to mind, to

appear, seem' ( Tamil Lexicon, Madras, VoL IV. Pt. II. 1930,

p. 2119).

Now take the Melanasian word O' fa 'father
5 and the Mala-

yalam oppa 'elder brother* or "elder sister
7

[ I seek to establish

an equation between these two words. Vide Bull. D. C. R. L
Vol. I, 1940. p, 393 1 n. 19 and also p. 416. On the pheno-
menon of name-transference in Malayalam oppa, see my notes

to be published shortly in the Bull. D. C. B. L SCHMIDT has

attempted to connect the Austro-Asiatic family with Austronesian-

consisting of Melanesian, Polynesian, Micronesian and Indo-

nesian. (BEFKO, VII, pp. 213-263. VIII, pp. 1-35. See also RIVET,

BSL, 1926 ( 83 ), pp. 141-168. ) SCHMIDT also tried io connect

this family with Australian, Papuan, and Tasmanian. PRZYLTJ-

SKI, BSL 1926 ( 83 ). pp. 228-229 raises the problem of relation

between Sumerian and Austro-Asiatic. RlVET, Sum6rien et oc&anien

Paris 1929, also followed suit. See also P.O. BAGCHI, Pr&-Aryan and
Pre-Dravidian in India, pp. IX-X and 147-148]. .These two words
clearly belong to the mama-type of which MALIFOWSKI speaks
in his Supplement I to OGDBN and RICHARDS The Meaning of

Meaning pp. 319-320. ( See also my paper, Bull. 2). C. R. L
Vol. L pp, 436-437 ). These words appear with an emotional
significance just at the stage when articulate speech begins in

infants. To this type, belongs Urdu
' Abba ( Nom, Ace. Gen. )

1 I am indebted to my student G. S. G-ai for ;suggesting to me some of
these Dravidian instances.
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'father % Arabic 9 Abu ( Nominative ). I state on the authority
of Prof. Irawati KARV that aba. aba, apa are the words used
for 'father* in the Maratha country ( ]3ulL Z>. G. R. 1. Vol. Z
1940, p. SSI ). We have in Munda apa, apa, aba and appa ( See
my paper, SulL D. O. R. I. Vol. L p. 393 ) and in

apa, abba and in urao abba Of. HAHN, KuruJch Grammar,
Calcutta, 1900. p. 98).

Clearly along with these, Telugu Nanna ( Nayana ) meaning:
'father' ( from Na+anna, Na being a form of the pronominal
Prefix Na ) also belongs to this mama-type of words ( Of. G. J.

SOMAYAJI, JORM XIL 1938. p, 252 ). These mama-typ of
words can be clearly seen to go a long rray to confirm PAGET'S
gesture theory of the origin of human speech.

A.gain Proto IE *Kar or *Kal meaning
"
to move, speed, run'*

is probably the antecedent of our English word "
ear.

** l The
same sound complex: *kar or *kal possibly functioned as another

root in pro-ethnic IE meaning to curve or to roll and probably
served as the antecedent of the modern English

"
circus **,

"
circle

* 7

etc.; produced by a rapid flick of the tongue, it probably
denoted movement of some sort and M with a certain amount of

bending back of the tongue, denoted binding-, or enclosing. Mere

we have to remember that R and L are caused by very similar

tongue gesture. Elsewhere2 I am discussing PAGET7S theory that

out of the first 100 roots listed by SKEAT in his Etymological Dic-

tionary of the English language, 77 were clearly pantomimic,
while among the remaining 23, 12 betray gestures of articulation

suggestive of a pantomimic origin ( although not directly panto-

mimic ), leaving only 11 roots which showed no evidence of

pantomimic origin
s I therefore repeat here what I have said

elsewhere 4 that PAGET's theory stands purely on a statistical

basis. This is in short PAGET'S gesture theory of the origin of

human speech the theory which states that the
"
call

** mad

1 SKEAT, op. cit. p. 93.

of. also PRQTO-JE *
9%<*l Mrehen' 'to roll*

WALDE-POKORKY, VWIS. Bd. 1, pp. 514-516.

PAGET, Human Speech, p. 149.

a See Bulletin of the D. C. It. I. Vol. I. 1940* p. 414.

S PAGET, Human, Speech, p. 153.

< See Bulletin I>. C. R. J. ToL I. 1940. op.

12 [ Annals, B. O. K.I. ]
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by the vibration of the vocal chords inside mairs Adam's apple
converted the appropriate symbolic gestures performed by the

tongue and lips, into the spoken words. *

Time forbids me to enter into some of the highly complicated
details of this fascinating theory. I have already put in a plea
that this theory should not be frivolously dismissed as an idle

speculation. Linguisticians ought nofc to shirk it on the ground
that the theory may perhaps ultimately take us even to some of

the basic assumptions of acoustics-an interesting branch of

physics. Perhaps the expressive function 2 of phonemes-the
irreducible signals or unit sounds s of all spoken languages-
may be studied in an entirely new light through PAGET'S theory
and with the growth of Experimental Phonetics. But this is. not
the occasion to enter into such discussions however tempting they
be. 4 I only eagerly look for the day when a band of scholars
devoted to Indian linguistics study all the far reaching implica-
tions of PAGET'S theory after the solid foundations of Indian lin-

guistics have been well laid out as "I have pointed out to you a
few minutes back.

It only remains for me now to thank you for the very patient
listening you have given me tonight. I thank once again the
energetic Secretary of this Institute for giving me an opportunity
to place before you an interesting theory which deserves to be
well worked out by students of linguistic science especially
when we remember that linguistics is not merely a fundamental

* PAGET, Psyche. Vol. VIIL p. 39.

On this question, see A. W. De GROQT Mededeelingen der koningligke
Akademie Van Wetenchappen, Afdeeling letterkunde. Deel. 65, Serle A No
2. 1928, pp. 54-55.

* L. BLOOMFIEL.D, Linguistic aspects of Science, pp. 21.
4 An interesting question is the reduction of even the'so called qualita-

tive ablaut in term of quantitative measures by attempting to go deep into the
ultimate psychological and physiological causes as C. M. L.OTSPEICH has
done. Of. my paper, Theories of Ablaut, j; 0. JR. M. Volume XII, 1938. p. 283
In. 2 Another equally interesting question is the postulation of different lar-
yngeal sounds in very distant prehistoric phases of IB. ( See my paper,
JORM, 211. 1938. p. 280 1 n. 3, XIII. pt. IV, p. 312 , XIII. pt. II. pp, 94ff. ).
Possibly PAGET'S theory perfected by patient investigations of scholars
devoted to the study of historic phases of wholly unconnected languages,may ultimately throw a flood of light on this inoot question also by leading
-%& into interesting suggestipns ?
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science like logic or mathematics, but is the fundamental sci&nce
for mathematics which is a verbal activity and logic which is a
study of verbal activities necessarily presuppose Linguistics. *

In the language of the great physicist N. BOHR '*
in the last

analysis we are compelled to express our thoughts in a word-
painting which we use in unanalysed fashion. " 8

1 L. BLOOMFIELD Linguistic Aspects of science p. 56.
* BOHR, Atomic theory and the Description* of Nature 1934. pp. IS and

94 ( quoted also by W. M. UBBAN In his Language and Reality p. 508 }.

Of. also the following :
" An act of speech is a happening in the world

and, as such, an object of science ; the branch of seolence -which studies it is

linguistics. Scientists, however, are speakers and may agree to utter

speech in certain ways ; thanks to the simplicity of phonetic structure, they
are able quite accurately and uniformly to adhere to these agreements. Ac-

cordingly, they treat their own utterances not as an object of science tavfc m

a part of scientific procedure ".

L. BLOOMFIELD, Linguistic aspects of Sciemce. &. 45*



THE CHEONOLO&Y OF THE WORKS OF MAHlDHARA,
THE AUTHOR OF THE VEDADlPA AND MANTRA-
MAHODADHI BETWEEN A. D. 1530 AND 1610.

BY

P. K. GODE, M.A.

Aufrecht l records several works of Mahldhara " Son of

Ramabhakta, grandson of Ratnakara, pupil of RatneSvara, a son
of Kesava '? who "

lived at Benares*
" These works Include works

of Mahldhara composed in A. D. 1589 ( Mantramahodadhi) and in

A. D. 1597 ( VisTiubhaktikalpalataprakasa ) Besides these works
Aufrecht records under wglW the works Rudrajapabhasya, and
Vedadtpa

2 on Vajasaneyisamhita. Evidently Aufrecht's entry pre-
sumes the identity of the author of the *T?3NFTfn(fqr (A. D. 1589) and
the author of tte %?cffar9 both authors having the same name Mahl-
dhara. Dr. Lakshman Sarup s

assigned the author of the Veda-
dlpa to the 12th century on the basis of an inscription

4 dated

1 CCI. 444Works : ( 1 ) s^rff?^, ( 2 ) f^n^f^fFwr, ( 3 )

C 4

,
( 8 ) q^qfj^ and its commentary ^^7 written in 1589, ( 9 )

or
qi^HFTi^Hrug, ( 10 ) %WI%S^TRI%I%, ( n ) ^nlrTTsfton-, ( 12)

( 13 ) f^gpn^cb^rt^TUnFRT, written in 1697, ( 14 ) ^frq- on m^R^TOTfrrr, ( 15 )

16 >

A Ms of Vedadtpa at the B. O. B. Institute ( No. 41 of 1887-91 ) is

dated Friday, %8th October 1614. Its colophon on folio 37 reads :__

Poleman ( Indie Mss. in U. S. A., 1938^ p. 6 ) records two Mas. of the Veda-
dlpa in America, one of which is dated Saka 1715= 1793 A. D. Other Mss. of
Mahidhara's works recorded by Poleman are :_

^os. 5069-70 ( Ko. 5069 is dated A. D. 1800 ).

No. 4381.

Nos - 1183-84 ( No. 1183 is dated A. D. 1678 ;;No. 1184 is

dated A. B. 1677 ).

3 Vide his paper on Uvafa and Mahldhara. "
( Pp. 10-12 of Summaries

of Papers 5th A. I. O. Oonf. Lahore, 1928 )
* 2nd. Anti^ XVIII, 1889, pp, 129-134.

*
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1175 A, D. in which two villages have been given * by Jaya-
candradeva of Kanoja to one Hrsikesa Sarmari who is described
as the grandson of

"
*Trqr%cT iffta?

"
( vmm X Two years ago I

had an occasion to read Dr< Sarup's remarks about an early date
for Mahldhara viz. the beginning of the 12th century. His re-

marks in connection with the identity of the two Mahtdlmras
failed

2 to convince me In the absence of any other corrobora-

tive evidence except the similarity of names. I had, therefore,
made some study of the available works of Mahldhara with a
view to see if Dr. Sarup 's date for Mahldhara is correct or other-

wise. Recently, however, Mr. K. M. K. Sarina of the Adyar
Library, published a paper

s on the
"
Rudrabhasya and date

of Mahldhara and Venkatanatha.
" In this paper Mr. Sarma

makes the following remarks about Mahldhara's date as given

by Dr. Sarup :

" On the basis of an inscription which mentions a Mahldhara

Prof* Sarup assigns our author to the beginning of the 18th canturjf

( Indices and Appendices to the Nirukta, pp. 73-74 ). This date

cannot be accepted for this Mahldhara whose MantramahadadM
bears at the end the chronogram 3*s> rtaracft zxm %?srnif^rfim (1654
= A.. D. 1597 ). The invocation to Laksmlnrsimha at the beginn-

ing of both the Mantramahodadhi * and the Vedadlpa is proof of

the identity of the author,
"

i This copperplate grant was discovered 60 miles north-east of Benares,

It is dated Tikrama Samvat 1232=^4. D. 1175.

* Aufrecht's identity of the authors of the Vedad&pa and the

mahodadhi ia also repeated by Keith and Winteraite ( Gata. of Bodlmian

1905) p. 36 " Mahldhara wrote in A.D, 1598 the Vi^nubhaktikalpalat&prm

( Weber, Cata. I, 158 ) and the Mantramahodadhi in A. D. 1589 ( BodL

pe 99) or 1597, Bendall British Mss. Cata. p*45, n. 2 "

3 Adyar Library Bulletin, December, 1940 Mahldhara mentions

and ^R^ in kis Budrabhasya (
<f
^rwn 9 *WSR ^fsPTETff^M:

? *

) 3^t

in the %^rq. As Mr. Sarma has pointed out q-ff-cR
is later than W*T (14th

century ).

* Ms of the Mantramahodadhi ( *Fo. 653 of Vil. I at the B. (X K Institute

begins:

P

( continued on tb n*xt
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In the B. O. K. Institute MSB. of the MantramaJicdadM the date

of composition is given as ^iore^ftwt==A. D. 1589 ( Sam. 1645 X
1

I shall now consider the verses of invocation in the other works

of Mahldhara r

(I) The ^T^^Hg^^*n^ 2
( B. O. B. Institute Ms, No. 653

of Vis?. I contains a reference to Nrsimha as will be seen from

the verse at the commencement which reads

( continued from the previous page )

The Vedadlpa begins:

PT \\
1?

I See Slg^g^ifrTT ( sn^^RT *rNl?1 )
with ccmmentanes by

N. S. Press, Bombay, 1912].

The objective identity of the 1st line of the Mantramahodadhi with the

1st line of the Vedadipa is not accidental. It proves the identity of author-

ship for both the works as pointed out by Mr. Sarma.

i In the British Mus. Ms. of qssrq^q^fffaST ( ^p-f )
the chronogram of the

date of composition is ^rq^r^33n% "=A. !> 15S9 ( Vide p. 46 of BendalFs

Cata* 1902 ).

Ms, No. $68 of 1888-84 ( B. O. B. I. ) of this Bhasya contains its date

of composition viz. Sunday 8th March jf0= Samvat 1646, Bavivara, Trayo-
dasi. (Ind* Ephemeries Vol. V, p. 382.) The chronogram of this date is found
in the colophon of the Ms. which reads as follows :

11 ^ at

n B \\

wntgt 3^g%*nfr n n

( God ^TTHi?r...^^rfi mentioned in verse 4 above is the same as
mentioned in verse 1 at the beginning of 357. UV
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ft' \\
**

The
"
*l"H^ctt3[T%

' '

referred to by Mahldhara in verse 3 of the con-

cluding verses of the ^?^T^1J<?3RI^WTT was composed by ^cirwrS

^T5fq"i%ra;, who composed his $pr^r^fft in A. D, 1489 ( See Aufreoht

GO I, 513 ) or A. D. 1449 ( Kane H. D. Vol. I, p. 534 ).

( II ) In the concluding verses of Mahldhara's f%3R:Jf on the

cn*rrrf%B"^T1C we find a reference to god %m% or
*'

SH&6?!"
** in the

following extract :

Ms. No. 75 of 1888-83 folio 71

U ? U

f^TSTTcTT ^ft^ cTOT % jr^ S

The above Ms is dated Samvat 1775=A, D. 1719. Another

Ms of Mahldhara's ft^tot
l on the ^T^TTW^TTT via. No. 74 of

1882-88 is dated
"
?fc& ^^o "= A. D. 1674, On folio la

of^this
Ms we have the endorsement

Ms No. 279 of 1892-95 is dated Sctfmat 1808=*A. D. 1758.

( III ) Mahldhara mentions God ?1K in the following verse

at the commencement of the T^^^^^mft^cw composed in

A. D. 1597-8 (
=Samvat 1654 ) :

a

i* Vide p. 194 of Bendall's Cata. of Brit. Mus* Mss, 190S-Ms. No. 130ft of

Mahidhara's Vivarana is dated A. D. 178.

a The following verse at the end of the ms. contains the chronogram of

the date srf?f 5fT*[, W, f^ ).

In the Ms. ( No. 63 of 1886-92 ) of ^l^xrN* by j^ I do not find any

reference to jfifc
The Ms. of **<$? ft (^ tt of 188MS) ends as

follows :

( Continued on the next fog* I
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Ms. No. 320 of A 1881-82

ftft^ft

u

( IV ) The work m<p?rf5rao|r mentioned by Aufrecht as the
work of vnftar begins with an invocation to f^fe, srot^r and f^re as
follows :

Ms. No. 248 of A 1883-84 dated Sarhvat 1875= A. D. 1819 1

II ? II

( V ) The invocation of the t^TT^rr^rqnq-q^r'Gq' of tr^tar reads as
follows :

. JVo. ^ a/1895-98 dated Saka 1775 = A. D. 1853. g

rq n ? IK

w

( contiuned from the previus page )

1 The MB. ends as follows :

Folio 5

|
s

\\

a The colophon of the Ms. reads as follows :

Folio 10-11

: \\

||

II

U

etc r

*
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(VI) s^ren: refers to god sp%f in the concluding verse ' of

his ^nrftareTfeT which reads as follows :

Ms. No. 31 of A. 1883-84 folio 12.

\\ ^ il

u

( VII ) In the ^r^f^^Hcr^T^T the author *?frert invokes gods

&nsr etc. as follows :

Ms. No. 113 of 1882-83 dated Bamvat 1778 s= A.D. 1728, -fol. 1

*'

\\

From the uniform references to god wf%f in his works It

appears that -&gc%* was specially devoted to this god and hence

it is but natural that this god should be invoked in the %^qin as

also the r^trtpf?ir and other works of Hfr^t.

In addition to the identity of invocations at the beginning

of the tc^fnT and the *^*W3TW Mr. Sarma urges against jDr.

Sarup's date for frfte* the identity of the genealogy
4 of

The invocation at the commencement of the work Is as follows :

T!H*ftHTn sqr^^H ^TOTfa^ H ^ H

The chronogram ^, ^T, ^, ^=Sam. 1660 (month of fem*

paksa and Sunday ( ^nft ).
This date may correspond to ISth or *rrf

( Vide p. 9 of Vol. VI of Indian XpMmtH.).,r . .

only two dates of composition of two different works of

and^P7 The above chronogram gives us A. D. WW as the 8rd date of

composition of Mahidhara's work Tl^T^Tr^FT. ^

3 This date is recorded on folio 20- *w t
>^ W W 5W

'

The B. O. K. I. * M of 1S8*-B*

contain any reference to god^ either at the beginning or at the

ends "-' "

ThisYs given in the Veda&pa, as also in the

.

*

( Continued on the next page )

13 [ Annal, B. O. B. I. J
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as recorded by him In the ^T^r^RWftrn^t^r called %3[^Fr and also

the *T?5n*ft3T%. Both these works give an identical genealogy
as follows :

T^TF^ ( Of

Son

q?5srf[ ( or

Son

JTfteR ( author of %3"3[FT
l *md iT?5RTrr^n* composed in

A. D. 1589. )

The above identity of genealogy furnished by both the Veda-
dipa and the Mantramahodadhi is a conclusive proof of the iden-

( continued from the previous page )

(cTcf|T%)
'*

( Weber Vaj. Sam. Tarious Edadings and corrections of the Press, p. 19.)

M

\

Mantramahodadhi ( Calcutta Edn. p. S98. )
l The B. O, B. Institute possesses the following dated Mas of the

Vedadipa :

No* SI of 1879-80 Saka 1672= A. D. 1750.
No. 30 of A. 1881-82 Sam. 1858= A. D. 1802.
No. $2 of lS79-80Sam. 1728= A f D. 1672.
No. 41 of 1887-91~Saih. 1671= A. D. 1615.
Vide folio 37

This appears to be the earliest dated Ms of the Vedadlpa copied in A. D.
1615 i. e. 12 years after ^^'s composition of the TMhntfw in A. D. 1603.

f the V **&pa bear the date Samvat 1791= A. D.
1,1887). The British Mus. Ms
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tity of authorship for boih the works, one of which was composed
in A. D. 1589.

In the Mantramahodadfai Mahldhara refers to a son of his

called 35$WJt who along with other Brahmans helped Mahldhara
to compose the Mantramahodadhi in A s D. 1589. *

i The colophon of the Mantramahodadhi is important as it gives us more

details about Mahldhara' s family than what we find recorded in his other

works. I shall, therefore, reproduce it below:

Ms. No. 1188 of 1886-92 folios 150-151.
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This reference by the learned father to his son proves that

the son was also devoted to the learned pursuits of his father.

It appears that SaPTHfl
1 mentioned by JT503R as his son in the Man

tramahodadhi is identical with c^crr^t who composed a work on

medicine called 9T&55T in A. D. 1587 ]
i. e. two years before the

composition of the MantramahodadhL At the commencement of

his Balatantm Kalyana states that he composed this work on the

basis of Prayogasara, Susruta and other works. 2 At the end s of

i Aufrecht CCl t
86 * *

cp^zryoi 9
son of Mahidhara, grandson, of RamadSsa

composed in 1587.

=q-f^?f=r ( med. ) L. 818. K. 214. Peters 3. 399.

CCl> 371" qjcsrpsr med. B. 4. 230.

by ^^I^T, Son of Mahidhara, L. 818* K. 214. P. Peters, 399.

COIIj 84 *<
qTcSrp^f med. by cFe3Tur5

son of Mahidhara,. Oudh XX, 174.

Peters. 4. 40.

CCIII, 79 "
qr^f%T%?^T or snc5cT*sr in 14 Patalas by cp^Tror, son of Mahi-

dhara, grandson of RamadSsa. AK. 999. AS p. 117. Ed. 900 Lz
1181 ( breaks off in ninth Patala ).

The Mss of the ^rieJrf^ in the Govt. Mss. Library at the B. O. B. Institute
are as follows :

.No. 62S of 1895-190$ dated Samvat 1682= A. D. 1626.

No. 598 of 1899-1915 dated Sarnvat 1848 = A. D. 1792.
No. 999 of 1891-95 dated Samvat 1836= A. D. 1780.

No. 106$ ofl886-92 dated ( Samvat ) 1808 = A. D. 1752.

No* 433 of 1884-86 incomplete.

Possibly Ms No. 623 of 1895-1902 copied in A. D. 1686, may prove to be the
earliest dated Ms of the Balatantra.

8 Ms No. 999 of 1391-95 of Balatantra begins

The above Ms ends as follows :

'<

: mi f^q: u ^ u

: |i 3 ||

( continued on the next page )
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the work ha refers to his own father wfnrc as a devotee of god

^jfrfftTf and also to his grandfather rorcr* who was a devotee

of god Bamacandra. He also records the date of composition

of the work viz. Samvat 1644 { =A. D. 1587 mentioned by

Aufrecht). He belonged to the wtpr
line.

1 Mahldhara also

mentions this line of Brahmans
"

arrggrar, -fciFS* *m *n* *&&*>

in the MantramahodadhL Mr. Nanda Lai Dey ( p. 2 of Geogr

Dictionary, 1927) identifies *(%* with Bamnagar, 20 miles west

of Bareli in Bohilkhanda. In the Plates of Gayadatungadeva

a P A S B Vol V. pp. 348ff) the grantees are certain Brahmans

who originally came from AMcchatra and settled in Odra-mstya.

In a Jain rock Inscription
2 of A.D. 1170 ( 6th February

preference

is made to one *IW. a Brahman of the^^^^J*
ia siff^^srsf

aescenueu Ai^iii **v --

^i^O If this
the src^nfsr referred to in A. 1>. xl

^^J^^^
__ "

continued from the previous page }

u

s, - OTransr = SaAvat 1644=A. D. 1587.

The Chronogram g^, %f, W, aTPPI5T,
Da

^ i TT 18741 Bajendralal Mitra describes MB No^lS
i on P. 219 of Notices (VoL II. 1874) Rajeo

^ Ahiohatra bat the work

f*n<*^T and observes:-" The author was bor
& ^ ^^ s&k&

as completed at Benares on Sunday^/^J ag ^ Ohronograln,

year 644= A. D. 720. ^L stated by Mitra. The exact 4*.
t 4

VoL

,
.
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accepted we have to state that his line flourished afc Ahicchatra

( or Eamnagar ) for BO less than 400 years and Mahldhara left

his country and went to Benares,
l say between A. D, 1575 and

1590 for spiritual reasons after having passed his early life at

Ahicchatra ( or Ramnagar ).

As a result of the foregoing discussion we are in a position

to reconstruct the genealogy of Mahldhara as follows :

C. A. D. 1490 ( of srcWTtsr 5 at

Son
or WP*T& 2 alias <ffS*T ( at srii^ar )~G A. D. 1520.

Son
Between 1540 and 1610 A. D. ( at Benares ) Pupil of

| ^*** ( Son of Kesava ).

Son
Between 1575 and 1640 A. D. ( at Benares ).

The dates of composition of the works of Mahldhara and Ms
son Kalyana recorded in this paper, together with the dates of

Mss of these works noticed by me are given below with a view
to facilitate further study of the chronology of the works for

which no date could be fixed by me in this study ?

TT<?f ^TCrantff StfNc" (Mantramahodadhi). It

appears that Mahidhara's son Kalyana also migrated to Benares along with
his father and carried on his literary pursuits at this seat of learning.

2 Of. Aufrecht CC2 9 515 a
^q^jsr or ^W^ Son of Batnakara, father of

Mahldhara, grandfather of Kalyana ( Balatantra, 1S81) L. 818, Oxf. 100a "

2 Aufrecht CGI, 86 makes the following entry :

**

q^nri^pr a contemporary of Mahldhara ( 1589 ) Qxf. 100b "

Evidently the above entry is based on the wrong reading of Oxford Ms
wherein we have "

cp^Tforrrr%r^tirr
" instead of "

^qr<lTTI%rs^T.
'> Mahl-

dhara is here referring to his son Kalyana. There was no such person as
This is only a comedy of errors.
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Judging by the works of Maludhara examined by me in fchis

paper, Mabldhara appears to have been a versatile writer. Whe-

ther he composed works pertaining to subjects not covered up

by the list of his works recorded by Aufrecht is a matter for
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investigation.
1 There is reason to believe in the identity of Mahl-

dhara the author of the Vedadlpa eta with Mahldhara the author

of the commentaries on the Lilavail and the Brhajjataka. I am
not, however, quite sure about the identity of this author with

i
q-jfrei^f appears to have been a second name of i^rNff ( Aufrecht CCI,

444). If this is so, we must examine the works ascribed to writers of the

name i^vjf^ and qfn*R as well. The following entries made by Aufrecat

need to be examined :

"
Jflr?T^Rr ^orssrpn^

"

CT^T composed in 1587

Ms No. $42 of 1882-88 of the 5fff3^r^%RtJT begins

\

II ? 1 1

compare

compare also c?fte^lft^RCT ( ^Is* No* 569 of 1895^1902 ).

The date of composition of the ^^jT!rr^>T%^Tar is saka 1520 = A. D, 1598 as

recorded in Ms 84% of 1882-88 ( A* D, 1745 ).

|M II

This verse is followed by salutation to God
JTf^r who is referred to in all

works of

u *
31

S. B. Bikshit (p. 486 of Bha. Jyotih&astra, 1896) identifies tyfl^r and

JTfrsnr who composed cfr^TSTtfr m in A. D. 1587 and fg^srnnrfwur in A. D.
1598. The B. O. R. L Ms of gten*nftN?T of t

t ?l ^, viz, JVo. ^^ o/ 1883-84 is

dated Safovat 1788- A. D
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Mahldasa the author of a commentary on the Carayavyuha.
l

In view of the data recorded in this paper I would request

Dr. Sarup to reexamine his date for Mahldhara viz* nth century

and give us his final opinion on the question of Mahldhara's date

in the light of any other independent evidence which he may
have gathered since the publication of his paper in support or

otherwise of the views already expressed by him. I have not

succeeded so far in finding out any evidence in support of an

early date for Mahldhara but on the contrary I have recorded

ample evidence in this paper to prove that Mahldhara flourished

between A. D. WSO and 1610 or so.
2

Vide p. 26 of Vol. I ( Vedio ) of Cata. of Baroda Mss, 1925 Ms. No. 41

with *TI^T f *Tfl^T^ )
is described with the remark '* D.C.C* Ha-favat

1618.
"

If this is date of composition we have to take A*D. 15&? as the date

of composition of this *nsq-t which agrees with qffa^s lifetime say between

A, D. 1540 and 1610 as fixed by me. If this date is the date of the Ms I find

it difficult to harmonise it with the lifetime of out Mahldhara, the author of

the Vedadtpa and the Mantramahodadhi. On p. 10 of the List of Ujjvin

( 1936 ) we find the following entry :--

" No. 26~^^T^l^^T^rT by *Tft3T^ (

(copied in )#
It appears from the above entry that Samvat 1603 A. *D>-1541 is the

date of composition of Mahidhara's TTO on the ^vi*tf while according to

the entry in the Baroda Cata. quoted above the date of composition of this

work appears to be A. D. 1557. 1 am unable to verify these dates at present

as the Mss at Ujjain and Baroda are not before me. In case, however, we

can prove this sffn-Rf
to be identical withqgfat the author of the

other works we shall have to fix his life-time between say A* P

IBIO, a period of 80 years, which is not an impossibility as his son

composed a work in A. D. 1587.

8 After this paper was composed by the press I had an occasion to 0011-

suit Prof. Bhagavadatta's History of Vedic Literature (in Hindi ) Lahore*

1931, pp. 92-95. I am glad to fiind that Prof. Bhagavadatta . entioin of
_

Dr.

Sarup's date for Mahldhara though brief coincides with mine and is justified

by the evidence gathered in this paper*

14 [ Annals B. O. B. I. J



" VEDIC LORES " *

I Three wheels of Asvin's Car.

BY

HIBALAL AMEITLAL SHAH, B.A. ( Bombay, 1 )

In this article the writer proposes to deal wifch a lore connect-

ed with the twin gods Asvins. The understanding of several of

the Vedic gods from an astronomical background opens up our

path to the interpretation of several lores narrated in the Vedic
texts. In the article

"
Vedic Gods I-IV "

in A. B. I (Poona)
Vol. XVII, Pi 2, Sec. III-IV, pp. 117-150 several prominent fea-

tures of Asvins have been considered. The reader has to refer to
it ( the article ) to understand what is stated herein. Reference is

made to the late Prof, Macdonell's
"
Vedic Mythology.

"

The lore we now explain runs as under :
*' The Asvins' car

is the only one which is three-wheeled ( Rv. i f us, i f g ). One
of its wheels is said to have been lost when the Asvins came to

the wedding of Surya ( X, 85, 15 ).

" -Mac. p. 50.

The verses 14-16 of Rv. X, 85 are as follows '

" When Asvins you were invited, you started on your three
wheeled car to marry Surya. All the gods consented and the son
Pusan selected the twin fathers,

" O Asvins, when you had approached with a view to woo
Surya, where was your one wheel? and then where was your stay?" O Surya, those two wheels of yours are known to season-
knowing priests. The one wheel which was invisible, that was
known only to the learned wise.

"

We are informed in Rv. VII, 69, 4, that
"
the young sun-

maiden chose your car-with lustre ( around you )-at night/'
Over and above the twin Asvins, Soma figures in the marriage

of maiden Surya.
"
In a later hymn ( ftv. X, 85, 9 ) it is said

that when Savitr gave Surya to her husband ( patye ), Soma was
wooer (vadhuyu) while Asvins were groomsmen (vara)"
-Mac. p. 51.

* This paper was submitted to the All-India Oriental Conference Tri-
vandrura ( Travanoore ), December, 1938.
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On the whole we know that
<c

They ( A&vins ) are 3ury&*s two

husbands ( IV, 43, 6 ; cp. I, 119, 5 ) whom she chose ( VII, 69, 4 ).

Surya ( *V 9 73, 5 ) or the maiden ( VIII, 8, 10 ) ascended their ear*

The daughter of the sun mounts their car (I ft 34, 5; 116, 17; 118, 5:

VI, 63, 5 ) or chose It ( 1, 117, 17 ; IV, 43, 2 ). They possess SuryS
as their own ( VII, 68, 3 ), and the fact that Surya accompanies
them on their car Is characteristic ( VIII, 29, 8 )...Owing to their

connection with Surya the Asvins are invoked to conduct the

bride home on the chariot ( C, 85, 26 )...In the Av. { II, 30, 2 etc.)

they are said to bring lovers together. "-Mac. p. 51.

Now the explanations. The Asvlns are connected with night

and Dawn. Hence their selection at night time ( VII, 69, 4 ).

Dawn means the region of Light and hence the wheel that is

lost (X. 85, 16) is the invisibility of this wheel In the light*

The three wheels ( X. 85, 14) are the three stars of the canstellaiia*

Asvinl whose regents are the twin deities, the two Asvlns. The

two wheels remain In the visible portion, that is, the two stars

Beta and Gama Aries are In the divine nocturnal portion and as

such visible while the third star (
= wheel of their chariot ) Alpha

Aries ( Hamal ) Is in the divine day portion of the heavens. This

would mean that the Usas, the point of time between divine

day and night which we now call equinor, Is then between Alpha

and Beta Aries. This point Is
* commonly '

recognised, as stated

figuratively that all the gods consented to it, which means, in

different words, that of the other constellations, the one of AAvins

for this divine dispensation was agreed upon. The other poiBt

of Usas is the Autumnal equinox ( of. Sec. IV of the Vedic

Gods'") and naturally Soma Is there as the wooer of the maiden.

In section II in our article on the calendar we saw that oat of

W4 spaces allotted to the constellation of
Ajvinl

69 spaces formed

the nocturnal portion whose end marked the beginning of the

portion comprising 65 spaces,
' Being at the paint

P
a union ( celestial of earth and Sun ), they have

it to the scholars for what it is worth.

longitudes

Tauri
<* Virgo
Aroturu*



" A CONTROVERTED READING IN MEGHADUTA " *

BY

HIRALAL AMRITLAL SHAH, B.A. ( Bombay, i. )

The second verse of the celebrated poem Megbadnta of Kalldasa

contains a reading which has been much discussed. It is
"
the

last day of Asadha" (smrew sr^Tri%r% ) according to some
texts, while it is the

*

first
*

day ( STOHr^rir ) according to other

copies. The writer has discussed the merits of the first reading
in his article

"
Vedic Gods I-IV ( A. B. L, Poona, Vol. XVII,)

in its section II on calendar pp. 103-104 There is now one more
data that the writer finds and which data settles completely the

verity of the first reading viz. the last (

"
pragma ") day. The

text selected is the one based upon
"
Parsvabhyudaya

f?
and

edited by Prof. Pathak ( Poona, 1916, 2nd edition ).

The data is found in the last line of the stanza 115th which
states that the re-union which would take place after four
months on the day of Prabodhinl will be in the bright nights of
the terminating autumn (

"
parinata^araccandrikasu Ksapasu

"
).

This data points out the fact that it is the final and bright
fortnight of the two months of the Sarad seaaon which includes
the eleventh day of Karttika month of waking up of god Visnu.
Thus it would make complete four months from the Sravana
month ( si 4-pratyasanne Nabhasi ) when the rainy season had
started ( at. 7-" Samtaptanam tvam asi ssaranam " and st. 8-

"Preksijyantepathikavanitah... "). Thus the last day of 'the
month Asadha is the valid reading.

The events happen in the following sequence :

(A) End of Grlsrna on the final day of Asadha brings
about the clouds and the next month is Sravana ( st. 2, 7, 8, 11
etc. ).

( B ) The end of the year in Kautilya ( II, 7, 25 ) is on full-
moon of Asadha. They are Purnimanta months. The rains

/

A11 -Iadia Oriental Conference, Tri-
( Trayaiioore )t December, 1938*
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oegin from the dark fortniglit of SJravana and accordingly, full-

moon of Bhadrapada month would end the rainy season. Then
Sarad season would begin with the dark half of Asvina month

and the two months of this season would end on the full-moon of

Karttika month, when it will be pari^ata Sarat moonlit nights.

( C ) Thus the remaining four months ( st. 115 ) would be the

exact length of time. The ingenuity of the commentators in

explaining the incongruities is out of place when we understand
that our poet has Purnimanta months and that the last day of

Asadha ( st. 2 ) is the proper reading.

In this connection it will be of interest to note what is stated

about the day of Prabodhinl festival in the Gangdhar Stone Ins-

cription of Visvavarman ( M. E. 480 A. D. 423/24 expired) Gf.

Fleet C. L I. Vol. Ill, Gupta Inscriptions, p. 77 ). In its lines 19ff.

we read that..." on the bright thirteenth day of the month

Karttika...when there is the time of the awakening from sleep

of ( the God ) Madhusudana...". If this llth day of PrabodMnI

day is a solar day ( we took it to be the case in our previous dis-

cussion ) then it need not be exactly the llth tithi ( digit ) as it

looks to be the case in this inscription. The time of the awaken-

ing is not heard to be extended to more than one day to permit

us 'to read this inscription otherwise. But it shows an early

instance of the solar day and the lunar digit for this Prabodhinl

festive day.

It may be noticed that there remains now no ground for any
doubt in rejecting the reading

"
prathama-divase

"
( st. 2 ) smd

accepting the "
prasiama-divase

" as the correct one. The fixing

up of the months and seasons will help us a good deal in follow-

ing other texts of our poet. The wrong reading and the confu-

sion that prevailed amongst the commentators show a vast dia-

of time between their age and that of our poet.



SIDE-LIGHTS ON THE RACIAL ORIGIN OF NAMBUDR
BRAHMANS OF SOUTH INDIA

BY

K. R. CHAITERJEE, M.A., B. L.

Any casual visitor of South-Western India may have noticed

the Nambudri Brahman as being somewhat different from the

rest of the population. He has a fair complexion while the

average people are very dark-brown, and observes certain cus-

toms which are peculiar to him alone. Vague statements as to

his racial origin have been made by scholars from time to time
but no systematic and scientific attempt has as yet been made to

point out his true ethnological character. In one point, however,
scholars are all agreed, and that is, that the Nambudri Brahman
is of the Aryan type. Thus, Thurston in his

*

Castes and Tribes

of Southern India \ asserts,
"

it is certain that the Nambutiris
came from the north.

"
L. Anantakrishna Iyer, another great

authority on Indian anthropology writes in his book,
*

Cochin
Tribes and Castes,

y VoL I t p. 170,
"
they are the Vedic Aryans of

the purest Aryan type.
" These statements are corroborated by

the Census Commissioner of Travancore for 1931 who says in

page 361 of the Travancore Census,
"
the Nambutiri Brahmin is

the best available representative of the Aryan type
"

9 and in

page $63
*'

the early Aryan immigrants to Kerala belonged to the

priestly class now represented by the Nambutiris- " Now these
statements are all very general in nature and are not backed by
actual anthropological data and so an ethnologist may very well
hesitate to accept them unless they are not substantiated by
evidence of a more scientific nature* In this article I shall try
to bring forth that evidence and prove the northern origin of the
Nambudris.

I shall, in the first place, compare the anthropometric measure-
ments of the Nambudris with some typically Aryan northern
people, as given in the latest official publication ( Volume III of
the Census Eeport of India, 1931 ),
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Among the South Indian groups that have been mentioned

here the Nambudri is singled out as having the closest affinity

with the northern peoples.
"
Individually the Nambudri is clo-

sely related with the U. P. Brahmin.
"

Again,
"
in the colour

of the skin the proportion of the light brown is the greatest (29%)

among the Nambudris who show also a very much smaller per-

centage of dark people.
" In the colour of the eye they alone of

South Indian people
* have a small percentage of clear light

brown ? The Nambudri is again stated to have a high prominent

nose, 16% of which are convex. The face is longish among the

Nambudri. The long-headed people of the north ( belonging to the

Aryan type) is differentiated from similar people of the South (the

Dravidian),
"
not only in stature, in the absolute length and

height of the cranial vault, but also in the form and proportion

of the face and the nose." So we cannot call the Nambudri a

Dravidian though he is longheaded and short in stature like the

Dravidian. Difference in other essential somatic features with

the Dravadians point out a different racial origin of the

Nambudri.
In fact except in stature he can hardly be distinguished from

the northern people. The difference in stature
^

may be ascribed

to climate and vegetarian diet of the Nambudri.

Not only anthropology but ancient traditions also come to

our aid in proving the northern origin of the Nambudri. There

is a book called Kerala-utpatti written in the Malayali language.

It is alleged to have been written by Sri Samkaracharyya but

scholars put its date much later, i. e. seventeenth century A. D.

It was first noticed by Captain Duncan in the Asiatic Researches

Vol V An imperfect translation of it exists in CM. Mackenzie s,

Descriptive Catalogue of Oriental Manuorfpfa. Vol. II ( Asi-

atic Society of Bengal, 1878 X
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This book gives an account of Malabar and its origin in the

legendary fashion. It says that Parasiurama first brought the

land ( Malabar) into existence out of the sea and peopled it with

persons brought by him from northern Tlndia. The book then

describes the administrative arrangements made by the people

and the accounts of the various kings. Now as a historical docu-

ment giving relevant facts of history, this book is quite useless.

In this respect it is absurd, inconsistent and full of contradictory

statements. But however valueless the book may be as a histori-

cal document, it contains a great deal of very ancient traditions

some of which, specially those concerning cultural and admini-

strative history are very useful and informative. The persons

brought by Parasmrama were all Brahmans and it is curious to

note that the Nambudri Brahmans sfcill call themselves Brahmans

of Rama. Though we must reject the connection of Para&urama

with the Hambudris yet it may be true that the Kerala-utpatti

contains in a confused way an account of the northern origin of

the Nambudris.
This view is further strengthened when we observe certain

customs ascribed to the Brahmans in this book which bear close

resemblance to similar customs obtaining among certain northern

people in the ancient period of their history. In Panini's gram-
mar and Kautilya's Artbasastra we find mention of two kinds of

Samghas or republics called the Ayudhajivin and the shastropaji-

vin samghas respectively. These republics were of an oligarchic

character and the people belonging to them observed the practice

of arms or military arts. Their strength and prosperity are testified

by Greek writers such as Curtius, Arrian, and others also who

were struck with the efficient form of their administrative orga-

nisation and their military prowess. Now from the Kerala-ut-

patti we come to know that the Brahmans of Para&urama who were

settled in 64 villages, at first had an oligarchial form of govern-

ment. Later on, though a king was elected by the people he was

more like the persident of a republic or a purely constitutional

monarch rather than a king of the autocratic type. There were

assembllest one composed of the Brahmans of the four most im-

portant villages and the other consisted of the representatives of

the four castes ( Varna Kullakams ). Without consulting them
and a small council of four persons, one from each, of the four
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favoured villages, the king could do nothing. Throughout the

book we come across numerous instances of kings being over-

thrown by the people and new persons placed on the throne by
the people. Thus the position of the king among these people
was something like that of the chief executive officer of the state.

We further observe that the Brahmans used to take up arms from

time to time and were known as protectors of the state. Thus we
find that their constitution bore a close resemblance to the military

republics of northern India. Like the Samghas of northern India

who were not purely military in character, because their consti-

tution required the citizens to devote attention to industry and

agriciilture, the Brahmans of Parasurama also, it is said, had

four chief things to attend to9 one of which alone was to assemble

to consult about government affairs. Further, the instances of

the election of kings by them bear close resemblance to the

numerous instances of fehe elective nature of monarchy, as re-

corded in north Indian literature (Of. Mahabharata, Shantiparva;

Chapters 59 and 67 ).

From the evidence gathered above, anthropological as well

as traditional, we can come to the conclusion that at some

remote past the Nambudris migrated from north India with the

republican Ayudhajivin constitution and settled in the south.

Anthropometric measurements show that they are of the Indo-

Aryan type. So it is now possible for us to say with great

definiteness that the Nambudri Brahmans of South India are

racially only a branch of the Indo-Aryan family.

15 [ Annals, B. O.



MISCELLANEA

HAVANA'S LANKA

BY

DANIEL JOHN, M.B.

In the Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute

Volume XVII ( 1935-36 ) Mr. M. V. Kibe, M.A. says :

"
In ray paper on

*

Havana's Lanka discovered
7

read before

the XVII International Congress of Orientalists I had located

Lanka in the Vindhya Mountain on the description of the route

of Rama to Lanka, as given in Valmlki's Ramayana. In the

present paper I locate it at the same place on the basis of Havana's
route to Pancavatl and his subsequent movements." ( page 384).

Mr. Kibe admits that in Rama's as well as Havana's route

the SEA had to be crossed and that Rama built the Setu for cross

ing it and Havana "
in his golden chariot came to the ocean

7;

( p. 373 ) and
"
then crossed the sea

"
( p. 374 ).

Obviously Havana crossed the sea in his chariot to which
Havana had asked the

"
charioteer to yoke the mules who did it

in a moment "
! ! ! Mr. Kibe has not clarified what this chariot

yoked with mules was, but goes on to say,
"
It appears that while Havana came to the place ( Rama's

hermitage in Janasthana ) in a chariot, which was destroyed by
Jatayu, when the former was taking Stta away, on his way back
he had the use of a sort of glider.

"
( p. 374 ).

Mr. Kibe does not clarify what this glider was either.

The identification of the sea crossed and the clarification of

the true nature of the CHARIOT yoked with MULES and of the

GLIDER used by Havana for crossing the sea are of the utmost
importance in locating Lanka on the basis of Havana's route to

Pancavatl and his Subsequent movements.

THE SEA
Mr. Kibe contends that

"
the distance between the two coasts

although difficult to be crossed by an army without a bridge, loud
conversation between the two could be heard. Moreover, a
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small party could cross it as Bibhlsana did." ( p. 383 ). Fort

Bibhfsana came to the Northern Coast of the Sea, when RSraa
nad reached the Southern Coast. There he stood on a high
ground and loudly spoke ( p. 382 ).

Yuddhakanda section xvii says :
"
Having addressed

Ravana with these harsh words, his younger brother, reached in
no time, where Rama along with Laksmana was. The leading
monkeys, stationed on earth, espied him on ths t#/ftm,...He was
like unto a collection of clouds. Bibhisana descended from the

on the northern shore. And beholding Sugrlva and all others

stationed near him, the highly intelligent Bibhlsana accosted

them, at the highest pitch of his voice, saying
"

( Dutfc*s

Translation p. 1144ff ).

Rama crossed the sea by bridge, Ravana by chariot and

Bibhlsapa by air 1 And Ravana too used a **
sort of a glider

f?

for his return journey from Janasthana ! !

Before proceeding to consider Ravaiia's and Bibhlsana^s means
of crossing the sea, I may point out that Bibhlsatia spoke after

alighting on the Northern Shore where Rama was, No sea interv-

ened ! The Northern SHORE of the sea was the Southern COAST
of India. ITo mystery surrounds the identity of the sea bridged

over by Rama which Bibhlsana crossed by air. On his return

journey, Rama points out to Sita
" do thou behold the descend-

ing place of fche ocean, where I spent the night after crossing

the deep for fchee . . . the abode of Varuna, appearing as if

the other end, roaring and abounding in conches and pearl oy&tr*.

O Maithili, do thou behold the golden mount, which rose above

the deep for affording a resting place unto Hanuman* And oil

the bank of this ocean I halted with my soldiers, and here Maha-

deva, the lord of the celestials, was propitiated with me. It

behoveth thee to behold the descending place of the falgh-souled

Ocean, known as Setubandha, worshipped of the three worlds,

highly sacred and destroying even the worst sin. There, Bibfal-

sana, the king of Raksasas first came to me,
" (TuddhakaBda

cxxv. Butt's p. 15fc4-5 ).

Setu is Ramevaram. Gold mount is Mainaka, The othar

descending place was on the coast of Lanka. The sea abounding

with conches and pearl oysters is the Palk's Strait and the Gulf

of
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It should ,be particularly noted that Mainaka , Naka Tivu
( Nayina Tivu ) as identified by me, lay between the two landing
places, and Rama on his return journey travelled by the Pus-

paka car, which adds one more to the means of travel over the

sea*

It should also be noted thab while
** Ravana departed, lighting

up all sides, on a sun shifty car, yoked with mules. And cours-

ing the firmament, that mighty car of that foremost of Raksasas
looked like the Moon among clouds. And proceeding far', he, app-

roaching the asylum ( for Taraba7
s son ), presented himself be*

fore him. **

( Aranyakanda xxxi j Dutt's p. 578 ),

"
his younger

brother reached in no time where Rama along with Laksmana
was.

"
( Yuddha K. xvii $ Dutt's p. 1144 ). Although the refer-

ence here is to another visit of Ravana to Marica and not the

one under consideration, his means of travel and the distance

travelled were not different.

THE CHARIOT

Ravana f

s journey from Lanka to Marlca's Asylum is descri-

bed in tlie Aranyakandam section xxxv,
" And going to the stable in disguise, the lord of the Raksasas

commanded the charioteer, saying,
* Yoke the car,

9 Thus asked,
the charioteer possessed of fleet vigor, in a trice, yoked an excellent

car after his heart. And ascending the car coursing at will, . , . .

proceeded in that noiseless ( vehicle ), past the lord of rivers and
streams And that one possessed of prowess beheld the shore
of the sea Then repairing to the other shore of that lord of
rivers, the ocean, Ravana saw an asylum " Marlca's Asylum.
( Dutt's pp. 586-8 ).

That is to say, Ravana ascended the car on one shore and des-

cended from it on other shore and went to Marica 's Asylum.

Ravana'sjourney from Marlca's Asylum to Rama's Asylum
is given in Aranyakandam section xlii.

Ravana said to Marica " Do thou now with me ascend this

chariot coursing in the air, crested with jewels and driven by asses

having faces of a demon. ...... both of them ascending the chariot
like unto a heavenly car set out for the hermitage And
descending now from the golden car the lord of Raksasas to-

gether wttl* Marica behelcj Rama's asylun*. Taking him ( Marl-
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ca) by the hand Ravana spoke saying 'There stands the

asylum of Rama. Do thou do that for which we have come

here '.
"

( Butt's p. 601 ).

That is to say, Marlca accompanied Ravana in the same car

in which Ravana had travelled from Lanka and both got dawn

at a place from where Rama's Asylum could be seen.

This chariot,
"
coursing in the air,

" "
Coursing at will

"
says

Valmlki,
"
appeared beautiful like a mass_ of clouds in the sky,

with cranes, in the midst of lightning.
' '

( Aranya K. xxxv , Butt's

p 386 ). This is a poetical description of a sailing boat. The

"mass of clouds
"

is the sails, the cranes the stay-sails, and

lightning the rigging. The helmsman steers the ship In the

desired direction ; hence,
" coursing at will.

" From several re-

ferences in the Ramayana and other ancient poetical works I

have come to the conclusion that
"
aerial way " and other similar

phrases are conventional expressions for
"
sailing.

The boat is Mr. Kibe's
"
glider.

" Bibhlsana being espied

"on the welkin" "like unto a collection of clouds
" and his

descending
" from the sky

" do but express that he was on the

boat when seen and he deecended from the boat. The P*Waka

of Kubera was no other than a gorgeous barge, which, it should

be particularly noted, was no other than the chariot in which

Ravana with Vaidehl hastened to Lanka ( YuddhaK. section

cxxviii; Dutt'sp.1535). To the Puspaka did the charioteer of

Ravana "
yoke the mules 1

"

THE MULES

Though the charioteer yoked the mules,
' the chariot, instead

of being drawn by them, was it is said,
"
driven ft, asses

( Butt's p. 001 ) Vide supra.

They were not four-legged asses but two-legged ones. They

had the faces of a demon 1 They were Raksasa boatmen whom

the Captain of the boat ordered to their respective post ( yoked ).

Under the captain's orders they manipulated the sails; hence,

the boat was " driven by
" them while the Captain directed ite

course at his will. __________

un kuralan ( Tamil )
= one with terribl* so-

bl accents carrying the king from shore to boat etc.
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But, one may ask,
" How does Valmikl say in section xlix of

the Aranyakapdam that the celestial car of Havana was drawn

by asses ?
n

( Dutt's p. 621 ). This. I shall explain presently.

Then, Valmiki's description of Ravana 's journey to Pafica-

vatl on the basis of which Mr. Kibe locates Lanka in the Vin-

dhya Mountain amounts to saying that Ravana left Lanka

aboard a boat, crossed the ocean, took Marlca aboard, reached

a landing place close to PancavatI, left the boat and went

about bis particular business, having instructed Marica to do

his part.

It is obvious that PancavatI was on a waterway. Otherwise

the boat could not have reached it as it did. This waterway
was the Godavarl which was within easy access even to Slta.

For, wo find Rama saying
" O Laksmana, do thou speedily re-

pair to the river Godaveri and learn if Slta tath gone there to

fetch lotuses.
''

( Aranya K. Iriv ? Dutt's p. 657 ),

In the guise of a mendicant, Ravana went to Rama's asylum,
obviously on foot. No sooner than he had abducted Slta,

"
In-

stantly appeared there the celestial car of Ravana, drawn by asses

and making a terrible sound. Thereupon, that one emitting
terrible accents, remonstrated with Vaidehl in harsh words
and clasping her ascended the car. . * . Ravana . , . rose high

up with her . . . Being thus carried away by the ethereal track
she espied Jatayu, the king of vultures, seated on a tree.

"

( Aranya K, xlix ; Dutt's pp. 621-2 ). It will be remembered
that Ravana boarded the boat in Lanka in disguise.

That is to say, Ravana carrying Sits hurried back to the

calling out loudly to his men. The boatmen ( asses ) dragged the

boat to the bank of the Godaveri to facilitate boarding and Ravana
clasping Slta acended the boat. Lo 1 Jatayu sitting on a tree

( a raft ) appeared on the scene and challenged Ravana. ** There-

upon they began a terrible conflict in the welkin, like unto
clouds driven by wind. There occurred a mighty conflict bet-

ween Jatayu, the lord of vultures, and Ravana, the lord of Ra-

ksasas, like unto two Malyavan hills "supplied with wings.
"

( Arynya K. li ; Dutt's p. 625 ), Here Valmlki identifies Jatayu
and RSvana with the boats they were in ( hills supplied with

wings). The fight took place on the bo^ts ( welkin), $nd as $t
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proceeded Ravana fell down on the bank with "Vaidehl on his lap.

He boarded the boat again taking: Maithill with him. Jatayu,
darting towards Ravana, resisted him. Leaving aside Slta.

Ravana assailed Jatayu and Jatayu fell down on the bank,

Sita, free, darted off the boat and was by the side of the wounded
Jatayu lamenting ( Aranya K. li ). Ravana darted towards her,

seized her and boarded his boat and sailed off { Aranya K. lit ),
" coursed through the sky.

"

While the boat was proceeding down the Godavarl, Vaideh!
saw Sugrlva and four others stationed on the top of a hill (boat)

and threw her scart and ornaments into their midst* unobserved

by Ravana, Ravana's boat passed by Parapa and reached the

ocean ( Aranya K. liv ).

Near about the mouth of the Godavarl, Supar&vs, Sarapftti's

son stood on Ravana's way. Suparsva says
8 *

Father, taking to

my wings at the proper time for procuring flesh, I ( went ) and

stood, obstructing the pass of Mahendra mountain. Ther stood

I looking down, obstructing the way of thousands of creatures

ranging the sea. There I saw somebody resembling a mass of

crushed collyrium, going away, taking a female resambling the

rising sun in splendour. Seeing them, I had made up my mind

that they should serve for thy fare, when he humbly in a pacific

manner begged for way. And summoning celerity, he went on

as if pushing off the sky by his energy.
"

( KiskindhS K. lix ;

Dutt's p. 853 ).

It is obvious that Suparssva was in a boat, fishing in the sea

near Mount Mahendra, the
"
wings

"
being Ms boat and the

41
creatures ranging the sea

M the fishes.

Ravana's boat speeding away looked
"
as if pushing off the

sky.
" " And speedily, like an arrow shot from a bow, he cours-

ing the welkin, left behind woods and streams and mountains

and pieces of water. And coming to the abode of Vamna, that

refuge of rivers, the exhaustless ocean-the home of whales and

alligators, he crossed over it
" and entered fee city of Lank*

(Aranya K. liv). ^
'* And the lovely city of Lanka, reared by Yidraksnnft, 1Mb

says Sampati,
<4 a full hundred yojama hence on an m ilte

sea
"

( KiskindhS K, Iviii ? Dutt's p. 851 ). Sampati said fete
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near Prasravana hill, at the foot of the Vindhja mountain ( KIs-

kindha K* Hi, His, Ivi X

Of the building of the city of Lanka Visvakarma says :

" On the shore of the Southern sea is a mountain named
Trikuta. A second also is there called Suvela, ye lords of Ba~
ksasas. On the midmost peak of that mountain resembling
clouds 9 inaccessible even to the fowls of the air 9 all the four

quarters have been hewn with bones. If I am desired by you,
I can construct the city of Lanka ( there )" ( Uttarakanda v;
Dutt's p. 1566 ). And he did construct it there.

TBIKUTA
*

Mr. Kibe says,
"
In the neighbourhood ( of Prasravana ) also

were in the North a peak and in the South a peak named Kailasa
and on the East a river flowing by a peak known as Trikuta
(Sarga 27, Slokas 14, 15, 16 and 27 )." (Of KiskindhSkfinda ').

As Lanka was built on the midmost peak of the Trikuta
mountain in an island in the sea, Mr, Kibe argues

"
That this

Prasravana Mountain otherwise known as Malaya, was in sight
of Vindhya at the foot of which was the sea, which divided
Lanka from the Vindhya range in a valley of which was Kis-
kindha is borne out by Sarga 53......" and identifying this sea
with the river ( a rivulet in fact ) flowing by Trikuta referred to

above, says that the river was
t exaggerated by poetic imagina-

tion into a sea. A mighty ocean dwarfed into a mudle.ss
streamlet 1 !

Now,
*'

Trikuta "
simply means "

three-peaked.
" To the poet

any three-peaked mountain is a Trikuta. But every Trikuta
cannot be credited with the city of Lanka I

THE GODiVAEi
It is surprising that Mr. Kibe, the ardent and pains-taking

scholar he is, ignores the Godavarl associated with PaficavatI
from which, Prasravana hill associated with the Vindhya mou-
ntain was not far. Having repaired in person feo the river
Godavarf, Eama says

"
I can range this MandakinI, this Jana-

sthana and this Prasravana hill if I can find Slta there.
"

They
were so near. The Mandakini is the Godavarl. ( JLranya K Ixiv
Dart's pp. 657-8 ).
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Jatayu says that Ravana u
fled away with Slta to the South-

erly direction.
" This shows that the Godavarl was to th South

of PancavatI, Janasthana, Rsyamuka s Malaya, Kiskindha,
Prasravana hill and the Mahendra mountain, the last one being
nearest the sea. In other words* these were on the northern bank

of the Godavarl. Hanuman too says
** And searching Vaidehl

and ranging at the banks of the Godavarl and foresfe-lands...Rama

met.-.Kavandha.
"

( Yuddha K. cxxviii 5 Butt's p. 1535 ).

The map of India does not show the Vindhya Range, where

Mr. Kibe locates Ravana 's Lanka, as extending as far as the

bank of the Godavarl. Yet Valmlki mentions a Vindhya here !

THE VINDHYA MOUNTAIN
Assuming the physical impossibility of the Vindhya Range

of Central India extending as far as the mouth of the Godavarl, 1

am led to conjecture that the name "
Vindhya

" has its origin in

" vintu
" which means " a drop of water " and that the Vindhya

mountain in the vicinity of the Nothern bank of the God&varf*

near Prasravana hill in the Dandaka forest was the mountain

in which the rivulet in front of Rama's abode in the Prasravana

hill its origin, i. e., the mountain from which drops of water

trickled down and formed the mudless stream with which Mr.

Kibe identifies the Ocean.

OTHER JOURNEYS TO AND FROM LANKA

The correctness of my conclusions as to the route followed by

Ravana is confirmed by Valmlki's accounts of other journeys to

and from Lanka.
Rama's journey to Z^wiAS Kama's journey from

Prasravana
hill to Setubandha ( Ramesvaram ) is given in Section 4 of the

Yuddhakanda. Mr. Kibe doubts the authenticity of this len-

gthy chapter, and says that the meaning of certain Slokan is

obscure. Valrniki's treatment of the subject is as follows:

Rama's instructions as to the disposition of the army for the

march.
Sugrlva's compliance. ,

Description of the actual march r upto where he says And

thus the enormous monkey host went on day and night.A*A

all those monkeys, delighted, guided by Sugrl.a.and *

delight in battle went on speedily. And they-did no* ta*

rest even for a moment, desirous of rescuing Slta. ( Dmtt p.

1116 ).

16 I AnnaU, B. O. B. L ]
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Breaking the thread of the narrative, Valmlki introduces a

description of the SCENERY of Sahya, Malaya and Mahendra
where the march commenced.

Valmlki completes the narrative saying "Thereupon, passing

by the mounts Sahya and Malaya and arranging their enormous
host, they by and by reached the roaring deep. And descending
therefrom, (Mahendra mountain ) Rama, the foremost of those

who minister happiness unto all, accompanied by Laksmana
and Sugrlva, entered the forest situate on the banks of the ocean.

And reaching the expansive hanks having rocks thereon and

continually washed by the rising billows, Rama spoke saying,
* O Sugrlva we have arrived at the abode of Varuna * "

( Dutt's

p. 1117-8), i. e,, arrived at Setubandha.
The scenery after Mahendra is covered by

C{
forest situate

on the banks of the ocean.
* 7

The break does no doubt make the reference to Sahya, Malaya
and Mahendra obscure but convention required a description of

the scenery.

On foot did Rama march with his army from Prasravana hill

to Raraesvaram. The journey was long. So is the chapter.

Rama's Return Journey After Setubandha the Puspaka arriv-

ed at Kiskindha, Bsyamuka and Janasthana in the order

named. The GodavarX is mentioned after this. The party took

leave of the River. For, the route followed thereafter was over-

land ( Yuddha K. cxxv ff ).

Two points deserve notice. One is the omission of Mahendra
mountain and Prasravana hill. Entering the mouth of the

Godavarl the boat made for Kiskindha. The other is the state-

ment "
Thereupon Rama said to the excellent car

* Do thou
( now ) go to Vaisravana I do permit thee.

?

Thereupon being
thus commanded by Rama, that excellent car, proceeding to-

wards the north reached the abode of the Giver of wealth,
"

(Yuddha K. oxxix ; Dutt's p, 1540 ). This is a later interpola-
tion. Kubera's Kailasa was in Ceylon *

1 South, not North.

Hanuman's Voyage to Lanka Valmlki gives the most vivid,
complete and detailed description in this connection. *

* j shall deal with these in my article on ** The Fundamentals of Anci-
ent Geography*"
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To state briefly, from Mahendra mountain Hanuman travelled
by a sailing boat, passed through the Northern entrance of the
Palk's Strait ( water course ), reached the Palk's Strait ( Sagar*
the Sapfca Sagaram ), reached Ksaroda (lavana toya ) and touch-
ed Mainaka ( Naka Tlvu, the modern Nayina Tlvu ). Again pro-
ceeding by boat reached Surasa ( Jaffna Peninsula), travelled by
land to the Southern coast of the peninsula, crossed the Jaffna
Lagoon by boat, reached Sinhika (Ceylon).

"
Set out on the

great road M
( Sundara K. Iviii ; Butt's p. 1067 ) and traversing

the island reached its Southern coast and then entered Lank&puri.
having crossed the sea. ( Araiaya K. i, ii).

Hanuman 9

s Return Journey Leaving Lankapurl,
* e

ascended
Aristha "

( Ceylon )
" went from the south to the north,

* ? entered

a boat and "
began to swim on the ocean of the firmament"

( the Jaffna Lagoon being the Sea of Svarga : Svarga Jaffna),

crossing which,
"
the Wind-god ?

s son went on in the sky
"

( Svarga, Surasa ) and "
again held his course along the mid-

ocean "
( the Palk's Strait ),

" And touching Mainaka foremost

of mountains that one endowed with prowess proceeded amain
like an iron dart let go from a string" and reached Mahendra
mountain. ( Aranya K. Ivi, Ivii ).

Note Being in the midst of the Indian Ocean, the Palk*s

Strait is called the
"* mid-ocean. 7f

CONCLUSION

The several descriptions of the journeys to and from ESvaria^s

Lartka given by Valmlki are geographically correct, consistent

and clear. Poetical expressions and conventional embellish-

ments should not be allowed to mislead us*

Havana's Laiika was not on the Yindhya Range bnt on an

island in the midst of the sea off the Southern or South-eastern

coast of the Island of Ceylon.



MAHABHARATA NOTES

BY

VASUDEVA s. AGRAWALA, M.A.

The reference occurs in the Virata-parvan 12. 20 ( Critical

Edition ) in the contest of Bhlma with a wrestler. The age of

sixty years for a full-grown elephant had been accepted as a

literary convention in the centuries before christ. The Jatakas
make repeated reference to the satthi-hayana kunjara, robust and

strong, the best of its class, e, g.

n

Mahaummaga Jat., vi, p. 448.

Also in the same place,

Kautilya says that an elephant 25 years old is of the lowest

class, 30 years old of middle class, and 40 years old of the best

class, ( Bk. I, ch. 31 ). The ideal age of an elephant for poetic
convention would tlius be after 40, and it was taken to be 60.

We have retained a Hindi idioin which supports the above.

( *rraT qr^r ) Patha means a full-grown animal, generally an
elephant ; and satJm means *

of sixty years.
7 At sixty an elephant

is full grown ( Fallon's Hindustani Dictionary, p. 325 ).

2. |qr and t*nsr

The words dvaipa and vaiyaghra occur in Panini, IV, 2.12.

( According to this Sutra, dvaipa and vaiyaghra take an suffix in
the sense of

*

a chariot covered with the skin of a dtitpin and a

vyaghra respectively, the chariot so mounted being called dvaipa
and vaiyaglira.

In the Mahabharata, Sabha-parvan, ch. 51, verse 34, we have
a reference to chariots of the second kind :

n

The kings of the eastern countries brought as presents to
Yudhisthira chariots mounted with tiger's skin. The most
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minent reference to dvaipa-vaiyaghra rathas, however, occurs in
the Mahajanakajataka, where the line,

-

srectftr

is repeated about 18 times in two beautiful rhyming songs ( Jat
VI, pp. 48-50 ). The Vessantara Jataka also records the gift of
700 such conveyances by that paragon of charity and the com-
mentary there confirms the Paninean meaning of these words,
viz., dlpi~camma~vyaggha~camma-parikkhitta (Jat. VI, pp. 503-
504 ). That these kinds of covering material were used in anci-
ent Indian upholstery is also borne out by another reference in
the Mahabharata where the scabbard of Bhlmasena is called
vaiyaghra-kosa ( Virata-parvan, 38, 30, 55 Critical Edition X
Those of Nakula and Sahadeva are called Pancanakha-kosa and
gavya-kosa respectively ( ibid., verses 57, 58 ), showing that the
skins of the cow and the pancanakha animals were also need
for mounting purposes.

3. ^q^rr:

In the Vulgate text, of the Vana-parvan ( in the ghosa-yEtra
Section ) occur, the following Slokas :

: ii

\

ST 5rrr^: ^nr^mrw <rr grfq- ft

ch. 240, 4-5.

Here the reading ^FT^cTfe^rf^ in pada 2 of verse 5 seems to be

faulty. The evidence of the manuscripts must of course be ex-

amined, but I would tentatively suggest to read ^r^TcTr^fq*, L e*

upsrtah instead of upsrtan. Uvasrtah is accusative plural form
of the feminine upasrta, meaning the young heifers in puberty
which had been crossed with bulls. Duryodhana causes a census

of the cattle population fco be taken with branding and number-

ing. Three classes of animal-heads are mentioned, VIE,, young
calves ( vat&an )> the crossed heifers ( upasrtah ), and the cows

which had recently calved (bala-vatsah). Upasrtan in the mas-

culine gender is meaningless here, Panini enjoins the use of

the root upa+ sr specially in connection with that stage in the

life-story of a cow when she is mature for conception as in

5T3i% III. L 104 5 and also srsr% wh IIL 3. 71. Upar
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sarya is the epithet for the cow before her covering and upasrta
after she has conceived.

4*

The word hararia in a technical sense occurs in Panini VL 2. 65,
^ffmirRorr srsq^^ot In this sutra dharn.ya means *

customary
*

due ; hararia was ons of such dharmya dues. The Rasika trans-
lates hararia in the illustration vadava-hararia as follows :

1 eM hararia is the name of the dues that are given in order to
strengthen a horse after he has covered a mare. Such dues may
be in kind or cash, and their presentation by the owner of the
mare to the stud horse is required to compensate for the loss of
his energy in breeding.

The Mahabharata refers to hararia in a sense which, though
analogous, is not strictly confined to the charges for covering a
mare. The Parvasamgraha-parvan LV. 38, 93, speaks of

Etna's going with presents for Subhadra's dowry as harawi-
hariJcam. Curiously the commentator Arjunamisira condemns as
faulty the very reading which was the correct one :

i

(Critical Edition, Adi., p. 36).
Haraw in a wider sense denoted dowry or nuptial presents,

in money or goods which a woman brought to her husband in
marriage.

The Kasika's illustration on Panini VI. 2. 65, is quite in order,
and for the matter of that may have been handed down as a
nmrdhabhisikta illustration from antiquity, but what we object to
is the narrowing down of the meaning of harana in the light of
the explanation given in the Kasika. We feel rather disposed
to fall in with the more general sense recorded in the Mahabha*
rata, viz,, a marriage-gift

5. The Story of Yavafcrlta.

The Yavakrlta episode occurs in the Mahabharata Vana-
parvan, ch. 133-38, and occupies 117 verses in the Vulgate
edition. The sage Lomasa recounts the story to Yudhisthiraon he occasion of his vieit to the hermitage of Baibhya on the
bank of the Ganges near Kanakhala. Yavakrlta is the son of the
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sage Bharadvaja, and is therefore called Bharadvaja by Ms gotra

name, and also Yavakarl from a synonym of his proper name.
The story in short relates to the performance of austerities by
Yavakrita in order to get mastery over the entire meaning of the

Vedas by fche method of tapas, as against the procedure of study-

ing the same from a teacher-. He is dissuaded by Indra from

persisting in this impossible attempt, because the overflowing

stream of Vedic knowledge cannot; be thns controlled. Indra

impresses on the mind of Yavakrita the futility of his task by

throwing a handful of sand every day in the Ganges to bridge

her course at the place where Yavakrlfca went to bathe. Yavs-

krlfca interrogated Indra, who was disguised as an old Brahmana
as to what he meant, and on being enlightened about his impossi-

ble purpose he realised his own folly, and growing wiser desisted

from his tapas. He was of course rewarded in the sequel, thr-

ough Indra's grace, by receiving the much-coveted Vedic lore s

the privilege being extended also to his father Bharadvaja, Upto
this stage the story runs with a smooth and dignified course

partaking of the nature of those Vedic upakhyanas with which we

are made familiar in the Brahmanas and the Upanisads, The

matter is disposed of in less than 30 Slokas. The rest of the story,

extending to about three-fourths of its entire extent, concerns

with the disgraceful antics of the now swollen-headed Yavakrita,

who misconducts himself with the daughter-in-law of his

father's friend Raibhya, who punished him by creating a KrtyS

and a Raksasa to kill him. Bharadvaja laments his son's death,

curses in turn Raibhya that he would lose Ms life afe the hands

of his own elder son, and himself ascends on the funeral pyre.

The story then narrates how Raibhya's elder son FarEvasu

killed his father by mistake, how the sin of Ms lbrahama--vadhj/a

was washed off by his younger brother Arvavasu, and how this

Arvavasu by the dint of his virtue ultimately redeemed to life

the three deceased ones.

Special interest attaches to this story as the Yavakrltakhyana

is referred to in the Mahabhasya of PatanjalL On Panini, IV,

2 f 60, under the context of cf^^frar ail?, there is s Vlrttika,

niq^^ %

As examples of akhyanas, PatafLjali quotes s
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( Ed. Kielhorn, VoL II, p. 284 ).

Here at least two of the stories can be identified with legends
in the Mahabharata. The Yayati upakhyana is a well-known
Bhargava legend. It may be noted here that the Ka&ika quoting
most probably a murdhabhisikta illustration on Panini VI, 2. 103

refers to ssraTOTSPH and 3TqT*TTnRT*3;, thus throwing light on the
structure of the Yayati legend. It also refers to 'Spfftrcrcrarec, i. e.

the earlier half of Para&urama legend. The Yavakrlta story is

quoted above. It is proved that at least in the 2nd century B.C.
the Yavakrlta-legend was read and studied as a separate entity,
and not merely as a part of the Mahabharata, i. e , its individual
existence was not lost in the great bulk of the Epic. In the
longer version of the Parvasamgraha-parvan ( Critical Edition,
AdL, p. 47 ) this story is also included =

=3" ST?rrjR'rr \

Its incorporation in the Gerat Epic may have taken place after

the compilation of the original Parvasamgraha chapter,
It may also be added that the first of the Yavakrlta legend Is

in very close agreement with the Vedic story of Indra and
Bharadvaja given in the Taittirlya Brahmana and bearing on
the identical theme of the infinity of Vedic knowledge and the

futility of undergoing physical rigours for ifcs attainment. The
Raibhya episode may have been engrafted on the simple Bha-
radvaja legend of pure Vedic texture,



A NOTE ON UTAKE GOVINDA.

BY
K. MADHAVA KRISHNA SARMA, M.O.L.,

Adyar Library.

In the Descriptive Catalogue of the iTanjore Library, Vol.

VIII, p. 3579, there is described a Ms. of the GopalaUlarriava-

bhana, with the following remark on its author TTtake Govinda.
" Govinda is the author of this Bhana. He tells us that he

is the son of Rangacarya and Sarasvati. The appellation TJtake

seems to suggest that the author might have been a Maharatha

Brahmin but it is not certain. The date, etc., of the author w

not known. The work is not available in print.
"

The existence of another of this author's works, namely

Viraktimuktavall in Pandit S. Subrahmanya Sastriar's collection,

has recently been brought to my notice by Mr, K. Bama-

Chandra Sarma. Ibis consists of 108 verses ( including the four

introductory ones numbered separately ) beginning as below -

: n

T?=rr

!M 11

HI ^ wcwff

' ' '

^Ruf ^a

recent author.

[ Annal", B. O. B. I. ]
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^
nr H ? ? M

^rf?r^r%irfrr fftcwflrrftiRr ^sswm^rr n ? o^ u

u

After this the scribe adds the following regarding the date of the

author's death.

According to this statement Utake Govinda died a year after

he wrote the Viraktimuktavali. On his identity compare also

the following from the Gopalalllarnava ;

mart

q;<sr a

( Tanjore Descriptive Catalogue, VoL VIII, p. 3878 )

In his History of Classical Sanskrit Literature, 699 foot-note

11 and p. 703, foot-note & 9 Dr. Kristnamachariar identifies our

author with Govinda, the author of Vinatanandavyayoga* The
identification is incorrect. The latter

" was born in the town of

Nandapura on the Godavarl and settled later on in Benares. His

father was Sesayajmesvara otherwise known as Anantasuta.
"

( Tanjore Descriptive Catalogue, VoL VIII, p. 3644 ).

Compare the following extract on p. 3642 of the Tanjore Descri-

ptive Catalogue, vol. VIII, from the latter
?

s work -

sfr?*r

Aufrecht in his C. C. t p. 168, gives th^ Vy^yoga- rightly
the itarae cif Gorinda Sefa,



REVIEWS

EXCAVATIONS AT HABAPPA, being an account of Arc-

haeological excavations carried at Harappa between the

years 1920-21 and 1933-34. By Madho Swamp Vats* M.A.,

Deputy Director-General of Archaeology in India : in

two volumes with plans and plates ; Vol. I* pp. 488, Vol.

II, 139 plates. Published by the Manager of Publications,

Delhi, Price, Rs. 50-6 ( for both the volumes ).

That Harppa is a place of pre-historic site was well-known to

antiquarians since the discovery of a pictographio seal at the

place more than 70 years ago by General Sir A. Cunningham,

Curiously enough it did not attract the attention either of the

Archaeological department or of ancient Indian historians till

excavations were begun at the place in the season of 1920-21*

The prehistoric site at Mohenjo-Daro was discovered two years

later ; but it is better known to the public because five sumptuous
volumes describing the excavations there and the civilisation

disclosed by them were published, the first three by Sir John

Marshall in 1931 and the last two by Dr. E. J. H. Mackay in 1988.

It is rather unfortunate that an authoritative and continuous

account of the Harappa excavations and civilisation should have

seen the light of the day nearly twenty years after the excava-

tions were started. Prompter publications would undoubtedly

increase the public interest in the achievements of the Archaeo-

logical Department.
The present two volumes are worthy compliments of the five

tomes on Mohenjo-Daro published earlier. They are very nicely

brought out ; the printing is satisfactory and the plates ara
fin^

The style is adequate for the subject and the author shows a

commendable mastery of the themes he ia dealing with. From

the technical point of view the description of U* excavation

and the finds leaves nothing to be desired. The des^ipti* *

dimensions of the finds are correctly given and their find-spots

m Z*~~ . - --!
sent volumes throws a lot of new light on ancient Indian civilisa

^rB^nMlU had opined that the probable pod
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of the Mohenjo-Daro Civilisation would be c. 2750 to c. 3250.

Dr. Mackay felt that this dating: was about 750 years too early ;

he was inclined to place Mohenjo-Daro civilisation between
2500 B. d and 2200 B. C. Our author accepts the view of Mar-
shall, but maintains that the earliest stratum at Harappa would
be about a couple of centuries earlier than that at Mofaenjo-Daro.
His argument is based upon the peculiarly small size of the seals,

which were not found at all in Mohenjo-Daro, and which were
found confined only to lower stratum at Harappa. This argu-
ment has some probative value, but the real problem of the date
of the civilisation can be solved only when the seals are

deciphered or found in large numbers in the known strata of

other civilisations* There does not seem to be much chance of

our getting any decisive clue at Harappa or Mohenjo-Daro ; for

both these sites wefe abandoned for several centuries. In

Harappa the superficial Gupta stratum was divided from the

pre-historic stratum only by about three or four feet. The depth
between the historic and prehistoric strata at Mohenjo Daro was
even less* There does not therefore appear to be much chance
of our finding a bilingual inscription at either site.

Apart from a big public granary, very few remnants of build*

ings were discovered in Harappa excavations. This was quite
natural ; for more than sixty years the Railway and Public
Works Department were vying with each other in carrying away
the inexhaustible stock of bricks in its debris. The villagers of
modern Harappa did not feel the need of a brick kiln till the site

of the old village was declared a protected area under the Anci-
ent Monuments Protection Act.

The progress in the different branches of civilisation disclos-
ed by Mr. Vats?

s excavations is indeed interesting. Gold and
Silver were in use as early as c. 3000 B. C. Considerable skill had
been acquired in metallurgy. It is now generally recognised that
bronzes containing 8 to 11 per cent of tin are the most suitable
when a combination of strength, elasticity, toughness and the
ability to withstand shock are required. In Harappa celts, the
proportion of tin generally does not exceed 11 per cent. People
had also made good progress in bead-making 5 they could give a
very nice glaze to them. Mr. H. C. Beck, who has contributed
the chapter on beads in the volume, has drawn attention to some
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striking points of contact between the Indus and the Masopata-
mlan Civilisations ; he maintains that the rare and difficult pro-
cess of manufacturing etched carnelians is not likely to have
originated in more than one place, and that therefore, one of the
civilisations would be the borrower in this connection. There
are however a number of other points where the head making In
the two countries does not show any points of contacts. Mr.
Beck thinks that the Indus and Mesopotamian civilsations pro-

bably met in a third one, not yet discovered, which acted as a
filter, handing on some atticles and characteristics and detain-

ing others.

The skill in sculpture acjuired by the Harappa people was
fairly of a high order. Unfortunately not many specimens have
been found, but some of those recovered show that the sculptors
at Harappa could equal, if not excel, those of the classical Greece.
In this connection a small statue of a male figure in the round
is very remarkable ( Plate LXXX, a-d ). It is carved in red

sand stone and is only 3M inches in height. Its beauty lies in

the refined and wonderful modelling of its fleshy parts. As an

example of anatomical precision it is indeed perfect and can bear

comparison with the best examples of Greek art. Sir John Mar-
shall observes that the unknown sculptors of the Indus civilisa-

tion had anticipated the Greek sculptors in some of the items

of their technique. That the aesthetic element had been well

developed at Harappa also becomes clear from the artistic head

dress of women and the remarkable skill acquired in the art of

painting as disclosed on some of its pottery.

The chapter on pre-historic cemetery wouW undoubtedly ba

regarded as the most important one in the present volume. It

throws quite a flood of new light on the subject. An extensive

cemetery like the one discovered by Mr* Vats at Harappa has

not been so far unearthed at Mohenjo-Daro and Mr. "Vate may
well be congratulated upon his discovery. There seem to be two

strata in this cemetery, an upper one where pot burials were

the order of the day and a lower one where earth burials were in

vogue. Mr. Vats thinks that what appear like two different

strata may not really be separate ones ; for the necessity of the

case may have induced people to have a deeper pit for the simple

burial than one for the pot burial.^
There is some force IB this

argument, but it is not quite convincing.
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There is & general tesemblanee between tiie civilisation of

Mohenjo*-Daro and that of H&rsppa, but It is curious to note that
there should have been a striking difference in the funeral rites

and customs. At Mohenjo-Daro cremation was the order of the

day, no cases of burials being: known. At Harappa, on the other

hand, burial was the order of the day, cases of cremation being*

very few and doubtful. At Harappa itself there were divergent
practices about the disposal of the dead. In the lower stratxim,
where there are earth burials, we have sometimes complete
burials and sometimes partial ones. In the latter case, it app-
ears that the corpses were exposed for sometime to vultures or

animals, and what remained later was subsequently interred.

Numerous pot-burials have been so far discovered but save in

the case of children, all are the cases of partial burials. The
bodies of children, it appears, were not exposed, for the simple
reason, as pointed out by Mr. Vats, that nothing of them would
remain if they were exposed to vultures and animals. Curiously
enough we find that the remains of children are placed in the

embryonic position almost without exception. There is no fun-

erary pottery associated with pot-burials, but we find it in con-
nection with earth burials. Along with the body were buried
a water pot ( kalasa ), flask, sauce, and round and offering dishes.

It is obvious that these pots were intended to be of use to the

departed individual in his journey to or stay in the life to come.
Sometimes, though rarely, we come across the dismembered body
of a sheep or goat lying by the side of the remains of the dead
person ; it may be the body of an animal sacrificed at the time
of the funeral.

In the case of pot burials, we find that usually pots about two
feet high are used. It is clear that these pots would not have
served tlie purpose of complete burials. The bodies were first

exposed and what remained was subsequently consigned to these

pots and buried. Usually only about the lower half of these pots
is filled by the bones, the upper half being filled with goft per-
colated earth. Usually the remains of only one man are preserv-
ed in one pot, the exceptions being few.

Some of the burial urns are painted and these pictures throw
interesting light on some of the post-mortem beliefs of the age.
Unfortunately the painted pots are very few and fragmentary,
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and so the Interpretation of their paintings is a difficult matter.
Mr. Vats however makes a few suggestions in this connection*
which are very interesting and illuminating. The peacock
figures very prominently in these paintings and very frequently,
a therianthropic body is painted horizontally across its body!
Mr. Vats suggests that this may be the suksma sarira of the dead
man being carried by the peacock to the other world. Sometimes
we see bovine animals and goats painted on the pots ; and in
their midst we have beaked human beings. Mr. Vats suggests
that the bovine animals may be the vattarani and anustaram caws
of the Hindu mythology, and the goat the animal that was enjoin-

ed to be sacrificed at the time of cremation in the Vedic crema-
tion ritual. This appears not improbable, but we have to note
that the Rgveda has introduced the goat sacrifice not in connec-
tion with a burial, but in connection with the cremation, with a
view that the skin of the goat may miraculously protect the body
of the departed individual from the fury of the funeral fire,

Mr. Vats merely points to the parallelisms between some of the

Vedic practices and those prevailing at Harappa ; he specifically

observes that the connections or affinities between the Vedic

Aryans and the cultures connected with the Harappa burials are

not yet quite clear ( p. 209 ).

The fact is that even among the Vedic Aryans a number of

divergent practices prevailed as far as the disposal of the dead is

concerned. In one place in the Rgveda there is tha prayer that

whatever part of the body of the dead man may have been smit-

ten away by the black bird or by the ant or by the carnivorous

animal may be restored back to him by god fire ( X. 16. 6 ). This

would clearly show that the bodies of the dead were exposed for

some days before they were cremated, unless we assume that the

prayer was intended for the body of a person lying for along time

on the battlefield, before it could be identified and cremated.

The Atharvaveda refers to four ways of the disposal of the dead,

burial, exposure, cremation and burial in a high mound ( XVIII.

2. 34 ). The tiatapatha Brahmana refers to the burial mounds

raised long after the death of individuals when their memory

had died down. It distinguishes between the burial mounds of

the Asuras and the Aryans ; those of the former were round

and those of the latter were four cornered. It further states that
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the Asuras did not lay the remains directly on the earth, but put

them in a pot (camu) before burying them (XIII 8,1), The

practice here attributed to the Asuras would fit well with the pot

burials at Harappa, The Rgveda ( X, 18, 10-13 ) also describes

a burial ;
when the dead body is placed in the pit and is about

to be entombed, the prayer is addressed : 'Oh Earth, heave up,

do not press upon the dead man, Cover him gently and affec-

tionately as a mother would cover her child on the lap by means

of her upper garment/ Whitney thinks that this refers to a pot

burial, and if so, it may refer to practices somewhat similar to

those at Harappa. But there still will remain one important

difference; the Rgveda does not presuppose an exposure before

its burial above referred to
;
at Harappa, pot burials were invari-

ably preceded by eiposures, There is no doubt that the cemetery

at Harappa, discovered by Mr, Vats supplies a lot of material for

study to the anthropologist ;
it will take considerable time before

all its mysteries are solved. In the meanwhile we may once

more congratulate
Mr. Vats on his excellent volumes on Harappa,

and the Archaeological department on the excellent arrangements

it has made for publishing them in an adequate and befitting

manner,

A. S. Altekar



SRlPATI'S SRlKARA BHASYA
*

A voluminous work, involving considerable labour and great

expense, in two volumes, one of about 900 pages and another of

nearly 575 pages but of unequal sizes, has been recently publish-

ed under the auspices of the Mysore Lingayat Education Fund

Association, Bangalore. It is edited by Mr. C. Hayavadan Rao,

who, besides an erudite preface of 52 pages, has contributed an

equally learned introduction covering the rest of the volume.

The second is a commentary in Sanskrit on the Brahma Sutras

by Srlpati Panditacarya of the Lingayat persuasion, who lived

about 1400 A. D. The commentary is made in support of the

Vlrasaiva doctrine of faith and advocates Bhedabhedatmaka

visesadvaita, which is probably an attampt to effect a recon-

cilation between the >two antagonistic views of Samkara and

Madhvacarya, who flourished in 788-820 A. D. and 1238 A, D.

respectively.

Not only is it that the text of this commentary, which con-

tains the philosophy of the great and influential community of

Vlrasaivas or Lingayats, as they are popularly called, because

of their wearing the lingam, or phallus, on their body, has been

published for the first time in Devanagarl characters, but it is in

fact the first completely published edition of the work. The

volume 1 consists of the preface and introduction written by Mr.

Hayavadan Rao, besides the list of contents. The second volume

is devoted to the publication of the text of the Badarayana Sutras

as well as the commentary of Srlpati on them. An incomplete

manuscript, it is learnt from the introduction, in Telagu script

was published as far back as 1893 at Sikanderabad in the Nizam s

State. It is reported to have been a work of much accuracy

having been purged of errors committed by copyists by learned

men. But it appears that only a portion of it is available at the

Government Oriental Press Library at Mysore Complete hand-

written copies however exist at Devidi, Ganjam Dxstrict. The

present edition has, it appears, been prepared fa L

^

copy

longing to Shri Basavavadhya, B.A, B.L., of Bangalore. Ap.

it was in the Telagu characters and from it the present

[ Annalsf
B. 0- R- It ]
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edition in Devanagarl characters has been transliterated. The
language of both is of course Sanskrit. It is stated in the
introduction

"
the first press copy was prepared under the direct

personal supervision of Rajasabhabhushan Dewan Bahahur Sir

K. P. Puttana Chetty Kt., C.I.E., retired first councilor of the
Mysore State

"
to whom "

the idea of securing the manuscript,
getting it critically examined and making it available to the

public in proper form, has been entirely
"

due.
" The preface

"
in the words of Mr, V. Subrahmanya lyar a

very competent critic of vedanfcic studies generally,
"

Is a mas-
terly survey of modern trends of philosophic thought. It really
deserves to be an original contribution to it. As a separate
pamphlet, it will take its rank along with the writings of any
modern philosopher-Eastern or Western ". The introduction too
is a monument of the labour, learning and devotion to the subject
of the Editor. It is an encyclopaedic history of the numerous
some of them little known yet remarkable - commentators, belong-
ing to different schools of thoughts on the Badarayana Sutras,
which form a principal part of the most prominent and founda-
tion works on Hindu Philosophy. The survey begins with
writers, prior to Samkara and is brought to the 17th century
writers. These doctrines are entirely, yet succinctly described.
Besides in the latter ^i portion it contains a full exposition of

the^
commentary and faith of Srlkara, in its proper setting.

This volume is thus indispensable to any student of Indian phi-
losophy, with special emphasis on the noble doctrine of Virasa-
ivas, which as expounded by Srlkara, anticipates in the philo-
sophic sphere, the relativity theory of Dr. Enstien in the physical
world.

It is not surprising that in such a big work as this introduc-
tion, there should be room for divergence of opinion. To take an
instance ; quite a disproportionate space has been allotted to an
ordinary commentator, who except for his name, called Suka, is
a mere imitator of Ananda-tlrtha of three or more centuries ear-
lier, although the former has the merit of differing from the latter
In respect of the kind of Dvaita doctrine. Thus "

though Suka
adopts Bheda throughout, he is careful to avoid anything appro-
aching Ananda-ttrtha's theory of tartamya bheda as among
JIvas.

"
Ananda-tlrtha holds to panca bhedas, whiph
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essential to his system.
" Suka however accepts only jtvesa

bheda and jiva prakrti bheda.
" Moreover much looseness is

shown in fixing the date of Suka. In one place it is definitely

fixed as at least the 16th century A. IX In another place Vijaya-

dhvaja is said to have lived "about "the 16th century and
"
Suka, who follows his methodology, must be ascribed to a date

posterior to hira-say by about a century, i. e. the 17th century.
??

Moreover had both these discussions been in juxtaposition, it

would have been less confusing to the reader to know the mind

of the editor.

In this connection, however, the editor has rendered a service

to the cause of learning by showing how the different Brahma

Sutras of Badarayana have been arranged by Samkara, Rama-

nuja, Ananda-tlrtha, Nimbarka and Vallabha as compared with

the arrangement adopted by Suka. The Editor also explains the

special features causing this divergence in arrangement, as the

reason for rearrangement*

The learned editor in nearly 700 pages of this big sized vol.

umes has exhaustively dealt with and explained the defects,

short comings, virtues and value of Srlpatfs Bhasya. No

summary of it will give an adequate conception of this unique

doctrine ; it will suffer by such a process, since as usual the

author has followed the custom of commentators in demonstrat-

ing how and arguing why he differs from them and what are

the special merits of his theory.

It is this exhaustive and learned exposition in the introduc-

tion which has been commended by learned scholars like M* M.

Pandit Gopinath Kaviraj, M.A., Sir P. S. Shivaswami lyar and

M. M. Prof. S. Kupaswami Sastry, M. A., LE.S. ( Eeti ), espsci-

ally the last, who has spoken of both the volumes ; the former two

confine themselves to the first volume only. It is a pity that

there is no errata to Volume 1. To take one instance of its

necessity reference may be made to the description of Srlpatis

theory as BhedftbhedStmaka visJistadvaita at p. 221 and at page

590 as Bhedabhedatmaka vi^esadvaita. It is necessary fco

know what exactly the Editor holds as correct Similariy at

p 708, the following is written "Spinoza (1632-1677) was ata>

largely influenced by Descertes (1596-1650; and Thomes Hobbt*

( 1588-1619 ) who were both his contemporaries, and by the wit-
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tings of Francis Bacon ( 1561-1626 ) who had died just when he

was born.
" Did not Hobbes die before him also ? The volumes,

however, are embellished by many useful appendices.

Every reader of the second volume of this voluminous work

( each volume is priced at Us. 8 ) will wish that what has been said

of the first volume could be said of the second. Unfortunately it

contains numerous errors, which containing as they do gramma-
tical mistakes, show carelessness and even want of knowledge of

Sanskrit, which is the language of the work. I append in enclo-

sure number 1 a list of such mistakes. They have been spotted

at random and there are so many mistakes even on a single page.

What is more remarkable is that even in the errata pages what
have been shown as corrections are themselves mistakes. E. G.

at p. 263 line 17, rar^TFSf has been wrongly corrected as

and at p, 568, 7th parisista q7^%safr which is correct, is corre-

cted as sraF^fwt. That those corrections are not printer's mis-

takes may be judged from the fact that there are other mistakes

in the text which show want of proper acquaintance of the lan-

guage on the part of the Editors. Moreover Mr. C. Hayavadan
Rao, the Chief Editor has contributed to this volume, a preface

in Sanskrit which contains grammtical errors in almost every
line of it. For comparison 's sake I append as enclosure 2 a copy
of this preface as printed in the volume and below it as it should

be in proper Sanskrit. It is a matter of regret that the excellence

of the work should be so disfigured ; only compelled by a sense of

duty this criticism has been made. The outward appearance of

the volumes leaves nothing to be desired and the type used is

clear and distinct I am indebted to Pandit Laxmanshastri

Murgudkar, the learned head of the Sanskrit Academy, maintain-

ed by the Ichalkaranji State, for collecting the mistakes in

Sanskrit.

M. V. Kibe
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KKISHNA AND HIS SONG : D, S. SARMA, M.A,, loter-

national Book House, Bombay, 1940, pp. 93 f Be 1-8.

- This is a collection of nine small articles which, appeared in

the Aryan Path from January to September, 1940. The author

has already to his credit a couple of books on Hinduism and
Indian Culture, and two books on the Bhagavadgita. He writes

well and to the point 5 and what is worth mention, in spite of

the vast and daily increasing literature on the Bhagavadglta, he

seems to have a fresh point or two to make. In the first paper
he pleads for the recognition of the Gita as primarily a poem,
and only secondarily, if you will, as representing a historical or

philosophical truth. We disapprove of this method of disarming
criticism. We have always pleaded for the study of a work in

its actual historical setting, so far as this is ascertainable ; and

philosophy can have an appeal to the emotion as truly as poetry.

The author's remark in the second paper (p.21) that the "spiritual

message [ of all Scriptures ] is inevitably covered with the husk
of political, social and scientific ideas of their times " comes
nearer the truth, although we are not prepared to regard the

Samkhya philosophy in the Grita at any rate its cardinal

tenet as mere "husk'*.

The question whether the Bhagavadglta teaches Karmayoga
or Jnanayoga or BhaJctiyoga, which has always excited live in-

terest amongst Indian commentators and expositors, has been
answered by the author, in the next paper, in the only correct

way in which it has to be answered ; it is not any one of these

exclusively, but all of them collectively. Lokamanya Tilak, in

his Q-itarahasya wanted to propound the same conclusion,
although some of his followers seem to be seeking to unduly em-
phasise the

"
Karmayoga

"
element, thereby making the Poem

"substitute Humanity for God >?
as Mr. Sharma happily

phrases it.

The next paper ( chapter ) is entitled : Dharma : Mechanical
and Organic. The author holds that Arjuna had a mechanical
conception of Dharma as consisting of a set of fixed, unalterable
rules imposed, by an external authority. As opposed to it is
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Krsna's conception of the Dharma as a constantly growing: or-

ganism, ever adjusting Its means to its end s which is fellowship
with God* We fail to see the application of this to the immediate
problem of the Glta, which is fighting with elders and kinsmen.
That the fight is according to the Ksattriya code of conduct as

laid down in the Sastras, which must guide us in all cases of

doubt, is not Arjuna's contention, but Krsna's final teaching,
even assuming that Krsna is here **

thinking of an ideal society
in which the division of classes is based on character and pro-
fession "

( p. 47 X Mr. Sharma has not succeeded in telling us

what is the precise reply of Krsna to Arjuna's question, Surely it

cannot be that Arjuna, by his inner nature, is made for fight and
must fight, or as Samkaracarya would have said that he was
not the proper adhikarin for non-activism or Samnyasa. Arguing
on such lines, even Krsna himself (as a Ksattriya) is, as ha

himself readily confesses, in no better boat! When Mr. Sharma
gravely tells us that the

"
advocacy of non-violence as a substi-

tute for war is reserved for future incarnations 7' meaning pro-

bably the incarnation of Gotama the Buddha and Mahatma
Gandhi he fails to see that non-violence in thought is of far

more consequence than non-violence in action ( of, BG., it 38 );

and that Bhisma can be killed
" non-violently

n in the same

way as one can
"
non-violently

" administer injection to a suffer-

ing calf. We think that Krsna's main emphasis is on the mood-

of-equipoise ( samatvabuddhi ). Given that, Krsna does not seem

to be yearning for an age when all wars would cease and when

God would have no occasion to punish the men of demonic ten-

dencies ( asura-sampatti ). _
We agree with the author when he says that the CKta

is not merely a book of ethics, but inculcates the doofcrime

of freedom through divine service. If action (formon) has

a tendency to bind man to the Samsara, the way to escape

this bondage is not by renouncing action altogether, but by

doing the action for which one is fitted one's Svadharma in a

mood of equipoise ( samatva ), which can be cultivated through

God's service ( Bhakti ). The difficulty always is to discover

what is one's Svadharma, in other words, to find out what aeilon

would give the best expression to one's Svabhava ( natural apti-

tude and attainments ). It is plain sailing so long as ona has

19 [ Annals, B, O. B, I. J
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no disposition or occasion to quarrel with the Svadharma as

laid down by the Sastra of the age. But once we give up our

moorings in the Sastra, trust in God and His loyal service is

the only real haven of safety. The G-lta has prescribed a regular
course of this service, and assures us that those that follow it

steadily and unflinchingly will be saved. Nay, more. Each
forward step will afford proofs that we are proceeding on the

right lines, and that the end is attainable. Moreover, such a

loving pursuit of God will have, in the majority of cases, the

result of reconciling us to the prescribed duties of our existing

station* seeing that all action is God's service. As the author

clearly puts it ( p. 66f. )
" We shall be judged not by the work

we do, but by the way in which we do the work given to us. It

is better to work in a small place with a large heart than to work

in a large place with a small heart.
"

We are again at one with the author when he says ( p. 68 )

that the Bhakti of the Qita is not the excessive emotionalism of

the later Bhakti schools.
<c Karma and Bhakti in the GUa sup-

plement each other". After an hour's communion with God we
ought to rise as better men of action, and after an hour of intent,

self-less action we ought to retire as better Bhaktas. And this

God of our devotion has not to be sought in some one temple
more fruitfully than in some other ; in fact it may be a temple-
less

**
ideal "

5 for, has it not been declared that there is divine

presence in everything that is an "
ideal

"
of its class ( BG., x.

41 )? It is in this sense that the loyal discharge of the duties

of one's station is God's service ( BG. xviii. 451 ), which He
readily accepts and rewards.

In the concluding chapter the author tries to determine the

place of Lokasamgraha ( social service ) in the ideal life laid down
in the Q-lta. Here too the author's views are such as would com-
mand general acceptance.

We warmly commend Mr, Sharma's little book to the thought-
ful perusal of all earnest students of the Bhagavadglta. It is

well written and adequately"documented, and after finishing its

reading we find ourselves in the mood of Oliver Twist :
" want-

ing more !

"

1-2-41 S. K. Belvalkar



ADMINISTRATION AND SOCIAL LIFE UNDER VIJAYA-
NAGAR. By T. V. Mahalingam, B.A. ( Hons. ) Madras
University Historical Series No* 15, University of Madras,
1940, pp. 1-476 and 7 illustrations. Price Rs. 7/- or 12s. 6d,

Vijayanagar is drawing the attention of scholars in an ever-

increasing degree, and rightly it should, for if any period of
mediaeval Indian history is well documented, it is the period of

Vijayanagar hegemony in South India. These documents are

varied and vast, consisting of notices of foreign travellers-

Portuguese, English, Dutch and Persian ; contemporary works on

literature, religion, philosophy in Sanskrit, Tamil, Kanarese,
and Telugu ( including some works of Vijayanagar kings them-
selves ) ; inscriptions in all these four languages and monuments*
both spread over almost the whole of South India, II is impossible

for a single scholar to use this entire material. Therefore, Mr.

Mahalingam's work "
is calculated to supplement from the

Tamil side the social and administrative studies begun in the

Third Dynasty
"
by Dr, N. Venkataramanayya.

Mr. Mahalingam has treated his subject in two parts. Part I

consisting of 6 chapters is devoted to a detailed study of Central

Government, Revenue, Administration, Law, Justice and Police,

Military Organisation* Warfare and Diplomacy, Provincial

Government and Local Government respectively. Each chapter

is further divided into sections. The treatment of each theme is

judicious. Some topics should have been more exhaustively dealt

with, if the material for it was available. For instance, in the

chapter on Central Government, a fuller and as far as possible,

an exhaustive list of officers, mentioned in inscriptions would

have not only enlightened us on the Vijayanagar
*

officialdom,
*

but would have also enabled a student of comparative culture to

find out how far the Vijayanagar administration contained ancient

or traditional 'offices
7 and how far new office or offices with their

designations in South Indian languages. For it is interesting

to note that the Mahapradhana or PradKana of ancient reeords was

called during the Vijayanagar period MaJwsimh PradMm. Like-
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wise in Local Government the Mahanadaprdbhu with its suffix

prabhu reminds us of officers with similar suffixes who become

common with the Silahara and Yadava regime in the Deccan, a

couple of centuries before Vijayanagar. What is meant is that

such comparative studies would permit inferences as to the

origin etc. of a culture complex, only when a thorough and

exhaustive study is made of a given region at a given period.

This might help us to decide how far Vijayanagar culture was

Telugu, Kanarese or Tamil, if not help us actually in ascertain-

ing the Telugu or Kanarese origin of the First Dynasty of

Vijayanagar.

Other interesting parallels with earlier administrative units

are Sthala ( p. 199 ) and Pithika ( p. 182 ). These may be compared
with SthaK ( which occurs in Valabhl epigraphs only ) and Petha

or Pathaka respectively. Possibly Pithika is derived from Petha,

which occurs mostly in inscriptions from the Central Provinces,

and the Deccan.

It might not be possible to determine exactly how many
villages there were in the Vijayanagar empire, as Mr. Mahalin-

gam says, possibly because all the inscriptions are not published

in their extenso. But when they are, it would be worth-while

tabulating all the place-names and identify them. This will add

not only to our knowledge of Vijayanagar geography but also

facilitate the work of reconstructing the ancient geography of

South India.

The section on the Port and the Siege would have been more

realistic, if the full number and distribution of forts in the

Vijayanagar empire, discussing their strategic importance, had
been given. The arrangement of the army might have been com-

pared with the warfare etc. portrayed on Vijayanagar monuments,
particularly in the Hazara Rama Temple.

Part II deals with social life. It is divided into five chapters

Society, Religion, Education and Literature, Architecture, Sculp-
ture and Painting. The chapter on *

Society
' would have gained

in importance, if, besides describing the functions of various

Communities, full names etc. of these would have been given in

the Appendix. For, from this all, future work on the migration
of different Brahmana aad other communities could have been
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begun, whereas for the present, some definite knowledge would
have been obtained about the probable strength of each com*

munity. The section on *

Dress
'

would have been more illuminat-

ing, if sculptural evidence could have been utilized in giving
the idea of the dress of the Kings, the Queen, the common people
and others.

The chapter on Religion sets out the various faiths that were

existing in the empire. But Mr. Mahalingam does really injus-

tice to Vallabha and his Sampradaya> when he summarises and

quotes what Monier Williams wrote in the last century. Sine

then, numerous works of Vallabha himself and his immediate

successors, on Vedanta, Glta and Bhakti have been edited and

published*
! And students of comparative systems of Vedanta

have ghown that Vallabha represents more faithfully the views

of Badarayana than Samkara or anybody else, whereas his Krsna-

bhakti, or complete self-surrender to Krsna, if properly under-

stood) stands on a very elevated plain. It is the examination of

these works which should show whether the tradition about

Vallabha's success in the court of Krsnadeva RSya could be

credited on the merits of his works or not.

Mr. Mahalingam's work is certainly to be welcomed2
. As a

postgraduate thesis, it does ample justice to him as a student and
to his Teacher. If it is not exhaustive on certain details, as

shown above, it is because the subject is too vast* and full

materials are not yet available. The archaeological sources alone,

of which he gives a useful summary in the last chapters require

a separate monograph.
3 We feel sure that this must be already

contemplated by Professor K. A. Nilakanta Sastri as a future

work of his Department.
H. D. Sankalia

1 They can be had at Gatulalaji's Library, Bhtiieshwar, Bombay 4,

articles dealing with the philosophy of Vallabha are contributed by Prof,

G. H. Bhatt to the Proceedings of the Oriental Conferences in tto teat

couple of years.
a Though in some respects it covers the same field as the earlier work

of Dr. Saletore.

2 Some 10 years ago, Mr. ( now Dr. } B. N. Saletore had written a

thesis on this subject under Father Heras, but owing to financial

it has not been published.



D. & BHANDARKAR VOLUME, Edited by Bimala Churn

Law, M.A., B.L., Ph.D., F.R. A.S.B., F.RG.S. Published by
the Indian Research Institute, Calcutta, 1940, pp.

i-xxx-H-382.

Dr. D. R* Bhandarkar deserves the tribute which Dr* B. 0.

Law has paid in bringing out such a nice volume with the co-

operation of Dr* Bhandarkar's admirers, friends and pupils. A
scholar by natural inclination, Dr. Bhandarkar has joined inde-

fatigable work to his keen Intelligence as a result of which his

versatility in Indology has become a distinguishing feature of

his work. This has been succinctly indicated by Mr. Rao in the

introductory article. But apart from that, what is really t6 be

highly appreciated in him is the sympathy and understanding
with which Dr. Bhandarkar receives youngsters in the field and

encourages them in their work by putting at their disposal his

wide experience and valuable advice. Above all one is struck

by the complete absence in him of pride and the consequent
coldness which characterise so many scholars*

The volume presented to such a scholar is indeed a mine of

oriental studies. It deals with art, architecture, literature,

grammar, Alamkara^ history, chronology, geography, anthropo*

logy, philosophy, epigraphy, numismatics and folklore.

In proto-Indian history Father Heras' comparison of a ferti-

lity symbol from Mohenjo-daro with similar symbols from Sumer,
Crete and Egypt will appeal even to those who do not agree with
his interpretation of the script. Prof. Raychaudhurfs article

approaches a similar subject from literary sources.

Dm Sten Konow and Liiders draw our attention to certain

points in Indo^Greek and Kushana history.
An attempt is made to throw some light on Gujarat's ( includ-

ing Kathiawar's) ancient history by. Mr. Chatterjee and Dr.
Hiranand Sastri. The former informs us from the Pethavatthu of

one Pilgala, who was a king of Surastranagara during the time
of Asoka. But Kautalya tells us that there was a Sangha ( re-

public ? ) of SurSstra 1 Dr. Sastri reedits and comments on a

Ksatrapa inscription from Mulawasar in Kathi&w&r, which was
erected in memory of a dead hero. While it may be true that
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this is the first dated hero's stone known to Indian history, we

think, it is too presumptuous to argue from it that the practice

of erecting memorial stones was borrowed from the Sakas, parti-

cularly when it is admitted that hundreds of such single ( menhir-

like ) stones are found all over Western, Southern and Central

India and when the idea of a glorious death is recommended in

the Glta, as quoted by Dr. Sastri. For all we know, many of

these prehistoric and other monuments might have been erected

to the memory of heroes, ( as the earlier stupas were to the

memory of saints ). If memorials (lasti ) to the dead were erect-

ed at Andhau, in dutch, as already mentioned by Dr. Sastri, it

is all the more probable that people would think of honouring

the dead heroes in a similar fashion without any outside

influence.

Articles on early mediaeval history contain contributions on

the W. Calukyas, Guhilots and the Kalacuris and those on

mediaeval history deal with Gujarat, Bajpufcana and Delhi.

Ancient administrative studies are enriched by Dr. Chhabra

and Mr. Dikshitar. The former explains the meaning and func-

tion of an Uparika on the strength of Brhaspati and his com-

mentators*

Eenewed attention is drawn to the Aryans, Bratuis and Dravi-

dians by Dr. Ganganath Jha, and Mr. Boy respectively and to

the study of Oriental and European folklore by Dr. E. X Thomas.

Mr. Bamachandran identifies certain coins as of the Salankayana

king Candavarman and Dr. Law tells us of the contemporaneity

of certain kings of India and Ceylon.
IL D, Sankalia



KAMSAVAHO OF RAMA PANIVADA i A Prakrit Poem
In Classical Style. Text and Chaya critically edited for

the first time with Various Readings, Introduction, Tra-

nslation, and Notes, etc. by Dr. A. N. Upadhye, M.A.
D.Litt. 9 and published by Hindi Grantha Ratnakara
Karyalaya, Hirabag, Bombay 4, Crown : Pp. L-J-213

We have here a very nice little volume of a
*

Prakrit Poem
in classical style' from the pen of Rama Panivada (18th century
A. D. ). He has also composed many works in Sanskrit, Prakrit
and Malayalam.

Dr. Upadhye has edited the present work on the basis of Two
Manuscripts, and it is really a great achievement to reconstruct
a text on so scanty a material. And one must say that Dr.
Upadhye has done the task very neatly and thoroughly. In the
introduction he has dealt with every little problem regarding
the author, his date, works, Ms style and the Prakrit of the Poem!
The Sanskrit Chayaprobably the work of the author himself as
Dr. Upadhye suggests Translation, Notes and glossary would
enable even a novice to master the text. Dr. Upadhye deserves
to be congratulated for bringing to light such a beautiful Prakrit
Poem.

N. V. Vaidya



OBITUARY NOTICES

LORD GEORGE AMBROSE LLOYD

( 1879-1941 )

The authorities of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute

feel it their painful duty to record the sad demise on 5th Feb.

1941 of Lord Lloyd, the former Governor of Bombay and the

President of the Institute for the triennium 1921-1924. It was

during this period that many of the academic activities of the

Institute were initiated and the services of Lord Lloyd (then Sir

George Lloyd ) towards the promotion of all these activities were

very great. It may be remembered that the first Oriental

Conference organised by the Institute was opened by Lord Lloyd

on the 5th of November 1919. In this very year the work of the
a

Institute on the Critical Edition of the MahabhSrata was inaugu-

rated on the 1st of April by the late Sir R. G. Bhandarkar and the

Institute received in the following year an annual grant for this

work from the Government of Bombay mainly through the

influence and personal solicitude of the late Lord Lloyd, It is

unfortunate that such an energetic statesman whose initial

sympathy and support in the academic activities of the Institute

have contributed in no small way to their subsequent growth

and expansion should be snatched away by the cruel hand o! death

at a time when his services were most needed for the British

Empire !

P.HGode



SIR GEORGE ABRAHAM GRIERSON
( 1852-1941 )

In the demise of Sir George Grierson on the 8th of March
1941 the world of Oriental Scholars has sustained an irreparable
loss. It was only in 1936 that a Volume of Indian and Iranian

Studies * was presented to him by his friends and admirers all

over the world on the occasion of Ms 85th birthday, which fell on

7th January 1936. This volume is a token of the high esteem

and admiration entertained by his confreres on account of his

devoted labour in the cause of Indian Philology for over sixty

years.

The achievements of Sir George in the field of his study
were phenomenal and it was therefore in the fitness of things
that many honours and decorations were showered on him espe-

cially during the latter part of his career. He was the recepi-

ent of many honorary degrees from learned bodies in Europe,
America and India and was an honorary member of many disting-
uished academies of the world. Among his honors from Indian
bodies we may mention his Honorary Fellowship of the

Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal and the Bombay Branch of

the Royal Asiatic Society, Honorary Membership of the

Nagarl Pracarim Sabha ( Benares )f the Bihar and Orissa Re
search Society, the Modern Language Association, Linguistic
Society of India and the Banglya Sahitya Parisad. He was also

the recepient of the Campbell Memorial Medal of the Royal
Asiatic Society ( Bombay ) and the Sir William Jones Gold
Medal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal These honours from India
amply show that India was not lacking in enthusiasm to do
honour to this great savant in recognition of his services to

Indian philology.

As the work of a scholar-administrator belonging to the
older generation of the Indian Civil Service, which often
distinguished itself for scholarship, his work may be looked

* Vide Parts 2 and 3 of Vol. VIII of the Bulletin of the School of Ori-
ental Studies ( University of London ) 1936, pp. 297-881.
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upon as the crowning glory of the scholarship displayed by
the members of this

*

heaven-born *
service. He was appoint-

ed as a member of this service in his twenty-third year.
Since this appointment he lost no time in devoting all his
leisure to the study of the innumerable languages and
dialects of India. As will be seen from the list of his published
writings incorporated in the volume presented to him, Sir George
published his first paper on Kalidasa in 1877, and since that year
the number of his writings increased with the growth of his

scholarship and versatility of his interests. The Bibliography of
his writings extending over twenty pages of the volume referred

to above shows at a glance the magnitude of his achievement,
the profundity of Ms learning, not to say his complete mastery
over the complexities of no less than two hundred dialects of
India. He was specially proficient in the languages of North
West India and compiled many grammars of known and un-
known languages, besides translating numerous Middle and
Modern Indo-Aryan texts. By his deep study of Indian Verna-
culars he has stimulated in Indian scholars a just pride for their

living heritage of veinacular literature and the future of Indian

philology seems to be bright owing to the stature given to the
Indian vernaculars by the researches of the great linguist, which
culminated in the monumental production of the 20 volumes of
the Linguistic Survey of India. It is only of recent years that the

study of languages on strictly scientific lines has been attract*

ing the attention of Indian Universities and the influence of the
methodical studies of the late Sir George Qrierson in this field

will not fail to make its mark on all linguistic pursuits worth
the name connected with Indian vernaculars,

P. El Gode

I*
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PUBLICATIONS OF THE INSTITUTE

( i ) The Mahalharata

The Mahabharata, containing Introduction, Appendices etc. edited by Dr.
V. S. Sukthankar, M. A., Ph.D., Vol. I. Sdiparvart, Price Bs. 34 edited
by Dr. V. S. Sukthankar, M.A, Ph.D. Vol. V, Vir&|aparvan, edited by
Dr. Kaghu Vira, M.A., Ph.D , Price Rs. 11.

Virataparvan, edited by N. B. Utgikar, M.A., Price Rs. 14,

Prospectus of a New & Critical Edition of the MahSbhSrata, Price As. S.

( ii ) Government Oriental Series

Sarvadarsanasarhgraha of Sayana, with an Original Sanskrit Com*
mentary, Introduction & Appendices by MM. VasudeTashaatri
Abhyankar. ( Class A, No. 1. ) Price Rs. 10.

Siddhantabindu, with a new Sanskrit Commentary by MM. Vasu&era-
shastri Abhyankar ( Clasj? A, No, 2 ) Price Rs 3-8.

MimSrhsa-Nyayaprakasa ( Apadevi ) with a new Sanskrit Commentary,
edited by MM. Vasudevashastri Abhyaakar, (Class A, HO.&) Price
Rs. 3-8.

R. G. Bhandarkar's Collected Works Vol. T containing Peep into tbe

Early History of India, Contributions to Oriental Congresses, Reviews
and Addresses and Essays in Literary Chronology, Price Rs. S.

Vol. II. Reports on Search for Sanskrit Mss. during" 1882-91, Religions
and Social Writings, etc. Price Rs. 5-8. Vol. III. History of the

Deocan,,and Inscriptions. Price Rs. 4-8. Vol. IV, comprising Vais^a-
vism, Saivism, etc. and Wilson Philological Lectures, Price Rs. 6

( Class B. Nos. 1-4. )

History of DharmaiSstra "Literature, Vol. I, by Prof. P. V. Kane, H.A.,

LL.M.. ( Class B. No. 6. ) Price Rs. 15.

K B Fathak Commemoration Volume, edited by Rao Bahadur Dr. S- )L.

BeWalkar, M.A , Ph.D., ( Class B, Ho. 7. ) Price Rs. 10.

Word-Index to Vyakarana-MahSbhSsya, by MM. Shndharsbastri

Pathak and Siddheshwarshastri Chitrao. ( Class C, No* 1. ) Price Rs, 15.

Word-Index to PSnini-Sutra-Patha and Parisistas, by MM. Shndhar-
Pathak and Siddheshwarshastri Chitrao (Class C, No.S.)

WorcT-Iiide'x to TaittirTya Saihhit5f Part I, by Pandit Paraskmramshastri

( Class C, No. 3 ) Price Rs. 2.
m

The Vodfinta. by Dr V. S. Ghate, M.A., D.Litt, Price Rs
;
2.

BadbabhQsana, by Prof. H. Velankar, M.A. Price Rs. 1-8.

VaisijavisnvS'aiviara and Minor Religious Systems by R. G. Bhandarkar.

( Indian Edition. > Prte<? KR. 3-8-

( iii ) Bombay Sanskrit and Prakrit: Series

( New Volumes, Reprints and Revisions.!

Vasithadharnatestra. edited by Dr. H. A. Ftthre% Second edition.

* by N. B.U*ltar. M.Ju

Selections f t am R^eda, **k edition by Prin. R, D.

O. A.

%^
Knm5rapftl^rits. 8**** EM***. Wised by Br.



edited by Dr. D. R. Bliandarkar, H.A.< Ph. I), and Pandit
. Kedarnath ( No. 84 ), Price Rs. 2-4.

( iv ) Miscellaneous Publications

Mammata's KSvvaprak&sa with Jhalkikar's Commentary, 5th Edition^
by Priii. R. P. Karmarkar, M A. trilsas I-X, Price Rs. 8; tlllSsas I
and IT, Price Annas 10 ; UilSsas I, II, III & X, Price Rs. 3.

Proceedings of the First Oriental Conference, Vol. I Rs. 5. Vol. II Rs. 8.
Summaries of Papers read at the First Oriental Conf* renee, Price Bs. 2.

Descriptive Catalogues ofMss. in the Government Mss, Library at th
Institute -Vol. I, part I SamhitSs and Brahmanas, Price Bs. 4.

Vol. XII (AlatiikSra, Samglta and Natya ) corapile-1 by P. "K. Gode*
M.A., Price Bs. 5. Vol. XVII parts I & II ( Jaina Literature and
Philosophy ) compiled by Prof. H. B. Kapadla, M.A. 9 Price Bs. 4 each.
Vol. XIV ( Natakas ) compiled by P. K. Gode, M.A. Price Bs. 4.

History ofthe Search for Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Bombay Presidency
from 1868 to 1900, Price As. 8.

A List of New Ms^. added to the Library 1895-1924. Price Pe. 1-8.
Annals of the B/ O. B. Institute- Price Bs. 10 per Volume. Vols*
I-VII two parts each; Vols. VIH-XXI parts four each.

Bharsdarkar Commemoration Volume on sale at the Oriental Book
Agency, Poona.

( New Publications on Sale )

(r) Mahabharata Vol. VI part ( i ) Udyogaparvan, edited by Dr 8

S. K. De, M.A*, D.Litt., Price Rs. 10-4 ; part ( il ) Ks, 9.

(2) Kavyadarsa of Dandin, with an original Sanskrit Com-
mentary by Vidyabhusana Rangacharya Raddi Shastri^ ( Class

A, No. 4 ) Price Rs. 4-8.

(3) TaVIkh-i-Sind best known as Ta'rlkh-i-Masuml, by
Sayyid Mahammad Ma'suml Bakkarl, edited with* Introduc-
tion, Historical Notes,, & Indfces by Dr. U. M. Daudpota^
M.A., Ph.D.,j

Class A, No. 5 ) Price Rs. 5.

(4) Bharadvajasiksa, with gloss, edited by V. R. R. Dikshitar.
M. A., ( Class A, No. 6 ), Price Rs. 1-8.

(5) Desmamamala of Hemacaudra, edited by R. Pischel, Second
Edition with Introduction, Critical Notes and Glossary., by
Prin. P. V. Ramanujaswami, M.A., ( B. S. S* No. 17 )
Price Rs. 4-8.

(6) Peterson's Selections from Rgveda, Third Edition completely
revised and enlarged by Dr! V. G. Paranjpe, M.A.. LL.fi"
D. Litt., ( B. S. S. No. 58 ) t Price Rs. 4^8.

(7) Descriptive Catalogues of Mss. in the Govt. Mss. Library,
at the Institute

( i } Vol. II ( Grammar ) part I compiled by Rao Bahadur
Dr. S K. Belvalkar, M.A., Ph.D., Price Rs. 4.

( 11 ) Vol. XVI Part I (Vaidyaka) compiled by Dr. Flar Dull
Sharma, M.A., Ph.D,, Price Rs, 4

( iit ) Vol. XVII Part III compiled by H. R. Kapadia, M.A.,
Price Rs. 5.

( iv ) Vol. XIII Part I ( Kavya ) Compiled by Mr. P. K.
Code, M. A/ Price Rs: S -

(8)'Nigh'antu and Nirukta, Volume L Introduction, Full texts
of Nighantu and Nirukta. Notes on chapters I-III of
Nirukta. 25 Indexes, edited by Prin. V. K. Rajavade, M.A.
Price Rs. 10

N. B. For the Reports of the Proceedings of All India Oriental Con-
ferences apply to the Secretary, B. G. R. institute, Poona 4.


